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PREFACE 

The Operations Research Study was carried out by the Ministry of 
Health and Social Affairs and WHO under the overall direction of 
Dr K.S. Chang, Director, Bureau of Medical Affairs assisted by the Steering 
Committee consisting of: 

Dr K.S. Chang, Director, Bureau of Medical Affairs 
Dr S.D. Nam, Chief, Public Health Section, Geonggi Province 
Mr C.H. Kei, Gun Chief, Yongin Gun 
Dr D.S. Woo, Director, Yongin Gun Health Center 

The report has been prepared by the Operations Research Core Team 
consisting of: 

Dr S.H. Yu, Medical Officer (team leader) 
Dr D.M. Rhie, Medical Officer 
Mrs J.S. Kim, Technical Officer (nursing) 
Mr 3.S. Ahn, Technical Officer (sanitation) 

and with the technical assistance of WHO project (KOR/HSD/001) staff: 

Dr R.H. Herniman, Medical Officer (team leader) 
Ms E. Matheson, Public Health Nurse Administrator 
Mr C. Showman, Sanitarian 

and Mr M. Subramanian, Technical Officer (Operations Research), Programme 
Development and Support project (ICP/HSD/004), WPRO, Manila. 

The Korea Health Development Institute, Seoul participated in the 
study through the assignment of a member of its staff. 

Full cooperation of all government health staff at the Health Centre 
and Myeon subcentres in Yongin Gun led to the successful completion of the 
study. The assistance of UNICEF was indispensable for the study as were 
the computer facilities made available by the Korean Institute for Family 
Planning 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Government of the Republio of Korea has aohieved remarkable 
progress in the development of the oountry, partioularly in the economic 
sector. With a 1975 estimated population of 35.3 million the Republio of 
Korea had a per oapita inoome (GNP) of US$530 in 1975 and an annual rate 
of eoonomio growth of 11% during the period 1972-1976 (Ref: The Fourth 
Five-Year Economio Development Plan, 1977-1981: Government of the 
Republio of Korea). Following this aohievement, the present polioy of 
the Government is to give higher priority to development of the sooial 
seotor. Health is being oonsidered as one of the priority areas for 
development in the sooial seotor. The Fourth Five-Year Eoonomio 
Development Plan, 1977-1981, inoludes health servioes development as an 
area for further improvement and emphasizes the need for a "low-oost 
health oare detivery system" for the provision of relevant health oare to 
the population • 

The Ministry of Health and Sooial Affairs (MORSA) has been engaged 
in developing a relevant health oare delivery system that oan provide 
effioient, effeotive and equitable services at a oost the oountry can 
afford, and oonsistent with the sooio-politioal struoture of the 
oountry. Towards this end, the MORSA has been operating the General 
Health Servioes Development Projeot sinoe 1972. Assisted by WHO and 
UNICEF, the projeot has been operating in Yongin Gun, Gyeonggi Provinoe 
and has developed an aooeptable and replioable design at the gun level 
for the provision O2 health oare to a rural population, within the 
resouroes available • 

An Operations Researoh (OR) study has been undertaken to evaluate 
this integrated health oare delivery design and has formulated ways by 
whioh the internal effioienoy of this design oan be improved. The 
revised design has been tested for feasibility and population acoeptanoe, 
and evaluated. The study has demonstrated ways by whioh better 

1See the Fourth Five~Year Eoonomic Development Plan, 1977-1981, 
Government of the Republio of Korea, 1976, pp 76-79. 

2The Yongin Gun servioe delivery design has two distinot though 
inter-related oomponents: at the myeon level, the myeon physioian 
provides medioal oare servioes and the three myeon health workers, 
funotioning under the administrative supervision of the myeon physioian, 
provide maternal oare, ohild oare, family planning and tuberoulosis 
follow-up services; at the gun level, under the overall direotion of the 
health oentre direotor, administrative and teohnioal staff provide 
guidance and support to the myeon level activities. In addition the 
medical offioer, dentist and sanitation workers perform servioe delivery 
funotions for all the myeons in the gun. 
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utilization of existing resources - both human and material - can be 
achieved, and is intended to assist in making decisions on the rational 
utilization of existing resources to provide effective, efficient and 
relevant health care by the government health services to populations in 
rural areas. The OR study has resulted in a modified service delivery 
design at the myeon level as an element of the gun-level service design. 
This report is concerned with the findings from the OR study. 

2. OBJECTIVES 

The overall objectives of the study were: 

1. to provide the MOHSA with a service delivery design for the 
provision of health services to a rural population by further improving 
the effectiveness and efficiency of the project design, using an 
operations research approach; 

2. to develop the national capability in the MOHSA to carry out 
operational studies using the OR approach. 

This report is concerned with the first objective only. In regard 
to the second objective, it was considered that with full-time 
involvement of the members of a core team to be formed specifically for 
the purpose of the study, and with fUrther relevant training in OR 
methodology and techniques, national capability could be developed. 

In regard to the first objective, the point of departure was the 
Yongin Gun service design developed by the MOHSA in collaboration with 
WHO and UNICEF, by means of the Korea General Health Services Development 
project. This design was to be studied to assess the possibility of 
improving the efficiency in the utilization of existing resources (i.e. 
how far the resources available to the health services at the gun level 
can do better, and more), all other factors remaining neutral. The study 
was to develop alternative ways for better utilization of resources, and 
to improve staff performance through increased productivity with economy 
in cost, including needed modification in present procedures as might be 
relevant and necessary to achieve the objective. 

The immediate objective was to carry out field stUdies in the 
operation of health services and analyze the type of problems dealt with 
by the health services, and the effectiveness and efficiency with which 
they are tackled. This would form a basis for formulating ways by which 
existing resources up to the gun level could be deployed in satisfying 
the health service requirements of populations in rural areas. 

It should be emphasized, in this context, that the study was limit~d 
to one of making the health services delivery in rural areas most 
effective and efficient as related to solving health problems, utilizing 
existing resources and available techniques. Since the project has 
developed a service design based on the health and health services needs 
of the community and the action taken by the individual/family/community, 
the present study takes off with this design. The study analyzes 
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performance of the design in terms of its operation and looks into the 
internal efficiency of the systemj it does not deal with the health needs 
of the community, nor with the health services given by non-governmental 
agencies, institutions or organizations in rural areas, specifically in 
Yongin Gun. In short, the present study examines the feasibility of how 
more and better health care could be provided within the present 
resources and is concerned with modifying the given system in terms of 
its operations, and not with development of a radically new system. 

The study was carried out in Yongin Gun in Gyeonggi Province of the 
Republic of Korea (Fig. 1). 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In carrying out the study, operations research procedures were 
used. By this is meant the application of scientific methods, 
techniques, and tools to problems involving the operation of a system so 
as to provide those in control of the system with optimal solutions to 
the problems. 

Operations research consists of four distinct phases: (i) the 
development of a conceptual framework of the study; (ii) a situational 
analysisj (iii) the generation of alternative solutions, and choice of 
one or more solutions for a test run, and (iv) the actual conduct of a 
test run and evaluation. 

The following steps were involved in the conduct of the study: 

1. development of a conceptual framework to describe the health 
services system, as a basis for a study of the effectiveness and 
efficiency of its operationsj 

2. ident1ficat"ion of the factors that influence the interaction 
between health services and population: 

3. conduct of a situation analysis to describe the existing 
operations of the health services in Yongin Gun, through the collection 
of data from current observations and available records; 

4. analysis and synthesis of the findings, to formulate problems 
and dysfunctions associated with health services operations: 

5. specification of constraints to be considered, and criteria to 
be satisfied in the development of solutions to problems; 

6. development of various technically acceptable solutions, to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the health services system, 
given the eXisting resourcesj 

7. decision on the solution to be test-runj 
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8. test run of the chosen solution, for operational feasibility, in 
the study area; 

9. evaluation of the test run, to assess its superiority under 
field conditions. 

All activities associated with the above steps were structured and 
were undertaken during a reasonably short period of time, adhering as 
strictly as possible to a time schedule which at the start of the study 
was as follows: 

Period 

13 October -
3 November 1976 

4 November -
18 December 1976 

20 December 1976-
21 February 1977 

Duration 

3 weeks 

6 weeks 

8 weeks 

23 February 1977- 10 weeks 
30 April 1977 

1 May 1977- 2 weeks 
15 May 1977 

15-31 May 1977 2 weeks 

Activity 

Preparation of protocol 
for study 

Situation analysis 
(including preparation) 

Data analysis, synthesis 
solution generation, 
interim report 
preparation 

Output 

OR study protocol 

Situation 
Analysis data 

Alternative 
solutions and 
interim report 
on study 

Test run (including Modified design 
preparation of test area) 

Evaluation of test run 

Preparation of final 
report 

Modified design 
evaluated 

Final report on 
OR study 

In formulating the schedule, it was assumed that the OR core team 
would function on a full-time basis, but for various reasons this was not 
possible. This report covers what was carried out and feasible under the 
circumstances. The date for completion of study was extended to 
30 June 1977, because of delay in the decision on the choice of a 
solution. 

The study was undertaken with scientific rigor, recogn~z~ng that a 
"clinical trial" type comparison of results would not be feasible in this 
sort of operational investigation. 

For the management of the study, a steering committee was 
established, and an Operations Research core team with two medical 
officers, one public health nurse, and one sanitarian was formed to carry 
out the study. For the technical aspects, a protocol detailing the 
objectives, conceptual basis and framework, and the technical and 
organizatio~al aspects of the study was prepared, as described in 
Appendix 1. Apart from a description of theoretical concepts and 

1 See: Protocol for the Study of Basic Health Services in Yongin 
Gun, Gyeonggi Province, Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, Republic 
of Korea, 10 November 1976. 
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their application to the development of a framework for the study, this 
protocol also gives the details of the survey design and the procedures 
for the collection of the data for the situational analysis phase of the 
study. The addendum to this protocol gives the design and procedures for 
the test-run evaluation phase of the study. 

3.1 Theoretical basis of the study 

The operations research method uses a systems approach to look 
inside a system, to study how the component parts of the system operate, 
and to see if, by using alternative operational activities, the output of 
the system oan be improved, as desired by the controllers or managers of 
the system. The health system operating in Yongin Gun was studied in 
terms of the oommunity served and the health servioes. The study also 
looked at one of the most important oomponents of the health system, 
namely the interaotion between the health services and the oommunity 
being served. The performance of the health services system depends on 
the effectiveness and efficiency of this interaction. Theoretioally, the 
objeotive of the health servioes system is to improve the health of the 
oommunity. The health of the community can be defined in terms of the 
number of health problems present in the oommunity at a particular time. 
The health services then beoome a health problem solving system, and the 
health services can be measured in terms of how well, and how many, 
health problems are solved. 

Health problems are specifically related to the number of sick 
people in a community. By sick is meant perceived sickness - that is, 
the person himself realizes he is sick. The health services attempt to 
increase the number of non-sick people in the community, by improving 
their operations. The three aspects to be considered in this respect are: 

(a) health problems and how they are identified; 

(b) the impact of health services on solving health problems; 

(c) the efficiency and effectiveness of health service operations. 

3.1.1 Health problems and their identification 

The actual health problems in a community are related to the number 
of sick persons in that community. The pattern of development of a sick 
person may be described by the following model (see Fig. A). 

The model illustrates that a non-sick individual on becoming sick, 
and on perceiving himself to be siok, mayor may not take aotion to seek 
help from the heal th services. The sickness mayor ma·y not be modifiable 
by the available health services, depending on the degree of their 
sophistication. Most important is that the condition be identified by 
the health services as being modifiable, and that appropriate service be 
given. If the sick person's prognosis is good, he will return to being 
non-siCk, even if he takes no aotion to seek help from the health 
services or if the sickness is not identified as being modifiable by 
these services. If under these same conditions the prognosis is bad, th.e 
sick person may die. 
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3.1.2 Impact of health services operations on health problems 

As can be seen from the model in Figure A the health services may 
intervene or interrupt the progression of the non-sick/sick process at 
various stages. 

The health services may reduce or prevent the non-sick from becoming 
sick by preventive medical care. i.e. immunization, child health 
services, school health, industrial health and so on. Environmental 
health programmes are also extremely important in the prevention of 
illness. Health education to improve knowledge and attitudes towards 
health is also important. Health education can change the person's 
attitude towards sickness, so that he will take action to receive care 
from the health services. It is at this point that primary health care 
is particularly important in promoting early health service/community 
interaction, and thus more effective and efficient solution of the health 
problem. 

The identification of a modifiable condition by the health service, 
and the successful modification of this condition, depend on the 
efficient and effective use of the resources available to the health 
services, in terms of staff competence, diagnostic facilities, and the 
provision of appropriate drugs and equipment. In order to provide 
relevant or appropriate services, it is essential that there be a 
feasible referral system so that the patient receives the care necessary 
to modify his condition. 

In practical terms, the health system should have the capability of 
identifying and modifying the majority of actual or potential sick cases, 
and of referring the remainder to a higher level of care. Such a 
capability can be expressed in terms of: 

- coverage; 

- theoretical modifiability of condition; 

- ability to identify modifiability; 

- ability to carry out modification. 

3.1.3 Efficiency and effectiveness of health service operations 

To enable the health services to modify the conditions making the 
non-sick become sick, the internal operations of the health services have 
to be studied, and ways found to ensure reduction in the number of health 
problems, either by maintaining non-sick status, or successfully 
modifying conditions. 

For this study, we define effectiveness in terms of the successful 
modification of a condition and efficiency in terms of the cost of 
modifying the condition, and hence problem reduction. 
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To analyze the internal operation of the system, it is recognized 
that the health services can be divided into two main parts: the service 
delivery component and the service support component. 

The service delivery component comprises all those activities 
concerned with health service/community interaction, such as clinic 
services, village visits, or the provision of clean water supplies. 

The service support component provides the administrative and 
logistic support that allows the service delivery to take place. Service 
support comprises supervision of staff, logistics and the information 
system. 

Service delivery and service support functions are considered as a 
package and studied as such. 

3.2 Information needs 

T~e following were identified as the minimum data needed for the 
study: 

1. Health situation in the community: 

- communicable diseases reported 
- medical attendance at health service facilities 
- presenting conditions 
- vital statistics 

2. Maintenance of non-sick status: 

- environmental sanitation status of community 
- immunization coverage 
- MCH services and coverage 
- health education activities 

3. Identification of modifiability of condition 

4. Modification of condition 

5. Referral of modifiable and non-modifiable conditions 

6. Resource utilization by health services: 

- supplies and equipment 
- staff 
- logistic support 

1. Staff functions and activities 

'The best possible use was made of available data rather than 
diverting resources to the collection of additional data. 
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8. Supervisory activities 

9. Use of information system 

10. Logistics required for service delivery 

11. Output of service delivery system 

3.2.1 Data collection forms 

1 The following data collection forms were developed and used: 

Current observation 

Form 10 Staff information 
Form 20 Inventory of equipment 
Form 30 Activity reoord 
Form ~O Monitoring of clinio procedures 
Form 51 Monitoring of external work prooedures 
Form 52 Monitoring of external work procedures 

Retrospective data (for the period 1 Ootober 1975 -
30 September 1976) 

Form 61 Maternal care record 
Form 62 Child oare reoord 
Form 63 Family planning reoord 
Form 64 Record of medical oare attendanoes 
Form 65 Record of immunizations 
Form 66 Record of notifiable diseases 

I 
II 

A procedure man~al for the use of these forms was prepared and is 
given in Appendix 1. 

For the situation analysis, all the forms were used; for the test 
run evaluation, forms 30, 40, 52, 64, 65 and 66 were used. In the light 
of experienoe gained during the situational analysis, the prooedure 
~anual for the use of forms

3
30, 40 and 52 was slightly modified for use 

in the test-run evaluation. 

lsee Protocol (~ oit) for details. 

2see Appendix 

3See Appendix 

(Annex 3: Procedure Manual) 

(Addendum) 
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A coding scheme was prepa,ed for the transfer of the data to punch 
cards for computer processing. 

Information was coded by the OR core team or observers during the 
course of observation or immediately after, and was scruti2ized again by 
the OR core team before the data were sent for processing. 

3.3 Study coverage 

The study was carried out in Yongin Gun. Health services provided 
through the Gun health centre, myeon health subcentres and the 
environmental sanitation subsection of the Gun office were studied. All 
technical staff concerned with managerial, service delivery, and service 
support functions were observed. The details are given below in 
Section 5 (Situation analysis) and section 8 (Test run). 

4. STUDY DURATION 

The Operations Research study was started on 13 October 1916 and 
completed by 30 June 1977. A detailed schedule of the study is given as 
Appendix 2. 

5. SITUATION ANALYSIS 

5.1 Survey design 

The study was carried out in Yongin Gun of Gyeonggi Province 
(Fig. 1). The Gun, which had estimated population of 110 000 in 1975, is 
divided into eleven myeons. The names and estimated population of these 
my eons as of 1 October 1975 are given in Table 1. For the situational 
analysis, three myeons - Weonsam, Idong and Mohyeon - with a 1915 
estimated population of 9716, 9451 and 6824 respectively, were considered 
representative of Yongin Gun health services as defined by the project 
service design. Maps of the three myeons, with the operational areas of 
the multipurpose myeon health workers, are given in Figures 2-5. 

The service system in Yongin Gun operates at two levels: at the 
myeon level providing services at the periphery, and at the gun level 
providing administrative, logistic, diagnostic and managerial support in 
addition to medical care services. 

1 See Appendix 1 (Annex 3: Part II Coding Scheme) 

2For tabulation schemes, see Appendix 1 (Annex 5: Tabulation 
schemes) 
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In the case of the Gun Health Centre, the services provided and the 
functions performed are similar to any government gun health centre in 
Gyeonggi Province. The Centre is also provided with staff component, 
equipment and other resources similar to other such centres. The Centre 
had no laboratory services during ~he situation analysis, and the post of 
Health Centre Director was vacant. The project had modified the 
structure and function of the Yongin Gun Health Centre by the creation of 
a nursing unit. This unit consists of a chief nurse supervisor, three 
nurse supervisors and a treatment room nursing worker. The functions of 
this unit are chiefly to provide support to the myeon health workers in 
the my eon health subcentre,. i.e. supervision and management of myeon 
level health activities. The following staff were observed at the gun 
level in regard to health servioes operations: 

Health Centre: Chief, public health administration subsection 
Medical offioer 
Dentist 
Public health supervisor 
2 local public health teohnioians 
Chief nursing supervisor 
2 nurse supervisors 
Treatment room nurse 
Chief, preventive medical subsection 
Pharmaoeutical affairs supervisor 
Tuberculosis follow-up worker 
X-ray technician 

Gun Offioe Chief, sanitation subsection 
3 Sanitation workers 

During the period of the situation analysiS, the US Peaoe Corps 
volunteer working with the tuberoulosis follow-up worker was assigned to 
duties outside the health centre. The family planning worker, who is 
funded by a private agency and who has no position in the health centre 
organizational struoture, was not observed. 

At the myeon level, the myeon health suboentre operates in its own 
building with space allocated for one myeon physioian (limited physioian) 
and three myeon health workers. The myean physician works essentially as 
a private physician, but was provided with living and offioe 
accommodation in the sub centre and a monthly stipend by the Government; 
in return, the myeon physician sees patients eligible for free care under 
the government health services, and also patients referred by the myeon 
health workers . 

• As is the case in all guns throughout 
workers have functioned from the Gun office, 
the end of 1975. 

the country the sanitation 
not the health oentre since 
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The three myeons had been implementing the project design for health 
service delivery for a long enough period to have stabilized, in terms of 
service delivery and other func;;'ions. All staff of the three myeon 
health subcentres of Weon:'Jam, Idong and Mohyeon were observed: that is, 
three myeon physicians and nine myeon health workers. 

The following services provided by different staff at the Gun health 
centre, the Gun office subsection for environmental sanitation and the 
myeon subcentres were studied: , 

(a) Service delivery: Medical care 
MCH/FP 

(b) Service support: 

5.2 Survey procedure 

Disease control 
General public health 
Environmental sanitation 

Supervision 
Supply logistics 
Information system 
Referral system 

Data were collected through current observations of service delivery 
by staff operations within or outside the centre/office, and from 
available "retrospective" records. T~e procedural details for data 
collection are given in the protocol. The current observations relate 
to the period 15 November - 18 December 1976, while data for 
retrospective analysis relate to the period 1 October 1975 -
30 September 1976. To recapitulate, the following forms were used to 
record data for the situation analysis: 

Form 10: Staff information 
Form 20: Inventory of equipment 
Form 30: Activity record 
Form 40: Monitoring of clinic procedures 
Form 51: Monitoring of external work procedures I 
Form 52: Monitoring of external work procedures II 
Form 61 : Maternal care record 
Form 62: Child care record 
Form 63: Family planning record 
Form 64: Record of medical care attendances 
Form 65: Record of immunizations 
Form 66: Record of notifiable diseases 

1 See Appendix 1: Protocol for the Study of Basic Health Services 
in Yongin Gun, op cit, Annex 3, Procedure Hanual. 
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Forms and procedure manuals were pretested and after finalization of 
these instruments, observers specifically recruited for the survey were 
trained by the core team. A schedule of activities and observations was 
formulated, with various staff assigned to perform tasks in aooordanoe 
with the procedure manual. In the schedule of activities and 
observations, the major oonstraint was the availability of human 
resources. The aim was to get enough information on different aspects of 
the health service operations as a whole. Annexes 6a, 6b and ~o to the 
protocol give the assignment of staff to different activities. 

Data were dooumented as they were observed and were coded the same 
day or soon thereafter. All data were coded and scrutinized before 
forwarding for processing. Coded data were transferred to appropriate 
coding forms for punching and eventual prooessing by the Korean Institute 
for Family Planning oomputer. The data were set up following tabulation 
schemes prepared for the purpose. 

5.3 Findings 

Data collection related to the situational analysis was oompleted 
satisfactorily and acoording to sohedule. Thanks to the exoellent 
support provided by the Korean Institute for Family Planning (Seoul), all 
data colleoted for the situational analysis were processed and the 
necessary tabulations were obtained, on time. Processed data were 
analyzed with the sole purpose of identifying areas for further 
improvement; relevent information was extracted and synthesized, to 
identify and isolate underlying problems assooiated with the health 
services operations under the project design, in Tongin Gun. 

Tables prepared and used for the situation analysis are given in 
Appendix ,. Tables SA 1 and 2 are based on form 10 and relate to data on 
staff and their emoluments. Tables SA 3-8 are based on form 20 and 
relate to equipment - availability, condition, eto. Tables SA 9~20 are 
based on form 30 and relate to aotivities performed by different staff, 

1 See Protocol for the Study of Basic Health Services in Yongin 
Gun, op cit 

Annex 6a - Schedule of observations of gun and myeon health centre 
staff to be observed - with number, designation and name. 
of staff - study team member to observe these staff and 
time of observation. 

Annex 6b - Observation schedule for study team members by study team 
member number and name, time of observation, and observer 
number. 

Annex 6c - Assignment of study team members. 
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and to time consumed in performing these activities. Tables 21-56, 
based on form 40, relate to staff - patient interaction in the clinic 
setting. Tables 57-68, based on form 51, relate to staff - patient 
interaction during external visits, dnd specialLY to serv~ces provided 
at home by the myeon health worker. Tables 69-109, based on form 52, 
relate to external visits undertaken by various staff (for service 
delivery, supervision, and other managerial and supportive activities). J 
Tables SA 110-154 relate to data assembled from available records, for 
retrospective analysis. Information compiled on form 61, which relate 
to maternal care services provided to women whose pregnancy terminated 
during the period 1 October 1975 - 30 September 1976, formed the basis 
of tables SA 110-121. On form 62 was recorded information related to 
child care services provided during the year 1 October 1975 - 30 September 
1976, and this formed the basis of tables SA 122-137. In the case of 
family planning services, information compiled on form 63 formed the basis 
of tables SA 138-153. Finally, form 64 related to medical attendances ;it 
the government myeon subcentres and at the Gun health centre during the 
period 1 October 1975 - 30 September 1976, formed the basis of table 
SA 154. All tables were studied in analyzing the situation. 

In the following paragraphs, the health services operations are 
viewed in terms of resource inputs, health services activities, service 
outputs and their interrelationships. The tables related to the various 
statements made are given in brackets. 

5.3.1 Resource inputs 

The resources of the Yongin Gun health service system were studied 
in terms of manpower and of equipment. Except for the health centre 
director and one sanitary worker, the full complement of staff was 
available. The health centre and the three myeon subcentres were 
adequately equipped (80% and 86% respectively of the standard list being 
available), and most of the equipment was functioning satisfactorily 
(Table SA 3, SA 4). While some of the equipment in the standard list 
(16% for health centre and 14% for sub centre) was not supplied, it is not 
known how much of the supplied equipment was relevant or necessary for 
the different functions of the centres (Table SA 4). Action taken on the 
initiative of the concerned subcentre and health centre resulted in an 
appropriate response, but there is no formal mechanism to rectify the 
inadequacy or unsatisfactory condition of equipment (Table SA 5, SA 6), 

5.3.2 Health service activities 

Except for some staff, there was under-utilization of the manpower 
resources available in the health centre and the three myeon subcentres 
(Table SA 9-18). The proportion of time (19%) spent by the service 
delivery staff at the health centre and subcentre on technical activities 
was low and so was the proportion of time (10%) spent by the supervisory 
staff on supervision (ancillary and supportive): (Table SA 9-18). Also, 
a relatively high proportion of time (10.7%, range 0-34) was being spent 
by all staff on information system services (Table SA 20). 
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Some of the supervisory staff spent more time in technical service 
delivery activities than in supervisory and other managerial functions 
(Table SA 20). 

5.3.3 Service outputs 

For maternal care, 399 of an esti~ted 621 pregnant women, or 65~ of 
the eligible population, were covered (Table SA 110). Of this group, 
24% were seen only once (Table SA 114). The average prenatal 
consultations was 2.6 per pregnancy. Of the pregnancy cases registered, 
8~ had had the desired five consultations or above (Table SA 114). The 
average number of prenatal consultations for stillbirths and twins was 
1.3 (Table SA 120). 

For child care, of an estimated 621 newborn in the year, 68~ were 
covered and r~ceived an average of eight consultations, including 
immunization (Table SA 126-136). 81~ of those registered were 
immunized for smallpox, representing 55~ of the total estimated to be 
eligible (Table SA 125). Figures for other immunizations are: 

For BeG: 89~ of the registered (61% of eligible) - Table SA 126 

For DPT (first dose): 76~ of the registered (52~ of eligible) -
Table SA 127 

For polio (first dose): 76~ of registered (49% of eligible) -
Table SA 131 

Among the children registered no abnormalities were found. 

For family planning, 70% of the target for acceptors was achieved 
for pill users, 77' for IUD acceptors, and 65~ for condom users. Of the 
total acceptors, 60~ had less than three children and 73~ of acceptors 
were either pill or IUD acceptors (Table SA 141-142). During the year, 
8~ of initial acceptors were known dropouts (Table SA 150). 

For tuberculosis, 116 sputum positive cases were registered for 
treatment, which comprised 60~ of the estimated sputum positive cases, 
but only 14~ of 3he expected, combined sputum positive and negative cases 
were registered. 

1 Based on an estimated population of 25 891 for the three myeons 
and a birth rate of 24 per 1000 population, there would be a minimum of 
621 pregnant women in the area. 

2 Based on an estimated population of 25 891 and a birth rate of 
24 per 1000 population. 

3 Based on a prevalence ratio of 0.76 bacteriologically positive 
cases per 1000 population, and 3.3 bacteriologically positive and 
negative cases per 1000 population. ---
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For medical care, there were 0.3 medical attendances/person/year fdr 
the whole Gun CTable SA 154). For the health centre, the figure was 0.4 
(including referrals from health subcentres) ar.d for the three myeon 
subcentres used in the study, the figure was 0.18. 

For those medical conditions seen by the health system, the outcome 
of interaction was satisfactory (Table SA 37). For the health centre 
medical officer, 7% of the cases were referred from the same or other 
units in the system (Table SA 24); for the myeon physician, 2% of cases 
were so referred; and for the myeon health worker, 45% were so sent or 
referred. 

Of the patients seen by the medical officer, 22% had previously 
visited a pharmacy; of those seen by the myeon physician, 14% had 
previously visited a pharmacy (Table SA 26). 

The community level activities by the myeon health workers in the 
form of external visits were 80% for follow-up of a previously occurring, 
notified or known event, and 10% for new problems (Table SA 101). 

In regard to environmental sanitation, there was good utilization of 
time in the performance of activities, but these activities may not have 
been directly relevant to the health care system (Table SA 17). 
Particularly, there was a lack of basic sanitation act1~ities (excreta 
and refuse disposal) at the village level (Table SA 86). On the other 
hand, there was over-emphasis on clerical activities (Table SA 20). 

Most of the conditions dealt with by the health system were improved. 
through staff/client interaction for service delivery. and through staff! 
supervisor interaction for quality control (Table SA 37. SA 79. SA 89). 
In those cases where the performance was not satisfactory. reasons for 
unsatisfactory performance were given as inadequate training. experience 
or service time (Table SA 38. SA 68. SA 98). 

A hIgh percentage of unsatisfactory findings observed during 
external visits can be attributed to discontinuity in the provision of 
service and lack of satisfactory follow-up activities (Table SA 72, SA 
75) . 

In terms of cost, around 17% of the total annual emoluments of staff 
at the health centre and subcentres were consumed for technical (service 
delivery) activities, 17% for ancillary and supportive activities 
(including technical supervisory), 10% for administrative activities, and 
56% for miscellaneous activities (including travel, public relations, 
official free time, slack time, etc.): (Table SA 2). It is estimated 
that 18% of observed staff activity time was devoted to technical servi(~e 
delivery activities by all staff at the health centre and subcentres, and 
17% on ancillary and supportive activities (including technical 
supervisory). The quantity and quality of health services outputs have 
to be considered against these proportions. It is pertinent to note that 
around 28% of total staff emoluments was provided by the central, 2% by 
the provincial and 70% by the gun administration (Table SA 1). 
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Gun level health services delivery in an integrated fashion is 
operating well, but much below its capacity and capability. There is 
under-utilization of capacity, and in some cases inappropriate 
activity-health personnel mix. Resources are not being effectively used 
in achieving the health service objectives. The relevance of 
administrative activities at the health centre as support to the service 
activities at the health centre and sub centre was not revealed. 

6. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In the situational analysis, the health service system was 
considered in terms of: 

- coverage; 

- adequacy - frequency and continuity of services; 

- effectiveness - modification of condition and referral; 

- efficiency - selectivity and resource utilization. 

The following problems were formulated: 

1. low, inappropriate, and inefficient utilization of manpower 
resources in the provision of services through the health 
centre and subcentres in relation to the load and areas of 
health problems in the community; 

2. inactive referral and follow-up services within and between units, 
with a need for facilities at the health centre and subcentre to 
support the effectiveness of referral; 

3. need for additional expertise to cover certain type of demand on 
services; 

4. isolation of curative services from the remainder of the service 
delivery system, and inadequacy of supervisory and community health 
activities as a result; 

5. "low yield" from the domiciliary aspect of first level workers' 
activities; 

6. For management of the services: 

(a) lack of an integrated mechanism to translate policy 
directives into operational activities; 

(b) inadequate coordination of administrative activities with 
other agencies in contact with the health services, and 
within the health services; 
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(c) need to improve the health centre system for logistics and 
information that support the functions of the health centre 
and subcentres. 

In formulating these problems it was assumed that it is government 
(MOHSA) policy that the health services provide adequate care to the 
entire population but maximum care to those most in need of services. 

In general, the findings validate the idea that the myeon health 
workers can operate satisfactorily as multipurpose peripheral health 
workers. The situational analysis brings out clearly the ability of 
these workers to function as basic elements of the gun health services 
system, as proposed by the project design. The findings bring out also 
the possibility of further improving the effectiveness and efficiency of 
the total system, with these multipurpose myeon health workers as the 
basic elements, if certain corrective action can be identified and 
~ffectively introduced. The system is performing well in tackling 
problems presented to it but, once this contact with a problem is lost, 
~here is no mechanism in the system which will permit follow-through. 
The distant and centralized supervision from the gun health centre and 
the lack of integrated services (preventive/promotive and curative) at 
the peripheral (myeon) level are two factors that contribute to a less 
than optimal utilization of available resources - quantity and 
quality-wise. The various elements of the health services system in 
Yongin Gun are weakly interrelated: the basic system characteristic of a 
high degree of interrelationships between system elements is not 
discernable. 

7. SOLUTION GENERATION 

In generating solutions to problems identified, certain 
characteristics of a system need to be considered: 

(a) the health services system should be dynamic enough to meet the 
requirements of, and respond to the changing environment following rapid 
socio-economic development; 

(b) the system should be financially feasible, and the tested 
sol~tion should provide a basis for incorporating an efficient health 
insurance scheme for the provision of relevant health care to the 
population. 

The problems formulated were considered in this perspective. 

Some of the formulated problems were concerned with service delivery 
aspects and some with service support-supervisory and referral-aspects. 
Since the service support is dependent on the pattern of service 
delivery, the problems are highly interrelated and any solution has to be 
based on a comprehensive look at the total gun health system. 
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The gun level health service system was shown to have the necessary 
resources, and thus had the potential for improvement. 

The major areas for innovation were revealed to be: 

(a) closer guidance and support of the peripheral workers, to 
support a better performance of their activities; 

(b) rational redistribution of functions among the health 
staff; 

(c) development of internal linkages through referral and follow-up 
mechanisms; 

(d) establishment of a link with the community to facilitate 
utilization of services by those in need. 

The most sensitive area for effective intervention seemed to be at the 
myeon level where closer community contact could be strengthened through the 
myeon health workers and comprehensive services could be integrated, with 
adequate supervision and referral provided by a competent full-time staff. 
In the area of service management, the assignment of a health centre director 
would reduce some of the observed dysfunctions in supporting service 
delivery. The problem of interagency coordination at higher than the gun 
level was not within the scope of this study. 

In addition, the logistic and other managerial functions carried out 
at present at the gun level would have to be modified to make them compatible 
with the modified service delivery functions. 

7.1 Alternative solutions 

The following myeon health centre-level alternatives were developed 
for consideration: 

Solution one: 
subcentre director. 
situation analysis) 

three myeon health workers and a lay administrator as 
(The myeon physician would continue to operate as in the 

Solution two: three myeon health workers and a subcentre director who 
would. have technical and administrative supervision over these workers, and 
would also provide technical services. (For the purpose of this study the 
existing myeon physician category could be retrained to act as subcentre 
director) 

Solution three: two myeon health workers and a nurse; the nurse would 
act as the supervisor of the two myeon health workers and in addition would 
perform technical services. (The myeon physician would continue as in the 
situation analysis) 
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Solution four: three myeon health workers and a nurse who would act 
as subcentre director, performing technical and administrative functions. 
·(An "area medical officer", who would be a fully trained physician, would 
supervise three myeon health subcentres and have his office in one of the 
three subcentres) 

For each of the above solutions, it is assumed that suitable 
modifications would be made to ensure the required technical and managerial 
support from the health centre, and that there would be strengthening of 
village-level contact with the services. 

7.2 Solution selection 

The solutions were considered by the steering committee in terms of: 

- contributing to identified problems; 
- operating within the constraint; 
- satisfying the criteria for the desired system; 

In regard to the solution of identified problems, the following were 
considered: 

(a) adequate utilization of existing resources; 
(b) satisfying need for additional expertise; 
(c) integration of curative with preventive/promotive services, 

for comprehensive care; 
(d) provision of an effective referral/follow-up system; 
(e) improved yield from external Visits; 
(f) development of effective managerial (coordination, 

administration, logistic, diagnostic support) functions. 

In relation to constraints, the following were considered: 

(a) no change in organizational structure, but reallocation of 
functions among existing staff; 

(b) no creation of new category of staff; 
(c) feasibility of re-training existing staff; 
(d) ability to monitor and control performance of all staff; 
(e) availability of needed manpower resources in the existing system; 
(f) population acceptance of the new system. 

In relation to criteria, the following were considered: 

(a) be consistent with the government policy; 1 

1 See Government of the Republic of Korea (1976): The Fourth 
Five-Year Economic Development Plan 1971-1981, Ch. Six, Sec. III: 
ImProvement in Public Health Care, pp. 76-79 
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(b) be directed to solution of main problems; 
(c) contribute to improved access and care; 
(d) result in ~:-!;tcr 'lontinuity of care; 
(e) provide comprehensive and integrated service; 
(f) be ~e~0urce-wise efficient; 
(g) be feasible to implement. 

To enable study of the four alternative solutions against the 
above-described three dimensions, a table was constructed (see next page). 

Study of this table shows that: 

In Solution one, none of the problems identified would be solved. A 
lay administrator in the subcentre could only provide administrative 
supervision fN' the myeon health workers. The situation analysis showf'ci that 
technical supervision was also required. 

Solution two is satisfactory in terms of problem solution and 
criteria. The post or health subcentre director would entail broad 
responsibilities but could be filled by a physiCian, a public health nurse, a 
trained medical auxiliary, or a limited physician with special training. 

Solution three is not satisfactory in terms of problem solution, 
criteria or constraints. Furthermore new problems may arise: for example, 
the relationship between the nurse and the myeon physiCian would be 
difficult, especially if the nurse gave medical care services thus depriving 
the my eon physiCian of income. 

Solution four is satisfactory in terms of problem solution, but does 
not meet all criteria or avoid all constraints. A major resource input is 
required: a doctor for three myeons (i.e. one physician for 30 000 -
population). It might be difficult to persuade a physician to reside in a 
rural area, although it is possible that these physicians could be based at 
the Gun health centre and travel to their areas each day. 

The Steering Committee agreed that solution two was the preferred 
choice, and should be tested for operational feasibility and performance 
under field conditions. It was noted that this solution, in addition to 
being the most satisfactory in terms of problem solution, criteria and 
constraints, possessed the system characteristics desired: that is, dynamic 
enough to respond to changing requirements, and financially feasible. 

8. TEST RUN 

The St"",' i::1g Commi ttee selected solution two for testing, with the 
my eon physician being trained to function as the myeon health subcentre 
director. This solution and its implications in operational and functional 
terms were defined in great detail. Manuals were prepared and an addendum to 
the OR protocol was written. 
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8.1 System description 

Since the modification of the service system involved service delivery 
aspects, the test run design concentrated on improvement of the service 
delivery component of the design. The service system modified according to 
the recommendation of the Committee can be described as follows. 

structurally the services were provided at two levels: myeon and 
gun. At the gun level, a laboratory technician was assigned and laboratory 
services were introduced. Functionally, modifications were introduced for 
myeon health workers and myeon physicians (hereinafter referred to as the 
subcentre director) for servioe delivery, and relevant alterations were 
introduced in the functions of supervisory staff at the gun level, to be 
compatible with the modified service delivery functions of the system. The 
principal areas of modification for the test run design were: 

(a) strengthening of medical services of the gun health centre; 

(b) increased activities of the sanitary workers at myeon and 
village level; 

(c) strengthened supervision of the myeon health subcentre by the 
health centre; 

(d) creation of a subcentre director with technical, administrative 
and public health functions; 

(e) modification of myeon health workers' functions to allow first 
aid/simple care, more midwifery services, and restructured health or 
health related village activities; 

(f) development of community support for the myeon health worker at 
village level. 

It is to be noted that from 4 January 1977, the Government introduced 
medical care programme for indigent and low income groups. 

8.1.1 Village level 

The situational analysis showed underutilization of the health service 
staff and "low yield" from home visits. 

In order to identify and assist high risk cases in the community, 
ensure continuity of care, and increase utilization of medical care services, 
it was decided that the contaot between the co.-unity and the health service 
be strengthened. 

The my eon health worker would be supported by community health 
activities at village level. It was agreed that for each village, a person 
or persons be nominated by the village authority to assist in health 
activities on a voluntary basis. This person or persons would probably be 
part of the village mother's olub, and would form a village health coamittee, 
if more than one person is involved. 
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Village health activities would cover maternal care, child health, 
family planning, tuberculosis control, morbid cases and environmental health 
problems. 

The volunteer committee would have minimum technical functions, but 
would assist the myeon health worker in identifying cases in need of help, 
and making sure that they are both to receive services. In this way 
increased utilization of the services would be achieved in a manner tha~ is 
acceptable to the commuinity. 

8.1.2. Myeon level 

In the myeon health subcentre the problems identified were: 
inadequate referral and follow up activities, lack of some technical 
expertise, and isolation of curative services from other health care services. 

To correct these problems, it was decided that the following 
modifications be made: 

(a) A permanent subcentre director would be responsible for the 
health activities in the myeon. This subcentre director would have the 
following functions: 

- to be responsible for the programmes in medical care, HCH/FP, 
tuberculosis, child health, disease control and environmental 
health; 
- to plan and supervise the health activities of the myeonj 
- to supervise the myeon health workers; 
- to refer patients and problems to the appropriate level; 
- to administer the subcentre, including preparation of records 
and reports and logistics arrangements. 

(b) For the myeon health workers, their functions would be modified 
to allow them to provide simple first aid and nursing care and additional 
midwifery services. The village visits of the my eon health workers would be 
restructured to give higher priority to the identification and referral of 
priority health problems, and to involve the village health committee or 
representative. 

8.1.3 Gun level 

The gun health centre provides medical care services: the centre 
receives referral of problems from the subcentres; it provides qualitatively 
better service than what is available at the subcentre. The medical care 
service at the health centre would be strengthened by: 

- a physician who is a permanent staff member (see below)j 
- a laboratory with adequate staff and equipment. 

The gun health centre is also responsible for the administrative 
support of the subcentres: in the areas of supervision, records and reports, 
and supplies, appropriate modifications would be made to support the 
subcentres. The physician cited above for the provision of medical care 
services would be the health centre director, with managerial and 
professional responsibility, would solve some of the problems identified. 
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In the case of environmental sanitation, the activities of the 
sanitation workers would be modified to permit more emphasis to be given to 
assisting in solving basic sanitation problems in the villages. The 
sanitation workers would cooperate with the myeon health workers, with the 
village health activities, and also with the myeon subcentre director and 
myeon authorities. 

8.2 Modified design 

The solution tested can be summarized as follows: 

(a) modification of functions of myeon health worker to 

- provide improved service delivery and case finding on village 
visits; 

- improve village participation in MHW village Visits; 
- provide first aid and simple care as a first-level worker. 

(b) provision of a myeon health subcentre director to be 
responsible for 

- administration of health services in the myeon; 
- provision of medical and preventive services; 
- supervision of the MHW. 

(c) strengthening the medical care services at the gun health 
centre, and modifioation of the supervisory funotions of 
the HC staff. 

(d) modification of gun offioe environmental sanitation 
procedures and facilities to provide more village-level 
activities. 

At the gun level, this involved the following staff directly in terms 
of service delivery or indirectly in terms of provision of servioe support: 

Health centre direotor 

Chief, public health administrator 

Chief, preventive medicine 

Chief, nUrsing supervisor 

Nurse supervisor (responsible for a myeon in the test run area) 

Chief, sanitation subsection 

Sanitation workers (2) 

Treatment room nursing worker 

Tuberculosis follow-up worker 

Laboratory technician 
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At the myeon level, the following staff were involved: 
health subcentre directors (2); my eon health workers (6). 

Manuals for the myeon health worker and the subcer.tre director were 
prepared and are given as Appendices 3 and 4. The manuals of other workers 
were modified as necessary. It should be emphasized that priority was given 
to improving the service delivery component of the service design under the 
assumption that the service support functions would have to be fUrther 
developed to be compatible with this service delivery. 

8.3 Test run area 

The test run was carried out in Yongin Gun. In view of the limited 
time and resources available for the study, it was agreed to implement the 
chosen solution in two myeons that could be considered representative of 
Yongin gun, using the same criteria as were used in the situation analysis. 
In addition, the health centre and the Gun office (for sanitation) were also 
covered. The two myeons selected were: 

Idong - with a 1975 population of 9111 (see figure 3) 

Naesa - with a 1975 population of 7324 (see figure 4) 

The test area covered the health staff at the Idong and Naesa myeon 
health subcentres, the relevant staff of the health centre and the sanitation 
staff of the Gun office. 

8.4 Test run activities 

To implement the modified service delivery design embodied in the new 
operational manuals, the health staff of the two myeon health subcentres and 
the health centre, and the sanitation workers at the Gun office were 
retrained. 

A two-week training programme was carried out (9-21 May 1977). The 
training was conducted by the OR core team, assisted by technical officer in 
community nursing, and the health centre director and nursing supervisors. 
After the two-week training period, full implementation of the modified 
delivery system commenced in the test area. However, during the test run, 
village level activities to strengthen community participation in the health 
services functions were initiated in the myeons (Idong and Naesa) but at the 
time of evaluation not all villages in these two myeons were covered. 

The modified design operated from 22 May to 20 June, and an evaluation 
of the operations took place from 7 to 20 June. It was recognized that the 
duration of the test run was short but, the overriding constraint being time, 
this was the maximum possible short of premature termination of the study. 
It was felt, however, that the findings would reveal the effect of the 
modifications introduced. The schedule for the test run was: 
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28 February draft interim report with solutions submitted to 
Steering Committee 

1 April choice of solution and decision for test run made 

4 April - May manuals prepared, translated and printed 

9 May - 21 May: staff trained for modified service delivery 
design 

23 May - 4 June: test run: modified service delivery design 
implemented ; 

7 - 20 June 

21 - 30 June 

observers trained for test run evaluation 

test run evaluation; 
data collection, coding and punching. 

data processing and preparation of final 
report of OR study 

9. EVALUATION OF TEST RUN 

The test run was intended to determine the acceptability or otherwise 
of the modified service delivery design by the population, and to demonstrate 
the ability of the health services system to do more and better even with the 
existing resouroes. The modifications introduoed were meant to tap the 
resouroe potential and energize the system, by stimulating the peripheral 
worker so that benefits would spread throughout the system and assuming that 
there is an effective and timely response by the other elements. With 
decentralized and close supervision by the suboentre direotor, a meohanism 
has been built in suoh a way that the system can react positively to the 
requirements and thus maintain dynamism. Smooth running of the system is 
therefore promoted. 

Manuals inoorporating prooedures for the different funct10ns of the 
my eon health worker and the sub centre director had been prepared, and the 
staff trained to operate under the new requirements. The results of the test 
run have to be studied in this context. 

The performance of the modified servioe delivery system at the gun and 
myeon levels following changes introduced in the funotions and procedures, 
was evaluated in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. 
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9.1 Procedure 

The test run evaluation was much more circumscribed and streamlined 
than the situational analysis. The before/aftc~ comparison was made in terms 
of the time consumption and utilization pattern, and of the efficiency and 
effectiveness of service delivery and service support activities, following 
introduction of changes in the system. The following current observation 
forms were used: 

Form 30: Activity record 

Form 40: Monitoring of clinic procedures 

Form 52: Monitoring of external procedures 

Form 51 was not used to observe outside staff/client interaction 
because it was found in the situation analysis that technical content of 
these interactions was satisfactory. It was considered that it would be more 
valuable to observe such interactions in relation to the effectiveness of the 
external visits, by using form 52. 

Form 30 and form 52 were modified to record the most important form 
used by the health staff during an activity. 

The following forms were used for the collection of retrospective data: 

Form 64: Record of medical care attendances. 

Form 65: Record of immunizations 

Form 66: Record of notifiable diseases 

Forms 61, 62 and 63 (maternal care record, child care record and 
family planning record respectively) were not used because of the short 
duration of the test run implementation period. 

The procedure manual used in the situ,tion analysis was modified and 
is attached to the addendum to the protocol. 

The coding schemes used in the situation analysis was retained, except 
for amendments to include additional codes required for observing the 
modified service design operations. 

1See Appendix 1: Addendum to the Protocol to Study Basic Health 
Services in Yongin Gun. 
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The resurvey carried out in Yongin Gun covered the health centre and 
Gun office (environmental sanitation) and the myeon subcentres of Idong and 
Naesa. The activities of the following staff were observed: 

(a) Health centres and Gun office 

Health centre director 

• Chief nursing supervisor 

Nursing supervisor (for Idong) 

Chief, public health administration subsection 

Chief, preventive medicine subsection 

Treatment room nurse 

Tuberculosis follow-up worker 

Laboratory technician 

Chief, sanitation subsection 

Sanitary workers (7) 

(b) Myeon health subcentre 

Idong: Subcentre director (1) 
Myeon health workers (3) 

Naesa: Subcentre director (1) 
Myeon health workers (3) 

9.2 Findings 

Data collection was completed as scheduled. Thanks to the Korean 
Institute for Family Planning (Seoul), data processing using their computer 
facilities was accomplished as scheduled. The data were analysed and 
compared with those obtained for the situation analysis. The before/after 
comparative results relating to the introduction of modifications in the 
system were based on the situation analysis data and data collected through 
forms 30, 40 and 52 during the test run. The findings were tabulated and 
appear in 
tables TRI-30 (see Appendix 6: Test Run Evaluation Tables) . 

• During the test run, the chief nursing supervisor performed 
supervisory activities in Naesa myeon. 
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9.2.1 Time distribution 

There is a better utilization of time by different categories of 
staff. Slack time has been reduced, and the distribution of time over 
different activities is favourable (tables TR1 and TR4). The supervisory 
staff spent more time in supervisory (ancillary and supportive) activities. 
Service delivery staff spent more time in teohnical activities. Exoeptions 
were the nursing supervisor whose teohnical time increased from 7~ to 14~, 
and the newly assigned laboratory technician whose slack time amounted to 
37J. (Note: two nursing supervisors were observed during the situation 
analysis, and one during the test run). Generally, better utilization has 
been achieved through a reduction in slack time. The proportion of time 
spent outside the clini%ffioe by the supervisory staff and sanitary workers 
has increased (table TR2). The proportion of time spent on information 
systems services for most staff remained relatively stable at 10% to 24~ of 
total time (table TR3). Under the new deSign, the myeon health workers and 
myeon suboentre director spent a higher proportion of time on tuberculosis 
services (table TR3). The nursing supervisor spent most of her teohnical 
activities time in attendance at deliveries (table TR4). This was recognized 
in the situation analysis as an area where expertise has to be made available 
for provision of care at the myeon level. 

9.2.2 Interaction between health servioes and population: 

Form 40 dealing with clinic sessions and form 52 with external visits 
formed the baSis of tables TR5-30. 

9.2.2.1 Clinio sessions 

Following the posting of a Qualified physician on a full-time basis as 
the health centre director, the attendances at the health centre increased 
from an average of 10 per day d~ring the situation analysis to 13 per day 
during the test run evaluation. The treatment room nurse attended to an 
average of 3.7 cases a day during the situation analysis, as against 22 cases 
during the test run. The pattern of demand also changed in terms of age 
(table TR5), sex (table TR6), oonditions (table TR10) and prognOSis 
(table TRl3). Modification of presented conditions deoreased, and lack of 
training appears to be the cause for this (tables TR 16, 17). At the myeon 
health subcentre, the physician saw an average of 6.2 cases a day during the 
situation analysiS, as compared to 7 oases a day during the test run. The 
myeon health worker, whose functions were broadened following the situation 
analysiS, saw an average of 3.5 cases a day at the clinio during the 
situational analysiS as compared to 12 cases a day during the test run. In 
all, the daily attendances at the myeon health subcentre inoreased from 9.7 
to 19. In effect, the attendance rate has doubled for the same amount of 
human resources. Six peroent of the attendances were related to 

1 During the periods of two weeks' observation, there were 110 
attendances during the situational analysis and 141 during the test run 
(table TR5). 
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prevention/promotion - MCH, FP, and immunization - for the myeon physiclan 
during the situation analysis, and 18~ during the test run (table TR10). For 
the myeon health worker, tbe proportions were 16. for the situation analysis 
and 45. for the test run. This reduction in proportion does not imply that· 
there has been a change in the myeon bealth worker's priorities: in fact, 
the number of cases needing prevention~promotion services increased from an 
average of 2.3 per day to 5.4 per day. Allowing for this, there was a 
medical attendance of 6.1 per day betore the test run and 12.3 during the 
test run, or an increase of 83. tor the myeon health subcentre. The initial 
estimated rate of 0.18 visits per person per year based on the situation 
analysis findings is much lower than the p~esent rate of 0.38 visit per 
person per year under the modified design. Under the modified design, the 
above increase in load has been absorbed by the existing resouroes at the 
myeon health subcentre, mostly through reduction in slack time. 

From table TR5, it is clear that the myeon health worker provides care 
to the schoolage population (mostly immunization), and this group forms 8~ of 
the total attendance. There is a change in the oharacteristios of the demand 
under the new system in terms of age and sex (tables TR5 and TR6). 

The effective feeder area for the suboentre director and myeon health 
worker appears to be defined by a 10 km radius (table TR7). The proportion 
of internal referrals within the government health units has inoreased from 
2% to 21. for the subcentre director and from 45. to 47. for the myeon health 
worker (table TR8). 

The proportion of self-referred cases to total load has deoreased for 
the subcentre director and myeon health worker (table TR8). The pattern of 
presenting oonditions has changed for the suboentre direotor and the myeon 
health worker. The percentage of tuberculosis cases to total load has 
increased from 9~ to 20~ for the subcentre director and from 19~ to 2l~ for 
the myeon health worker (table TRIO). The duration of conditions has ohanged 
for the subcentre director, possibly due to screening by the myeon health· 
worker (table TRll). Table TRl2 shows that the problem cases are in fact 
coming back to the subcentre direotor and the myeon health worker under the 
new design for serVices, and thus contact of the health services with the 
problems is retained. The proportion of modifiable conditions has not 
changed for either the suboentre director or the myeon health worker under 
the new design (table TR13). 

1 76% of 3.5 cases oompared to 45% of 12 cases per day. 

2 Based on 262 working days per myeon health worker in a year. 
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The proportion of conditions modified has increased for the subcentre 
director, but this has to be studied in terms of presented conditions 
(table TR15). Training has been found to be the major area for further 
improving the performance of the modified services delivery design. About 
16% of conditions seen by the subcentre director could be dealt with by the 
myeon health worker. It seems that about 60% of conditions presented to the 
myeon health worker can be dealt with effectively at that level, while 33% 
need to be referred by her to the subcentre director (table TR14). 

During the test-run evaluation, the average service time per presented 
case for different categories of staff at the health centre and subcentre to 
perform various tasks according to the manual provision were found to bf. as 
follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Category of staff 

Health centre 

Health centre director 

Treatment room nursing worker 

Myeon health subcentre 

Subcentre director 

Myeon health worker 

Average service time (in minutes) 

10.4 

19.0 

5.2 

These can be used as one of the bases for estimating the staff 
requirements for the health centre and myeon health subcentres. 

9.2.2.2 External visits 

The information collected and tabulated from form 52 is presented in 
tables TR17-30. In the case of most of the supervisory staff - health centre 
director, chief, public health administration, and chief, preventive 
medicine, chief nursing supervisor and myeon health subcentre director - the 
purpose and effectiveness of external visits has improved. In the case of 
the nursing supervisor, however, the visits were more service 
delivery-oriented than for supervision (table TR19). 

The external visits related to sanitation services have improved in 
purpose content and effectiveness, with some of the visits directed towards 
basic sanitation problems. 
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At the myeon level, there were an average of 9.3 interactions per 
myeon health worker per day duri~ the situation analysis, while it was 10.5 
interactions during the test run. 

The myeon physician had an average of 0.5 external visits per day 
during the situation analysis while it was 2.6 for the subcentre director 
during the test run. In all, there were 9.8 interactions per day before and 
13.1 after the modification of the service design, or an increase of about 
33~. The duration of visits decreased but the proportion of defaulter visits 
increased (tables TR17 and TR18). Problem-oriented visits incresed and 
effectiveness of visits in terms of problem detection also increased 
(tables TR19, 20, 22 and 24). Again, training was found to be the main. area 
of concern where unsatisfactory performance was identified (table TR30). 

As mentioned earlier, the average duration of interaction per contact 
between the specified category of staff and health centres, Gun office and of 
myeon health subcentre and the individual, family and community to carry out 
different tasks according to the manual provision and as observed during the 
test-run evaluation is given below for possible utilization as a basis for 
estimating human resource requirements. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

valid. 

Category of staff 

Health centre 

Health centre director 
Chief nursing supervisor 
Nursing supervisor 
Chief, preventive medicine 

Gun office 

Chief sanitation 
Sanitary workers 

Myeon health subcentre 

Subcentre director 
Myeon health worker 

• Average duration (in minutes) 

18.5 
14.3 
29.9 
29.4 

43.1 
25.8 

50.7 
10.7 

• Number of observed visits for other workers were too few to be 

1 During the situational analysis, there were 610 interactions by 
9 my eon health workers, each observed for 2 weeks; during the test run, there 
were 463 interactions by 6 myeon health workers, each observed for 2 weeks 
(table TR17). 
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9.3 Conclusions 

The test run evaluation has shown that the modified two-tier service 
design based on the validated concept of using the myeon health workers as 
multipurpose peripheral health workers has improved subst3ntially the 
effectiveness and efficiency in the use of existing resources. The modified 
design has stood the test of operational feasibility and population 
acceptance, through increasing demand in spite of the short duration of the 
test run. The test-run results confirm that the gun-level health service, 
with myeon workers providing service delivery and the health centre providing 
diagnostic, referral and management support, is a valid base for the 
development of a basic health services delivery package for rural areas. 

The performance of the modified design shows that apart from a myeon 
health worker at the myeon subcentre, there needs to be on an average of one 
myeon health worker for a population of about 4000-4500 population. Thus for 
a population of about 8000-9000, there will be one subcentre director and 
three myeon health workers. 

From the results it seems that once supervision of myeon health 
workers is available from the subcentre director, there is no need for the 
nursing supervisor category in addition to the chief nursing supervisor. 
Consideration should be given to assigning the nurse supervisor as subcentre 
director following appropriate training. 

With the myeon health workers and the subcentre directors performing 
functions related to tuberculosis control, the role of the tuberculosis 
follow-up worker is not clear. Assuming such workers are superfluous, unless 
proven otherwise, the staffing pattern as far as technical staff can be as 
follows: 

Myeon health subcentre (population 8000-9000): 

Subcentre director - 1 
Multipurpose myeon health workers - 3 

Gun-level categories: 

(Note: norms for these categories to be based on findings of further 
study) 

Health centre director 
Chief, public health administration 
Chief, preventive medicine 
Chief, nursing supervisor 
Treatment room nurse 
Dentist 
X-ray techniCian 
Laboratory technician 
Chief, sanitation 
Sanitarian 
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The myeon health workers performed their functio~s following a 
procedural manual specifically drafted for the purpose. For these workers 
to function effectively, they should be provided relevant equipment and 
drugs. Annexes 1 and 2 give respectively lists of equipment and drugs for 
the myeon healt~ workers. Those needed by the suboentre director are given 
in the manual. 

It should be noted that under the modified design additional resource 
is required in the 30rm of free drugs for the treatment of certain simple 
medical conditions. 

Also to be noted is the fact that the system operates so that income 
is gen~rated hy the myeon health subcentre. The suboentre director operates 
on a fee for service basis (except for medical care programme eligible cases 
and certain cases referred by the myeon health worker). Expeoted inoreased 
demand on the services, due to the medical oare and health insuranoe 
programmes, had been covered by the available capacity within the system. 

With the modified service delivery design tested in field, the study 
has aohieved its objective. As for any field study, there are a numb~r of 
limitations. The study was undertaken with scientific honesty and rigor and 
it is confidently stated that bias, if any, is minimal. 

10. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The study has tested a system for health services at the gun level. 
As a result of the situational analysis, certain modifications were 
introduced into the existing service design. The test-run evaluation of the 
modified system has shown that: 

- internal efficiency was improved; 

- the effectiveness of problem solution was increased; 

- the system has the capability to respond to ohanging requirements. 

Before the tested health service system is suitable for wider 
implementation, the following are recommended: 

1. To provide for the additional expertise needed by the health 
servioe staff in carrying out modified functions, specific training should be 
given. 

'See Appendix 4: Multipurpose myeon health worker manual. 

2 See Appendix 5: Manual for subcentre direotor. 

3 Annex 2 and Appendix 5: Manual for subcentre director. 
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In particular, the health centre director needs to be able to provide 
relatively sophisticated medical care and to function as the chief public 
health administrator of the gun: the health subcentre director needs to be 
able to perform according to the defined functions, and the Government should 
decide on the professional category to fill this post now and in the future 
when senior myeon physicians retire from practice and are not replaced by the 
same category of health worker. The myeon health worker needs more technical 
expertise in maternal care, including assisting with normal delivery, and in 
first aid and simple medical care. 

2. To operate the modified health services, the support and 
involvement of the community should be obtained. 

To effect attitudinal changes towards health and the health services 
and ensure problem referral, the development of the "village health 
committee" needs to be followed up. 

3. To complete the service delivery and service support design, the 
supervlslon, logistiCS and information services at the gun health centre (and 
their relationships to the myeon health subcentre) should be further studied. 

4. To provide for continuity of care for tuberculosis patients, the 
tuberculosis programme should be further integrated at the health centre and 
health subcentre levels. 

5. To involve the myeon health subcentre staff in expansion of 
school health activities. 

6. To permit the increased involvement of the environmental 
sanitation personnel in myeon and village-level activities, additional 
workers should be appointed or all existing workers should be provided with 
motorcycles. 

7. To provide improved management support for service delivery, the 
administrative component of the gun health centre should be made more compact. 

out to: 
8. Further testing of the health service system should be carried 

assess the long-term impact of services on demand and 
utilization, the study having considered only present 
demand on services; 

- design the modifications required for different social 
and geographical settings, especially in urban communities 
and isolated areas. 
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ANNEX 1 

EQUIPMENT USED FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPURPOSE 
ACTIVITIES BY MYEON HEALTH WORKER 

(Note: Many items on the list would be shared by several staff. 
The list shows what one worker would need if working alone) 

I t e m Quantity 

General 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

Medical 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 

Desk 
Chair 
Ordinary chair 
Waiting bench 
Blackboard 
Metal cupboard 
Stationary cabinet/shelf 
Family folder box 
Instrument table/trolley 
Examination couch 
Examination light 
Screen for patient 
Refrigerator 
Heater/stove 
Stretcher 
Water heater electric 
Voltage regulator 
Flashlight 
Bicycle (ladies) 

Instrument sterilizer (electric) 
Instrument tray large 
Instrument tray small 
Adult scale with height measure 
Infant scale 
Sphygmomanometer 
Stethoscope binaural 
Stethoscope foetal 
Testing chart for vision 
Tongue depressor 
Vaginal speculum 
BCG vaccination set 
Tape measure 
Alcohol lamp 
Sterile dressing can 
Basin with stand 
Pitcher metal 
Sponge bowl 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 (per worker) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 sets 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Annex 1 

38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 

Rectal thermometer 
Transfer forceps 
Jar for transfer forceps 
Rubber tourniquet 
Spring scale 
Urine testing set 
Towel terry 
Towel huck 
Soap dish 
Home visit bag 
Covered metal instrument container 
Kidney dish 
Bowl dressing 
Irrigator with spout stand, etc. 
Apron, plastic 
Rectal tube 
Catheter urinary 
Bottle dropping 
Bottle round screw top 
Jar, ointment 
Artificial airway set 
Metal box for sputum containers 

Intruments 

60. Forceps dressing 
61. Scissors surgical 
62. Scissors bandage 
63. Scissors stitch cutting 
64. Syringe luar 2m1 
65. Syringe luar 5ml 
66. Syringe luar 2ml 
(,7. Needles for injection 11M IIV 
68. Needles for injection hypodermic 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
6 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
6 
1 
1 

2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
2 
2 
24 
24 

NOTE: The estimated cost of the medical equipment and instruments for the 
myeon health workers room in the myeon health subcentre is 
won 386 400 (in 1975). 
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ANNEX 2 

LIST OF DRUGS USED BY THE HYEON HEALTH WORKER 

1. Aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) 
2. Antacid tablets (Amphogel) 
3. Anticonvulsant suppositories 
4. Antidiarrhoea tablets (Hurabon) 
5. Antiseptic cream (Cetrimide) 
6. Antispasmodic tablets (Baradon) 
7. Benzyl benzoate emulsion 
8. Collyrium eye drops 
9. Cough syrup (Yu Han Corp) 
10. Cough tablets (Codesol S) 
11. Ferrous sulphate tablets 
12. Gentian violet crystals 
13. Mercurochrome solution 
14. Multivitamin tablets 
15. Neomycin ointment 
16. Terramycin eye ointment 
17. Toftanate ointment (Tinaderm) 

NOTE: The estimated cost of the primary care drugs for the myeon health 
subcentre director and myeon health worker is won 349 200 for a one year 
supply (in 1976). This includes the list given above and the additional 
drugs provided for use by the Subcentre Director (see Annex A2 of Subcentre 
Director Manual) 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

TABLE 1: ESTIMATED POPULATION OF EACH MYEON IN YONG IN GUN, GYEONGGI 
PROVINCE, OCTOBER 1975. 

M yeo n Population 

Pogog 9 018 
Mohyeon 6 824 
Gunseong 7 256 
Suji 8 839 
Giheong 13 304 
Namsa 10 003 
Idong 9 451 
Weonsam 9 716 
Woesa 12 895 
Naesa 7 420 
Yongin 20 961 

All 115 687 
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FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
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The Operations Research Study is being carried out by the Ministry 
of Health and Social Affairs under the overall direction of Dr K.S. Chang, 
Director, Bureau of Medical Affairs assisted by the Steering Committee 
consisting of: 

(1) Dr K.S. Chang, Director, Bureau of Medical Affairs 
(2) Dr S.D. Nam, Chief, Public Health Section, Gyeonggi Province 
(3) Mr C.H. Kei, Gun Chief, Yongin Gun 
(4) Dr B.Y. Lee, Director, Yongin Gun Health Centre 

The protocol has been prepared by the Operations Research Core Team 
consisting of: 

(1) Dr S.H. Yu, Medical Officer (Team Leader) 
(2) Dr D.M. Rhie, Medical Officer 
(3) Mrs J.S. Kim, Technical Officer (Nursing) 
(4) Mr s.s. Ahn, Technical Officer (Sanitation) 

In collaboration with: 

Mr M. Subramanian, Operations Research Scientist, WHO/WPRO, 
Manila and with the technical assistance of WHO project (~/SHS/001) staff: 

(1) Dr R.H. Herniman, Medical Officer (Team Leader) 
(2) Ms E. Matheson, Public Health Nurse Administrator 
(3) Mr C. Showman, Sanitarian 

Korean Health Development Institute, Seoul is participating in the 
study through assignment of a member of its staff on full-time basis. 

Full cooperation of all government health staff at the Health 
Centre and at all myeon subcentres in Yongin Gun is necessary for the 
successful completion of the study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Republic of Korea is making rapid strides in different 
development sectors and policy-wise the Government is following a 
transitional phase when the thrust towards faster growth in economic 
sector, so far favoured, is being considered in relation to a simultaneous 
achievement of certain social goals as well. Relatively higher priority is 
being given to translating some of the economic benefits to improvements in 
social levels of living of the population. To this end, various functions 
of different services in social sectors are being generated and, where 
necessary, some of the existing services are reinforced 80 as to enable 
these services to contribute effeotively and effioiently to an attainment 
of the stated government priority objectives. The health seotor is one 
such area where developmental efforts are being made to provide, under the 
guidelines for the 4th, 5-year Economic Development Plan, a "low cost 
health care delivery system." 

The Ministry of Health and Social Affairs (MOHSA) has been engaged 
in developing a relevant health care delivery system that can provide 
effective, efficient and equitable services, with resources the country can 
afford, and the delivery pattern consistent with the socio-political 
structure of the country. Towards this end, the MOHSA has been operati~lS, 
since 1971, a General Health Services Development project with WHO and 
UNICEF assistance to generate in the oountry context, a health care 
delivery design which can be used as a basis for the provision of adequate, 
appropriate, and equitable health care servioes to the population in rural 
areas. The project has been operating in Yong-in Gun of Gyeonggi Province 
and has developed an acceptable and replicable health care delivery design 
at the gun level for provision of best possible health care to the rural 
population commensurate with the overall development policy of the 
country. The present operations research study is intended to evaluate 
this integrated health care delivery design, and to identify ways by which 
the internal efficiency of this design can be further improved, so that the 
revised and tested Yong-in Gun model can be considered for possible 
introduction to other areas. The study is concerned with the development 
of ways by which a better utilization of existing resources - both human 
and material - can be achieved, all other intangible factors remaining 
neutral, and is intended to assist in decisions in the use of existing 
resources and in the consideration of alternative strategies for providing 
services to an existing population. 

2. OBJECTIVE 

The overall objectives of the study are: 

(1) To provide the MOHSA with a service delivery design for 
provision of health services to rural population by further 
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the project 
design through an evaluation using operations researoh 
approach; 

(2) To develop the national capability in the MOHSA to carry out 
operational studies using OR approach. 
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It is planned to mobilize resources to achieve the former objective 
which would subscribe, in the process, to the establishment of a basis for 
the attainment of the latter objective. For this purpose organizational 
and procedural details would be formulated and strictly adhered to. This 
document is directed towards the first objective which involves the 
identification of dysfunctions in the operating health services delivery 
system, generation of resource-wise efficient solutions to these 
dysfunctions thereby further improving the health services operations in 
the rural areas with the available resources, test-run the preferred 
solution for operational feasibility and community acceptance and 
development of a compatible supportive logistics, supervision and 
information system to guarantee the performance of service delivery system 
in the desired way. 

It is expected that alternative solutions can be formulated through 
a rationalized distribution of duties among health staff in the delivery of 
health care and to improve staff performance through increased productivity 
with economy at cost including such modification of present procedures as 
may be necessary to accomplish these aims. The immediate or short-term 
objective is to carry out a series of field studies and analysis to define 
the actual demand on health services and ways by which existing resources 
(at least in the public sector) have been deployed in satisfying the health 
requirements of the population in rural areas. 

3. METHOD 

In the formulation of this study, operations research procedures -
as the application of scientific methods, techniques and tools to problems 
involving the operations of a system so as to provide those in control of 
the system with optimal solutions to the problems would be used. In simple 
terms this involves: 

(a) Development of a framework to describe delivery pattern of the 
health services; 

(b) Identification of various factors that influence or condition 
the delivery of health carej 

(c) Through field studies and analysis of data, isolation of 
possible areas of slackness in the system; 

(d) Identification of various critical factors that may be 
responsible for slackness; 

(e) Development and study of various technically acceptable 
solutions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
system; 

(f) Test-running the acceptable solutions for operational 
feasibility and to demonstrate its superiority under field 
conditions. 
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The above steps involve organizational, conceptualization and data 
or information problems. We shall deal with them in this section. 

3.1 Organization 

The OR study is an activity of the WHO-assisted General Health 
Services Development project. For the purpose of this study a core team 
consisting of two medical officers, one technical officer (Nursing) and one 
technical officer (Sanitation) will be formed and one of the Medical 
Officers will be designated as the team leader. The members of the core 
team are responsible for the progress of the study and they will be 
full-time members. The OR core team will be guided by a Steering Committee 
consisting of the Director, Bureau of Medical Affairs, Chief (Public Health 
Sector), Gyeonggi province, Gun Chief, Gun Health Centre Director and Core 
Team leader. The core team will be technically supported by the WHO staff 
of the General Health Services Development project (KORISHS/001) on pur~ly 
technical activities of health services delivery and management and by ~he 
technical officer (Operations Research) of the Health Planning Unit of the 
Western Pacific Regional Office of the World Health Organization on 
methodological aspects of OR study. 

The nominee of the Korea Health Development Institute will be 
attached to the team on a full-time basis, will participate actively in the 
study and will be responsible to the team leader of the OR oore team 
throughout the study duration. 

The core team will have associate full-time members as designated by 
the Steering Committee and these members will funotion under the direction 
of the OR oore team leader. 

The OR core team will be further supported by investigators 
speoifioally reoruited and trained for the purpose whenever the needs arise. 

The present organizational set-up is given below: 

Steering Committee 

Dr K.S. Chang, Direotor, Bureau of Medioal Affairs 
Dr S.D. Nam, Chief, Publio Health Seotion, Gyeonggi Provinoe 
Mr C.H. Kei, Gun Chief, Yong-in Gun 
Dr B.Y. Lee, Director, Yong-in Gun Health Centre 

OR Core Team 

Dr S.H. Yu, Hedical Offioer (Team Leader) 
Dr D.H. Rhie, Medioal Officer 
Mrs J.S. Kim, Technical Officer (Nursing) 
MrS.S.Ahn, Teohnioal Officer (Sanitation) 

Other study members 

A staff member, Korea Health Development Institute, Seoul 
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WHO Staff 

Dr R.H. Herniman, Medical Officer (~ORISHS/001) 
Ms E. Matheson, Public Health Nurse Adainistrator 

(KORISHS/001 ) 
Mr C. Showman, Sanitarian (KORISHS/001) 
Mr M. SubrlUlllnian, Operations Research Soientist (HPU/WPRO) 

Investigators 

A. Situation Analysis 

All llellbars of OR core teaa, the IHDI staff _bar, all WHO staff of 
KORISHS/OOl projeot and one Medioal Offioer and one dentist (eaoh for two 
weeks), four public heal~nurses, three qualifi~sanltarians and two lay 
observers to be specially recruited for the purpose will fo~ the StUdy 
Team. In all there will be 19 study team ... bers. 

B. Test-run and evaluation 

To be determined later. 

3.2 Technical 

For the purpose of this study conoerned with the evaluation of the 
service design presently operating in Yong-in Gun using the OR approach, it 
is neoessary to establish initially an overall framework based on a 
realistic conceptualization and an empirical desoription of health services 
system. Such a framework will assist in foraulation of problem and in 
identifioation of critical paraaeters to serve as a basiS for further 
improvement in effioiency and effectiveness of the design. In this section 
an attempt is made to develop suoh a framework. 

3.2.1 Concepts 

We shall define a system broadly and orudely as any entity, 
~onceptual or phYSical, which consists of interdependent parts. Under this 
~efinition, in Operations Research, we shall be interested only in those 
system that can exhibit activity - that is behavioural systems. We shall 
be primarily interested in studying those behavioural systeaa that are 
direotively organized or goal directed. Also our primary concern shall be 
those goal-directed behavioural s1steas that are subject to control by 
human beings. We can define such a domain as "oontrollable behavioural 
slstems." The behaviour displayed by a system consists of a set of 
interdependent acts which constitute an operation. A set of acts 
oonstitutes an operation if each act is necessary for the ocourrence of 
~~pected outcome and if these acts are theaaelves interdependent. In 
g~neral, a goal-directed system progresses through to outoome by a set of 
interdependent acts and not solely through individual acts. Thus there is 
a need to consider modIfications in systeas ooaponents in relation to other 
interrelated components and not in isolation. The need for unrelated 
modifications arises when we-oGnsider only a component of the system in 
isolation and the associated goal of the oomponent. Introduction of any 
isolated modification to a single component of the system will result in 
disequilibrium and generate consequential disbenefits. The components of 
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any operating system can be coordinated if the set of goals (systems 
objectives) is consistent. Such coordination can be brought out througi 
interventions from outside the system concerned and such a system including 
the intervening mechanism can be termed control system, comprising of the 
controlled system, of the controlling system and their interconnection. It 
~s assummed that a system gets controlled with a view to accomplish the 
stated/desired objectives (in general) efficiently and this implies the 
existence of possibilities for a preferred course of action. Broadly 
speaking any systematic analytical study designed to help a decision maker 
identify a preferred course of action from among possible alternatives 
might be termed Operations Research. Generally this is attained by 
identifying the alternative that could minimize the costs, subject to some 
given performance requirement (like reducing TB prevalence by 50J in 5 
years) or minimize some performance measure (reduction in TB prevalence:' 
subject to a budget constraint. 

Under conceptualization we shall also define initially a few 
critical terms to be used in the study: 

Let us emphasize that, for the purpose of this study we shall assess 
efficiency of health services in terms of their contributions to health 
problem reduction. By efficiency we shall mean the ability to achieve 
moreimpact in terms of higher health problems - reduction for the given 
resourc,s inputs or to achieve the same impact with less resouroes 
inputs. It should be noted that, for the given resources, operational 
outputs may fall but if such a fall is still accompanied by greater 
reduction in health problems, then for our purpose, the system is more 
efficient than the one with higher operational outputs but lesser reduction 
in health problems for the same resources. Also we shall be concerned with 
long-term efficiency of health services in identifying areas for greater 
efficiency. Following the above criterion for assessing efficiency it 
becomes necessary now to define health problem. We shall define health 
problem in terms of the number of persons sick in the given community at a 
given point of time. 

Problem reduction at any point of time would thus be: (N-1)/N 

where I - is the number of persons remaining sick following 
intervention 

N - the number of persons sick without intervention both referring 
to the same point of time. 

Under these definitions improvement in the health level of the 
community during a period of time can be achieved indirectly through an 
improvement in the socio-economic level of the community and/or directly 
through specific intervention by the health services. Assuming that 
during a short period of time, the feedback effect of improved health on 
the overall development of the community is insignificant, we shall study 

1 See Section 3.2.3.1 for precise definitions used in the study. 
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the possibilities to increase the impact of health services intervention 
only on the health problems (defined in terms of the number of sick 
persons) in the community given the resources, behavioural characteristics 
and the country context. 

3.2.2 The System 

3.2.2.1 Health system 

It is to be recognized that the health system belongs to the overall 
socio-economic-political system in any country and hence, it cannot exist 
nor can be studied independent of the other interconnected subsystems. 

While most of the socio-economic factors have measurable effects on 
the health system, the role of political factors is much harder to measure 
and their influences are harder to assess. For the purpose of the present 
study which aims to provide certain criteria for decision-making in the 
health field, these political factors reflecting the political system and 
having intangible effects have been excluded and hence the criteria, we 
hope to develop, are only partial decision criteria and are restricted to 
those which influence or condition the health system to a measurable 
extent. Even though these criteria can only be partial criteria, yet it 
should be recognized that in any rational decision-making process these 
criteria have significantly a major role to play. In effect, conSidering 
the political systems as exogenous to the health system yields a system 
that is closed and hence easier to study and subsequently to operate. 

Health system consists of two distinct components - a community 
whose members are actually or potentially at risk to be Sick, the health 
services supplied through human and other resource available in or to the 
community and the interaction between the two. The degree of interaction 
depends on the relationShip between the demand (actual consumption) on the 
existing health services by the members of the community and the type of 
health services provided (including its input-mix) to meet the demand, the 
latter, in turn, being influenced by the amount of resources and 
conditioned by the technological mix of resources - man, materials, money 
and machines. 

The performance measure of this health system is the improvement in 
the health status of the community. The higher the degree of interaction 
between these two components, the greater will be the improvement in the 
performance measure. The need for improvement in health status is 
reflected by the presence of health problems in terms of deaths, diseases, 
disabilities and dysfunctions in the community. Deviations from the state 
of good health by the community members generate health problems and when 
perceived, the felt-needs associated with them. For the purpose of the 
study, we shall define the health problems in terms of the perceived 
sickness and assume that the number of persons who are sick (perceived) in 
a given community at a given pOint of time reflect the magnitude of health 
problem at that point of time for that community. 
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3.2.2.2 Health services system 

Health services component of the health system will hereinafter be 
referred to as health services system. The health services system 
contribute to the performance measure of the health system by accelerati.ng 
the improvement in the health status of the community. It is thus 
directively organized and goal-directed in any community at least in theory. 

The term health services is meant to cover all forms of services 
based on rational prinCiples and practised by qualified or trained staff 
operating singly or in groups, in or out of institutions at units dealing 
with health, irrespective of sponsoring government agencies or of the 
method of financing employed, at, or the clientele catered for. Thus a 
whole range of activities, from promotion of health; prevention of disease, 
through diagnosis and treatment, to after-care and rehabilitation falls 
within the scope of health services as defined. Based on this content, 
their activities can be classified as those concerned with provision of 
health care at the primary care level and those at the secondary 
carelevel. For the purpose of this study, we are excluding activities 
concerned with the secondary level of care and of the activities provided 
under the primary care level we shall confine to those provided by 
government service units only. We shall also be restricting our study 
boundary to the operations of government service units in the rural areas 
only. To summarize, the study is concerned with the services provided by 
government-organized health service units at the primary care level in the 
rural areas. The main reason behind this consideration is the desire to 
achieve the first objective of the study (vide supra) effiCiently. In 
regard to the second objective, it is felt that, it is desirable to 
introduce the core team to the general methodology by testing it in 
government units first where access and cooperation can be expected to be 
easier and at a higher level. It should also be restated that these 
operational investigations are being undertaken to identify the modifiable 
critical parameters and any extension of the study to the private sector 
would, at the outset, be outside the scope of the present study, since 
factors other than technical have a larger role and influence in this 
IJector. 

~.2.3 Framework 

For the purpose of rationalizing informative data collection and aa 
an aid to understand the factors influencing or conditioning health 
services operations we shall initially develop a conceptual framework based 
on knowledge presently available to describe health services performance. 

3.2.3.1 System components 

Health services can be conceptualized as a system consisting of two 
d:.stinct though highly interrelated components viz. service delivery and 
service support. The lowest identifiable level at which service delivery 
c0mponent related to patient management and service support component 
related to service management interact is the Gun Health Centre. This 
lowest level interaction can be termed "operational control". 
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Given that the directives and directions for health services operations are 
the concern of higher echelons at the national level, the health services 
systems will be considered closed at the gun level insofar as its 
internaloperations are concerned. In such a case, our concern is mainly 
with the internal management of a closed operating system at the gun level. 

A gun-level service design is thus concerned with different 
functions, activities and tasks performed by different health personnel 
assigned to Gun Health Centre or its Hyeon subcentres and associated 
requirements - supplies, equipment, transport, information, quality 
control, etc. - for performance of these functions that describe the 
service delivery and service support (service management) components and 
their interrelationships at the gun level. Improvement in effectiveness 
and efficiency of health services operations at the gun level will then 
depend on effective and efficient technology for service delivery and on an 
adequate and appropriate supportive system to facilitate such a service 
delivery. Health services at gun level can thus be conceptualized as a 
system consisting of two distinct though highly interrelated components, 
viz. patient management or service delivery and service management. Un~er 

the circumstances, health services operations at the gun level will have 
two requirements - technology package for service delivery and another 
package for supportive system to recognize and make timely, adequate and 
appropriate response to problems in service delivery, all other factors 
remaining neutral and the health services continuing to be goal-oriented. 

It is clear that the supportive system cannot be studied independent 
of the delivery system which the former is intended to serve. The 
improvement in overall efficiency and effectiveness of health services 
systems depends on the individual performance of delivery system, 
supportive system and on the interrelationships or linkages between the 
two. The situation can be conceptualized as a (technology) ball in a 
(supportive) box in such a way that they are compatible and efficient. In 
a critical review of the two systems that make up the gun level service 
design we shall thus see how the problems occur, by whom and how they are 
recognized, what is done when these are recognized and what effect the 
action has on the observed problems. An effort will also be made to reduce 
resource inputs for problem identification and solution. The present study 
is based on such an approach. 

For the purpose of this study we shall define effectiveness in terms 
of the modification of the health, health related or health service related 
conditions from the present state to a more favourable state if such a 
shift is theoretically possible through health services interventions. 
Efficiency will then be expressed in terms of the number of modifiable 
conditions modified technically through health services intervention per 
unit of health services resources expended. 

In our attempts to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 
health services operations, the approach will be directed to development of 
a rural health services design with minimal modifications to existing rural 
health unit structure but incorporating needed changes in the functions, 
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activities and tasks of different rural health unit personnel by: 

(1) Mobilizing available resources - both human and material -
associated with various elements of the existing rural health services 
system and redirecting them to support services that are geared to solve 
existing dominant health and health services problems in rural areasj 

(2) Regrouping existing health and health servioes problems in 
order of complexity and sophistication insofar as health services 
intervention is concerned so that problems oan be tackled at the 
appropriate level in terms of cost and competence; 

(3) Operationalizing the rural health team concept through a 
built-in referral and follow-up mechanismj and by 

(~) Introducing dynamism in the system to respond to new problems 
as they arise, and thus perpetuate development. 

Operations Research study will, thus, yield a service delivery 
design for rural health services which oan make a better utilization of 
existing resources (human and material) to further improve effectiveness 
and efficiency of the health services system under study and a compatible 
supportive "service management" system design to complement the service 
delivery design. 

3.2.3.2 Service delivery component 

In a closed community with no immigration or emigration the number 
of sick persons on any day equals the number of sick the previous day less 
number of sick who died, l!!! the number sick who got cured, plUS the 
number from among non-siok becoming sick, plus the number sick among the 
new borns, all occurring during the day. Health servioes intervene in the 
process to decrease the number of deaths, increase the number cured, 
decrease the incidence of sickness among non-sick and decrease siokness 
among new borns. A simplified theory of health services can be formulated 
as follows: 

In any community, population can be divided into two groups - sick 
and non-sick. Over a period of time, some of the non-sick may become sick 
and some of the sick persons may die of sickness. During this period some 
of the sick persons take action and seek medical care to get themselves 
better. Some of the non-sick may also be aware of the possibility of 
minimizing their risk to future siokness through preventive and promotive 
services offered by the existing health services system. On the other hand 
in the same community health services provide curative, preventive and 
promotive services to tackle health problems posed and to reduce, overtime, 
number of persons sick in the community by offering: 

(a) (passive) service to those who approaoh those services for 
curative, preventive and promotive purposes; 

(b) (active) curative, preventive/promotive services to those who 
are actually or potentially at risk of becoming sick. 

Preventive services are intended to reduce the number of newly sick 
persons from among the existing non-sick in the community; curative 
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services are provided to prevent deaths and to cure the sick with a view to 
make them non-sick. Thus people with health needs who, influenced by their 
knowledge and attitude towards health and health services, approach these 
services to have their health needs satisfied, can be said to form the 
effective demand on these services. The rest of the population who receive 
actively provided predominantly preventive and promotive services form for 
our purpose induced demand. Load would then be the total of actual and 
induced demand. Resources - human and material - are allocated to and 
utilized by these services in providing necessary care for actual and 
induced demand or for provision of passive and active services respectively. 

Curatjve, preventive and promotive services provided actively or 
passively during a period of time results in a reduction in health problems 
over a period of time usually with a certain time lag. These services in 
meeting the load of actual and induced demand prOduce as operational 
outputs various items of services - immunizations, home ViSits, clinic 
attendances, etc. Impact on health problem would depend on these 
operational outputs giving the load dealt with and on the technological 
capability of services to tackle and reduce the problems. Technological 
capability of the services can be considered as a subsystem of the 
comprehensive health services system and can be described (see Fig. 1) as 
follows: 

Of those who make demand on the services, a certain proportion only 
may have the prognosis of their health conditions modifiable technically 
given the technological environment of the health service system; the 
remaining group is such that, with the level of health teChnology 
available, it would be impossible to modify the prognosis of their 
conditions. Of those whose conditions can be modified in principle with 
the available technology, only a certain proportion can have this 
possibility identified by the specific institution/health unit (where the 
demand is made) due to various sophistication levels of these 
institutions/health units identifiable in terms of (a) the competence of 
staff (specifically qualifications and experiences) rendering service a.l'ld 
(b) availability and usage of relevant diagnostic and necessary supportive 
facilities. Even when this possibility to modify the prognosiS of the 
presented conditions can be identified it is likely that only a certain 
proportion of this group can have their conditions actually modified by the 
health units due to lack of drugs and of relevant associated/follow up 
care. Those whose conditions are thus modified can be expected to return 
to a state of non-sick. The remaining group conSisting of those not 
seeking health care, those seeking care but with a non-modifiable prognosis 
of their conditions, those with a modifiable condition but not identified 
by the health services units they seek care from and those with conditions 
identified by the health services as modifiable but not actually modified 
due to a lack of specific and relevant intervention form the not 
modifiedgroup. 

A certain proportion of not modified group may have a prognosis of 
their conditions good in the sense that they become non-sick spontaneously 
without specific medical/health intervention. The remainder of notmodified 
group would thus have a prognosis that is not gOOd. A certain proportion 
of this group would reach the absorbing state "dead" overtime while the 
rest would continue to be in the state of "sick" and reinitiate the process 

J! 
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again. In such a process, health services problem is the number of persons 
who are sick at any specified time and their aim is to increase the number 
of non-sick over a period of time through utilization of existing services 
as reflected by an interaction between available health services and 
demand made on these services. In other words, impact of health services 
intervention on the health problems depends on the proportion of population 
and their health conditions adequately covered by these services, the 
theoretical possibility of modifying the prognosis of presented conditions, 
ability of health services to recognize and to provide facilities to 
recognize such a possibility and on factors involved in the actual 
modification of the presented conditions. 

In short two major areas for increasing the efficiency of health 
services intervention is the possibility to improve the technological 
capability of the health services or to improve the ability of health 
services to increase provision of adequate and appropriate coverage of 
health problems by the available health staff or both. Technological 
capability of health services can be increased through provision of 
necessary diagnostic, treatment and other supportive facilities. By 
adequate and appropriate coverage, we mean the ability of the services to 
extend problem coverage subject to condition that the interaction (service) 
time that competent staff spend with any problems should be adequate enough 
for the staff to bring out a favourable modification of the presented 
conditions. In other words by best possible care we shall mean a 1 
provisionof adequate care by competent staff for the appropriate cases. 

Such a coverage would thus result from an increase in population 
coverage achievable through improved knowledge and attitude of the 
population towards health and health services on the one side and,from the 
ability of the health services to tackle the problems adequately. For 
the present study we shall attempt to increase the prOVision of adequate 
and appropriate care for the existing load on health ser~ices and then find 
possible ways by which this can be achieved efficiently. The latter 
implies that the same benefit in terms of problem reduction can be achieved 
with less resources. In other words we shall attempt to increase problem 
reduction amongst the existing load through services provided by available 
staff and then attempt to achieve this increased problem reduction 
efficiently. 

The underlying hypothesis of the study can then be stated as follows: 

Magnitude of improvement in the health level of a community depends 
on the ability of health services to cover eligible population and on its 
capability to tackle problems - actual or potential - presented by 

1 Adequacy of care is expressed in terms of frequency of visits, 
continuity of care, intensity of interaction and of selectivity for care. 

2 In terms of capacity and capability utilization. 
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population covered. Magnitude of improvement would be high if the health 
services system can enable technical staff deal with conditions they are 
competent to tackle and provide necessary facilities and assistance to 
tackle the same. This can be achieved: 

(a) by developing control over the pattern of demand on the 
services, by way of allocating the presented load to various levels 
of competence in such a way that the assigned level of competenc1! 
while capable of tackling the problem and bringing out the best 
result is also less expensive; more trivial and less modifiable 
conditions can be dealt with at a lower level and the mobility of 
more difficult and modifiable conditions can be facilitated to move 
upwards to the appropriate level of competence, resulting in an 
increase in the number of modified conditions (i.e. through 
inter/intra distribution of load, efficiency of resources can be 
increased without increasing the level or scale of available 
resources for the given load); 

(b) decreasing slackness in the system by reducing slack time and 
by developing appropriate staff activity patterns so that time t~us 
saved can be used in the provision of adequate/additional services; 

(c) identifying problem areas and where feasible reformulating 
staff activities for achievement of greater health problem reduction. 

While planning to improve efficiency it should be recognized that of 
improved health obtainable through health services, only a certain amount 
can be attributed to the care provided by organized government services and 
the rest to the services provided by government-assisted institutions and 
other private practitioners functioning singly or in groups in the 
community. Of the services provided by the government organized units we 
shall confine ourselves to study the contribution of basic services 
provided by rural health institutions to solution of health problems in the 
rural areas. Thus health care provided by private sector as also services 
provided through specialized programmes operating in the rural areas but 
not functioning from the rural health centres would be outside the scope of 
the study. We shall be concerned mainly with an efficient delivery of 
basic health services provided by gun health centres and their subcentres 
in the rural areas. 

3.2.3.3 Service management component 

The three elements of any service supportive (service management) 
component are: 

(1) Logistics - to provide the appropriately trained health 
personnel with relevant and adequate supplies and equip~ent 
necessary for service delivery; 

(2) Supervision - to monitor and control the performance of these 
health personnel, particularly the quality of care aspect; 

(3) Information - to enable all the staff (including the Gun level) 
who are responsible for service management to proactively and 
reactively recognize and respond to operational problems. 

II 
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The referral aspect will be taken as a built-in requirement for 
linking different levels of care to facilitate mobility of problems to 
reach the appropriate level for effective intervention. Thus referral will 
be considered under "service delivery" part. The logistics referred to 
here is "supplies system" concerned with procurement and delivery of 
equipment drugs, forms, etc., for the health personnel and the purpose of 
study of this system is to identify factors associated with this system 
that inhibit satisfactory performance of its different functions. The 
concern is mainly with the operational problems associated with this system 
under the assumption that if the logistics system operates well, then, the 
service design will function to its maximum effectiveness, other factors 
remaining neutral. 

Supervision is concerned with making sure that activities and tasks 
are performed in a desirable way and to identify areas where further 
improvement in service delivery is possible and, when identified, to assist 
In improving the same. 

Information has basically two purposes - one for patient management 
and the other to support service management. This system cannot operate in 
isolation and while this can be considered conceptually as a distinct 
elements, yet the contents of this system are generated by and through 
service functions. Such conceptualization does, however, provide a 
comprehensive framework to assist in reducing information cost by avoiding 
duplication and assisting in interpretation. 

3.2.3.4 Field stUdies and data needs 

For the collection of data we shall develop a survey design in the 
next section. Data that are collected would be processed and analyzed and 
the results synthesized to answer initially the following questions: 

(a) If the staff concentrate on functions they are competent in 
what would be the additional time available for technical activities? That 
is 

(i) Are the staff performing functions they are competent in? 

(ii) Are they performing functions - activities and tasks 
that can be performed satisfactorily by less qualified 
staff available at the unit? 

(iii) Are there functions that can be performed by less 
qualified staff available at the unit but wit~) 
additional adequate training and (li) adequate eqUipment? 

(iv) Are there functions that can be performed by less 
expensive administrative/supportive staff? 

(b) Is the observed pattern of services delivery consistent with 
the expectations from basic health services in rural areas? That is -

(i) What is the expectation from basic health services in 
rural areas? 
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(ii) What should be the categories of services provided? 

(iii) Is the performance consistent with the purposes, functions 
and anticipated outcome? 

(c) Is it possible to improve the technology associated with the 
existing health services? That is -

(i) Can the impact on the health problems be increased through 
provision of adequate drugs, equipment, transport? 

(ii) Can the impact be increased through adequate effective 
supervision and adapting procedure manuals to suit 
prevailing conditions? 

(iii) Can the impact be increased through better qualified 
or trained staff and more interaction time? 

(j.v) Can the presented load be reallocated/rechannelled for 
greater efficiency? 

A framework for manipulations for greater efficiency is given in 
Annex 1. Essentially the core of the exercise would be to identify 
initially for each staff, his area of activity that will lead to a maximum 
problem reduction. Then for the system as a whole to redistribute the 
activities of various staff to yield an optimal problem reduction. 
Obviously this would involve assignment of valuation weights to various 
"impact coefficients" reflecting relative contributions of different 
activities to problem reduction. The solutions arrived at would thus 
theoretically be more efficient than the existing one and this should then 
be test-run for operational feasibility for a sufficient length of time 
preferably in the same areas of study with the close supervision of the OR 
core team. This period should also be utilized for developing a monitoring 
system for the suggested prototype service delivery and service management 
design. 

ThUS, for operational efficiency, we will mainly look into the 
following aspects: 

1. how resources are used 

2. how effectively they are used 
- operational outputs (quantity) 
- effect on problem (quality) 

3. how efficiently they are used 
- capacity utilization 
- capability utilization 
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Hence for the purpose of this study, we shall need essentially 
information on those making demand on health services, on the distribution 
of health units and their staff and on the operational activities of the 
health services and their costs and finally on effectiveness of the 
relationships amongst these factors. Data that would be collected should 
provide information on whether and to what extent the services are able to 
satisfy the demand on them in terms of demand made on them. Since 
effectiveness would be assessed in terms of anticipated outcome following 
contact between the patient and the service, factors like training of 
staff, procedures employed, etc., that may influence the outcome would be 
analyzed. In addition, functions of various categories of staff, 
allocation of working time to various activities/tasks and staff workload 
would be studied in detail. 

4. SURVEY DESIGN 

In order to have information that is reliable, relevant and 
complete, the following pOints have to be considered in designing the 
survey: 

4.1 Geographical area 

The study is concerned with the delivery of health services at the 
peripheral level - that is to say from the Gun Health Centre to the most 
peripheral extreme of the service. The Gun Health Centre supports that 
peripheral services, and the study is thus concerned with the Gun Health 
Centre, the Myeon Subcentres and the interrelationships between their 
functions. 

The Gun administration is also involved as the environmental 
sanitation section is operating from the Home Affairs Section of the Gun 
office. 

The study will be carried out in Yong-in Gun, Gyeonggi province. 
This gun is the demonstration area of the Korea General Health Services 
Development project. Yong-in Gun is a rural area with some light 
industry. It has good communications and is near the provincial capital, 
Suweon. 

The administrative centre of Yong-in Gun is Kimyangjang Ri where the 
health centre and Gun office are situated. The population of Yong-in Gun 
is 110 000 as of 1975. 

If the study is to investigate both the service delivery and service 
support aspects, then it is necessary that data be collected from a 
sufficiently large area to bring out variability in the essential elements, 
complexity and problems of the health service operations. 

Data collection will be carried out during two phases of the stud:,: 

(1) The situational analYSis 
(2) The test-run of chosen solutions 
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4.2 Situational analysis 

This phase which will be the initial part of the study will examine 
the existing health service delivery system actually in operation in 
Yong-in Gun. 

The health service consists of the modified system developed by the 
Korea General Health Services Development project. The operational and 
supportive features of this system are described in a Field Operations 
Manual currently in use in Yong-in Gun. 

During the situational analysis, the Yong-in Gun Health Centre and 
three myeon subcentres will be studied. 

The three myeon subcentres will be those of: 

(a) Weon Sam 
(b) Eedong 
(c) Mohyeon 

4.2.1 YOng-in Gun Health Centre 

This is the headquarters of the health services for the gun (with 
the exception of the environmental sanitation component). Thus the health 
centre has managerial, service delivery, and service support functions. 
All these functions will be covered in the situational analysis. 

The following staff will be observed during the study: 

(a) Health Centre Director 
(b) Chief Public Health Administration Section 
(c) Medical Officer 
(d) Public Health Supervisor 
(e) 2 Local Public Health Technicians 
(f) Chief Nursing Supervisor 
(g) 2 Nurse Supervisors 
(h) Treatment Room Nurse 
(i) Chief Preventive Medical Subsection 
(j) Pharmaceutical Affairs Supervisor 
(k) TB Follow up Worker 
(1) X-ray Technician 
em) Dentist 

During the period of the study the Peace Corps Volunteer working 
with the TB follow up worker will be assigned to other duties outside the 
Health Centre. 

The Family Planning worker who is funded by a private agency and who 
has no position in the Health Centre organization and function will not be 
observed. 
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4.2.2 Myeon level 

The staff of the three myeon subcentres of the Weon Sam, Eedong and 
Mohyeon will be observed, namely three myeon physicians and nine myeon 
health workers. 

The three myeons to be studied are considered representative of the 
gun, and have 1975 population as follows: 

Weonsam 
Idong 
Mohyeon 

9 366 
9 ", 
6 578 

The three my eons have all been implementing the project's modified 
system of health service delivery for a period long enough for the system 
to stabilized, both in terms of service delivery and service support. 

The three myeons are considered to be representative in terms of: 

- population 
- area 
- proportion of urban/rural population 
- communications and transport 

proximity to Gun Health Centre 

4.2.3 Services for study 

(a) Service delivery 

(b) Service support: 

Medical care 
MCH/FP 
Disease control 
General public health 
Environmental sanitation 

Supervision 
Supply logistics 
Information system 
Referral system 

(Note: Formal training of service personnel is not included) 

4.2.4 Duration of observation 

The situational analysis will be from Monday, 15 November to 
Saturday, 18 December 1976. 

The week preceeding - Monday, 8 November to Saturday, 13 November -
will be for training of the field investigators. 
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4.3 Testing of chosen solutions: "Test-run" 

Following the situational analysis, the data collected will be 
processed and analysed. The results of the situational analysis will 
~ndicate ce:tain ways in which the health service delivery system may be 
1mproved - 1.e. the problems identified and solutions to these problems 
develo~ed. Once the solutions chosen for testing have been identified, 
they w111 be tested and evaluated. 

4.3.1 Test-run area 

For this activity, the Yong-in Gun Health Centre and all eleven myeon 
in the Gun will be covered in the data collection. 

4.3.2 Duration of test-run 

The test-run will be from 23 February to 30 April 1977. Apart from 
test-run data, the field investigation will be directed to collection of 
data relevant for evaluation of the modified design during 1-14 May 1977. 

5. PROCEDURE 

For the purpose of the study following observations forms have been 
developed and are attached to this protocol as Annex 2. 

CURRENT OBSERVATION 

Form 10: 
Form 20: 
Form 30: 
Form 40: 
Form 51: 
Form 52: 

Staff Information 
Inventory of Equipment 
Activity Record 
Monitoring of Clinic Procedures 
Monitoring of External Work Procedures I 
Monitoring of External Work Procedures II 

RETROSPECTIVE DATA 

Form 61 : Maternal Care Record 
Form 62: Child Care Record 
Form 63: Family Planning Record 
Form 64: Record of Medical Care Attendances 
Form 65: Record of Immunizations 
Form 66: Record of Notifiable Diseases 

Procedure Manuals have been prepared for the specific purpose of our 
investigations (Annex 3) and the team members have been familiarized with 
the procedures particularly with the concepts and definitions of various 
terms that may be used in collection of information. 
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Coding scheme has been developed for the transfer of data to punch 
cards for computer processing. Information would be coded by the OR core 
team or observer in the course of observation or immediately thereafter and 
would be scrutinized by the team leader before the forms are sent for 
punching. 

6. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 

Various activities connected with Data Processing are explained in 
Annex 4. Basic tabulation programmes and methods of analysis are given in 
Annex 5 (to be prepared). 

7. TIME SCHEDULE 

It is anticipated that the field investigations could be undertaken 
by mid-November 1976. Assuming a start is made in October 1976 the 
following schedule could be followed: 

Schedule of Activities 

Period Duration 

13 October- 3 weeks 
3 Nov. 1976 

4 Nov. - 6 weeks 
18 Dec.1976 

20 Dec. 1976 8 weeks 
21 Feb. 1977 

23 Feb. 1977 10 weeks 
30 Apr. 1977 

1 May 1977 2 weeks 
15 May 1977 

15-31 May 2 weeks 
1977 

Activity 

Preparation of Protocol for 
study 

Situation Analysis 
(including preparation) 

Data analysis, synthesis, 
solution generation, 
interim report preparation 

Test-run (including 
preparation of test area) 

Evaluation of test-run 

Preparation of final 
report 

For schedule of observations see Annex 6a and 6b. 

Output 

OR Study Protocol 

Situation 
Analysis Data 

Alternative 
solution and 
interim report 
on study 

Debugged design 

Evaluated 
modified design 

Final report on 
OR study 

It can be expected that by end May 1977 a fully tested, technically 
more efficient rural health services design would be available to the 
government for consideration. 
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7.1 Manpower 

For the purpose of this study, the following staff could be assigned 
to form the Operations Research Study Team (see Annex 6c). 

We shall need to recommit for collection of situation analysis data, 
form numbers, three sanitarians, one dentist and one medical officer (for 2 
weeks) to supplement the resources available to OR study. 

7.2 Transport 

It is necessary to have adequate transport facilities to take the 
team to the study areas from the Ministry building and back. Such 
transport facilities would be needed during the training observation period 
from 8 November to 18 December 1976 and during test-run/evaluation period. 

7.3 Finance 

This is being dealt with separately. 
II 
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ANNEX 1 

FRAMEWORK FOR MANIPULATION TO ACHIEVE BETTER EFFICIENCY 
THROUGH NATIONALIZED STAFF NORMS 

The present note is a highly simplified version of a framework for 
development of staff norms. This would be improved and expanded in due 
course. The modified version would replace the present annex. 

Better efficiency can be achieved through reallocation of de~and on 
health services to various units and through reallocation of activities and 
tasks of health services staff. We shall initially deal with a situation 
in a clinic session. 

Let total demand on health unit be 
number of morbid cases 

number of maternal care consultation 

number for child care visits 

D 

We shall consider morbid cases only for illustration. 
At the health unit let there be two levels of staff. 
Let the number of cases observed at level 1 be d

1
, 

Let the number of cases observed at level 2 be d'2 

d" + d'2 :;:::. d, 

Let the suggested appropriate cases for level 1 be -C 
Let the suggested appropriate cases for level 2 be ~ 

---~'2 + ~ 22 = d" + d'2 

12 
22 

Let the total number of technical tasks to be performed at morbid 
clinic be 4. 

Let level 1 staff be the most appropriate (competent but less costly) 
person to perform task 1, task 2 and task 3 and level 2 staff to perform 
task 4. Let task 1 and task 2 be performed on all cases by level 1. 

Let level 1 staff be the most appropriate person to perform task 3 for 
~'2 cases of mild conditions and level 2 staff for perform task 4 for 
~22 cases of non-mild conditions. 

Given the appropriate staff-task combination let 

(i) unit task time for task 1 by level 1 be t" 

(ii) unit task time for task 2 by level 1 be t'2 

(iii) unit task time for task 4 by level 2 be t24 
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Time needed for performance of tasks: 

For level 1 for tasks 1 and 2, total would be d, 

For level 1 for task 3, total would be 
4'2 

For level 2 for task 4, total would be ? 22 

Thus for the existing load total needed time for 

(i) level 1 is dl • 
(ii ) level 2 is 

Total observed technical 

(i) level 1 is T, 

(ii) level 2 is T2 

(tll + t 12 ) + ~ 

activity time for 

Number of level 1 staff needed is 

• '2 

-5 

• t" + t'2 

• t'3 

• t24 

t13 

22 • t24 

+ ~'2 • t'3 
needed 1S --:!3 22 • 
concerned. 

t, and number of level 2 staff 
t24/T2 as far as the morbid cases are 

Similarly for maternal and child health care visits total observed 
technical activity time of staff can be estimated. It would be necessary 
to arrive at the total technical activity for services to be rendered to 
all types of visits for each category of staff so that required number of 
staff of each category can be completed. 

Achievable efficiency in terms of problem reduction can be estimated 
through the attached table. 

II 
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RECORDING FORMS 

Current Observation 

l"orm 1 0: Staff il.formation 

Form 20 : Inventory of Equipment 

Form 30: Activity Record 

Form 40: Monitoring of Clinic Procedures 

Timing Form 

Form 51: Monitoring of External Procedures I 

Form 52: Monitoring of External Procedures II 

Retrospective Data 

Form 61: Maternal Care Record 

Form 62: Child Care Record 

r'orm 63: Family Planning Record 

Form 64: Record of Medical Care Attendances 

Form 65: Record of Immunizations 

Form 65A: Record of Immunizations 

Form 66: Record of Notifiable Diseases 

Form 66A: Record of Notifiable Diseases 
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STUDY OF BASIC HEAL'm SERVICES 

Gyeonsgi Province: Yong-in Gun 

OBSERVER: (1) 

PART I: PATIENT/CLIENT INFORMATION 

(3) Serial Number: 
(4) Date of Visit: 19r6 

(6) N_: 
(7) Age (yrll) 

(8) Sex: 

MYEON (2) UNIT 

,I (5) T1IIe Arrived: 

- (9) N.e o! Village: 

FORM ~O 
SHEET: 

-I 

(10) D1atance 
(kin.) 

( 1:,) Sent/Refer- (12) Category (13) Category of (14) Purpose of Visit: (15) DUnltion 
red by: Vle1t: Visit (Days): 

ENVIROlM!:N'1'AL SANITATION: 

(16) 'f1pe o! Water Supply: (17) Method of Exoreta Disposal (18) Method o! Refuse Di,Jposal 

PART II: SERVICE INPORMATION 

I (19) T1Ine Service Started: I (20) Tltle of Attendant: 

TASK PERP'<JVW'a • . 
Tux Per!olWeC1 

Reason for 

J ~ What found Unaatillfactorv Perfo~ce 
No. Tux PertolWeC1 or done Rele- Cor- Ade- '~; I~~P Drup 

TNl- Expel MM .. 
vent Not I. ... ' I ninlt fanc" ual 

(21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (52) (33) 

Histlory: 

Cl1n1oal/ 
Physioal Exe.~ 

Meas~nt: 

DNlVInJection, 
Innun1zat1on: 

Referral/ 
Follow up: 

EducatiorV 
Advice 

(34) Time Service Ended: (35) TilDe Patient/Cl1ent Left: 

(56) Duration of Service (Minutes) : (57) Duration of Vis1t (Minutes): 

(:8) Progress sinoe last oontact: 
. 

( ~9) Prognosis: (40) Sugested cl .. s: 

(kl) Mod1fication of condition: (42) Reason tor non-ftlodification of condition: 

Box 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I r 1 1 1 r I I 
ace I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Box 

!COde 1 J J I I I I I I r 1 I I I I I r I 
LJ I I I I I I I I I r 1 I T -1 I I T T T 
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S'llJDY OF BASIC HEAL'lH SERVICES 

Gyeonggl Province 
Yons-1n Gun Unit: 

(1) Serial Number(s) 1 (2) Date: 1976 ••• 

(3) Observer( s ) : 

(4) Visit Started: 

(5) Servioe Started: (7) Attendant 

(6) Servioe Ended: 

(S) Service Started: (10) Attendan1 

(9) Servioe Ended: 

(11) Service Started: (l;) Attendan1 

(12) Servioe Ended: 

(13) Visit Ended: 

-----------

+ To be used in conjunct1on with Fonn 40. 
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S'lUDY OF BASIC HEAIll1i SERVICE.;; 

Gyeonggi Province: Yong-In G~l 

FORM 51 
ShHt: 

I Observer: Myeon 
(2) Title of 

Attendant; 

PART:i: nT 

(3) Serial No.: (4) Date: 1976 I (5) Via1 t 
Started: ~~t~7sit I(ni~ration 

(8) Name of Client: (9) Age (Yeara) (10) Sex: (11) Village: (12) Dill tance 

(kII.): 

(15) Purpose of Vis1t: I (14) Duration I (15) Category of' I (16) By MhOlll visit initiated: 
(Days) : Visit: 

ENVIROlMNTAL SANITATION 
(17) Type of Water Supply: (18) Method of Excreta (19) Method of Refuse 

Dillposal: Disposal: 

PART II, 

(20) Service Started: I (21) Service Ended: I (22) Duration (lIIin.): 

TASK PERFOIIWfCE 
Reuon for 

No. Task Perfomed ~.3 
What wu Task Performed \ Unsat18faator7 Performance 

~8 Found or I Hele \;or- .AC1e- lUi IEqui orosi rrrai- iE:Xper Man- Trans 
Done vant rect ~uate IIIBnt nina: ience uel IIOrt 

(23) (24) (25l (26) (27) (28) 29) ~~ Qll. ~2L J33.L (34) (35) (36) 

History: 

Clinical/Phy-
si~al Exam.: 

Measurement: 

Drug/Injection! 
Immunization: 

Referral/Follow 
up: 

Eduoation! 
Adv1ce: 

(37) Progress s1nce I (38) Prognosis: I (;'9) Mod1ficat10n of' I (40) Reuon for Non-
last contact: Condit1on: Modif10at10n: 

(41) Interval (in c.,'ys) j(42) Preparation for visit (43) Further action planned: 
s1nce last contac~: satisfactory: 

(44) Fonn used to give 1nfonnat1on (45) Fon (46) Form used to record information: (47) 
Code: For.. 

Coda. 

Box 

Code I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Box 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 J 
Code I I I I I I I 1 J J J J J 1 I J J I I I 



SroDY OF BASIC HEAL'IH SERVICES 

~ 
---'-"'--"-' .. "'" .... ---- ... _ .......... --..... ............... ::s 

~ 

I I (3) TITlE OF STAPF I€IH:R: 
OBSERVEll (l) DA'lE: 1976: .\ (2) UNIT: 

N 

• Period of g I i:' Tasks +' Record and 
Place Activity Purpose What What Expected Further .: +' ~ >. .s Undertaken ~ Report POnlS 
of of was 11&5 :i Outcome Action 'it 3 ~ :: .. ~ ~ i:' r--'~"'--"---'r-~ 

.. Activity Activity Done Pound Planned ~ c. ~ ~ ';J f .s ~ 
• 1';;0 ° +' ... "0 +' I 
.0 Ii coS ~ l!+' H"~S!! S .. ~ c~ II ~+' • o~ .... e ~ 

.., 0 ~ >.....:. '() i :1 >. +' +' ,~~ i ~ • 15 ~ 
t1 t i ~ g ~ 1 E: f H :! • i ~ ~ t ! s! !J.s I 8 1!1i ~ 
1! !I 1! :> :!: :1 ~ ,g ~ c ~ ~ .:1 ~ ~ ~: ::I .. e ~ . E E""" ~ 
., II) r.l Cl ~ <> .... c... .. 0 .rl II: .. ". 0 « II .... " .... I" o~~ " 
U) -c Q. H. Do. 0 E-t ~ < IX: IX: OIl !f., ~ IZ. Clr.tJ..& ... 

:4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (ll) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18 (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) 

~ 



Gyeonggi Province: Yong-in Myeon 

O&>"ERVER: 
I DA'mS OF 

REGIsmATION: 

Children • c= ~ 0 Ser. Village Distance Age » ~ .... ... 'tI 
No. (km.) (yrs. )~lVing ... .. ... .... .. !Dead l;j"8 .8 >"8 

1>.0 C ~o 

(l) (2) m <-) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
-

"- --

STUDY OF BASIC IIEAL'IJI SERVICES 

MA'IERNAL CARE RECORD+ 
(l OetOber1975-50 September 1976) 

FOIfoI 61 
SHEET: 

Myeon ITJ Myeon Code 

~CE: REGIS'lRATION OF ffiEGAl/ANT I SAMPLING PA TIO. 
RECORDS .\ FAfIIILY IlEAL'IJI RECORDS . I in 1 

-
Outcome of Delivery Consulta- AbnonDlll1 ty Pregnancy Attendant ... tiona .. 

Ii .. :5 ... I 

... ~ 3-3 " " Pre- Pos~ Preg- Post- 3~ ... § 0 I .. • ..... .8 ... ... 0 +' .",,,, 5 ~u ;Hl i~ "u 8 ....... natal natal nanc7 Delivery PartUII !I)~ c+' 0 IE • 0 
C 

(10) (11) (12) (13) (1") (15) (16 (17 ) (l8) (19) (20) (21). (22) (23 ) 

, 

... 
':5 ~ .. 
0c! : 

(2 .. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

CD 

'" 

:» 
5 
~ 
N 



GyeonSBi Province: Yong-1n Gun 

DA'JES OF 
08SERVE7i: 08lERVATIOH : 

... -

Village Distance Age Sex Ser. 
>C • 

No. (kill.) n~os. ) ~'8 
M F u 

-. 
(l) (2) m (4) (5) (6) m 

S'lUDY OF BASIC HEAL'lH SERVICES 

anw CARE JB:Oa) + 
(1 Oetober 1975-30 Sept.-ber 1976) 

SOIlftCE: REGIS'DIATION OF INFANT/PRE-scHOOL 
alIUlREN RECCIUlS 

SAMPLING 
RATIO: 

AbnormaU ty 
IMMUIIIZATIONS 

I OPT ... 
... K 0 

Action , 8. &I Type 1 2 3 B 1 Taken <f.I 

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13 ) (14) 15) 16) 

, 

i 

+ Of pre-1lchool children registered durlna the period from 1 October 1975 to 30 September 1~76. 

RftiI 62 
SHEET: ~ 

Myeon UJ My_on Code I~ 
'lUTAL !«l.OF CHIUlRE!i 

I In 3 ON REGIS'lER: 

Consul tatlons 

POLIO ii 

~~ .:I .... 
~ I WI 

~ :I "'WI ... !\! 2 B .. :: IE <f.I 

(17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 

I 

~ 



Gyeongi Province: Yang-in Gun 

OBSERVER: DA'IES OF 
OBSERVATION: 

L1~1n& Init.ial 
Children Method .. 

5 Ser. a 
3'"": Ji 

No. Village .. .Ii M F .... Method 
,~ , ... ~ 

t:l <'- ~ :10 
(1) (2) ()) (10) (5) (6) 7) (8) (9) 

S'ruDY OF BASIC REAL'lH SERVICES 

FAMILY PLAJIIING RECCR> + 
(1 October 1915-30 Sept.ber 1976) 

FORM M 
lI!EET: 

Myeon OJ Myeon Code 

SOURCE: REGIS'IER AND INDIVIOOAL RECCIIDS OF FAMILY SAMPLIOO 
PIAHHING ACCEPlmS RATIO: I in 3 

0 
Cbanps in Method Consul tations per Method .. 

at I. .. .... 5 ~ a .: .. ... 1.0 
.: I ! 'B "8 '" f 

I 0 t+' 0,,", 

" ........ r.. td:; Metbod 

~i 
Method 

~i 
Method ~ .. .... 0. ., » !+' +' .. C> 06 0. 

..... 0 :: s ..... 
~ 

., ....... :I <: .. ~8 .... .s g' <:i O~ .. a I.u > +' 0 "r-:EO ... u ;oj I;. 0( II': ~ 

(10) (11) (12) (15) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22 (23) (210) 

. 

. 
~-- - -

,-.~. 

-

+ Of Fu117 Pl.ann1ng Acceptors registered during the period fl'ODI 1 October 1915 to 30 Septemb.,r 1976. 

.!~ 
.. r-
iot! 
8~ 
~ 

. 

<» ..... 

g 
~ 
N 



Oyeong1 Province: YOIl8-in Gun 

I 
OB.$RVER: 

Heal th Service 
Unit 1975: 

October ~v_ber lDec __ r 
-

(1) (2) (5) (10) 

PQFS 'b'eon 
Subcentre 
IIahJeon 'b'eon 
Subcentre 
a..eong Myeon 
SUbcentre 
SUJI 'b'eon 
Subcentre 

01.beuns 'b'eon 
Subcentre 
JIMsa 'b'eon 

IcIoDg Myeon 
Subcentl'e 
IfeonsM Myeon 
Subcentl'e 

V_ 'b'eon 

..... 'b'eon 

Health Centre 

'!I7l'AL 

DA'lES OF 

S'l'UDY OP BASIC HEAL'lJI SERVICES 

It87:<IU) OF .-oICAL CARE A~ 
(l October 1915-30 Septellber 1976) 

MEDICAL CARE -A'l'I.'ENIl.tJ« BY IClImI 

1976: 
Janll&J'7 Pebruar,y March April May 

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

, 

i 

SOUIICi;: 

JWle July AUSUSt 

(10) (11 ) (12) 

-

FORM 64 
SHEET: 

September 

(13 ) 

-

TIl tal 

(14 ) 

I 

~ 
:;, 
(!) 
x 

'" 

01) 
Qo 



Gyeongg1 Do: Yong-in Gun 

OBSERVER: 
-

Myeon 
B:G 

0 1-5 OVer 5 
Iat 

I-- 8Ade 

(1) (2 ) (3) (-) (5) 

Yongin 

Poaos 

I'Icbyeon 

0use01l6 

SuJl 

Glbewlg 

Nemsa 

I doll6 

Weo/Ullllll 

Woesa 

Naesa 
. 

roTAL 

8'ruDY OF BASIC REALm SERVICES 

Rg;~ OF DI4UNlZATIONS 
(1 October 1975-50 Septeaber 1976) 

DAms OF 
OBSERVATION: 

I«JMI£R OF DMlNIZATIONS BY TYPE 

DPT POLIO 
ott! 

Grade 1 2 5 Booster 1 2 Booster 

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (15) 

. 
--

SOURCE: l'QItI 65A 

SMALLPOX DT 

(14) (15) 

-

FORM 65 
SHEET: 

CHOiERA 

(16) 

-

TYPHOID 

(17 ) 

~ 

Ig 
tb 

,>: 
iN 



Oyeonggi Prov1nce: Yong-1n OWl 

DAms OF 
OB:2ilVER: OBSERVATION: 

3::'.; 

AGE GROUP 

0 1-5 Over 5 Itt
st It~e 1 f---. r&de 

( 1) (2) (~) (4 ) (5) (6) (1) 

19j): 
October 

NovenlJer 

Decen:oer 
-r<:r;', : 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

AU8USt 

September 

'roTAL - -

S'ruDY OF BA:;Ii; HEAL'IJl SF:RVICES 

REeOR;) OF IMMUNIZATIONS 
(1 octo1ber-1075:36-S~pte;-ber 1976) 

.3C C;;:::E: MULTIPURPOSE MYEON HEALnt 
'A:JFKERS' MON'lHLY REPORT 

NUMF£R OF IMMl~t\IZATICNS BY 1"i"ffi 

DPT PC: ... IO SMALLPOX 

2 3 Booster 1 2 Booster 

(8) (9) ( lO) (11 ) i Ie) (13) (1") 

I 

. 

MYEON: 

DT 

( 15) 

PORM 65A 
mEET: 

CHOIERA 

(16) 

:> 
5 
~ 

---------- 'N 

'l"iPllOID 

(17 ) 

\0 
o 



Gyeonggl Province: Yor.g-in Gun 

OBSERVER: 
I DATES OF 

OBSERVATION: 
-

IItlMmR 

MYEOH 'l\Iberculosls Typ.old Lepraey 

-
(1) (2) m (4 ) 

Yong-ln 

Pogog 

Mohyeon 

Guseong 

Suji 

Giheung 

Haasa 

IOOng 

WeOl'llJllll 

Woesa 

NlLesa 

'roTAL 

S'1'UDY OF BASIC REAL'IH SERVICES 

RBCCIID OF NO'l'IFIKBtE Dl!l£ASES 
(1 October 1975-30 Se.-.ber 1976) 

I 
OF t«)TIF'lABIE DISEASES BY TYPE 

Venereal 
Disease 

Cholera Dysentery 

(5) (6) (7) 

SOURCE: FORM 66A 

Diphtheria 

(8) 

. 

FOII4 66 
SHEET: 

--

Virus Epidemic 

Encephal1 tis 
HaetDOrmagfc 

Fever 

(9) (10) 

-

~---

---

'" ..... 

~ ::s 
r.> x 
N 



DA'IES OF 
OBSERVER: OBSERVATION: 

._" .-

NUMIER OF -
M 0 NTH 

"ruIERCU I.l)SIS TYPfIOID IEPROSY 

(1) (2) m (4) 
- -

19!'): 
October 

November 

Dec .... ber 

1976: 
January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

"roTAL 

S'lUW or BASIC II!AL1H SERVICES 

REC<ItD OF IIO'l'lFIABU DISEASES 
(1 October 1975-~O Septesber 1976) 

S<XJRCE: JIEC(IIDS OF mEVEN'l'IVE 
MEDICINE SUBSECTION, HEALTR CEN'lRE MYEON: 

r«n'IFlA8IE DISEASES 

VENEREAL 

DISEASE 
CHOlERA DYSEN'IERY DIPHTRERIA 

(5) (6) (7) (8) 

-

fORM 66A 
SHEET-

VIRUS 
ElCEI'HAUTIS 

(9) 
-

.-

-- . 

-- -

~RiWlGIC 
FEVER 

(10) 

---

-
] 

§ 
ro 
~ 

IV 

'" IV 
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ANNEX 3 

PROCEDURE MANUAL 

For the purpose of the study and the collection of information, the 
following forms have been developed: 

Form 10: Staff Information 
Form 20 : Inventory of Equipment 
Form 30: Activity Record 
Form 40: Monitoring of Clinic Procedures 
Form 51: Monitoring of External Work Procedures I 
Form 52: Monitoring of External Work Procedures II 
Form 61: Maternal Care Record 
Form 63: Family Planning Record 
Form 64: Record of Medical Care Attendances 
Form 65: Record of Immunizations 

(Based on Form 65A) 
Form 66: Record of Notifiable Diseases 

(Based on Form 66A) 

This manual deals with procedures to be adopted in collecting and 
coding information. It is expected that the Team Leader of the Core Team 
will be responsible ~ interpreting and clarifying the usage of the 
various terms. ~ ~ 

~T I: PROCEDURES FOR FILLING FORMS 

The following instructions are intended to guide the members of the 
Operations Research Team in the completion of the forms designed 
specifically for the collection of information for the study. 

Forms 10, 20 and 30 relate to health service staff members and their 
activities; forms 40, 51 and 52 relate to population-services interaction 
in clinic situations and through external work undertaken: forms 61, 62, 
63, 64, 65 and 66 relate to services rendered over a period of a year prior 
to the start of the Operations Research study, and the required information 
is to be collected retrospectively from available records. 

For the completion of these forms, each member of the Operations 
Research Team has been assigned a specified code as follows: 

Team Member Specification Code 

Dr S.H. Yu TOI 
Dr D.M. Rhie T02 
Dr R.H. Herniman T03 
Dr S.S. Kim T04 
Mr J.H. Eom T05 
Mrs J.S. Kim T06 
Miss E. Matheson T07 
Nurse 1 T08 
Nurse 2 T09 
Nurse 3 TlO 
Nurse 4 T11 
Mr S.S. Ahn T12 



Annex 3 
(cont'd.) 

Team Member 

Sanitarian 1 
Sanita~'ian 2 
Sanitarian 3 
Lay Observer 1 
Lay Observer 2 
Dentist 
Mr C. Showman 
Miss S. Ploetz 

- 94 -

Specification Code 

T13 
Tlq 
T1S 
T16 
T17 
T18 
T19 
T20 

The above specification code is used hereafter for the identification 
of the team members. 

Information on certain items is common to the majority of the for'wJ. 
These items are: 

(a) ~: For forms 30, 40, Sl and 52, the sheets used are 
numbered consecutively, starting with the number 1 for each 
form for each day of collection; for forms 20, 61, 62 and 63, 
the number of sheets used of any form, for anyone myeon or 
unit, are numbered consecutively, starting with number 1; for 
each of Forms 64, 6S (and 6SA) and 66 (and 66A), one sheet only 
is used and this is numbered 1. The sheets used for Form 10 
are numbered consecutively, starting with number 1. 

(b) Myeon: Enter the name of the myeon from which the information 
is being collected. (NOTE: if the information being collected 
relates to other than a myeon-level unit, enter not applicable). 

(c) Unit: Enter the title of the health unit from which and about 
which the information is being collected, or in which the 
observee is a staff member. 

(d) Observer: Enter the name of the individual from the Operations 
Research Team who is specifically assigned to observe and 
collect the information 

(e) Date: Enter the date of observation or the date of collection 
or-data. Except for forms designed for the collection of data 
retrospectively, start with a new sheet for each day of 
observation, In the case that several days are spent in the 
collection of information from available records, enter all 
date~ on which information was collected. 

(f~ Sampling ratio: Enter here the sampling ratio that has been 
adopted 1n the collection of information, for example, 1 in 1, 
I in 2, I in 4, etc. NOTE: the sampling ratio must not be 
changed during the period of observation for a given unit or 
session. 

Unless particularly noted in respect to a specific form, the rest of 
the data is to be recorded in columns which bear numbers, and these numbers 
are used below in describing the kind of information which is to be 
recorded in the related column. 
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Annex 3 
(cont' d. ) 

All entries on the forms are to be made in ink; if an erroneous entry 
is made, it is to be 0r~c3ed nut and the correct entry then recorded. No 
,~.i t to ;narks <ire to be placed on the forms. 



Annex 3 
(cont'd.) 

FORM 10: Staff Infor!'l& ': '.cr. 

- 96 -

This form i3 i (lte.ld€d for the (:cllection of certaic basic informati In 
from and about all service staff of the Yong-in Gun Health Centre, the 
Sanitation Sub-Section of the Home Affairs Section of the Gun Office, and 
of the 11 myeon health sub-centres. The members of the Core Team will 
collect the information, directly from the staff members and from the 
records of the administrative officers of the Health Centre. The Core Team 
Leader is responsible for the reliability of the data collected; T06 will 
scrutinize the collected data. 

In regard to the completion of Form 10: 

Column 1 : 

Column 2: 

Column 3: 

Column 4: 

Column 5: 

Serial number. 

Unit: Enter the title of the unit in which the staff member 
serving at the time of data collection. 

Myeon: Enter the name of the myeon in which the staff member 
is serving at the time of data collection. (NOTE: for staff 
members serving in the Health Centre, and the Sanitation 
Sub-Section of the Home Affairs Section of the Myeon Office, 
enter not applicable). 

Title: Enter the official title of the staff member. 

Name: Name of staff member. 

Column 6: General Education: Enter the highest level of general 
education attained by the staff member. (NOTE: this would 
include non-professional university degrees). 

is 

Column 7: Formal Technical Education - Basic: Enter the first-level 
technical/professional qualification associated with the 
performance expected of the staff member. (NOTE: if the staff 
member has had no formal technical education, enter nil and 
then give title of the examination taken to qualify the staff 
member for the performance expected). 

Column 8: Formal Technical Education - Additional: Enter formal 
technical/professional qualification additional to the basic 
qualification; if more than one additional qualification 
obtained, enter all. (NOTE: if many fields covered in the 
ajditional technical/professional education obtained, enter 
ti.ose qualifications most relevant to the job being performed). 

Column 9: Inservice Training - Type: Enter any inservice training the 
staff member has received since joining the service. 

Column 10; Duration (Weeks): Enter the number of weeks of training 
received, against each type of training listed. 
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(cont'd.) 

Column 11: Duration of Work Experience - Present Post: Enter the number 
of months ~()! whir:" the staff member has been in his/her 
present post. 

Column 12: Duration of Work Experience - Government Service: Enter the 
number of months for which the staff member has been in 
Government service. (NOTE: this would include, of course, the 
number of years spent in the present post - reference Column 
11) . 

Column 13: Annual Gross Salary (Won): Enter the gross annual salary, 
including all payments of bonuses, stipends, incentives and 
other special allowances. (Any payments received for work 
J~hel' than those related to his/her regular 
government-supported work - for example, payment for private 
practice-, are to be excluded). 

Column 14: Maximum Annual Travel Grants (Won): Enter the maximum travel 
grants for which provision is made annually. 

Columns 15, 
16 & 17: Percentage Payment of Emoluments - Central Government: 

Provincial Government: Local (Gun) Government: Enter in the 
appropriate column, the percentage of each staff member's 
emoluments (annual gross salary plus travel grants) which is 
paid by the three levels of government; in the event that one 
or more of the levels of government do not make a contribution 
to a staff member's emoluments, enter nil. 



i\ nnex :3 
(Cllllt'd.) 
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FORM 20: Inventory of Equipment 

This form is int.pnrlec t() provide information about the availability 
and usability of equipment in the different units, and on action taken to 
:'(;'medy sh.)!'tcoming3, if ar.y. 

This form will be completed in respect to the following units: 

(a) Health Centre Treatment Room 

(b) Health Centre X-ray Unit 

(0) Health Centre Tuberculosis Control Unit 

(d) >l~a 1 th Centre Laboratory 

(e) Health Centre Dental Unit 

(f) Health Centre Preventive Medicine Sub-Section 

(g) Physician's Office, Health Sub-Centre (in Idong, Mohyeon and 
Weonsam Myeons) 

(h) Multipurpose Health Workers' Unit, Health Sub-Centre (in Idong, 
Mohyeon and Weonsam Myeons) 

The Core Team Leader is primarily responsible for the collection of 
the information, and its reliability. However, the services of team 
members will be utilized as follows: T02 and T03. 

All 'terns which are essential for the operation of the unit are to be 
listed. 

In regard to the completion of Form 20: 

Column 1: 

Column 2: 

Column 3: 

Column 4: 

Column 5' 

Column 6: 

Myeon: If appropriate, enter the name of the myeon in which 
the service unit is located; for Health Centre units, enter not 
applicable. 

Unit: Enter the title of the unit about which the information 
is heing collected. 

Serial Numbe~ 

Name of Equipment: Enter the name of the item of equipment. 

)~Le Supplied: Enter the date on which the item of equipment 
was supplied, or last replaced. 

Quantity - Issued: Enter the quantity issued, checking 
available records for dates, as necessary. 



Column 7: 

Column 8: 

Column 9: 
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Quantity - Available: Enter the quantity available on the date 
of observation. 

Inventory Code: Idave blank. 

Condition: Enter the condition of the equipment on the date of 
observation. 

Column 10: Condition Code: leave blank. 

Column 11: Action Taken: Enter any action taken by the staff of the unit 
in respect to equipment which is not available, or is not 
usable; if no action taken, enter nil; if the equipment is 
available and in working order, enter not applicable. 

Column 12: Action Code: leave blank. 

Column 13: When Action Taken: Enter the date when action was taken by the 
staff of the unit in respect to unavailable or unusable 
equipment; if no action taken, or if the equipment is available 
and in working order, enter not applicable. 

Column 14: Time Code: leave blank. 

Column 15: Health Centre - Action Taken: Enter here the most significant 
action taken by the administrative authorities of the Health 
Centre in respect to the unavailable or unusable equipment; if 
no action taken, enter nil; if equipment was available and in 
working order, enter nor-ipplicable. 

Column 16: Health Centre - By whom: Enter here the title of the authority 
in the Health Centre who took the action described in Column 
15; if no action taken, or the equipment was available and in 
working order, enter not applicable. 

Column 17: Health Centre - When Action Taken: Enter the date when action 
was taken by the authority in the Health Centre; if no action 
taken, or the equipment was available and in working order, 
enter not applicable. 

Column 18: Expected Outcome: leave blank. 
(This refers to the actual or potential effectiveness of the 
action taken at the Health Centre level, and will be filled in 
by T03). 
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Ii'orms 30, 40, 51 and 52 are used for the collection of current data. 
For the smooth collection of data, the following procedures are followed: 

1. The observer reaches the unit to which he or she is assigned before 
09.30 hours, Monday through Saturday of each week of observation. 

2. The observer ensures that his or her watch is running, and that it 
registers the correct time. 

3. The observer has with him or her the following mateials: 

1.1 Clip board, ballpoint pens, a supply of blank sheets of paper, ru~~r, 
stapler, etc. 

3.2 If relevant to the specific work of the particular observer, lists of 
the villages in Idong, Mohyeon and Weonsam Myeons and of the distances of 
these villages from the health centre and health sub-centres. 

3.3 A copy of the Field Operations Manual, or of the sections of same 
which pertain to the staff members to be observed. 

3.4 The sections (including coding) of the Operations Research "Procedure 
Manual" which pertain to the observation being undertaken at any particular 
time. 

3.5 Sufficient sheets of Form 30, and of Forms 40, 51 or 52, as relevant 
to the activIties of the individual being observed. 

4. The observer ensures that he or she is aware of the individual whom 
he or she is to observe on any particular day. 

5. The observer positions himself/herself in a place where the assigned 
staff member can be effectively observed, but which does not cause 
interference to the smooth flow of patients/clients. 

6. Before 09.30 hours daily, the first sheet of Form 30 is numbered, and 
the information is entered in respect to the columns in the top, horizontal 
row. 

7. From 09.30 hours, a start is made on entering activity information on 
Form 30. 

8. If the ",nerver is unable to identify what the observer is dOing by 
remaining 1n the place which he or she planned to utilize as his or her 
normal station, the observer must follow the observee. 
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This form relates to activities performed by diffel'ent health staff 
on each day of the pertinent observation period. Its completion is the 
responsibility of: 

Observee 

(i) Team Member 01 01, 13, 20 
(ii) Team Member 02 12, 13, 16 
(iii) Team Member 03 11 
(iv) Team Member 04 12, 14 
(v) Team Member 05 01-07 (inclusive) 
(vi) Team Member 06 08, 10, 21 
(vii ) Team Member 07 09 
(viii ) Team Member 08 15, 17, 19, 22, 23 
(ix) Team Member 09 08, 16, 18, 20, 23 
(x) Team Member 10 10, 17, 19, 21, 24 
(xi) Team Member 11 15, 18, 22, 24 
(xii ) Team Member 12 28, 29, 30 
(xiii) Team Member 13 25, 28, 29, 30 
(xiv) Team Member 14 26, 28, 29, 30 
(xv) Team Member 15 26, 28, 29, 30 
(xvi) Team Member 18 27 
(xvii) Team Member 19 27 

The Team Leader of the Core Team will be responsible for overall 
supervision and for the reliability of the data collected. 

This form will be filled out every day of the specified period of 
observation for each staff member of the Yong-in Gun Health Centre and the 
Sanitation Subsection of the Home Affairs Section (Yong-in Gun Office), and 
for the physicians and multipurpose health workers of the Idong, Mohyeon 
and Weonsam health subcentres. A blank copy of the form is used for the 
start of observations each morning of the specified period of observation 
for each staff member, and sheets used are numbered consecutively, starting 
with number 1 each day. 

Each observer will be with his or her observee throughout the period 
of the observee's work day, the normal working hours being from 09.30 hours 
to 17.30 hours Monday through Friday, and 09.30 hours to 13.00 hours on 
Saturday. The observer may sometimes find it necessary to continue his or 
her observations for some time past the normal end of a work day. 

NOTE: at the stdrt of each day, the observer will ascertain from the 
observee jf LG or she (the staff member) has undertaken any activities of a 
population - health service interaction nature since 17.30 hours the 
previous day. If the answer is yes, enter this information on Form 30, 
assigning Serial No. 1 to the first activity described; describe each 
activity separately, and as completely as is the information recalled by 
the observee. Then, proceed, to enter the current day's activities, 
assigning to the first of same the appropriate serial number. 
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In regard to the completion of Form 30: 

Column 1: 

Column 2: 

Column 3: 

Column 4: 

Column 5: 

Column 6: 

Column 7: 

Column 8: 

Column 9: 

Myeon: Enter the name of the myeon in which the staff member: 
- the observee - is working; for health centre and sanitation 
personnel, enter not applicable. 

Unit: Enter the name of the specific unit (or sub-unit) in 
which the staff member (observee) is working. 

Title of staff member: Enter the title of the 
given in the Field Operations Manual. (NOTE: 
sanitation personnel, enter official titles). 

Serial number. 

staff member as 
for the 

Period of activity - started: Enter the exact time when the 
observee started a particular activity. 

Period of activity - ended: Enter the exact time when this 
particular activity was completed. 

Period of activity - Duration (Minutes): Enter, in minutes, 
the time spent on the particular activity. (This can be done 
at the end of the work day, if more convenient). 

Travel - from: Enter place (service unit, village, factory, 
etc.) where travel ended. 

Travel - to: Enter place (service unit, village, factory, 
etc.) where travel ended. 

Column 10: Travel - Distance (km): Enter, in kilometres, the distance 
travelled. 

Column 11: Travel - Mode: Enter principal mode of travel in this 
particular instance, the principal mode being defined as the 
one on which was spent the greatest proportion of the total 
time involved. 

NOTE; with the exception of a few minutes spent in walking, 
ticycling or biking - (for example, from house to house in a 
village - which time is not recorded) - all information in 
respect to travel is entered on Form 30. 
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Column 12: Location of activity: Enter place where the activity takes 
place, including the names of both the institutions and 
village, if appropriate. 

Column 13: Location Code: leave blank 

Column 14: Statement of Activity: 
is done by the observee 
number given). 

Describe concisely but completely what 
(in respect to immunizations, enter 

Column 15: activity Code: Enter relevant code. 

Column 16: Service Name: Enter here the type of service performed. 

Service Code ........... 
A. Health Care 

Medical care (includes all morbid cases, minor 
surgery, injections, wound dressings, etc.) 11 

Maternal care 12 

Child care (well, preschool child, including 
immunization) 13 

Environmental sanitation 14 

Family Planning 15 

School Health (including immunization) 16 

Immunization (of other than pre-school and school-
children) 17 

Tuberculosis 18 

Other communicable diseases 19 

Other (medical, death and other legal certificate) 20 

Not applicable/not available/not known 29 

B. Supportive 

Fact-finding 

Problem definition 

31 

32 
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Service 

Problem solving 

Teaching 

Assessment of staff 

Liaison 

More than one type 

Other (specify) 
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Not applicable/not available/not known 

Code 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

Column 17: Service Code: Enter relevant code; if activity does not belong 
to a listed service, enter not applicable. 

Column 18: Records and Reports - Form Used to Give Information: Enter the 
title (titles) of the form (forms) used to furnish information 
if no form used, enter nil. 

Column 19: Records and Reports - Form Code: Enter code number (numbers) 
of the form (forms) noted in Column 18; if no form used, enter 
not applicable. 

Column 20: Records and Reports - Form Used to Record Information: Enter 
the title (titles) of the form (forms) used to record 
information; if no form used, enter ~. 

Column 21: Records and Reports - Form Code: Enter code number (numbers) 
of the form (forms) noted in Column 20; if no form used, enter 
not applicable. 

At the end of each day, a consolidated timetable of activities is to 
be prepared. An additional sheet of Form 30 is taken, and given the 
appropriate serial number. The observer's name is entered, as are the date 
and the correct information in Columns 1, 2 and 3. Then, using the 
classification of activities provided, the activities described on the 
sheets completed during the day are combined according to this 
classification, and the relevant time spent is totalled and entered 
opposite the classified activity. For staff members who have been involved 
in clinic procedures, both Form 30 and Form 40 will have to be used in 
preparing the consolidated timetable; for staff members who have been 
involved i~ external work procedures, both Form 30 and Form 51, or Form 30 
and Form 52, will have to be used for this purpose; for the Health Centre 
Director and Dentist, it is possible that Forms 30, 40 and 52 will have to 
be used; for the multipurpose myeon health workers, it is possible that 
Forms 30, 40 and 52 (or Forms 30, 51 and 52) will have to be used. 
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1. Write across the top of the sheet: Consolidated Timetable of 
Activities. 

2. For each classified activity: 

(a) Enter the total duration (in minutes) in Column 7. 
(b) Enter the name of the activity in Column 14. 

3. Leave all other columns blank. 
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FORM 40: Monitoring of Clinic Procedures 

This form relates to information on population - health service 
interaction in the clinic situation. Part I of the form consists of 
patient/client information and Part II is designed to record service 
interaction and performance. 

This form will be completed for all population - health service 
interactions in which the myeon physicians and multipurpose myeon health 
workers (of Idong, Mohyeon and Weonsam Myeons), and the following health 
centre personnel participate: Health Centre Director, Medical Officer, 
Treatment Room Nursing Worker, and Dentist. 

The Core Team Leader will be responsible for the overall supervision 
of the collection of the data, and for their reliability. However, the 
responsibility for the immediate documentation of observations will be as 
follows: 

Observer Observee 

TOI 01, 13, 20 
T02 12, 13, 16 
T03 11 
T04 12, 14 
T06 21 
TOB 15, 17, 19, 22, 23 
T09 16, IB, 20, 23 
TlO 17, 19, 21, 24 
Tll 15, lB, 22, 24 
Tl6 12, 13, 14 
Tl7 11, 13 
TlB 27 

It is to be noted that both this form - Form 40 - and Form 30 will be 
c~mpleted on the observees on each day of duty in the service unit during 
the period of observation. 
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To facilitate the timing of a visit/service consultation, a timing 
form is to be used in conjunction with Form 40. All times are to be noted 
on this timing form initially, and then transcribed on to the appropriate 
copy (or copies) of Form 40. This timing form is illustrated below: 

STUDY OF BASIC HEALTH SERVICES 
TIMING FORM-

GYEONGGI PROVINCE: YONG-IN GUN UNIT: 

(15 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

(9) 

(ll) 

(12) 

(14) 

Serial Number (Numbers) 

Observer (Observers): 

Visit Started: 

Service Started: 

Service Ended: 

Service Started: 

Service Ended: 

Service Started: 

Service Ended: 

Visit Ended: 

(2) Date: 
1976 

(7) Attendant: 

(10) Attendant: 

(13) Attendant: 

(*) To be used in conjunction with Form 40 

In regard to the completion of the Timing Form: 

(a) Unit: Enter the name of the unit in which the interaction is 
taking place, giving the name of the myeon, if relevant. 

(b) Column 1: Serial Number (Numbers): Enter the serial number 
(numbers) of the appropriate Form (or Forms) 40. 

(c) Column 2: Enter the date of observation. 

(d) Other columns: For explanation, see instructions given below 
for completion of Form 40. 

After the information has been transcribed from the Timing Form to 
Form 40, the Timing Form is stapled to the appropriate Form 40 sheet. 
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In regard to the completion of Form 40: the information will be 
collected from all patients/clients, on arrival in the unit or as soon as 
possible thereafter. 

Columns 1 
& 2 

Column 3: 

Column 4: 

Column 5: 

Column 6: 

Column 7: 

Column 8: 

Column 9: 

Column 10: 

Column 11: 

Enter as described for other forms. 

PART I: PATIENT/CLIENT INFORMATION 

Serial Number 

Date of Visit: Enter the date of observation. 

Time Arrived: Enter the exact time of the arrival of the 
patient/client at the service unit. 

Name: Ascertain and enter the name of patient/client. 

Age: Ascertain and enter the patient's age, as of his or her 
last birthday. 

Sex: Enter the sex of the patient/client. 

Village: Enter the name of the natural village in which th~ 
patient/client resides. 

Distance (km): Enter, in kilometres, the distance of the 
village from the service unit. 

Sent/referred by: Ascertain if the patient/client was 
sent/referred to the service unit by someone: if the answer' is 
in the affirmative, ascertain and enter the title of the 
individual; if he or she was not sent or referred, enter no one. 

Column 12: Category of Visit: Ascertain how many times the patient/client 
has visited the service unit (for the same purpose as this 
visit) and enter ~ or reVisit, as the case may be. 

Column 13: Other Unit Visited: Ascertain if another health service has 
been visited: if yes, enter the name of the unit visited; if 
no, enter .!!£. 

Column 14: Purpose of Visit: Ascertain and enter the symptoms or health 
needs which have occasioned the visit to the unit. 

Column 15: Duration (Days): if the individual is experiencing symptoms of 
illness, ascertain how long he or she has had these symptoms 
and enter (in days); in the case of a pregnant woman, enter 
week of pregnancy. 
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Type of Water Supply; Method of Excreta Disposa;, Method of 
Refuse Disposal: Mentioning the types/methods listed below, 
ascertain the required information as far as the patient/client 
is concerned, and enter in the appropriate column: 

Type of Water 
Supply 

- Piped 
- Pumped 
- Covered Well 
- Uncovered Well 
- Spring 
- River 

Method of Excreta 
Disposal 

- Conventional Korean 
Latrine, with cover 

- Conventional Korean 
Latrine, without cover 

- Flush/semi-flush 
- Primitive Type 
- Other 

PART II: SERVICE'INFORMATION 

Method of Rtlfuse 
Disposa~ 

- Open dumping 
- Burning 
- Burying 
- Compost 

Column 19: Time Service Started: Enter here the precise time when the 
service began. NOTE: Service starts when interaction between 
patient/client and service staff member begins. Service covers 
preparation (including retrieval of appropriate record forms); 
history taking; examination; measurement; the giving of drugs, 
immunization, injection and advice; preparation of referral and 
follow-up appointment slips. 

Column 20: Title of Attendant: Enter the title of the technical staff 
member who renders the service to the patient/client. 

Task Performance: this consists of descriptions of the tasks actually 
performed by the technical staff member, to the sequence in which they were 
performed, and the resulting findings and action. 

Column 21: Number: Number the tasks performed in serial order. If task 
not performed, enter ~. 

Column 22: Task Performance: In each column, enter yes if task performed 
and make note of the specific task, as relevant; if task not 
performed, enter not done. 

Column 23: Task Code: Leave blank. 

Column 24: What Found or Done: Opposite the different tasks performed, 
enter the findings; give type and content of education/advice 
afforded; note type and dosage of drugs, injections or 
immunizations given; in consultation with the attendant, enter 
findings from examination which are of significance; make 
comment on type of referral/follow-up, if pertinent; etc. If 
task was not performed but should have been performed, make 
note that the omission was an error. If task not performed was 
not necessary, enter not done 
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Column 25: Task Performed - Relevant: Enter yes, or E£ in relation to 
purpose of the visit and to the actions/findings of the 
proceeding task performed; if task not performed; enter not 
done. 

Column 26: Task Performed - Correct: In judging the correctness of the 
procedure, enter yes or E£; if task not performed, enter not 
done. 

Column 27: Task Performed - Adequate: Enter yes or no: if task not 
performed, enter not done. 

Columns 
28-33 

Column 34: 

Reason for Unsatisfactory Performance: Enter yes if the 
unsatisfactory performance can be related to inadequacies in 
respect to: Service time (Col. 28); Equipment (Col. 29); 
Drugs/Supplies (Col. 30); Training (Col. 31); Experience (Col. 
32); Manual Provisions (Col. 33). If unsatisfactory 
performance not so related, enter no; if task not performed, 
enter not done in each column. --

Time Service Ended: Enter the precise time when the 
interaction between the patient/client and the service staff 
member ended. 

Column 35: Time Patient/Client Left: Enter the time when the 
patient/client actually leaves the unit. 

Column 36: Duration of Service: Enter the number of minutes which were 
devoted to patient/service staff member interaction. 

Column 37: Duration of Visit: Enter the number of minutes between the 
times the patient/client entered and left the service unit. 

Column 38: Progress since last contact: Describe the present situation in 
relation to the patient's last visit for the same purpose. If 
this is the patient's first visit for this purpose, enter ~ 
applicable. 

Column 39: Prognosis: On the basis of the diagnosis made by the health 
service attendant and on assessment of the severity and the 
degree of evolution of the condition, enter here the expected 
outcome. (For normal pregnancy, enter prognosis as being good; 
for abnormalities in pregnancy, assess the general prognosis 
and follow the usual classification; for immunizations, entey> 
prognosis good with intervention for underlying cause. 

Column 40: Suggested Class: In terms of required staff competence, 
physical facilities and equipment and supplies, enter (as 
related to unit and staff) the most appropriate level of 
service that could deal satisfactorily with the presented 
condition. 
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Unit Code 

Village Health 1 
Post 

Myeon Health Sub- 2 
Centre 

Gun Health Centre 3 

Provincial Hospital 4 

Specializedl 5 
Teaching Hospital 

Ann~ 
(cont'd.) 

Staff Code 

On-the-job trained Village 1 
Health Worker 

Nurse Aide 2 

Nurse Aide, with midwifery 3 
training 

Midwife 4 

Nurse 5 
Nurse-Midwife 6 
Public Health Nurse 7 
Medical Officer 8 
Specialist 9 

Code 22 would indicate a myeon health sub-centre nurse aide; 
Code 49 would indicate a provincial hospital specialist. 

Column 41: Modification of Condition: On the basis of the appropriateness 
and adequacy of the action taken by the health staff member, 
enter the possible outcome of the interaction between the 
patient's condition and the services rendered. 

Column 42: Reason for Non-Modification of Condition: Enter reason (or 
reasons) noted below: 

Reasons 

Inadequate service time 
Inadequate equipment 
Inadequate drugs/supplies 
Inadequate training 
Inadequate experience 
Inadequate manual provisions 
Inadequate transport 

If the condition is considered to have been modified, enter not 
applicable. 
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FORM 51: Monitoring of External Work Procedures I 

This form relates to information on popu:ation - health service 
interaction which takes place outside the health service unit. Part I of 
the form consists of patient/client interaction and Part II is designed to 
record service interaction and performance. 

This form will be completed for all population - health service 
interactions in which the myeon physician and multipurpose myeon health 
workers (of Idong, Mohyeon and Weonsam Myeons), and the Health Centre 
Medical Officer participate. 

The Core Team Leader will be responsible for the overall supervis~on 
of the collection on the data, and for their reliability. However, the 
responsibility for the immediate documentation of observations will be as 
follows: 

Observer 

TOI 
T02 
T03 
T04 
T06 
T08 
T09 
TlO 
Tll 

Observees 

01, 13, 20 
12, 13, 16 
11 
12, 14 
21 
15, 17, 19, 
16, 18, 20, 
17, 19, 21 
15, 18, 22 

22, 23 
23 

It is to be noted that this form 
completed on the observees on each day 
during the period of observation. 

- Form 
of any 

51 - and Form 30 
duty outside the 

will be 
service unit 

In regard to the completion of Form 51: the entering of information 
particularly Box 13 will commence before the start for visit and not on 
arrival at the home of the client/patient on either meeting place. 

Column 1: 

Column 2: 

Solumn 3: 

Column 4: 

Column 5: 

Column 6: 

Myeon: Enter the myeon in which the staff member is working. 

Title of Attendant: Enter the title of the staff member as 
given in the Field Operations Manual. 

PART I: CLIENT/PATIENT INFORMATION 

Serial Number 

Date of Visit: Enter the date of observation. 

Visit Started: Enter the precise time when the home or other 
meeting place was reached. 

Visit Ended: Enter the precise time of departure from the home 
or other meeting place. 



Column 7: 

Column 8: 
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Duration (Minutes): Enter the number of minutes between 
arrival at and departure from the home or other meeting place. 

Name: Ascertain and enter the client's age, in year, as of his 
or her last birthday. 

Column 10: Sex: Enter the sex of the client/patient. 

Column 11: Name of Village: Enter the name of the natural village in 
which the client/patient resides. 

Column 12: Distance (km): Enter, in kilometres, the distance of the 
village from the health subcentre or health centre, as 
appropriate. 

Column 13: Purpose of Visit: Enter the health need, condition or problem 
which led to the visit being made. Follow classification given 
in item 5.3 of Coding Scheme (Part II of Procedure Manual). 

Column 14: Duration (Days): If the individual is experiencing symptoms of 
illness, ascertain how long he or she has had these symptom~ 
and enter (in days); in the case of a pregnant woman, enter 
week of pregnancy. 

Column 15: Category of Visit: Ascertain how many times the client/patient 
has been visited for the same purpose as the present visit, and 
enter first or revisit as the case may be. 

Column 16: 

Columns 17, 
18 & 19 

By Whom Visit Initiated: Enter the title of the individual who 
requested or decided that the visit be made: For example, 
client/patient, family member, mother's club leader, 
multipurpose myeon health worker, health centre nursing 
supervisor, myeon physician, etc. 

Type of Water Supply; Method of Excreta Disposal; Method of 
Refuse Disposal: Mentioning the types/methods listed below, 
ascertain the required information as far as the patient/clJ.ent 
is concerned, and enter in the appropriate column: 

Type of Water 
Supply 

- Piped 
- Pumped 
- Covered Well 
- Uncovered Well 
- Spring 
- River 

Method of Excreta 
Disposal 

- Conventional Korean 
Latrine, with cover 

- Conventional Korean 
Latrine, without cover 

- Flush/semi-flush 
- Primitive Type 
- Other 

Method of Refuse 
Disposal 

- Open dumping 
- Burning 
- Burying 
- Compost 
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Column 20: Service Started: Enter the precise time when the interaction 
related to the purpose of the visit began. 

Column 21: Service Ended: Enter the precise time when the interaction 
related to the purpose of the visit ended. 

Column 22: Duration (Minutes): Enter the number of minutes which were 
devoted to client/patient/service staff interaction related to 
the purpose of the visit. 

Task Performance: This consists of descriptions of the tasks actually 
performed by the technical staff member, to the sequence in which they were 
performed, and the resulting findings and action. 

Column 23: Number: Number the tasks performed in serial order. If tasks 
not performed, enter nil. 

Column 24: Task Performance: In each column, enter yes if task performed 
and make note of the specific task, as relevant; if task not 
performed, enter not done. 

Column 25: Task Code: Leave blank 

Colum 26: What found or done: Opposite the different tasks performed: 
Enter the findings; give type and content of education/advice 
afforded; not type and dosage of drugs, injections or 
immunizations given; in consultation with the attendant, enter 
findings from examination which are of significance; make 
comment on type of referral/follow-up, if pertinent; etc. If 
task was not performed but should have been performed, make 
note that the omission was an error. If task not performed was 
not necessary, enter not done. 

Column 27: Task Performed - Relevant: Enter yes, or ~ in relation to 
purpose of the visit and to the actions/findings of the 
preceding task performed; if task not performed, enter not done. 

Column 28: Task Performed - Correct: In judging the correctness of the 
procedure, enter yes or~; if task not performed, enter not 
done. 

Column 29: Task Performed - Adequate: Enter yes or~; if task not 
performed, enter not done. 

Columns 
30-36: Reason for Unsatisfactory Performance: Enter yes if the 

unsatisfactory performance can be related to inadequacies in 
respect to: Service time (Col. 29); equipment (Col. 30); 
drugs/supplies (Col. 31); training (Col. 32); experience (Col. 
33); manual provisions (Col. 34); transport (Col. 35). If 
unsatisfactory performance not so related, enter~; if task 
not performendd, enter not done in each column. 
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Column 37: Progress since last contact: Enter the status of the preselt 
situation in relation to the previous one, as ascertained 
through discreet questioning of the observee; if the purpose of 
previous visits (contacts) was different to that of the present 
visit, enter not relevant. 

Column 38: Prognosis: On the basis of the diagnosis made by the health 
service attendant and on assessment of the severity and the 
degree of evolution of the condition, enter here the expected 
outcome. (For normal pregnancy, assess the general prognosis 
as being good; for abnormalities in pregnancy, assess the 
general prognosis and follow the usual classification; for 
immunizations, enter prognosis good with intervention 
forunderlying cause. 

Colum 39: Modification of Condition: On the basis of the appropriateness 
and adequacy of the action taken by the health staff member, 
enter the possible outcome of the interaction between the 
patient's condition and the services rendered. 

Column 40: Reason for non-modification: Enter reason (or reasons) noted 
below: 

Reasons 

Inadequate service time 
Inadequate equipment 
Inadequate drugs/supplies 
Inadequate training 
Inadequate experience 
Inadequate manual provisions 
Inadequate transport 

Column 41: Interval (in days) since last contact: Enter the number of 
days since the last client (patient) interaction, in respect to 
the purpose of the present visit; if this is the initial 
contact (for the present purpose), enter not applicable; if the 
interval is not known, enter not known. 

Column 42: Preparation for visit satisfactory: Enter assessment as to how 
completely and thoroughly the staff member prepared for the 
present visit. 

Column 43: Further action planned: Enter particulars regarding further 
action (follow-up activities) planned, if any. Include mention 
(in days) of when the follow-up action is planned to take 
place. If no follow-up planned, enter ~. 

Column 44: Form used to give information: Enter the title (titles) of the 
form (forms) used to furnish information; if no form used, 
enter nil. 
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Column 45: Form Code: Enter code number (numbers) of the form (forms) 
noted in column 44; if no form used, enter not applicable. 

Column 46: Form used to record information: Enter the title (titles) of 
the form (forms) used to record information; if no form used, 
enter nil. 

Column 47: Form Code: Enter the code number (numbers) of the form (forms) 
noted in column 46; if no form used, enter not applicable. 
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Form 52: Monitoring of External Work Procedures II 

This form relates to activities performed by different health staff 
outside their usual service units. Its completion is the responsibility of: 

Observer Observee 

TOl 01 (possibly 13 and 20) 
T02 (Possibly 12, 13, 16) 
T03 (Possibly 11) 
T04 (Possibly 12, 14) 
T05 01-07 (inclusive) 
T06 08 and 10 (possibly 21) 
T07 09 
T08 (Possibly 15, 17, 19, 22 and 

23) 
T09 08 (possibly 16, 18, 20 and 
TlO 10 and 24 (possibly 17, 19 

and 21) 
Tll 24 (possibly 15, 18 and 22) 
Tl2 28, 29, 30 
Tl3 28, 29, 30 (possibly 25) 
T14 28, 29, 30 (possibly 26) 
Tl5 28, 29, 30 (possibly 26) 
Tl8 (Possibly 27) 

The Team Leader of the Core Team will be responsible for overall 
supervision and for the reliability of the data collected. 

23) 

This form will be completed for all days, or part of days, when the 
following staff members undertake external work: the Health Centre 
Director and every member of the Health Centre staff, and the personnel of 
the Sanitation Subsection of the Home Affairs Section of the Gun Office. 
(Possible exceptions would be substitution of Form 51 for Form 52 if thE 
Health Centre Director or the Health Centre Medical Officer were to 
undertake extenal work of a population-health service interaction nature). 
Also, it may be necessary on occasion to complete this form in relation to 
certain activities of the myeon physicians and the multipurpose my eon 
health workers. 

It is to be noted that this form - Form 52 - and Form 30 will be 
completed on the observees on each day of any duty outside the service 
unit, during the period of observation. 

In regard to the completion of Form 52: the entering of information 
will commence immediately on arrival at the place where the first activity 
is to be performed and except for travel (which will be entered in Form 
30), all activities - of a technical, administrative, ancillary/supportive 
or miscellaneous nature - will be entered on this form until such time as 
the staff member is back in his or her service unit. Observers are 
reminded that very short periods of time spent in travelling by foot, 
bicycle or motorbike are not to be recorded. 
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Column 5: 

Column 6: 

Column 7: 

Column 8: 

Column 9: 
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Date: Enter the date of the observations. 

Unit: Enter the name of the specific unit (or sub-unit) in 
which the staff member (observees) is working. 

Title of Staff Member: For health centre staff, enter the 
title as given in the Field Operations Manual; for sanitation 
personnel, enter official titles. 

Serial Number 

Place of Activity: Enter the name of the village, and the 
office or institution, if appropriate. 

Period of Activity - Started: Enter the precise time at which 
the particular activity was started. 

Period of Activity - Ended: Enter the precise time at which 
this activity was completed. 

Period of Activity - Duration (Minutes): Enter, in minutes, 
the time spent on the particular activity. 

Purpose of Activity: The observer enters here the purpose of 
the visit to the particular office, institution, etc. as 
observed by him or her, not necessarily as stated by the 
service staff member. 

Column 10: WHAT WAS DONE: Entered here is the actual activity as seen £r 
the observer. 

Column 11: WHAT WAS FOUND: Entered here is the most significant findi~g, 
as stated/observed by the service staff member. 

Column 12: Activity same as planned: Enter yes, if the activity performed 
was the one planned for this visit; enter~, if the 
performance did not match planning. 

Column 13: Expected Outcome: 
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FORM 52: Monitoring of External Work Procedures II 

This form relates to activities performed by different health staff 
outside their usual service units. Its completion is the responsibility of: 

Observer 

TOl 
T02 
T03 
T04 
T05 
T06 
T07 
T08 
TOg 
T10 
Tll 
Tl2 
Tl3 
Tl4 
Tl5 
Tl8 

Observee 

01 (possibly 13 and 20) 
(Possibly 12, 13, 16) 
(Possibly 11) 
(Possibly 12, 14) 
01-07 (inclusive) 
08 and 10 (possibly 21) 
og 
(Possibly 15, 17, 19 22 and 23) 
08 (possibly 16, 18, 20 and 23) 
10 and 24 (possibly 17, 19 and 21) 
24 (possibly 15, 18 and 22) 
28, 29, 30 
28, 29, 30 (possibly 25) 
28, 29, 30 (possibly 26) 
28, 29, 30 (possibly 26) 
(Possibly 27) 

The Team Leader of the Core Team will be responsible for overall 
supervision and for the reliability of the data collected. 

This form will be completed for all days, or part of days, when the 
following staff members undertake external work: the Health Centre Director 
and every member of the Health Centre staff, and the personnel of the 
Sanitation Subsection of the Home Affairs Section of the Gun Office. (Possible 
exceptions would be substitution of Form 51 for Form 52 if the Health Centre 
Director or the Health Centre Medical Officer were to undertake external work 
of a population-health service interaction nature). Also, it may be necessary 
on occasion to complete this form in relation to certain activities of the 
myeon physicians and the multipurpose myeon health workers. 

It is to be noted that this form - Form 52 - and Form 30 will be completed 
on the observees on each day of any duty outside the service unit, during the 
period of observation. 

In regard to the completion of Form 52: the entering of information will 
commence immediately on arrival at the place where the first activity is to be 
performed and except for travel (which will be entered in Form 30), all 
activities - of a technical, administrative, ancillary/supportive or 
miscellaneous nature - will be entered on this form until such time as the 
staff member is back in his or her service unit. Observers are reminded that 
very short periods of time spent in travelling by foot, bicycle or motorbike 
are not to be recorded. 

Column 1 

Column 2 

Date: Enter the date of the observations. 

Unit: Enter the name of the specific unit (or sub-unit) in which 
the staff member (observees) is working. 
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Column 3 

Column 4 

Column 5 

Column 6 

Column 7 

Column 8 

Column 9 
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Title of staff member: for health centre staff, enter the title 
as given in the Field Operations Manual; for sanitation 
personnel, enter official titles. 

Serial number 

Place of activity: Enter the name the village, and the office 
or institution, if appropriate. 

Period of activity - started: Enter the precise time at which 
the particular activity was started. 

Period of activity - Ended: Enter the precise time at which 
this activity was completed. 

Period of activity - Duration (Minutes): Enter, in minutes, the 
time spent on the particular activity. 

Purpose of activity: The observer enters here the purpose of the 
visit to the particular office, institution, etc., as observed by 
him or her, not necessarily as stated by the service staff member. 

Column 10: WHAT WAS DONE: Entered here is the actual activity as seen by 
the observer. 

Column 11: WHAT WAS FOUND: Entered here is the most significant finding, 
as stated/observed by the service staff member. 

Column 12: Activity same as planned: Enter yes, if the activity performed 
was the one planned for this visi~enter E£, if the performance 
did not match planning. 

Column 13: Expected outcome: Consulting the observee in order to re~ch a 
decision (if desired), enter the possible outcome of the ;lction 
taken by the staff member. 

Column 14: 

Column 15: 

FUrther action planned: Enter particulars 
action planned, if any. Include mentioned 
follow-up action is planned to take place. 
planned, enter nil. 

regarding further 
(in days) of when 
If not follow-up 

Interval (in days) since last contact: Enter 
days since the last contact in respect to the 
for this visit: if this visit is the initial 
to the activity planned, enter first contact: 
performed differs from that planned, enter not 
the time of the interval not observable, enter 

the number of 
activity planned 
one in respect 
if the aci:ivity 
relevant; if 
not known. 

Column 16: Progress since last contact: Enter the situation in relation to 
the one observed previously, as ascertained through discreet 
questioning of the service staff member; if this visit is the 
initial one in respect to the activity planned, enter first 
contact; if the activity performed differs from that planned, 
enter not relevant. 
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Column 17: Timing of activity relevant: Having observed the situation 
and the action taken by the service staff member, enter yes if 
timing of activity is considered to be relevant; and enter £;2, 
if timing irrelevant. 

Column 18: Preparations for activity satisfactory: Enter yes, if considered 
that the staff member prepared thoroughly and completely for the 
visiti enter no, if preparations considered to be unsatisfactory; 
enter not relevant, if activity carried out differed from that 
planned. 

Column 19: Tasks undertaken - Relevant: Enter yes or ~ in relation to the 
purpose of the activity, and to what was done and found. 

Column 20: Tasks undertaken - Correct: In judging the correctness of the 
procedures, enter yes or ~. 

Column 21: Tasks undertaken - Adequate: Enter yes or ~ 

Column 22: Reason for irrelevant or unsatisfactory performance: In relation 
to the reasons for irrelevant or unsatisfactory performance 
listed below, enter the code number (code numbers) of the reason 
(reasons) in this particular instance; if performance was 
relevant and satisfactory, enter not applicable 

Reasons for Irrelevant or 
Unsatisfactory Performance 

Inadequacy in one or more 
of the following: service 
time, equipment, drugs/ 
supplies; training; experience; 
manual provisions, transport 

Information 

Yes 
No 

Unable to assess 

Not applicable 
Not available/ 

not known 

Code 

1 
2 
3 

7 

9 

Column 23: Form used to give information: Enter the title (titles) of the 
form (forms) used to furnish information; if no form used, 
enter nil. 

Column 24: Form code: Enter code number (numbers) of the form (forms) noted 
in Column 23; if no form used, enter not applicable. 

Column 25: Form used to record information: Enter the title (titles) of the 
form (forms) used to record information: if no form used, enter 
nil. 

Form 26: Form code: Enter code number (numbers) of the form (forms) noted 
in column 25; if no form used, enter not applicable 
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FORMS 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66 
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These forms are related to data for services rendered during a period of 
one year, and prior to the time of observation. As the data cover a period 
which preceded the period of observation, the completion of the forms can be 
done before, during or after the current observation of service units. If it 
is not feasible to extract information from all available records, a sampling 
scheme is to be adopted and such is described below, as appropriate, in the 
procedure to be followed in the collection of specific data. 

The Core Team leader is primarily responsible for the collection and 
reliability of all retrospective data but T15 and T02 will take immediate 
responsibility for the completion of Forms 64, 65 and 66; and TIl, T17 and T20 
for the completion of Forms 61, 62 and 63. 

NOTE: Observers are reminded that extreme care is to be taken when 
handling all official health centre and health subcentre records and 
registers, and that they are responsible for ensuring that all registers and 
records used in compiling retrospective data are returned to their proper 
places, immediately following use. 
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FORM 61: Maternal care record 

Data to be compiled in this form are to be taken from the individual 
"Registration of Pregnant Woman" forms, which are to be found in the family 
health record folders. All registered woman in Idong, Mohyeon and Weonsam 
Myeons who delivered (or aborted) during the period from 1 October 1975 to 
30 September 1976 are eligible for inclusion. 

The appropriate identifying information on the woman eligible for 
inclusion is to be found in the Master Register of Pregnant Woman, in the 
multipurpose myeon health workers' unit of the myeon health sub-centre. 
Obtain the Master Register of Pregnant Women and, using a blank piece of 
paper, list the number of the village, the number of the household and the 
registration date of all women registered during the period from 
1 January 1975 to 30 September 1976 for Weonsam Myeon, and during the period 
from 1 March 1975 to 30 September 1976 for Idong and Mohyeon Myeons. Go to 
the appropriate files, which are separated according to the areas (I, II or 
III) covered by the three multipurpose myeon health workers, and looking for 
the correct village (as identified by the number already listed), remove the 
appropriate family health record folders (as identified by the household 
numbers already listed). 

Look into the individual family health record folder, and look for the 
"Registration of pregnant woman" from which corresponds to the registration 
date already listed. If the form is located, check the expected date of 
confinement and check to ascertain if the woman has already delivered (or 
aborted)j if the expected date of confinement does not fall within the period 
from 1 October 1975 to 30 October 1976 and if the woman has not delivered 
prior to the recorded EDC (or has not aborted), replace the form in the family 
health record folder, and return this folder to the files. If the form is 
missing, enter the following information on the "Maternal Care Record (FORM 
51): serial number, village, distance (Km)j then enter across columns 4 and 5 
~he words form missing, draw a straight line across columns 6 to 24 inclusive, 
replace the form in the family health record folder, and return this folder to 
the files. 

NOTE: Draw a line through the identifying information which has been listed 
in respect to women on whom data is not to be collected. 

FORM 61 - Maternal Health Record - is then completed in respect to all women 
wno have not been eliminated. The "Registration of Pregnant Woman" forms 
utilized will now be those of women who delivered (or aborted) during the 
period from 1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976. 

In regard to the completion of Form 61: 

CCllumn 1 

Column 2 

Column 3 

Serial Number. 

Village: Enter the name of the natural village in which the 
mother resides. 

Distance: Enter the distance, in kilometres, of the village 
from the myeon health sub-centres. 
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Column 4 

Column 5 

Column 6 

Column 7 

Column B 

Column 9 

Column 10 

Column 11 

Column 12 

Column 13 

Column 14 
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Age: Enter the age of the mother, in completed years, on the 
day of registration. 

Living children: Enter the number of the mother's livin~ 
children, by totalling males and females. 

Dead children: Enter the number of the mother's dead children 
by totalling males and females. 

Parity code: Add columns 5 and 6 and enter number. 

Abortions: Enter the number of abortions, by totalling 
spontaneous and induced abortions. 

Gravidity code: Add columns 7 and B and enter number. 

Pre-natal consultations: Enter the number of consultation the 
woman has had before delivery (or before time of abortion), 
whether the consultations were at the health sub-centre or 
took place during home visits. 

Post-natal consultations: Enter the number of consultation 
(post-partum and post-natal) the mother has had after delivery. 
If the pregnancy has been terminated by abortion, enter ~ 
relevant. 

Abnormality - Pregnancy: Enter the most significant abnormality 
which occurred during the pregnancy, irrespective of any action 
taken. If no abnormality during pregnancy, enter nil; if the 
woman was registered at the time of delivery only,-enter not 
known. 

Abnormality - Delivery: Enter the most significant abnormality 
noted and recorded at the time of delivery. If the deliyery was 
normal, enter nil; if there is no record of whether the delivery 
was normal or not, enter not known; if the woman aborted, enter 
not relevant. 

Abnormality - Post-partum: Enter the most significant 
abnormality noted and recorded during the post-partum period. 
If no abnormality observed during this period, enter nil; if 
mother not seen during this period, enter not known; if the 
woman aborted, enter not relevant. 

Columns 15, 16, 17 and 18: Outcome of Pregnancy - Live Birth, Still Birth, 
Abortion, Not known: Place check mark (x) in appropriate 
column, in the remaining columns, enter not relevant. 

C0lumn 19 Outcome code: Enter as follows: Live Birth - 1; 
Still birth - 2; Abortion - 3; Not known - 9. 

Columns 20, 21 and 22: Delivery attendant - Doctor, midwife, other: Place 
check mark (x) in the appropriate column; in the remaining 
columns, enter not relevant. 
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Column 23 Attendant code: Enter code as follows: 

Attendant Code 

Doctor 1 
Midwife 2 
Other 3 
Not applicable 7 
Not available 8 
Not known 9 

Annex 3 
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Column 24 Neonatal death: Enter yes if the infant has died within one 
month after birth; otherwise, enter no 

FORM 62: Child care record 

Data to be compiled in this form are to be taken from the individual 
"registration of infant/pre-school child" forms, which are to be found in the 
family health record folders. All infants and pre-school children in Idong, 
Mohyeon and Weonsam Myeons who were registered during the period from 
1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976 are eligible for inclusion. 

The sampling ratio is to be 1 in 3, and the sampling scheme to be followed 
is described below. 

The appropriate identifying information on the children eligible for 
inclusion is to be found in the Master Register of infants/pre-school children 
in the multipurpose health workers' unit of the myeon health sub-centre. 

To obtain the information requested (on form 62) in respect to the Total 
lumber of children on register: take the master register of 
infants/pre-school children, and using a blank sheet of paper, total for each 
village the number of children on the register during the period from 
1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976, regardless of when the children were 
~egistered. (NOTE: include in the count the children who were discharged 
during this period, and after 30 September 1976; do not include children who 
were discharged prior to 1 October 1975). Total the number of children 
registered in all of the villages in the myeon, and enter this number in the 
appropriate column. 

To identify the children eligible for inclusion in the observation, take 
the master register of infants/pre-school children and, using a blank piece of 
')aper, list the number of village. the number of the household and the name of 
'lach child registered during the period from 1 October 1975 to 
30 September 1976. (NOTE: include children even if they were also discharged 
during this period). 

To obtain the sample: Place a check mark ( !) against every third na.me on 
the prepared list of all children registered during the period from 
1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976. The children whose names are so marked 
uil1 constitute the sample on which the information will be compiled. 
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Go to the appropriate files, which are separated according to the areas 
(I, II and III) covered by the three multipurpose myeon health workers, and 
looking for the village (as identified by the number already listed) in which 
reside the children against whose name have been placed check marks (/), 
remove the appropriate family health record folders (as identified by the 
household numbers already listed). 

Look into the individual family health record folder, and pick out the 
"Registration of infant/pre-school children" from (forms) of the child (or 
children) whose names (or names) have been selected by sampling, and proceed 
to enter the required information on Form 62 - Child Care Record 
Note: If a form. is missing, enter the following information on the "Child 
Care Record" (FORM 62), serial number, village, distance (KM); then enter 
across columns 4 and 5 the words form missing, and draw a straight line across 
columns 6 to 22 inclusive, and replace the form in the family health record 
folder. 

In regard to the completion of form 62: 

Column 1 

Column 2 

::olumn 3 

Column 4 

Columns 5 
& 6 

Column 1 

Column 8 

C"lumn 9 

Columns 10, 
11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 
11, 18, 19 

Serial number 

Village: Enter the name of the natural village in which the 
child resides. 

Distance: Enter the distance, in kilometres, of the village 
from the myeon health sub-centre. 

Age: Enter the age of the child, in completed months, as of 
30 September 1916. 

Sex - M/F: Place check (/) mark in the appropriate column. 

Sex code: Enter as follows: Male - 1; Female - 2. 

Abnormality - Type: Enter the most significant abnormality, 
irrespective of any action taken; if no abnormality, enter nil. 

Abnormality - Action taken: Enter action taken, if such 011 

record; if no record of action taken, enter not known; 
if no abnormality, enter not relevant 

IMMUNIZATION - Smallpox, BCG, DPT (1st, 2nd, 3rd and Booster. 
doses), polio vaccine (1st, 2nd and booster doses). 
Measles vaccine: for each specific immunization received, 
place check ( /) mark in the appropriate column, if not 
received, enter nil 
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Column 20: Consultations - child welfare: Enter the number of 
consultations which were of a well child nature, including 
follow-up on immunization given such as checking for scars. 
(Note: exclude from this number, consultations which are 
recorded as covering solely administration of the 
immunizations included in columns 10-19 inclusive, included 
in this number the administration of immunizations which are 
not listed in these columns.) 

Column 21: Consultations: Sickness: Enter the number of conaultation~ 
which resulted from the child being ill, or during which illness 
(including abnormal reaction to an immunization) was discovered. 

Column 22: Consultations - Total: Enter the total number of consultations, 
totalling the numbers recorded in columns 20 and 21. 

NOTE: in respect to consultations, all are totalled for the appropriate 
column irrespective whether the consultations were at the health 
sub-centre or took place during home visits. 

FORM 63: Family planning record 

Data to be compiled in this form are to be taken from the individual 
"Registration of family planning acceptor" forms, which are to be found in the 
family health record folders. All acceptors in Idong, Mohyeon and Weonsam 
Myeons who were registered during the period from 1 October 1975 to 
30 September 1976 are eligible for inclusion. 

The sampling ratio is to be 1 in 3, and the sampling scheme to be followed 
is described below. 

The appropriate identifying information on the women eligible for irclusion 
is to be found in the Master Register of family planning acceptors, in the 
multipurpose myeon health worker's unit of the myeon health sub-centre. 
Obtain the master register of family planning acceptors and, using a blank 
piece of paper, list the number of the village, the number of the household 
and the registration date of all family planning acceptors who were registered 
during the period from 1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976. 

To obtain the sample: when the list of eligible acceptors has been 
completed, place a check mark ( I) against every third acceptor listed, 
starting at the beginning of the list and continuing to the end. 

Go to the appropriate files, which are separated according to the areas 
:1, II and III) covered by the three multipurpose myeon health workers, and 
Looking for the correct village (as identified by the number already listed) 
,'emove the appropriate family health record folders (as identified by the 
~ousehold numbers already listed and against which a check marks (I) - has 
heen placed, reference the sampling procedure described above). 

Look into the individual family health record folder, and pick out the 
"Registration of family planning acceptor" forms which corresponds to the 
registration date already listed. If the form is missing, enter the following 
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information on the "Family Planning Record (FORM 63): serial number, village, 
distance (km); then enter across columns 4 and 5 the words form missing, and 
draw a straight line across columns 6 to 23 inclusive. 

If the appropriate form is located, proceed to complete form 63 as follows: 

Column 1 

Column 2 

Column 3 

Column 4 

Columns 5 
6 & 7 

Columns 8 
& 9 

Columns 10 
11, 12, 13 
14, & 15 

Columns 16 : 
17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 22 

Serial number. 

Village: Enter the name of the natural village in which the 
family planning acceptor resides. 

Distance: Enter the distance, in Km of the village from the 
myeon health sub-centre. 

Age: Enter the age, in completed years, of the wife (whether 
or not she is the family planning acceptor) as of 
30 September 1976. 

Living children: - Male, female, total: enter the number of 
male, female and total living children, and in the appropriate 
column. 

Initial method - method: method code: enter in the appropriate 
columns, the name and code number of the contraceptive method 
employed at the time of registration (see below for method 
code number) 

Changes in method: for each change in method following 
registration and up to 30 September 1976, enter in the 
appropriate columns, the name and code number of the newly 
accepted contraceptive method. (NOTE: if no change, enter 
nil in columns 10 - 15 inclusive; if one change only, enter 
nil in columns 12-15 inclusive; if two changes only, enter 
nil in columns 14 and 15). 

Method Code 

Oral pill 1 
Condom 2 
Loop insertion 3 
Vasectomy 4 
Tubal ligation 5 
Menstrual regulation 6 
Other (specify) 7 
Not applicable, not 

available, not known 9 

Consultations per method: Excepting the initial contact with 
the acceptor, at which time he/she was registered, enter all 
consultations, by method. If there has been no consultation 
since registration for the initial method, enter~. If the 
particular method has not been employed, enter not applicable. 
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Column 24 

Column 25 
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Acceptor as of 30 September 1976: Enter yes if the individual 
continued to be registered as a family planning acceptor as of 
30 September 1976; enter no if the individual had been 
discharged. --

Reason for non-acceptance: If the individual is no longer 
registered as a family planning acceptor as of 30 SeptembElr 1976, 
enter the reason; if no reason on record, enter not known. 

On Register February/March 1976: If the individual was 
a family planning acceptor in February/March 1976, enter yes; if 
she/he was not, enter ~. 
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FORM 64: Record of medical care attendance 

This form relates to information regarding the total number of medi~al 
care attendances, per myeon health sub-centres to which physicians are 
directly assigned (10 in all) and the Yongin Gun Health Centre, during the 
period from 1 October 1975 and 30 September 1976. The information is to be 
collected from the Public Health Administration Sub-section of the Health 
Centre. 
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This forms relates to information regarding the total number of 
immunizations (by type) performed in all eleven (11) myeons of Yong-in Gun, 
during the period from 1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976. The information 
is to be collected from the Monthly Reports of the multipurpose myeon health 
workers. 

Using Form 65 A, under each type of immunization (reference columns 2 to 
17 inclusive), enter the number of immunizations performed each month,~n each 
myeon. NOTE: if for any given type of immunization in any given month, no 
injections have been given, enter nil in the appropriate column. Record the 
year's total for each type of immunization. 

Using the information (on the copies of Form 65A) which has been compiled 
for each of the 11 myeons, transcribe the data on to Form 65, filling in 
opposite the name of each myeon the year's total (by type-reference columns 2 
- 17) of immunizations performed. Record for the entire gun, the year's total 
for each type of immunization. 
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FORM 66: Record of Notifiable diseases 

This form relates to information regarding the total number of notifiable 
diseases (by type) reported to have occurred in the eleven (11) myeons of 
Yong-in Gun, during the period from 1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976. The 
information is to be collected from the monthly reports available in the 
preventive medicine sub-section of the health centre. 

Using Form 66A, under each type of notifiable disease (reference columns 2 
to 10 inclusive), enter the number of notifiable diseases reported to have 
occurred each month, in each myeon. NOTE: if for any given type of 
notifiable disease in any given month, no cases have been reported to have 
occurred, enter nil in the appropriate column. Record the year's total for 
each type of notIfiable diseases. 

Using the information (on the copies of form 66A) which has been compiled 
for each of the eleven myeons, transcribe the data on to Form 66, filling in 
opposite the name of each myeon the year's total (by type - reference column 
2-10) of each notifiable disease. Record for the entire gun, the year's total 
for each type of notifiable disease. 
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For the purpose of coding, the following scheme is to be used for 
information relating to: 

1. People - staff, patients, etc. 
2. Places and distances 
3. Health care services 
4. Supportive services 
5. Transport and activities 
6. Health conditions, problems and outcomes 

1. Terms relating to people: 

Item 

1.1 Age 

Information 

Ten years and above 
One year and above but less 

than 10 years 
Less than one year 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

1.2 Sex Male 
Female 
Not available 
Not known 

1.3 Title of Staff Health centre director 
Member/attendant Chief nursing supervisor 

Nursing supervisor 
Medical officer 
Myeon physician/subcentre 

director 
Dentist 
Myeon health worker 
Treatment room nursing 

worker 
Tuberculosis control 

Code 

Direct code 
OX ( for X years) 

00 
97 
9B 
99 

1 
2 
B 
9 

11 
21 
22 
31 

32 
33 
41 

42 

follow-up worker 43 
Chief sanitarian 51 
Sanitation worker 52 
X-ray technician 61 
Chief preventive medicine 71 
Chief, public health 

administration 72 
Local public health 73 

technician (preventive 
medicine) 

Local public health 74 
technician (public health 
administration) 
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1. Terms relating to people (cont'd) 

Item 

1. 4 De li very 
Attendant 

Information 

Public health supervisor 
Pharmaceutical affairs 
Sub technician 
Other (specify) 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

Doctor 
Midwife 
Other 
Midwife and doctor 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

2. Terms relating to places and distances 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Item 

Myeon 

Location 
(place) 

Distance 
(in kms) 

Information 

Yong-in 
Pogog 
Mohyeon 
Guseong 
Suji 
Giheung 
Namsa 
Idong 
Weonsam 
Weosa 
Naesa 
Not applicable/not available 

not known 

Unit 
Outside unit 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

If 10 km. and above 
If less than 10 kms. 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

Code 

75 
76 
77 
89 
97 
98 
99 

1 
2 
3 
4 
7 
8 
9 

Code 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 

99 

1 
2 
7 
8 
9 

Direct code 
OX (for X kms.) 
97 
98 
99 
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2. Terms relating to places and distances (cont'd) 

2.4 

Item 

Environmental 
Sanitation 

Information 

1. Type of water supply 
Piped 

2. 

3. 

Pumped 
Covered well 
Uncovered well 
Spring 
River 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

Method of excreta disposal 
Conventional Korean Latrine: 
- with cover 
- without cover 
Flush/semi-flush 
Primitive type 
Other (specify) 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 
Method of ~arba~e disposal 
Open dumping 
Burning 
Burying 
Compost 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

3. Terms relating to health care services 

Item Information 

3.1 Unit A. Government 
Village health post 
Myeon Health sub-centre 
Gun health centre 
Provincial hospital 
Specialized/teaching 

Hospital 

B. Private 
Herbal clinic 
Pharmacist 
Private doctor 
Private hospital 

Self-medication 
None 
Not available 
Not known 

Annex 3 
(cont'd) 

Code 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 

1 
2 
3 
4 
7 
8 
9 

Code 

11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
28 
29 
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3. Terms relating to health care services (cont'd) 

Item Information Code -------
3.2 Sent or referred 

by Self 1 

3.3 Category 

3.4 Other unit 
visited 

Family member, family member 
and self (as in family 
planning: husband and wife), 
neighbour, friend 2 

Government health staff of 
same unit 3 

Government health staff of 
other unit 4 

Non-governmental health staff 
(for example: herbalist, 
pharmacist, private doctor, 
private hospital) 5 

Government officials other than 
health staff 6 

Other (specify) 7 
Not applicable/not available 

not known 9 

First 
Revisit 
Not applicable/not available/ 

not known 

Same as item 3.1 above 

1 
2 
9 

Same as item 3.1 
above 

3.5 Suggested class (Three digit code: code by 
unit first, followed by 
attendant code) 

1. Unit 

Village health post 1 
Myeon health sub-centre 2 
Gun health centre 3 
Provincial hospital 4 
Specialist/teaching hospital 5 
Unable to assess 
(including not applicable/ 
not available/not known) 0 

3.5 Suggested class Second digit attendant code: 
2. Attendant 

On-the-job trained 
village health worker 

Myeon health worker 

1 

2 
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Annex 3 
(cont'd) 

3. Terms relating to health care services (cont'd) 

3.6 

3.7 

3.8 

3.9 

Item 

Progress since 
last contact 

Prognosis 

Information Code 

MHW, with midwifery training 3 
Midwife 4 
Nurse 5 
Nurse-midwife 6 
Public health nurse 7 
Myeon physician/subcentre 8 

director 
Medical specialist 9 
Unable to assess 
(including not applicable/not 
available/not known) 

Newly observed/appreared 
Unsatisfactory development 
Satisfactory development 
Symptom/condition disappeared 
Unable to assess 
Other (specify) 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

Good 
Good with intervention for 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 

1 

manifestation only 2 
Good with intervention for 

underlying cause 3 
Bad but modifiable 4 
&d 5 
Uncertain 6 
Not applicable 7 
Not available/not known 9 

Modification of Modified 1 
2 
3 
7 
9 

condition 

Reason for 
non
modification 

Not modified 
Doubtful modification 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

Inadequate service time 

Inadequate equipment 
Inadequate drugs/supplies 
Inadequate training 
Inadequate experience 
Inadequate manual provisions 
Inadequate transport 
Other (specify) 
Not applicable/not avai1ab1e/ 

not known 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
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3- Terms relating to health care services (cont'd) 

Item 

3.10 Action taken 

3.11 Finding (at 
time activity 
performed) 

3_12 Activity 
performed 

3.13 Expected 
outcome 

3.14 Maternal care 
consultations: 
Pre-natal and 
post-natal 

Information Code 

Specific for underlying cause 1 
Specific for manifestation 2 
Non-specific for both cause 

and manifestation 3 
Doubtful specificity (including 

advice or referral) 4 
Drug prescribed 5 
Action not required 6 
No action taken 7 
Other (specify) 8 
Not applicable/not 

available/not known 9 

Satisfactory or normal finding 1 
Unsatisfactory or abnormal 

finding 2 
Difficult to assess 3 
Not applicable 7 
Not available/not known 9 

As planned 
Not as planned 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

Satisfactory 
Not satisfactory 
Uncertain 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

10 and above 

Less than 10 
Nil 
Not applicable 
Not available I 
Not known 

1 
2 
7 
9 

1 
2 
3 
7 
9 

Direct code 

OX (for X visits) 
00 
97 
99 

3.15 Immunization Yes 01 
(pre-school Child) 

No 

3.16 Child care 
consultations: 
well and sick 
child 

Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

10 and above 

Less than 10 

02 
07 
09 

Direct code 

OX (for X visits) 
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Annex 3 
(cont'd) 

3. Terms relating to health care services (cont'd) 

Item Information 

None 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

3.17 Family planning 

Code 

00 
97 
99 

method Oral pill 1 

3.18 Reason for 
discontinuing 
contraception 

3.19 Family planning 

Condom 2 
Loop 3 
Vasectomy 4 
Tubal ligation 5 
Menstrual regulation 6 
Other (specify) 7 
Not applicable/not avai1ab1e/ 9 

not known 
Pregnant 1 
Pregnancy desired 2 
Permanent surgical intervention 3 
Menopause 4 
Separated/divorced 5 
Death of spouse 6 
Other (specify) 7 
Not applicable/not available 9 

not known 

consultations A. For pill, condom and loop 

~.20 

3.21 

Acceptor as of 
30 Sept. 1976 

On register 
Feb./Mar. 1976 

10 and above 
Less than 10 

B. For Vasectomy - Tubal 
ligation Menstrual 
regulation and other. 

Yes 
No 
Not applicable/not 
available/not known 

Yes 
No 
Not applicable/not 
available/not known 

Direct code 
OX (for X 
consultations) 
OX (for X 
consultations) 

1 
2 
9 

1 
2 

9 
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4. Terms relating to supportive services 

4.1 List of equipment 

4.1.1 General furniture and equipment 

Item -
Office desk 
Office chair 
Ordinary chair 
Waiting bench 
Typewriter English 
Typewriter Korean 
Calculating machine, electric 
Blackboard 
Metal cupboard 
Instrument cupboard 
Filing cabinet, metal 
Stationery cabinet/shelf 
Family folder box or other 

health records holder 
Instrument table/trolley 
Examination couch 
Bed 
Examination light 
Screen (patients) 
Refrigerator 
Heater/stove 
Stretcher 
Water heater, electric 
Flashlight 
Over head projector 
Slide projector 
Public address system 
Film projector 
Wall cupboard 
Voltage regulator 
Duplicating machine 
Bicycle 
Motor cycle 
Vehicle (Jeep, car, etc.) 

4.1.2 Medical equipment 

Item 

Instrument sterilizer, electric 
Sterilizer, casserole type 
Hot plate, electric 
Gas ring heater 
Autoclave, pressure cooker type 
Sterilizer oven type, electric 

(1000) 

Code -
10001 
10002 
10003 
10004 
10005 
10006 
10007 
10008 
10009 
10010 
10011 
10012 

10013 
10014 
10015 
10016 
10017 
10018 
10019 
10020 
10021 
10022 
10023 
10024 
10025 
10026 
10027 
10028 
10029 
10030 
10031 
10032 
10033 

(20000) 

Code -
20001 
20002 
20003 
20004 
20005 
20006 
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4. Terms relating to supportive services (conttd) 

Item -
Instrument tray, large 
Instrument tray, small 
Adult scale 
Adult scale with height measure 
Height measure 
Infant scale 
Sphygmomanometer 
Stethoscope 
Ophthalmoscope 
Otoscope 
Patella halllDer 
Tuning fork 
Foetal stethoscope 
Vision testing chart 
Colour vision testing sheets 
Nasal speculum (set) 
Tongue depressor (metal) 
Suturing/minor surgery set 
Proctoscope 
Vaginal spuculum 
BCG Vaccination set 
Tuberculin testing set 
Tape measure 
Alcohol lamp 
Sterile dressing can 
Basin with stand 
Pitcher, metal 
Waste pail (covered) 
Sponge bowl 
Thermometer, oral 
Thermometer, rectal 
Transfer forceps 
Jar for transfer forceps 
Jar for thermometer 
Tourniquet, gum rubber 
Spring scale (baby), pocket 
Urine testing set 
Towel, terry. white 
Towel, huck 
Soap dish 
Sheeting, plastic 
Nursing case, metal 
Basin, kidney, stainless steel 
Bowl, dressing, stainless steel 
Irrigator with spout, connector tube and clamp 
Apron, plastic 
Rectal tube 
Catheter, urinary 
Bottle, dropping 

Annex 3 
(c:ont'd) 

Code -
20007 
20008 
20009 
20010 
20011 
20012 
20013 
20014 
20015 
20016 
20017 
20018 
20019 
20020 
20021 
20022 
20023 
20024 
20025 
20026 
20027 
20028 
20029 
20030 
20031 
20032 
20033 
20034 
20035 
20036 
20037 
20038 
20039 
20040 
20041 
20042 
20043 
20044 
20045 
20046 
20047 
20048 
20049 
20050 
20051 
20052 
20053 
20054 
20055 
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4, Terms relating to supportive servi~(conttd) 

Item 

Bottle, round, screw 
Jar, ointment 
Artificial airway 
Scrubbing brush 
Physician's bag for home visits 
Nurse's carrying bag, plast1c 
Metal box for sputum specimen jar 
Surgical operating table, field 

4.1.3 Medical instruments 

Forceps (dressing) 
Forceps (haemostatic, straight) 
Forceps (haemostatic curved) 
Mosqu1 to forceps 
Scissors, surgical, straight 
Scissors, surgical, curved 
Scissors, bandage 
Tenaculum forceps 
IUD plunger 
Uterine sound 
Surgical probe 
Uterine dilators (set) 
Metal syringe case 
Syringe, Luer, 2 mI. 
Syringe, Luer, 5 mI. 
Syringe, Luer, 10 mI. 
Scalpel handle 
Scalpel blade 
Scalpel, stainless steel 
Needles, injection for 1M/IV use 
Needles, injection for hypodermic use 
Obstetric forceps 
Sponge holding forceps 
Syringe, luer, 20 mI. 
Syringe, luer, 50 mI. 
Syringe, luer, 1 mI. 

4.1.4 Laboratory equipment 

Haemoglobinometer 
Syphilis testing set 
Chemical balance 
Torsion balance 
Stirrer electric 

Code -
20056 
20057 
20058 
20059 
20060 
20061 
20062 
20063 

(30000) 

30001 
30002 
30003 
30004 
30005 
30006 
30007 
30008 
30009 
30010 
30011 
30012 
30013 
30014 
30015 
30016 
30017 
30018 
30019 
30020 
30021 
30022 
30023 
30024 
30025 
30026 

(40000) 

40001 
40002 
40003 
40004 
40005 
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4. Terms relating to supportive services (cont'd) 

Item 

Mixer rotator 
Deep freezer 
Ice machine 
Monocular microscope 
Binocular microscope 
pH meter 
Colorimeter 
Water still 
Centrifuge large 
Centrifuge SDlall 
Shaker 
Water bath 
Laboratory incubator 
Burner gas 
Haemocytometer 
Microhaematocrit apparatus 
Laboratory metalware 
Laboratory glassware 

4.1.5 Dental equipment 

Item -
Dental operating chair field 
Dental operating stand set field 
Dental surgical light and stand field 
Dental engine foot pedal stand and motor field 
Dental operating sterilizer 
Dental operating cabinet 
Dental solution cup 
Dental hand piece 
Dental hand piece angled 
Dental surgical tray 
Root elevator, straight, sharp edged 
Root elevator, sharp, curved right 
Root elevator, sharp, curved left 
Root elevator, straight 
Root elevator, curved right 
Root elevator, curved left 
Cotton pliers 
Amalgam polisher small 
Amalgam polisher medium 
Amalgam polisher large 
Mixing spatula 
Mixing slab 
Excavator double edged spoon large 
Excavator double edged spoon medium 
Excavator double edged spoon small 
Scaler 
Plugger plastic, small 

Annex 3 
(cont'd) 

Code -
40006 
40007 
40008 
40009 
40010 
40011 
40012 
40013 
40014 
40015 
40016 
40017 
40018 
40019 
40020 
40021 
40022 
40023 

(50000) 

Code -
50001 
50002 
50003 
50004 
50005 
50006 
50007 
50008 
50009 
50010 
50011 
50012 
50013 
50014 
50015 
50016 
50017 
50018 
50019 
50020 
50021 
50022 
50023 
50024 
50025 
50026 
50028 
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Annex :J 
(cont'd) 

4. Terms relating to supportive services (cont'd) 

Item 

Plugger plastic, medium 
Plugger plastic, large 
Plugger amalgam, large 
Plugger amalgam, small 
Dental chisel operative 
Dental explorer No. 2 
Dental explorer No. 3 
Mirror mouth handled 
Amalgam carrier 
Matrix band retainer 
Periosteal elevator 
Dental syringe 
Dental forceps set 
Pestle and mortar 
Air syringe 
Water syringe 
Needles for dental syringe 
Dental X-ray unit 

4.1.6 X-ray equipment 

~.2 

4.3 

X-ray Cassette 
X-ray grid 
X-ray protecting screen 
X-ray protecting glove 
X-ray protecting apron 
Developing tank 
Processor 
Film drying unit 
Film hanger 
Illuminator 
Viewer 
X-ray unit with tube table etc, 
Fluoroscopy apparatuB if separate from 60012 
Miniature radiography apparatus 

Item Information 

Inventory code Adequate 
Inadequate 
Missing 
Not supplied 
Not applicable/not known 

Condition code Functioning satisfactorily 
Maintenance required 
Minor repair needed 
Major repair needed 
To be discarded 
Not applicable/not known 

Code -
50029 
50030 
50031 
50032 
50033 
50034 
50035 
50036 
50037 
50038 
50039 
50040 
50041 
50042 
50043 
50044 
50045 
50046 

(60000) 

60001 
60002 
60003 
60004 
60005 
60006 
60007 
60008 
60009 
60010 
60011 
60012 
60013 
60014 

Code 

1 
2 
3 
4 
9 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
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Item Information 

Annex 3 
(cont'd) 

Code 

4. Terms relating to Supportive Services (cont'd) 

4.4 Action code 

4.5 Time code 

Action taken 
No action taken 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

Timing appropriate 
Timing inappropriate 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

1 
2 
7 
9 

1 
2 
7 
9 

4.6 List of forms (records, reports and registers): 
Note: the code initials for the health services unit (or sub-unit) in 

or by which the individual form is used are given in brackets to the immediate 
left of the title of the form, and this code is as follows: 

Unit or sub-unit 

Health centre 
Health centre X-ray unit 
Health centre Tb. control unit 
Health centre treatment room 
Public health administration sub-section 
Preventive medicine sub-section 
Health centre nursing unit 
Sanitation sub-section, Myeon office 
Myeon health sub-centre 
Dental room 

4.6.1 Individual patient records (IXXX) 

Code 

HC 
X 
TB 
TR 
PHA 
PM 
HCN 
ES 
SC 
D 

Title Code -
(SC) Family health record 1001 
(SC) Registration of Pregnant woman 1002 
(SC) Registration of infant/pre-school child 1003 
(SC) Registration of family planning acceptor 1004 
(SC and TB) Registration of Tuberculosis 

Patients (Sputum positive) 1005 
(SC and TB) Registration of Tuberculosis 

Patients (Sputum negative) 1006 
(SC) Patient medical care card (Myeon physician) 1007 
(TR) Patient medical care card (Health centre 

treatment room) 1008 
(TR) Health centre patient's treatment card 1009 
(SC) Patient card reoord 1011 
(SC) Patient message form 1012 
(HC) Treatment card for medical patient 1013 
(HC) TB Consent form 1014 
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4. Terms relating to supportive services (cont'd) 

4.6 List of forms (records, reports and registers) 

4.6.2 Collective patient records (2XXX) 

Title Code - -
(SC) Myeon physicians patient register 2001 
(SC) Register of referrals 2002 
(SC) Family health record master register 2003 
(SC) Pregnant women master register 2004 
(SC) Infant/pre-school ohildren master register 2005 
(SC) Master register of family planning 

acceptors 2006 
(SC) Master register of TB patients on treatment 2007 
(SC) Master register of TB patients under 2008 

surveillanoe 
(SC) TB control: BCG scar examination/ 

vaccination: 1st grade 2009 
(SC) TB Control: Tuberoulin testing/ 

BCG vaocination: 6th grade 2010 
(SC) Record of sputum colleotion and of sputum 

smear examination 2011 
(HC) Treatment room patient register 2012 
(HC) Master register of X-ray examination and 

result 2013 
(HC) Record of medical care of indigent patients 2014 
(PM) Master register of typhoid carriers 2015 
(PM) Master register of discharged typhoid 

carriers 2016 
(PM) Record of old typhoid patients and 

family members 2017 
(PM) Record of control of typhoid carriers 2018 
(PM) Registration status of leprosy patients 

(Form 2-1) 2019 
(PM) Registration status of leprosy patients 

(Form 1-2) 2020 
(HCN) Compilation of family planning 

consultation coupons 2021 
(TB) Health centre TB patient clinic sheet 2022 
(TB) Health centre TB patient discharge sheet 2023 
(TB) TB registration file clinic patients ~ 2024 
(TB) TB record of observations 2025 
(LAB) Record of registered patients 2026 

4.6.3 Individual staff records (3XX) 

(SC) Daily diary of myeon health workers 
activities 3001 

(SC) Summary of daily activities of myeon health 
workers 3002 
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Annex 3 
(cont'd) 

4. Terms relating to supportive services (cont'd) 

4.6 List of forms (records, reports and registers) - continued 

4.6.3 Individual staff records (3XX) 

4.6.4 

(SC) Myeon health worker's record of environmental 
sanitation problem 

(SC) Maternal and child health schedule of pre-
natal consultations 

(SC) Code for the family health record 
(SC) Infant/child immunizations sohedules (5) 
(SC) Check list for group pre-school immunizations 
(SC) SCD daily record 
(SC) SCD diary of appointments 
(TB) Record of home visit 
(TB) Daily prescriptions form 
(ES) Checklist for public nuisance 

Reports (4XXX) 

(PM) Monthly report of notifiable 
communicable diseases II 

(PM) Monthly report of notifiable 
communicable diseases III 

establishments 

(PM) Report of control of illegal medical 
practitioners 

(TB) TB monthly report 
(TB) TB record of travel 

3003 

3004 
3005 
3006 
3007 
3026 
3027 
3028 
3029 
3030 

4020 

4021 

4022 
4023 
4024 

4.6.5 Internal forms (5XXX) 

(SC) Record of delivery sets issued 5001 
(SC) Master record of reoeipt and distribution 

of supplies (health sub-centres) 5002 
(HCN) Master record of receipt and distribution 

of supplies (health oentres) 5003 
(ES) Facilities and items for food manufacturing 5004 
(ES) Register of license for cemeteries 5005 
(ES) List of number of environmental sanitation 

premises (1) 5006 
(ES) List of number of food premises (2) 5007 
(ES) List of number of food establishments (3) 5008 
(PHA) Official receipts 5009 
(PHA) Revenue lists 5010 
(PHA) Dally security check list 5011 
(PHA) Document receipt list 5012 
(PHA) Status of nursing personnel 5013 
(PHA) Status of physiCian employment 5014 
(PHA) Travel expenditure payment voucher 5015 
(PHA) Travel statement form 5016 
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4. Terms relating to supportive services (cont'd) 

4.6 List of forms (records, reports and registers) - continued 

4.6.5 Internal forms (5XXX) - continued 

(PHA) Construction and repair cost: payment 
voucher 5017 

(PHA) Statement of construction expenditure 5018 
(PM) Master register of suspended licenses 5041 
(PM) Master register of closed health facilities 5042 
(PM) Sealing register for drugs and other issues 5043 
(PM) Record of X-ray machine installation 5044 
(PM) Administrative action record for drug 

stores and drug outlets 5045 
(PM) Emergency duty sheet 5046 
(PM) Emergency duty schedule 5047 
(PM) Record of sanitation activities undertaken 

to prevent epidemics 5048 
(PM) Master record of notifiable diseases 5049 
(PM) Record of Epidemiological investigation of 

notifiable diseases 5050 
(TR) Register of supplies (treatment room) 5051 
(TR) Daily master register of supplies (treatment 

room) 5052 
(PM) List of expired drugs 5053 
(PM) List of unauthorized drugs 5054 
(PM) Record of venereal diseases control: Form 1 5055 
(PM) Record of venereal diseases control: Form 2 5056 
(ES) Sampling certification 5057 
(ES) Registration of action to be taken: 

Administrative procedure of environmental 
sanitation and food sanitation premises 5058 

(ES) Receipts for collection of night soil fees 5059 
(ES) Registration of licensed premises/ 

establishments 5060 
(PM) Master record of health certificates issued 5061 
(PHA) Register of non-paying patients 5062 
(HC) Master record of health examination cards 5063 

issued 
(SC) MHSC sanitation referral register 
(SC) MHSC drug inventory/requisition form 
(SC) MHSC equipment inventory form 

4.6.6 External forms (5XXX) - continued 

Title ............. 

5064 
5065 
5066 

Code 

(HC) Pharmaceutical supplies master register 5066 
(HC) Immunization Vaccines Receipts and 

Distrainments Register 5067 
(Lab) Diary for Lab examination 5068 
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4. Terms relating to supportive services (cont'd) 

4.6 List of forms (records, reports and registers) 

4.6.6 External forms (5XXX) 

Annex 3 
(cont'd) 

(TB) TB Culture Record 5069 
(TB) File of Drug Receipt and Payment 5070 
(ES) Record of License for pollutant facilities 5071 

4.6.6 External forms (6XXX) 

(SC) Family planning acceptor's card 6001 
(SC) Registration oard of pregnant woman 6002 

(SC and HCN) Family planning consultation coupon 6003 
(SC and TB) Tuberoulosis patient's oard 6004 

(HC) Health examination certifioate 6005 
(HC) Health examination certifioate No. 4 6006 
(ES) Applioation for cemeteries 6007 
(ES) Application for business license 6008 
(ES) Application for additional license 

to change the requirements of an 
existing license for food additives 6009 

(ES) Application to olose, re-open, or 
temporarily close food premises 6010 

(ES) Application to ohange name, address, 
owner or brand name of food product or 
premises 6011 

(ES) Application for renewal of lioense for 
food premises 6012 

(ES) Application for transfer of food premises 6013 
(ES) Applioation for food manager 6014 
(PH) Pharmaceutical Inspection card 6015 
(PH) Certificate of immunization 6016 
(PH) Registration card of leprosy patient 6017 
(PH) License for herb shop 6018 
(PH) Application for reopening of midwifery 

clinic 6019 
(PM) License for narcotics dealer 6020 
(PH) Certification of registration for pharmacy 6021 
(PH) Certification of application for medical 

clinic establishment 6022 
(PH) Certification of application for medical 

clinic using habit forming drugs 6023 
(PH) Certification of application for prooessing 

pharmacy produots 6024 
(TR) Patient's treatment card 6025 
(TR) Prescription for (paying patient) 6026 
(TR) Prescription form (non-paying 

patient) 6027 
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4.6 List of forms (records, reports and registers) - continued: 

4.6.6 External forms (6XXX): 

Title Code 

(TR) Health examination certificate for 
recruitment into military service 6028 

(TR) Certificate of assessment of age 6029 
(TR) Certificate of death 6030 
(TR) Certificate of examination of patient 6031 
(TR) Referral form (treatment room) 6032 
(TR) Physical examination form 6033 
(PM) Warning notice concerning breaking of 

health rules/laws 6034 
(PM) Notice requiring rennovation of medical 

facilities 6035 
(PM) Notice of closure of medical facilities 6036 
(PM) Notice to be affixed to premises 

(ES) 
(ES) 
(ES) 
(ES) 
(SC) 

(HC and SC) 
(D ) 
(D ) 

(TR) 
(HC) 
(ES) 
(ES) 

indicating closure 
Suspension of license 
Notification of license cancellation 
Warning notice 
Notice to repair facility 
Referral form 
Other (including offical letters; specify) 
Dental Prescription Form (Paying Patient) 
Dental Prescription Form (Non-paying 
patient) 
X-ray Examination coupon 
Health Examination Card 
Prosecution Sheet 
Acknowledgement Sheet of Notice of 
violation of licensed premises/ 
establishments 

6037 
6038 
6039 
6040 
6041 
6042 
6043 
6044 

6045 
6046 
6047 
6048 

6049 
5 • .::T,;:::e.;.,rm:s;.;....:r:.,:e:.:l:.:a:.,;t:,:;i:,:ng2-t;;,;o:.....;t:.:r.;:a::;n:;:s:.:;p,;:::o.;.,rt.::...,:a;::n:,:d.:....;:a:.:c.;:t.::;i.;.v;;.i t;;,;i:;.;e;::;;.s 

5.1 

Item Information 

Mode of travel Foot 
Bicycle 
Motor cycle/scooter 
Bus 
Taxi 
Ambulance 
Government Jeep/station wagon 
Other (specify) 
Not applicable 
Not known 

Code -
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
o 
8 
9 
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5. Terms relating to transport and activities 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

Item 

Duration (of 
activity, 
service or 
visit) 

Information 

100 minutes and above 
Less than 100 minutes but 
more than 10 minutes 
Less than 10 minutes 

Less than 1 minute 
Not applicable 
Not available 
Not known 

Code -
Direct code 
OXX (for XX 
minutes) 
OOX (for X 
minutes) 
000 
997 
998 
999 

Purpose of No purpose ascertainable 1 
external visit 

Activity 

Follow-up of previously 
occurring, notified or 
known event 2 

Follow-up of defaulter from 
regular care, surveillance 
or immunization 3 

Follow-up of special clinical 
problem 

Statutory licensing, regular 
inspection, and systematic 
home visiting 5 

Investigation of a complaint/ 
in response to a call for 
a visit 6 

To investigate and remedy 
for the first time a problem 
not hitherto tackled 
(including active case-finding) 7 

Community education information 
motivation or participation 8 

Other (specify) a 

Not available/not known 9 

A. Administrative 
Administration: 

personnel and finance 00 
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5. Terms relating to transport and activities (continued) 

Item 

5.4 Activity 

(NOTE: Medico-legal 
cases are those 
services which are 
rendered at the 
request of legal 
authorities. In the 
event that the case 
is both emergency and 
medico-legal, classify 
it as an emergency 
case) . 

Information 

A. Administrative 

Administration: stores, 
equipment, repair, 

Code 

maintenance, transport 01 

Administrative supervision 02 

Organization of programmes 03 

Inventory 04 

Preparation of administrative 
records and reports 

Administrative meetings 

Correspondence and 
communioations (including 
telephone oalls) 

Registration of wells, 
cemeteries, etc. 

Other (specify) 

B. Technical: 

General services rendered to: 
- morbid cases 
- emergency cases, except 

medico-legal oases 
- Medico-legal cases, 

except autopsies 
Autopsies 

Routine medical/physical 
examination (includes infants, 
pre-school and school children, 
adults, trainees, entertainers 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 
12 

13 

and food handlers) 14 

Laboratory examination 
Immunization 
Assistance at delivery 
Pre-natal consultation 

15 
16 
17 
18 
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(cont'd) 

5. Terms relating to transport and activities (cont'd) 

5.4 

Item 

Activity 
(cont'd) 

Information 

Post-natal consultation 
(including care of the 
newborn) 

Family planning advice/ 
service/follow-up 

Other services rendered 
in clinic 

Home visits related to: 
- multipurpose aotivities 
- follow-up on defaulters 
- case-finding 
- family registration 
- routine surveillanoe 
- nursing care not otherwise 

specified 
- environmental sanitation 

Code -
19 

20 

21 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

21 
28 

(NOTE: Field investi- Field investigations other 29 
gations cover any than home visits noted above 
activities of this 
character undertaken Group health education 30 
by health staff in 
connection with health Re supply of drugs 31 
problems or needs in 
his or her area of 
responsibility) 

Issue of delivery set 

Collection of speoimens 

Diagnostio radiology 

Taking X-ray (inoludes 
prooessing) 

Other (specify) 

C. For environmental sanitation 

32 

33 

35 

36 

39 

Food supervision 40 
Water supplies 41 
Sani tary survey 42 
School inspection 43 
Refuse disposal 44 
Sanitation of public places 45 
Licensed premises other than 46 

eating establishments 
Exoreta disposal 41 
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5. Terms relating to transport and activities (cont'd) 

5.1i 

Item -
Activity 
(cont'd 

(NOTE: To include 
birth and death 
certificates, 
preparation of 
sanitary permits, 
patients individual 
records during 
registration, etc.) 

Information 

Factory inspection 
Health education 
Cemeteries 
Pleasure resorts/recreational 

premises/country clubs, etc. 
Complaints 
Rodent, insect and pest control 
Pri vate houses 
Other (specify) 

D. Ancillary and 
supportive services 

Supervisory 

Code 

48 
49 
50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
59 

Observation 60 
Check records and reports 61 
Interviews 62 
Provision of guidance/ 

issue of instructions 63 
Provision of on-the-job 

training/practical 
demonstration 64 

Teaching (formal) 65 
Orientation to new activity 66 
Interpretation of policies 67 
Arranging for provision of 

supplies and equipment 68 
Solving interpersonal 

problems 69 
Evaluation of performance/ 

motivation of staff 70 
Other (specify) 71 

Other 

Technical meetings and 
conferences 
Preparation of technical 

records, reports and 
correspondence 

72 

73 
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5. Terms relating to transport and activities (cont'd) 

5.4 

Item 

Activity 
(cont'd) 

Information Code -
Receipt of training 74 

Care and maintenance of 
equipment/supplies 75 

Organization of clinic, 76 
including readying and 
filing of records 

Ancillary assistance to 
other health staff 77 

Liaison 78 

Preparation of legal 
certificates, for signature 
by health centre director or 
other authority 79 

Other (specify) 89 

E. Miscellaneous 

Travel 90 
(any movement of health staff 
related to the delivery of 
administrative or technical 
services by the same staff at 
the terminal point) 

Messenger 91 
(any movement not involving 
delivery of administrative 
or technical services at the 
terminal pOint) 

Cleaning (other than code 75) 92 

Personal affairs and business 93 

Public relations 94 
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5. Terms relating to transport and activities (cont'd) 

5.4 

5.5 

Item 

Activity 
(cont'd) 

Service 

Information Code 

Reading and research 95 

Unaccounted for time 96 

Official free time (for lunch, 
coffee break) 97 

Official leave (sick, vacation) 98 

Other (specify) 99 

A. Health care 

Medical care (includes all 
morbid cases, minor surgery, 
injections, wound dressings, 
etc.) 11 

Maternal care 12 

Child care (well child, pre-
school, including immunization) 13 

Environmental sanitation 14 

Family planning 15 

School health (including 16 
immunization) 

Immunization (of other than 17 
pre-school and school 
children) 

Tuberculosis 18 

Other communicable diseases 19 

Other (medical, death and 20 
other legal certificate) 

Not applicable/not 29 
available/not known 

B. Supportive 

Fact finding 31 
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5. Terms relating to transport and activities (cont'd) 

Item 

5.5 Service 

Information 

B. Supportive 

Problem definition 

Problem solving 

Teaching 

Assessment of stafr 

Liaison 

More than one type 

Other (specify) 

Not applicable! not 
available/not known 

Code 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

5.6 Tasks performed A. Relevant 

5.7 Reasons for 
unsatisfactory 
performance 

Yes 1 

Not available, not known 9 

B. Correct 

Yes 1 

Not available, not known 9 

C. Adequate 

Yes 1 

Not available, not known 9 

For service time, equipment, 
drugs/supplies, training, 
experience, manual provisions 
and transport: 
Yes 
No 

1 
2 
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5. Terms relating to transport and activities (cont'd) 

5.7 

Item 

Reasons for 
unsatisfactory 
performance 

Information 

Unable to assess 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

5.8 Internal in days 100 days and above 

5.9 

since last 
contact 

Preparation for 
visit or 
activity 
satisfactory 

5.10 Further action 
planned 

6.1 Purpose of 
visit: 
REASON 

Less 100 days but more than 
10 days 

Less than 10 days 
Less than 1 day 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

Yes 
No 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

Return visit at specified 
date arranged 

Return visit to be made when 
possible 

Target person/group informed 
to contact if problem 
continues 

Target person/group informed 
to contact if problem 
deteriorates 

No action planned 
Not applicable 
Not available/not known 

Medical certificates/ 
check-up 

Pre-natal consultation 
Post-natal consultation 
Family planning 
Well baby (other than 

immunization) 
Immunization 
Urinary disorder 
Genital disorder 
Abdominal/intestinal disorder 
Tuberculosis 
Other respiratory disorders 
Heart disorder 
Skin disorder 

Code 

3 
7 
9 

Direct code 

OXX (for XX days) 

OOX (for X days) 
000 
997 
999 

1 
2 
7 
9 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 
7 
9 

01 
02 
03 
04 

05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
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6. Terms relating to health conditions, problems and outcomes 

6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

Item 

Purpose o~ 
visit: 
REASON 

Purpose o~ 
visit 
Duration 

Parity 

In~ormation 

Ear, nose and throat disorder 
Eye disorder 
Nervous disorder 
Psychic disorder 
General weakness 
Fever 
Osteomuscular pain 
Failure to gain weight/ 

feeding problem 
Recent injury (injuries) 
After e~fects o~ injuries/ 

burns 
Swelling, generalized 
Swelling, localized 
Headache 
Loss of weight 
Menstrual disorder 
Abnormal lump 
Other (specify) 

A. Morbidity 

100 days or over 
Less than 100 days but 

more than 10 days 
Less than 10 days 
On and off 
Not available/not known 

B. Pre-natal 

Multiply weeks of gestation 
by 7 and code as for 

Code -
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 

23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
00 

Direct code 

oxx (for XX days) 
OOX (for X days) 
996 
999 

morbidity 999 

C. Prevention and promotion 
(immunization, F.P., 
medical certi~icate) 
Not relevant 997 
Not available/not known 999 

10 and above 
Less than 10 
Not available 

Direct code 
OX (~or parity X) 
99 
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6. Terms relating 

Item 

6.4 Gravidity 

6.5 Outoome oode 

6.6 Neonatal death 
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to health oonditions, problems and outoomes (oont'd) 

Information Code 

10 and above Direot oode 
Less than 10 OX (for gravil1ity X) 
Not available 99 

Live birth 1 
Still birth 2 
Abortion 3 
Not known 9 

Yes I 
No 2 
Not applioable 7 
Not available/not known 9 
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ANNEX 4 

DATA PROCESSING ACTIVITIES 

Amount of data that would be collected from the investigations and type 
of analysis that has to be carried out suggest that it would be advisable to 
use electronic data processing facilities for analysis of data. This would 
reduce computational errors, save data analysis time and would be economically 
less costly. 

Utilization of computer for data processing purposes would involve the 
following: 

- coding the data 
- punching and verifying 
- preparation of tabulation schemes 
- programming for the computer 
- computer processing 

Coding the data 

All relevant data that would be collected (see attached chart for 
activities involved) in the field should be coded on the spot or as soon as 
data collection ends following the scheme that has been developed for the 
purpose. The team leader with the assistance of team members should 
scrutinize these ferms and check for the accuracy of their codings. It is 
suggested that these coded data are sent for punching as they become aVE.ilable 
or at the least by 10 January 1976. 

Punching and verifying 

All the forms ready for coding could be handed over to the Korea 
Institute for Family Planning, Seoul for punching and verifying. It is stated 
that punching and verifying could be done with little delay and that at the 
KIFP, the cost of punching and verifying including the cost of card would be 6 
won per card of eighty columns. 

It is anticipated that the cost of punching, etc. would come to fbout 
w60 000. 

Preparation of tabulation schemes 

A list 
prepared. It 
tabulations. 

of tabulations considered relevant for the study should be 
should be noted that there may be both marginal and cross 
A set of dummy tabulations should be given to programmer. 

Programming for the computer 

It is suggested that the CDC computer 
(contact Dr K.C. Ahn, Vice-Director, KIFP). 
given to KIFP programmer. 

accessible to KIFP (Termim:l) 
A programme package has been 
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For the actual processing it is understood that the KIFP charges W52.8 
per CPU second. It is anticipated that the actual computer time would not 
exceed 2 hours (depending on the speed of the Card Reader). 

Outputs would be needed as print-outs and two copies would be 
necessary. It is suggested that 2-ply continuous forms plain paper of 500 
sheets be used for the purpose. 

Thus cost estimate for processing would be: 

(1) Data preparation - punching and verifying at the 
Korean Institute for Family Planning, Seoul ..•••••• W 600eO 

(2) Processing cost (KIFP Seoul) ..................... 400 000 

(3) Print - out paper cost .....•..................•.•. 40 000 
TOTAL ....•.•. W 500 000 

======::.= 
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ANNEX 5 

TABULATION SCHEME 

Tables needed • 
1. Tables for Form 20 

For each unit (col. 3-4) 

1.1 Equipment code (8-12) vs Inventory code (13) 
1.2 Equipment code (8-12) vs Condition code (14) 
1.3 Condition code (14) vs Time code (16) 
1.4 Condition code (14) vs Expected outcome (19) 
1.5 Action code (15) vs Action taken (17) 
1.6 Act.i.on code (15) vs Expected outcome (19) 
1.7 Action taken (17) vs Expected outcome (19) 
1.8 Time code (16) vs When action taken (17) 

2. Tables for Form 30 

For non 1 in col 78 and 

For each designation (col 5-6) 

2.1 Distance (col. 13-14) vs mode (col. 15) 

3. Tables for Form 40 

For each designation (25-26) 

3. 1 Age (8-9) vs Sex (10) 
3.2 Age (8-9) vs Distance (11-12) 
3.3 Distance (11-12) vs Purpose (17-18) 
3.4 Distance (11-12) vs Prognosis (70) 
3.5 Distance (11-12) vs Suggested class (71-72) 
3.6 Purpose (17-18) vs Duration (19-21) 
3.7 Purpose (17-18) vs Sent/refer (13) 
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3.8 Purpose (17-18) vs Prognosis (70) 
3.9 Purpose (17-18) vs Modification (73) 
3.10 Purpose (17-18) vs Service (63-65) 
3.11 Purpose (17-18) vs Reason (74) 
3.12 Prognosis (69) vs Suggested class (71-72) 
3.13 Prognosis (69) vs Modification (73) 
3.14 Prognosis (69) vs Reason (74) 
3.15 Modification (73) vs Suggested class (71-72) 
3.16 Transit (66-68) vs Service (63-65) 
3.17 Modification (73) vs Reason (74) 
3.18 Category (14) vs Progress (69) 

4. Tables for Form 51 

4.1 Distance (14-15) vs Purpose (16) 
4.2 Distance (14-15) vs Modification (29) 
4.3 Purpose (16) vs Environment (21-23) 
4.4 Distance (14-15) vs Duration service (24-26) 
4.5 Purpose (16) vs Progress (27) 
4.6 Purpose (16) vs Modification (29) 
4.7 Modification (29) vs Reason (30) 
4.8 Purpose (16) vs Interval {31-33) 
4.9 Progress (27) vs Further action (35) 
4.10 Progress (27) vs Modification (29) 
4.11 Form in (36-39) vs Form out (40-43) 

5. Tables for Form 52 

For each designation (3-4) 

5.1 Duration (8-10) vs Outcome (17) 
5.2 Purpose (11) vs Finding (14) 
5.3 Purpose (11) vs Relevant visit (23) 
5.4 Purpose (11) vs Timing (22) 
5.5 Outcome (16) vs As planned (15) 
5.6 Outcome (16) vs Purpose (11) 
5.7 Outcome (16) vs Internal visit (18-20) 
5.8 Outcome (16) vs Preparation (23) 
5.9 Outcome (16) vs Further action (17) 
5.10 Outcome (16) vs Progress (21) 
5.11 Outcome (16) vs Reason (27) 
5.12 Form in (28-31) vs Form out {32-35) 

6. Tables for Form 61 

6.1 Distance (6-7) vs Parity (10-11) vs Gravity (12-13) 
6.2 Distance (6-7) vs Prenatal (14-15) 
6.3 Prenatal (14-15) vs Postnatal (16-17) 
6.4 Distance (6-7) vs Outcome (18) 
6.5 Prenatal (14-15) vs Outcome (18) 
6.6 Outcome (18) vs Attendant (19) 
6.7 Outcome (18) vs Neonatal death (20) 
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7. Tables for Form 62 

7.1 Distance (6-7> vs Smallpox (12) 
7.2 " vs BIG (13) 
7.3 " vs DPT 3 (16) 
7.4 " vs Polio 2 (19) 
7.5 " vs Measles (21) 
7.6 " vs Total consultation (22-23) 
7.7 " vs Child welfare (24-25) 
7.8 " vs Sickness (26-27) 
7.9 Age (8-9) vs sex vs Total consultation (22-23) 

8. Tables for Form 63 

8.1 Distance (6-7) vs Age (8-9) vs living children (10-11) 
8.2 Initial (12) vs Change method 1 (13) 
8.3 Change 1 (13 ) vs Change 3 (15) 
8.4 Distance (6-7) vs Consultation pill (16-17) 
8.5 Distance (6-7> vs Condom (18-19) 
8.6 Distance (6-7) vs Loop (20-21) 
8.7 Distance (6-7) vs Vasectomy (22) 
8.8 Distance (6-7) vs Tubal (23) 
8.9 Distance (6-7) vs Mens. reg. (24) 
8.10 Living children (10-11) vs Acceptor (26) 
8.11 Initial method (12) vs Acceptor (26) 
8.12 Distance (6-7) vs Reason (27) 

TABULATION SCHEME 

Tables for Form 30 (col. 79-80) using KIFP's SPSS programme: 

Exclude all cards with code 1 in col. 78. For the rest (i.e. col 78 is 
not 1) make the following: 

1. Table 1.1 for! is Designation (col. 5-6) vs 1 is service (col. 19-20) 
2. Table 1.2 for! is Designation (col. 5-6) vs 1 is activity (col. 17-18) 
3. Table 1.3 for! is location (col. 16) vs 1 is activity (col. 17-18) 

as under: 

Table 1.3 for code 11 in Designation (col. 5-6) 
1.4 21 " 
1.5 22 " 
1.6 31 " 
1.7 32 " 
1.8 41 " 
1.9 43 " 
1.10 51 " 
1.11 52 " 
1.12 " 71 " 
1.13 " 72 " 
1.14 " 73 " 
1.15 " 74 " 
1.16 " 75 .. 
1.17 " 76 " 



No. 

01 

02 

03 

05 

06 

r;n 

08 

09 
10 

11 

12 

13 

15 
16 
17 

18 
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Sohedule ot observations ot sun and lIJ1eon health centres' staff l.O be 
observed - n\lloer. d"1an&~ion and Il8M of suatf - st.1.Kly team member 
to oo .. rve these s'Caft and by time ot observation. OR study. General 
Hea! th Servioes Developnent Pro> ot. 

Staff De8isna~ion 

Heal th Centre Director 

Chief Preventive Med1cne 

Chief Public Health 
Administration 

u>cal Public Heal T.h 
Technician 
(Preventive Medicine) 

Ph&rmaceu~ical Affairs 
Supervisor 

Public Health Supervisor 

Looa1 PUbl1c Health 
Teahn1clan (Public Health 
Adm1n1stntion) 

Chief Nursing Supervisor 

Nursins Supervisor 

Nursing Supervisor 

Medical Officer 

Myeon Physician (Won-a&DI) 

Myeon Physician (Mohyeon) 

Myeon Physician (E-dong) 

My.on Health Worker (Mohy.) 

Myeon Health Worker (~.) 

Myeon Heal t.h Worker (M0b7.) 

Myeon Heal ttl WOl'1Cer (WoM.) 

Nue of Staff 

Park. Dons-8eong 

Lee. Sue-Yang 

Yoo. Chun-aee 

Lee. In-Young 

Park. KWng-N1ID 

Kim. Suns-8hlk 

Kim. YO\lrlg~ung 

Cho. Won~a 

Kim. Yolig-fi.e 

Kim. Eun-Gyon 

See. Dae-Yeoas 

Yoon. Si-Young 

Chuns, Yona-QJae 

Lee. SanS-Bolt 

Lee, Sh1n~a 

Han, Young-Ae 

Huh, Young-8oolt 

Chung, Won-Soon 

. 

1 

+ Observation Week 

2 3 4 

01 05 

18. 25 Nov.; ).9 Dec. I 
20. 2J. )olov.; 1 Dec. 

I I I 
16 Nov.; 6. 8. 10 Dec. 

I I I 
17, 26 Nov.; 7. 11 Dec. 

15. 24, 27 Nov.; 4 Dec. 

I I I 
19, 22, 23 Nov.; 2 Dec. 

03 
17 

02 
16 

08 

09 
10 

09 06 

07 07 
06 10 

03 
17 

04 
16 

01 02 
17 16 

04 
16 

II 

02 

08 

I 

. 

11 09 

+ N\Dber in each col\llJl refers to Study 'l'eIID member who will oDserve 
the .. suatt (See Annex 6b). 
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+ 
No. 

Observation Week ~ Statt Dea1snat ion N .... ot Statf' T 1 2 3 4 5 i 
\ 

1 , 
I 

19 fo\yeon Health Worker (Wona. X.e, Young~ae 08 10 ~ 

20 ...,.eon Health Worker (Wona. 
"{ 

Yoon, Youns-Sook 09 01 
" 

21 ~n Health Worker \ 

(Edona) Kim, Sook-fl .. 06 10" , I ~, 
I 

22 Myeon Health Worker 
(Mona) Park, Soon-Yuna 11 08~' 

, 

2~ Myeon Health Worker 
(Bdonc) Kim. Youns-sooJ 08 09 

24 Treatment. Room Nuree Han, Y~a 11 10 

25 'l'B Worker Chun, Oo-flons 13 13 

26 X-ray Technician Lee, Bung-Soo 15 14 

27 Dentiat Park, Hyun-Book 18 18 
19 19 ! 

! 

2e Chiet S&ni tarian abo, Cheo1-Hang 15 13 12 14 

29 Sanitation Worlter Ohm, Jeong-Sbik 13 14 15 12 I 

~ : 

30 Sanitation Worker Bae, Cbang-Shik 14 12 1~ 15 
I 

I ' 

: 

! 
: 

. 

, 



* 

No. 

01 

02 

0, 

04 

05 

06 

01 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

11 

18 

19 
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Annex 6b 

Obeflrvation Schedule for study team members by study team m_ber -

numlJer and name - • time ot obeeI'Yaticn and obaerYe!" IlUIIIber. OR Study. 

Gentira1 Health Service Develo~t Project. 

• Obeerver Obee" .. by Week ot Obeervatior. 

N .... 1 2 , 4 

Dr S.H. Yu - - 1, 01 

Dr D.M. RIlie 12 16 - -
Dr H.H. Hemiman 11 11 - -
Dr S.S. Kill - 14 - 12 

Mr I.H. EcIIII AdII1n1. r.ntive ~tatf 

Mrs J.S. Kill - 10 21 -
Miaa E. Mathe.on - 09 09 -
Nur.. 1 15 11 19 2, 

Nurae 2 16 08 20 18 

Nurae , 11 24 10 19 

NUNe 4 24 15 18 22 

Mr 5.5. Ahn - ,a 28 29 

Sanitarian 1 29 28 ,a 25 

Sanitarian 2 ,a 29 26 28 

Sani tarian , 28 26 29 ,a 

1.&7 Obaerver 1 12 14 - 12 

Lay Obaerver 2 11 11 1, -
Deat1.t - - - 21 

HI' C. Sha.an - - - 21 

Number in each c01U111n refers to pm and _eon health oent.re Staf't to be 

obaerved (.ee Annex 6&) 

. 

5 

20-

1, 

-
-

01 

08 

-
22 

2, 

21 

-
-

25 

-
-

1, 

-
21 

21 
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Annex 6c 

As_pent of Study '1'e. Mealbe1"8 

Study Team Member Obeel"Ver lor. Pl1led 

No. Name No. N .... No. N .... 

01 Dr S.H. Y'u 01 Health Center ~ Activity Reco", 
Director 

52 Monl toring ot lb:temal 
Work PI'ocedure. II 

1, ",eon JIh,alo1an ~ Activity RecorG 

.0 Men1 tor1q ot cUnic 
Proceduree 

51 Non1 tor1nc ot htemal 
Work Procedu.... I 

20 Mrecn Health ~ Acthlt;,. Recol'd 
Worker 

~ Manl taring ot Cl1zl10 
Procectur. 

51 Nonl toring ot BKtemal 
Work Procedure. I 

02 Dr D.M. JUlie 12 Mrecn ~lo1an ~ Activity Record 

40 Monitoring of ';11nlc 
Procedure. 

51 Monl tor1ng of External 
Work Procedures I 

1, MJeon Phaalclan ~ Actl vi ty RHoi'd 

40 Menl torine of Clinic 
Procedures 

51 Mon1 toring of External 
Work Procedure. I 

16 Myecn Health JO Act! vi tY' Record 
Worker 

'-0 Menl toring ot Cl1zl1c 
Procedures 

51 Mon! toring of Exte~ 
Work Procedurn I 
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Study Team Member O~.rv.r Po~ Pi11ed 

NO. Name No. Name No. Name 

0' Dr R.H. Hernlnaan 11 Medical Ottical" ~ Aot! vi t7 ReoOl'd 

40 Monltoring of Cllnic 
P1"oceduree 

51 Monltorlng ot External 
WoZ'k ProcecluNe I 

04 Dr (New ObIIerver) 12 My.en Ph7alo1an ~ Aotlvlty Reoord 

40 Manltol"1ng ot CliniC 
Pzoooeduree 

. 

51 Monl tol"1ng ot External 
Work Proceduree I 

14 Myeen Phyalclan ~ Aotlvlty Reoord 

40 Mon1 toring ot Cl1nlc 
Pro .. liU .... 

51 Monl tol"1n& ot Extemal 
Work ProceduZ'tla I 

05 Mr Y. Y. Kim 01 Health Cantel" 
D1rector 

02 Chler, Prevent!ve 

I 
Medlcine 

0, Chlef, PI.lbl1o ~ Act1 vi t7 Record , , 
Health ~1nlat-
ratlen 

04 Local PI.lbltc Health 52 Monl toring ot External 
Techniolan Work Prooceduree II 

(Preventlve Mediolne) 

05 PhaNaoeutlcal Attain 
Supervlaor 

06 PI.lbl1o Health 
8uperv1aor 

01 Looal PI.lbll0 Health 
Technlolan 

(PI.lbl1c Health 
Aclm1n1etratlen ) 
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study Team Member Cbaerver Forma Filled 

No. NAllle No. Name No. Name 

06 Mrs J.S. Kim 08 Olier Nul'8inS 30 Act1 vi ty Record 
Supervisor 

52 Mon1 toring ot Extemal 
Work Procedures II 

10 Nureing Supervisor 30 Activity Record 
I 

52 Men1 tor1DB ot nxtemal 
Work Prooedures II 

21 Myean HM1th Worker 30 Aotivity Record 

40 Moni toring of ~11nI0 
Prooedurea 

51 Meni toring of' External 
Work J'rooedurea I 

c:rr Miss E. Math .. on 09 lNninS Bupemsor JO Aotivity Record 

52 Moni to ring of' !:xtsmal 
Work Prooec:Iu.Ne II 

08 Nuree (New 1) 15 Myean Health Worker 

11 Myeon Health Worker 30 Activity Record 

19 Myeon Health Worker 40 Moni toring of Clinic 
Prooedures 

22 Myeon Health Worker 51 Meni toring of External 

2, Myeon He.l th Worker 
Work Procedures I 

09 Nuree (New 2) 08 Chiet NuraIq 30 Activity Record 
Supervisor 52 Meni toring ot Extemal 

Work Procedures II 

16 Myean He.lth worker 

18 My.on Health Worker 30 Act! vi ty Record 

20 MYeon H.alth WOrker 40 Monitoring ot Clinio 
Procedures 
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Study Team Member Oa.el"V'er Forma Filled 

No. N .... No. N .... No. Name 

09 (ccntinued) 2, MJecn Health Worker 51 Moni toring of Extema1 
Work Procedures I 

10 Nurse (New ,) 10 Nura1q Supemaor JO Activity Record 

52 Monitoring of External 
Work Procedurea II 

17 Myecn H.alth Worker 

19 Myecn Health Worker JO Activity Record 

21 Myean Health Worker .0 Moni toring ot CliniC 
Procedures 

24 Treatment RoCIIII NuN. 51 Moni toring ot External 
Work Procedurea I 

11 Nul'lle (New 4) 15 MJecn Health Worker 

18 ~.an Health Worker JO Activity Record 

22 Myecn Health Worker 40 Monitoring of Clinio 
Prooedures 

24 Treatment ROCIIII NuZ'IIe 51 Moni toring of Extemal 
Work Procedures I 

61 Hatemal Care 

62 Child Care Re~ord 

6, Family Planning 

12 Mr S.S. Ahn 28 Chief. Sani tatian JO Activity Record 

52 Moni toring of Extemal 
Work Procedures II 

29 Sanitatioa Worker JO Activity Record 

52 Monitoring of External 
Work Procedures II 

JO Sanitation Worker JO Activity Record 

52 Monitoring of' External 
Work Proceduree II 
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Study Team Member Oblserver Fonna Filled 

No. Name No. Name No. Name 

1, San1tar1an (Ne. 1) 
, 

25 TB Worker , 

28 Chief Sanitation ~ Activity Record 

29 Sanitation Worker 52 Monitor1ng ot External , 
Work Procedures II , , 

30 San! tation Worker 

14 Sanitarian (Ne. 2) 26 X-ray Technioian ~ Activity Record 

28 ChI. et Sanitation 

29 Sanitation Worker 30 Activity Record , 

30 SanItatIon Worker 52 Moni toring ot External 
Work Procedure. II 

15 Sani tar1an (New }) 26 X-ray Technician ~ Aot1 v1 ty ReoOl'Cl 

28 Chief Sanitation 

29 Sanitation Worker ~ Act1 vi ty Record 

, 
~ 

" 

Sanitation Worker 52 Mon1 toring of External 
I Work Procedures II 
J 

• 64 Record of Medical care 
Attendance 

65 Total Number ot 
lIIIIIUll1zaUon 

66 Record of Not1fiable 
Dieease 

16 Lay Observer 1 To Collect Pati.,t 
IntoJ'lll&tion for 

12 Myeon Phya1c1an 

1, M;yeon Phya1cian 40 Moni toring of 
Part Clinical Procedure 

14 Myeon Phyaician I 

20 Inventory of 
Equipment 
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study Team Member Ot.erwtr 10rma Filled 

No. Name No. N .. No. N .... 

17 r...y Observer 2 To C olleot Patient 
Information tor 

11 Mec110al Ottioer 

1, Myeon Ph)'aioian 40 Manitorins of Clinical 
Part 

I 

To ... l.t Study Te. 61 Maternal Care Record 
Member 11 

62 Child Care Reoord 

6, Family Plann1ns Reoord 

18 Dentist (New) 'ZT Dentist 40 Monitorins ot Clinioal 
Procedure. 

19 Mr C. Showman 'ZT Denti.t JO Aot! vi t7 Reoord 
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Addendum 
7 June 1977 

Addendum 
to 

Protocol for the Study of Basic Health Services 
in Yong-in Gun, Gyeonggi Province 

Second Draft, 10 November 1977 

The Protocol for the Operations Research Study specifies in detail the 
survey design and procedures for the situational analysis phase of the study 
but these were left open for the test run evaluation phase since the 
solution(s) chosen determine the design and procedures. In this addendum 
the survey design and procedures are described and given against relevant 
sections of the original protocol. 

4.3 Testing of chosen solutions: Test-run 

Following the situation analysis, problems were formulated, areas of 
intervention for further improving the health services operations 
identified, and several technically valid, operationally feasible and 
service wise effective and efficient solutions were developed. Given the 
criteria and constraints, the steering committee decided on a solution for 
testing in a real-life situation. Manuals were modified, or prepared, where 
necessary, and requisites for the test run were identified, and activities 
scheduled. 

The solution to be tested can be summarized as follows: 

(a) modification of functions of MHW to: 

- provide improved service delivery, and case finding on village 
visi ts 

- improve village participation in MHW village visits 

- provide first-aid and simple care as a first level worker. 

(b) provision of a myeon health subcentre director who will be 
responsible for: 

- administration of health services in the myeon 

- provision of medical and preventive services 

- supervision of the MHW 

(c) strengthening the medical care services at the Gun health centre, 
and modification of the supervisory functions of the He staff. 

(d) modification of gun office ES procedure facilities to provide 
more village ES activities. 
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At the gun level, this involved the following staff directly in te~ms 
of service delivery or indirectly in terms of provision of service support: 

Health Centre Director 
Chief Public Health Administrator 
Chief Preventive Medicine 
Chief Nursing Supervisor 
Nurse Supervisor 

(responsible for Idong and Naesa Myeons) 
Treatment Room Nursing Worker 
Laboratory Technician 
Tuberculosis Follow-up Worker 
Chief Sanitation Sub-section 
Sanitation Worker 1 
Sanitation Worker 2 

At the myeon level, the following staff were involved: 

Idong Myeon health subcentre: Director 
3 Myeon Health Workers 

Naesa Myeon health subcentre: Director 
3 Myeon Health Workers 

4.3.1 Test run area 

In view of limited time and resources available for the completion of 
the study, it was decided to implement the chosen solution in the two myeons 
that can be considered representative of the Yongin Gun using the same 
criteria as were used in the situation analysis, apart from the Health 
Centre and Gun office (for sanitary workers). The two myeons to be stu.jied 
and where the modified design will be implemented are Idong and Naesa with 
an estimated 1975 population of 9111 and 7324. 

4.3.2 Test run schedule 

In order to implement the chosen solution, i.e. the modified service 
delivery design embodied in the new operational manuals, the health staff of 
the two Myeon health subcentres and the Gun health centre and Gun sanitary 
workers will be retrained. 

A two week training programme will be carried out (9 May - 21 May). 
The training will be conducted by the OR core team assisted by the technical 
officer community nursing (Miss J.H. Woo) and the health centre director and 
nursing supervisors of the health centres. 

After the two week training period, full implementation of modified 
delivery system will commence in the test area. 

The modified design will operate from 22 May - 20 June and an 
evaluation of the operations will take place from 7-20 June. It is 
recognized that the duration of the test-run is short, but the over riding 
constraint being "time", this is the maximum possible, short of premat~re 
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termination of the study before completion. It is however felt that 
findings would bring out effect of modifications introduced. To summarize 
the schedule for test run will be: 

28 February 

1 April 

4 April-7 May 

9 - 21 May 

23 May - 4 June 

7 - 20 June 

21 - 30 June 

Draft interim report with solutions submitted to 
steering committee 

Choice of solution and decision for test run made 

Manuals prepared, translated and printed 

Staff trained for modified service delivery design 

Test run: modified service delivery design implnented 
Observers trained for test-run evaluation 

Test run: Evaluation 
Data collection, coding and punching 

Data processing and preparation of final report of OR 
study. 

5. PROCEDURE 

The test run evaluation is much more circumscribed and streamlined. 
The before /after comparison will be made in terms of time consumption and 
utilization pattern, and of a efficiency and effectiveness of service 
delivery and service support activities following introduction of changes in 
the system. The following observation forms are relevant and will be used: 

Current Observations 

Form 30: 
Form 40: 
Form 52: 

Activity Record 
Monitoring of clinic procedures 
Monitoring of external procedures 

Form 51 was not used to observe outside service staff/client 
interaction as it was found that in the situation analysis the technical 
content of these interactions was satisfactory. It was considered that it 
would be more valuable to observe such interactions, in relation to 
effectiveness of external visits, with form 52. 

Form 30 and form 52 were modified to record the most important form 
used by the health staff during an activity. 

Retrospective Data: 

Form 64: 
Form 65: 
Form 66: 

Record of medical care attendances 
Record of immunizations 
Record of notifiable diseases 

I I 
II , , 

t\ ! 

II 
II 
!I 
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Forms 61 - Maternal Care Record, 62 - Child Care Record and 63 - Family 
Planning Record over not used due to the short duration of the 
implementation period. 

The assignment of observers during the test-run evaluation is given in 
Annex A. 

The procedure manual used in the situation analysis will be modified 
and is attached as Annex 3/test-run. 

Coding scheme used in the situation analysis will be retained as such 
but will be amended to cater to additional codes required for observing the 
modified service design operations. 

6. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 

Tabulations will be the same as those for situation analysis but will 
be restricted to forms 30, 40 and 52. Findings from these forms apart from 
those from forms 64, 65, 66 will be completed with those from the situation 
analysis. 

7. TIME SCHEDULE 

Following the delay in the choice of a solution for test run, the study 
will be completed by 30 June 1977. 
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SCHEDULE OF OBSERVA TIONS, PHASE 2, OPERATIONS RESEARCH S TVDY 

GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT, REPUBUC OF KOREA 

7 • 20 JUNE 1977 

WEEK 1 (7 - 13 June) WEEK 2 (14 - 20 June) 

OBSERVER OBSERVEE OBSERVER OBSERVEE 
No. Name No. Name/Title No. Name No. Name/Title 
01 .leo Jae Kwan 01 Health Centre 03 Kim Su Shin 02 SCD, Idoog 

Director 

02 Lee Bu II 02 SCD, Idon 02 Lee Bu II 01 Health Cent~e 

Director 

03 Cho Chul Yeong 03 SCD, Naesa 01 Seo Jae Kwan 03 SCD, Naesa 

04 Woo Jeong He 04 Chief Nursing 04 Woo Jeong He 10 Song Dong He eN> 
Supervisor 

05 Kim Yun He 05 Nursing Supervisor 05 Kim Yun He II Han In Seon (N) 

06 Kim Mi Hyang 06 Trearment Room 06 Kim Mi Hyaog 12 Yu Myeong Sun (N) 
Nursing Worker 

07 Lee Kyu Yeong 07 Kim Sun He (1) 0'7 Lee Kyu Yeong 04 Chief Nursing 

Supervisor 

08 Oh Seung Seon 08 Kim Yeong Suk (1) 08 Oh Seung Seon 05 Nursing Supervisor 

09 Paek Seung He 09 Park Sun Yang 09 Paek Seung He 06 Treatment Room 

Nursing Wor.<er 

10 .. hn Deck Sun 10 Son Bong He (N) 10 Ahn Deok Sun 07 Kim Sun He (I) 

11 <Ian Seong Ee II Ha n In Seon (N) 11 Han Seong Ee 08 Kim Yeong Suk (1) 

12 Shin Sang Suk 12 Yu Myeong Sun (N) 12 Shin Sang Suk 09 Park Sun Ya!1g (I) 

13 Kim Ju Yeong 13 Chief. Sanitation 13 Kim Iu Yeong 15 Sanitation Worker 
Sub-Section 

14 Park Weon Seon 14 Sanitation Worker (1) 14 Park Weon Seon 13 Chief, Sanitation 

Sub-Cection 

15 <im Hyeong Cheo1 15 Sanitation Worker (2) 15 Kim Hyeong Cheol 14 Sanitation Worker (1) 

16 ·lom Jong Ho 16 Chief, PM Sub-section 16 Eom long Ho 19 Chief, PHA 

Chief Sub-section 

17 1. McDevitt 17 Laboratory 17 J. McDevitt 17 Laboratory 
Technician Technician 

18 S. PlOetz 18 Tuberculosis 18 S. Ploetz 18 Tuberc ulosis 
Follow-up Worker Follow-up Worker 

I I 

I 

I I , , 

I I 
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PROCEDURE MANUAL 
FOR TEST RUN EVALUATION 

ANNEX B/Test run 

For the purpose of the study and the collection of information, thf: 
following forms have been developed: 

Form 30: 
Form 40: 
Form 52: 

Activity Record 
Monitoring of Clinic procedures 
Monitoring of External Work Procedures 

This manual deals with procedure to be adopted in collecting and coding 
information. It is expected that the Team Leader of the Core Team will be 
responsible for interpreting and clarifying the usage of the various terms. 

PART I: PROCEDURES FOR FILLING FORMS 

The following instructions are intended to guide the members of the 
Operations Research Team in the completion of the forms designed 
specifically for the collection of information for the study. 

Form 30 relates to health service staff members and their activities; 
Forms 40 and 52 relate to population-services interaction in clinic 
situations and through external work undertaken; forms 64, 65 and 66 relate 
to service rendered over a period of one month of the test run 
implementation and the required information is to be collected 
retrospectively from available records. 

The above specification code is used hereafter for the identification 
of the team members. (Annex A) 

Information on certain items is common to the majority of the forms. 
These items are: 

(a) Sheet: for forms 3D, 40 and 52, the sheets used are numbered 
consecutively, starting with the number 1 for each form for each 
day of collection; for each of Forms 64, 65 (and 65A) and 66 (and 
66A), one sheet only is used and this is numbered 1. 

(b) Myeon: Enter the name of the myeon from which the information is 
being collected. (NOTE: if the info.rma tion being collected 
relates to other than a myeon-level unit, enter not applicable) 

(c) Unit: Enter the title of the health unit from which and about 
which the information is being collected, or in which the 
observee is a staff member. 

(d) Observer: Enter the name of the individual from the Operations 
Research Team who is specifically assigned to observe and co:.lect 
the information. 
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(e) Date: Enter the date of observation or the date of collection of 
data. Except for forms designed for the collection of data 
retrospectively, start with a new sheet for each day of 
observation. In the case that several days are spent in the 
collection of information from available records, enter all dates 
on which information was collected. 

Unless particularly noted in respect to a specific form, the rest of 
the data is to be recorded in columns which bear numbers, and these numbers 
are used below in describing the kind of information which is to be reco~ded 
in the related column. 

All entries on the forms are to be made in 1nk: if an erroneous entry 
is made, it is to be crossed out and the correct entry then recorded. No 
ditto marks are to be placed on the forms. 
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Annex si"Test run 
(cont'd.) 

Forms 30, 40 and 52 

Forms 30, 40 and 52 are used for the collection of current data. For 
the smooth collection of data, the following procedures are followed: 

1. The observer reaches the unit to which he or she is assigned 
before 09.30 hours, Monday through Saturday of each week of 
observation. 

2. The observer ensures that his or her watch is running, and that 
it registers the correct time. 

3. The observer has with him or her the following materials: 

4. 

3.1 Clip board, ballpoint pens, a supply of blank sheets of 
paper, ruler, straight pins, etc. 

3.2 If relevant to the specific work of the particular 
observer, lists of the village in Idong, and Naesa Myeons 
and of the distances of these villages from the health 
centre and health sub-centres. 

3.3 A copy of the Field Operations Manual, or of the sections 
of same which pertain to the staff members to be observed. 

3.4 The sections (including coding) of the Operations Research 
"Procedure Manual" which pertain to the observation being 
undertaken at any particular time. 

3.5 Sufficient sheets of Form 30 and of Forms 40 or 52, as 
relevant to the activities of the individual being observed. 

The observer ensures that he or she is aware of the individual 
whom he or she is to observe on any particular day. 

5. The observer positions himself/herself in a place where the 
assigned staff member can be effectively observed, but which does 
not cause interference to the smooth flow of patients/clients. 

6. Before 09.30 hours daily, the first sheet of Form 30 is numbered, 
and the information is entered in respect to the columns in the 
top, horizontal row. 

7. From 09.30 hours, a start is made on entering activity 
information on Form 30. 

8. If the observer is unable to identify what the observee is doing 
by remaining in the place which he or she planned to utilize as 
his or her normal station, the observer must follow the obsorvee. 
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FORM 30: Activity Record 

This form relates to activities performed by different health staff on 
each day of the pertinent observation period. 

The Team Leader of the Core Team will be responsible for overall 
supervision and for the reliability of the data collected. 

This form will be filled out every day on the specified period of 
observation for each staff member of the Yong-in Gun Health Centre and the 
Sanitation Sub-Section of the Home Affairs Section (Yong-in Gun Office), and 
for the physicians and multi-purpose health workers of the Idong, Mohyeon 
and Weonsam health sub-centres. A blank copy of the form is used for the 
start of observations each morning of the specified period of observation 
for each staff member, and sheets used are numbered consecutively, starLing 
with number 1 each day. 

Each observer will be with his or her observee throughout the period of 
the observee's work day, the normal working hours being from 09.30 hours to 
17.30 hours Monday through Friday, and 09.30 hours to 13.00 hours on 
Saturday. The observer may sometimes find it necessary to continue his or 
her observations for some time past the normal end of a work day. 

NOTE: at the start of each day, the observer will ascertain from the 
observee if he or she (the staff member) has undertaken any activities of a 
population - health service interaction nature since 17.30 hours the 
previous day. If the answer is yes, enter this information on Form 30, 
assigning Serial No. 1 to the first activity described: describe each 
activity separately, and as completely as in the information recalled by the 
observee. Then, proceed to enter the current day's activities, assigning to 
the first of same the appropriate serial number. 

Column 1: 

Column 2: 

Column 3: 

Column 4: 

Column 5: 

Column 6: 

Myeon 

Unit: Enter the name of the specific unit (or sub-unit) in 
which the staff member (observee) is working. 

Title of staff member: Enter the title of the staff ml~ber 
as given in the Field Operations Manual. (NOTE: for the 
sanitation personnel, enter official titles). 

Serial number. 

Period of Activity - Started: Enter the exact time when 
the observee started a particular activity. 

Period of Activity - Ended: Enter the exact time when this 
partioular activity was completed. 

II 
I I 

~ i 
II 

" 
JI 
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Annu BTies t run 
(cont 'd. >. 

Period of Activity - Duration (Minutes): Enter, in minutes, 
the time spent on the particular activity. (This can be 
done at the end of the work day, if more convenient). 

Travel - form: Enter place (service unit, village, 
factory, etc.) from which travel commenced. 

Travel - To: Enter place (service unit, village, factory, 
etc.) where travel ended. 

10: Travel - Distance (KM): Enter, in kilometres, the distance 
-travelled. 

11: Travel-Mode: Enter principal mode of travel in this 
particular instance, the principal mode being defined as 
the one on which was spent the greatest proportion of the 
total time involved. 

NOTE: with the exception of a few minutes spent in walking, bicycling 
or biking - (for example, from house to house in a village - which time 
is not recorded) - all information in respect to travel is entered in 
Form 30. 

Column 

Column 

Column 

Column 

Column 

12: 

13: 

14: 

15: 

16: 

Location of Activity: Enter place where the activity takes 
place, including the names of both the institution and 
village, if appropriate. 

Location code: Leave blank 

Statement of Activity: Describe concisely but completely 
what is done by the observee. (In respect to 
immunizations, enter number given). 

Activity code: enter relevant code. 

Service name: Enter here the type of service performed if 
the activity is of an administrative, ancillary/supportive 
or miscellaneous nature, enter not applicable. 
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Annex B/Test run 
(cont'd.) 

Item 

Service 

Service 

Column 17: 

Column 18: 

Column 19: 

Information 

A. Health Care 
Medical care (include all morbid 
cases, minor surgery, injections, 
dressings, etc.) 

Maternal care 
Child care (Well child, pre-school, 

including immunization) 
Environmental sanitation 
Family planning 
School health (including 

immunization) 
Immunization (of other than pre-

school and school Children) 
Tuberculosis 
Other communicable diseases 
Other (medical, death and other 

legal certificate) 
Dental care 
Health Education 

B. Supportive Service 
Teaching of health personnel 
Supervision of health personnel 
Personnel management, including 

assessment of staff, personnel 
administration, etc. 

Logistics: requisition, procurement 
or distribution of supplies and 
equipment 

Liaison: with health/non-health agency 
(government, or non-government) 

Information system services 
(preparation of reports, checking 
of records, etc.) 

More than one type 
Other (specify) 
Not applicable/not available/not 

known 

Code 

wound 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 

16 

17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 

31 
32 

33 

34 

35 

36 
37 
38 

99 

Service code: Enter relevant code; if activity does not 
belong to a listed service, enter not applicable. 

Records and Reports - Form used enter the title of 
the most important form (used: if no form used, enter ~.) 

Records and Reports - Form Code: Enter code number 
(numbers) of the form (forms) noted in Column 18: if no 
form used, enter not applicable 
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FORM 40: Monitoring of Clinic Procedures 

-Annex :s"/Test-nin 
(cont I d.) 

This form relates to information on population - health service 
interaction in the clinic situation. Part I of the form consists of 
patient/client information and Part II is designed to record service 
interaction and performance. 

This form will be completed for all population - health service 
interactions in which the myeon physicians and multipurpose myeon health 
workers (of Idong, Mohyeon and Weonsam Myeons), and the following health 
centre personnel participate: Health centre Director, Medical Officer, 
Treatment Room Nursing Worker, and Dentist. 

The Core Team Leader will be responsible for the overall supervision of 
the collection of the data, and for their reliability. 

It is to be noted that both this form - Form 40 and Form 30 will be 
completed on the observees on each day of duty in the service unit during 
the period of observation. 

In regard to the completion of Form 40: the information will be 
collected from all patients/clients, on arrival in the unit or as soon as 
possible thereafter. 

Columns 
1 & 2: Enter as described for other forms, 

PART I: PATIENT/CLIENT INFORMATION 

Column 3: Serial Number 

Column 4: Date of Visit: Enter the date of observation. 

Column 5: Time arrived: Enter the exact time of the arrival of the 
patient/client at the service unit. 

Column 6: Name: Ascertain and enter the name of patient/client. 

Column 7: Age: Ascertain and enter the patient's age, as of his or 
her last birthday. 

Column 8: Sex: Enter the sex of the patient/client. 

Column 9: Village: Enter the name of the natural village in which 
the patient/client resides. 

Column 10: Distance (Km): Enter, in kilometres, the distance of 
the village from the service unit. 

Column 11: Sent/referred by: Ascertain if the patient/client was 
sent/referred to the service unit by someone: if the 
answer is in the affirmative, ascertain and enter the 
title of the individual; if he or she was not sent or 
referred, enter no one. 
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Column 12: 

Column 13: 

Column 14: 

Column 15: 

Columns 
16, 17, 18: 

Category of visit: 
client has visited 
as this visit) and 
be. 

Other unit visited: 
has been visited: 
if no, enter .!!£. 

Ascertain how many times the patient/ 
the service unit (for the same purpose 
enter first Or revisit, as the case may 

Ascertain if another health service 
if yes, enter the name of the unit visited: 

PUrpose of visit: Ascertain and enter the symptoms or health 
needs which have occasioned the visit to the unit. 

Duration (Days): if the individual is experiencing symptoms of 
illness, ascertain how long he Or she has had these symptoms 
and enter (in days). 

Type of Water Supply; Method of Excreta Disposal; Method 
of Refuse Disposal: Mentioning the types/methods listed 
below, ascertain the required information as far as the 
patient/client is concerned, and enter in the appropriate 
column. 

Type of water 
SupPly 

Method of Excreta 
Disposal 

Method of Refuse 
Disposal 

- Piped 
- Pumped 
- Covered Well 
- Uncovered Well 
- Spring 
- River 

PART II: SERVICE INFORMATION 

- Conventional 
Korean Latrine, 
with cover 

- Conventional 
Korean Latrine, 
without cover 

- Flush/semi-flush 
- Primitive type 
- Other 

- Open dumping 
- Burning 
- Burying 
- Compost 

:olumn 19 Time Service Started: Enter here the precise time when the 
service began. NOTE: Service starts when interaction between 
patient/client and service staff member begins. Service covers 
preparation (including retrieval of appropriate record forms); 
history taking; examination; measurement; the giving of drU£:s, 
immunization, injection and advice; preparation of referral and 
follow-up appOintment slips. 

Column 20: Title of Attendant: Enter the title of the technical staff 
member who renders the service to the patient/client. 

rask Performance: this consists of descriptions of the tasks actually 
)erformed by the technical staff member, to the sequence in which they were 

·,erformed, and the resulting findings and action. 
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Arui.ex Bil'est run 
(cont'd.) 

Column 21: Number: number the tasks performed in serial order. 
If task not performed, enter ~. 

Column 22: Task Performance: In each column, enter yes if task perforDled 
and make note of the specific task, as relevant; if task n(t 
performed, enter not done. 

Column 23: Task code: Leave blank. 

Column 24: What found or done: Opposite the different task performed: 
enter the findings; give type and content of education/advice 
afforded; note type and dosage of drugs injections or 
immunizations given; in conSUltation with the attendant, enter 
findings from examination which are of significance; make 
comment on type of referral/follow-up, if pertiment; etc., 
If task was not performed but should have been performed, make 
note that the omission was an error. If task not performeci 
was not necessary, enter not done. 

Column 25: Task performed - Relevant: Enter yes, or ~ in relation to 
purpose of the visit and to the action/findings of the 
preceding task performed; if task not performed; enter ~ 
done. 

Column 26: Task performed - Correct: In judging the correctness of the 
procedure, enter yes or~; if task not performed, enter not 
done. 

Column 27: Task performed - Adequate: Enter yes or no: if task not 
performed, enter not done. 

Columns 
28 - 33: 

Column 34: 

Reason for unsatisfactory performance: enter yes if the 
unsatisfactory performance can be related to inadequacies 
in respect to: Service time (Col. 28); Equipment (Col. 29); 
Drugs/Supplies (Col. 30); Training (Col. 31); Experience 
(Col. 32); Manual Provisions (Col. 33). If unsatisfactory 
performance not so related, enter no; if task not performed, 
enter not done in each column. 

Time Service Ended; 
interaction between 
staff member ended. 

Enter the precise time when the 
the patient/client and the service 

Column 35: Time Patient/Client Left; Enter the time when the patient/ 
client actually leaves the unit. 

Column 36: Duration of Service: Enter the number of minutes which 
were devoted to patient/service staff member interaction. 

Column 37: Duration of Visit: Enter the number of minutes between the 
time the patient/client entered and left the service unit. 
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Column 38: Progress since last contact: Describe the present situaticn 
in relation to the patient's last visit for the same purpo~e. 
If this is the patient's first visit for this purpose, enter 
not applicable. 

Column 39: Prognosis: On the basis of the diagnosis made by the health 
service attendant and on assessment of the severity and the 
degree of evolution of the condition, enter here the expected 
outcome. (For normal pregnancy, enter prognosis as being good; 
for abnormalities in pregnancy, assess the general prognosis and 
follow the usual classification; for immunizations, enter 
prognosis good with intervention for underlying cause). 

Column 40: Suggested Class: In terms of required staff competence, 
physical facilities and equipment and supplies, enter (as 
related to unit and staff) the most appropriate level of 
service that could deal satisfactorily with the presented 
condition. 

Unit Code 
I 

Staff 
On-the-job trained Village 
health worker 

Code 
Village Health Post 

Myeon Health Sub-centre 

Gun Health Centre 

Provincial Hospital 

Specialized/Teaching 
Hospital 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Myeon Health Worker 

Myeon Health Worker, with 
midwifery training 

Dentist 

Nurse 
Nurse-midwife 
Public Health Nurse 
SCD 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 
06 
07 
08 

Medical Officer 09 
Medical SpeCialist le' 
Unable to assess 

(including not applicable/ 
not available/not known) 00 

Code 202 would indicate a myeon health sub-centre worker; 
Codes 409 & 410 would indicate a provincial hospital specialist. 

Column 41: Modification of Condition: On the basis of the appropriateness 
and adequacy of the action taken by the health staff member, 
enter the possible outcome of the interaction between the 
patient's condition and the services rendered. 

Column 42: Reason for non-modification of condition: Enter reason (or 
reasons) noted below: 

I 
I I 
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Reason 

Inadequate service time 
Inadequate equipment 
Inadequate drugs/supplies 
Inadequate training 
Inadequate experience 
Inadequate manual provisions 
Inadequate transport 

AD$Ioex iTTeat run 
(cont'd .. .> 

If the condition is considered to have been modified, enter 
not applicable. 
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FORM 52: Monitoring of External Work Procedures II 

This form relates to activities performed by different health staff 
outside their usual service units. 

The Team Leader of the Core Team will be responsible for overall 
supervision, and for the reliability of the data collected. 

This form will be completed for all days, or part of days, when staff 
members undertake external work. 

It is to be noted that this form - Form 52 and - Form 30 will be 
completed on the observees on each day of any duty outside the service unit, 
during the period of observation. 

In regard to the completion of Form 52: the entering of information 
will commence immediately on arrival at the place where the first activity 
is to be performed and except for travel (which will be entered in Form 30), 
all activities - of a technical, administrative, ancillary/supportive or 
miscellaneous nature - will be entered on this form until such time as the 
staff member is back in his or her service unit. Observers are reminded 
that very short periods of time spent in travelling by foot, bicycle or 
motorbike are not to be recorded. For each staff interview with a patient 
or client a separate line of Form 52 should be completed. Thus for each 
home visit there may be several activities recorded because several patients 
will be seen. 

Column I 

Column 2 

Column 3 

Column 4 

Column 5 

Column 6 

Column 7 

Column 8 

Column 9 

Date: Enter the date of the observations. 

Unit: Enter the name of the specific unit (or sub-unit) in which 
the staff member (observee) is working. 

Title of Staff Member: For Health Centre Staff, enter the title 
as given in the Field Operations Manual; for sanitation 
personnel, enter official titles. 

Serial number. 

Place of Activity; Enter the name the village, and the office 
or institutions, if appropriate. 

Period of Activity - Started; Enter the precise time at which 
the particular activity was started. 

Period of Activity - Ended; Enter the precise time at which 
this activity was completed. 

Period of Activity - Duration (Minutes); Enter in minutes, the 
time spent on the particular activity. 

Purpose of Activity; The observer enters here the purpose of 
the visit to the particular office, institution, etc., as 
observed by him or her, not necessarily as stated by the service 
staff member. 

I 
II 

t I 
II 
II 

II 
" 
" 
" 
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AUla arrest nm 
(cont'd.) 

• ... _.- or _.-

Column 10: WHAT WAS DONE: Entered here is the actual activity as seen by 
the observer. 

Column 11: WHAT WAS FOUND; Enter here is the most significant findiOS, as 
stated/observed by the service staff member. 

Column 12: Activity same as planned: enter yes, if the activity performed 
was the one planned for this visit; enter no, if the performance 
did not match planning. 

Column 13: Expected outcome: consulting the observee in order to reach a 
decision (if desired), enter the possible outcome of the action 
taken by the staff member. 

Column 14: Further Action Planned: Enter particulars regarding further 
action planned, if any. Include mention (in days) of when 
follow-up action is planned to take place. If no follow-up 
planned, enter nil. 

Column 15: Interval (in days) since last contact: Enter the number of days 
since the last contact in respect to the activity planned for 
this visit; if this visit is the initial one in respect to the 
activity planned, enter first contact; if the activity performed 
differs from that planned, enter not relevant; if the time cf the 
interval not observable, enter not known. 

Column 16: Progress since last contact: Enter the situation in relation to 
the one observed previously, as ascertained throUih discreet 
questioning of the service staff member; if this visit is the 
initial one in respect to the activity planned, enter first 
contact; if the activity performed differs from that planned, 
enter not relevant. 

Column 17: Timing of Activity Relevant: Having observed the situation and 
the action taken by the service staft ... ber, enter yes if tta10S 
of activity is considered to be relevant; and enter no, if timing 
irrelevant. 

Column 18: Preparations for Activity Satisfactory: Enter yes, if considered 
that the staff member prepared thoroughly and completely for the 
visit; enter no, if preparations considered to be unsatisfactory; 
enter not relevant, if activity cal"l"ied out differed from that 
planned. 

Column 19: Tasks undertaken - Relevant: Enter yes, or ~ in relation to the 
purpose of the activity, and to what was 40ne and found. 

Column 20: Tasks undertaken - Correct: In Jud,ing the correctne •• of tbe 
procedure, enter yes or ~ 

Column 21: Tasks undertaken - Adequate: Enter yes or ~. 
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Column 22: Reason for irrelevant or unsatisfactory performance: In relation 
to the reasons for irrelevant or unsatisfactory performance 
listed below, enter the code number (code numbers) of the reason 
(reasons) in this particular instance; if performance was 
relevant and satisfactory, enter not applicable. 

Column 23: Form used: Enter the title of the most important form used. 
if no form used, enter nil. 

Column 24: Form code: Enter code number (numbers) of the form (forms) 
noted in Column 23; if no form used, enter not applicable. 

Column 25: Form Used to Record Informations: Enter the title (titles) 
of the form (forms) used to record information; if no form 
used, enter nil. 

Column 26: Form code: Enter code nUmber (numbers) of the form (forms) 
noted in Column 25; if no form used, enter not applicable. 



Period 
13 October -
3 November 1976 

8 November -
13 November 1976 

15 November -
18 December 1976 

27 December -
5 February 1976 

7 February -
4 March 1977 

7 March -
2 April 1977 

4 April -
7 May 1977 

9 May -
21 May 1977 

23 May -
4 June 1977 

7 June -
20 June 1977 

20 June -
30 June 1977 
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Appendix 2 

SCHEDULE OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

Duration 
3 weeks 

1 week 

5 weeks 

6 weeks 

4 weeks 

4 weeks 

5 weeks 

2 weeks 

2 weeks 

2 weeks 

2 weeks 

Activity 
preparation of protocol 
for study 

training of investi
gators for situation 
analysis 

situation analysis 

coding and punching of 
data 

data processing and 
analysis; preparation 
of interim report 
(problem identification) 

solution chosen modified 
system defined 

manuals prepared, 
translated and printed 

Output 
OR study protocol 

field 
investigators 
trained 

situation analysis 
data 

data ready for 
computer processing 

interim report with 
alternative 
solutions 

modified servine 
delivery design 

manuals for 
modified service 
delivery design 

staff trained for staff trained 
modified service 
delivery design in test 
run area 

test run and training 
of field investigators 

test run evaluation, 
data collection, 
coding and punching 

data processing 
preparation of final 
report 

modified serv:.ce 
delivery design 
implemented and 
field 
investigators 
trained 

test run 
evaluation data 

final report 
of OR study 
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APPENDIX 3 

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS TABLES 
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TABULATIONS FOR SITUATION ANALYSIS 

Enclosed Tables SA 1 - 105 relate to data collected during Situation 
Analysis phase utilizing different recording forms. Procedure for collection 
of data are given in the Protocol for Study of Basic Health Services in 
Yong-in Gun, Gyeonggi Province. Additional procedural details wherever 
necessary are given along with the tables related to a particular form. 

Tables were serially numbered and grouping of Tables by different 
forms is given below: 

Form Tables 

10 SA 1, 2 

20 SA 3 - 8 

30 SA 9 - 20 

40 SA 21 - 56 

Sl SA 57 - 68 

52 SA 69 - 109 

61 SA 110 - 121 

62 SA 122 - 137 

63 SA 138 - lS3 

64 SA 154 

II 

" 

II 
II 
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ADDITIONAL PROCEDURAL DETAILS FOR DATA COLLECTION 

1. Form 10: Staff Information 

This data was directly collected from a staff member of the public 
health administrative sub-section of the health centre. 

The data collected covers all services staff of the health centre, the 
sanitation sub-section of the Home Affairs Section of the Gun Office and 11 
myeon health sub-centres. 

The actual collection of the data was completed over a period of 20 
days in October 1976. 

The specific information about the Health Centre Director was not 
collected, because the post was vacated during the period of the situational 
analysis. 

The driver and messenger boy of the Health Centre were not included, on 
the basis of their not involved in the delivery directly services to tho 
population. 



TABLE SA 1 

KOREA G>;NErtn '"::.AtTH SERVICES DEVELOrlT.'! !,~0::~ 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

AVERAGE STAFF COST (IN, \~ON) PER WORKING DAY AND PER CALENDAR DAY 
BY CATEGORY OF STAFF AND PROPORTIONATE ANNUAL SHARE OF COST BY AGENCY 1976 

COST IN \;QN PROPORTIONATE ANNUAL SHARE OF COST IN WON 

UNIT TIME CENTRAL PROVINCIAL GUN 
Per Working Day Per Calendar Day GOVERNMENT GOVE~NT GOVERNMENT 

("nUo" (MOHA (!-IOHA) 

Health Centre Director, Health Centre 11567 8493 - - 3,100,000 

Chief, Public Health 
Administration 5373 3945 - - 1,440,000 

Public Health Supervisor 2555 1876 342,400 - 342,400 

Local Public Health 
Technician (P.H.A.) 2701 1984 - - 724,000 

Chief, Preventive Medicine 4328 3178 - - 1,160,000 

Local Public Health 
Technician (P.M.) 3448 2532 - - 924,000 

Pharmaceutical Affairs 
Supervisor 2627 1929 352,000 352,000 

Medical Officer (H.C.) 8955 6575 2,400,000 

Dentist 8955 6575 - 264,000 2,136,000 

Chief Nursing Supervisor 3780 2775 - - 1,013,000 

Nursing Supervisor (3) 3183 2337 869,400 - 1,689,400 

Treatment RoOffi Nursing 
Worker 3137 2304 420,400 - 420,400 

Tuberculosis Control 
Follow-up Worker 3121 2292 418,200 - 418,200 

X-ray Technician 3993 2932 - - 1,070,000 ... . --

NOTE: Figures in brackets refer to number of staff members. 

! 

I 

I 

! 

I 
I 

I 

I 

.... 
o .... 



TABLE SA 1 (continued) 

KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

AVERAGE STAFF COST (IN WON) PER WORKING DAY AND PER CALENDAR DAY 

BY CATEGORY OF STAFF AND PROPORTIONATE ANNUAL SHARE OF COST BY AGENCY 1976 

COST IN WON PROPORTIONATE ANNUAL SHARE OF COST IN WON 1 

UNIT TIME Per Working Da) 
PROVINCIAL GUN 

Per Calendar Day CENTRAL GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT 
'filVE~.w:NT (MOHA) (MOilA) 

MOHSA 

Health Myeon Physician (10) 1881 1381 - 554,400 4,485.600 

Sub-Centre 
Multipurpose Myeon 

Health Worker (33) 2587 1900 11,441,200 - 11,441,200 

Gun Office Chief, Sanitation 
Sub-Section 3658 2686 - - 980,400 

Sanitation Worker (2) 2759 2026 353,200 - 1,125,700 

Health Centre 62522 45908 2,402,400 264,000 17 ,189 ,400 

Health Sub-
Centre 104181 76510 11,441,200 554,400 15,926,800 

Gun Office 9176 6738 353,200 - 2,106,100 

Gun Health System 175879 129156 14,196,800 818,400 35,222,300 

NOTE: Figures in brackets refer to number of staff members. 

~ ... 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL STAFF COST (IN WON) PER WORKING DAY 

OF GUN HEALTH CENTRE AND MYEON HEALTH SUB CENTRES BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABIE SA 2 

ACTIVITY CATEGORY TOTAL ,~J~~ ~~,ST PER WO Y 
VALUE PERCENTAGE 

(In Won) 

Administrative 16 821 10 

Technical 30 376 17 

Ancillary and Supportive 29 942 17 

Miscellaneous: 

Service related 22 829 13 

Slack time 54 040 31 

Official free time 21 586 12 

TOTAL 176 031 100 

1 

, 
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ADDITIONAL PROCEDURAL DETAILS FOR DATA COLLECTION 

2. Form 20: Inventory of Equipment 

This form was designed to collect data on the equipment available at 
the health centre and three sub-centres involved in the situational analysis. 

The form provides data on the quantity and serviceability of the 
equipment and action taken at the sub-centre and health centre to remedy any 
deficiencies noted by the observer filling the form. 

The data was obtained as follows: 

i) Standard list of equipment for each unit and sub-unit to be observed 
were prepared. These standard lists were entered on copies of form 20 
before observations started. Each item of equipment was allotted a code 
number and this coded list of equipment incorporated into the coding scheme 
(during the actual observation, if additional items of equipment were fermed 
and considered desirable, these items were added to the coded list 
subsequently and the coding scheme modified accordingly). 

ii) Before observations started, sets of form 20 were prepared for each 
unit and submitted with the standard lists of equipment and code number 
entered into the appropriate columns. 

Thus there were sets of form 20 for: 

Health Centre: Administrative Office 
Treatment Room 
Dental Room 
TB Control Workers Room 
X-ray Room 

Myeon Sub-centres: Myeon Health Workers Room 
Myeon Physicians Room 

iii) Observations were carried out on the following dates: 

Idong Myeon Subcentre: 17 November 1976 
Weonsam Myeon Subcentre: 25 November 1976 
Mohyon Myeon Subcentre: 7 December 1976 
Gun Health Centre: 23 November 1976 

iv) When all the observations were completed all items observed were 
allotted a serial number. A total of 745 items were observed. 

The forms were coded, scrutinized and data prepared for processing by 
computer. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1976 

TABLE SA 3 NUMBER AND PERCEm'AGE OF EQUIPMEm' BY INVENTORY STATUS 

EQUIPMENT 

INVENTORY STATUS HEALTH CENTRES MYEON SUBCENTRES 

No. % No. % 

1.dequate 169 80 355 86 

,~ot Adequate 41 20 58 14 

lota1 210 100 413 100 

Not Included 35 - 87 -
1-.. 

TAl3LE SA 4 NUMBER AND PERCEm'AGE OF EQUIPMEm' BY CONDITION 

EQUIPMENT 

CONDITION HEALTH CENTRES MYEON SUBCENTRES 

No. % No. % 

Functioning 
Satisf ac tori1y 168 80 349 79 

Ilaintenance Required 1 1 8 2 

Uinor Repair Need 3 2 5 1 

i'1aj or Repair Need 2 1 2 1 

To be Discarded 2 1 2 1 

Not Supplied 33 16 62 14 

Missing 1 1 11 3 

'":ota1 210 100* 439* 100* 

Hot Included 61 -
.'< 

Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT. NOYEMBER/DECEHBER 1976 

TA3LE SA 5 ACTION TAKEN BY MYEON SUBCENTRES AND BY HEALTH CENTRE ON 
EQUIPMENT WITH INADEQUATE INVENTORY OR IN UNSATISFACTORY 
CONDITION AVAILABLE AT THE MYEON SUBCENTRE 

EgUIPMENT 

ACTION MYEON SUB CENTRE HEALTH 
No. % No. ! 

Action Taken 8 13 1 13 

~o Specific Action 33 52 3 38 

1\0 Action 23 36 4 50 

Total 64 100 8 100-

Not Included 436 - 492 -
* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 

T"BL£ SA 6 ACTION TAKEN BY HEALTH CENTRE ON EQUIPMENT WITH INADEQUATE 
INVENTORY OR IN UNSATISFACTORY CONDITION AVAILABLE AT THE 
HEALTH CENTRE 

-.- ,. 

EQUIPMENT 

ACTION HEALTH CENTRE 

No. % 

lction Taken 4 11 

1\0 Specific Action 19 53 

No Action 13 36 

Total 36 100 

Not Included 209 

-' .. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT. NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1976 

SA 7 TIMING OF ACTION TAKEN BY KYEON SUBCENTRE AND BY HEALTH CENTRE 
ON EQUIPMENT WITH INADEQUATE INVENTalY OF IN UNSATISFACTORY 
CONDITION AVAILABLE AT THE KYEON SUBCENTRE 

EQUIPMENT 

TIMING MYEON SUB CENTRE HRAT'rl-l CENTRR 

No. % No. % 

Timing Appropriate 8 89 1 100 

Tining not 
Appropriate 1 11 (} a 

Total 9 100 1 100 
.' . 

Not Included 491 - 499 -

TAlLE SA 8 TIMING OF ACTION TAKEN ON EQUIPMENT WITH INADEQUATE INVENTORY 
STATUS OR UNSATISFACTalY CONDITION AVAILABLE AT THE HEALTH CENTRE 

. 
EQUIPMENT -

I 

TIMING HEALTH CENTRE 

No. % 

T~ming Appropriate 4 100 

Timing Not 
Appropriate a a 

Total 4 100 

Not Included 241 -
'--



KOREA GENERAL HE~ERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RE<;~A_"()"H <:TUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 9 

CATEGORY OF PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME BY CATEGORY OF ACTIVITY 
STAFF 

ADMINI- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 
STRATIVE CAL +SUPPORTIVE SERVICE SLACK OFFICIAL 

UI1ITED TIME FREE TIME 

Director Health 
Centre INCUMB NT TRANSFE RED DURING SI luATIONAl ANALYSI 

Chief Public 
Health Admin. 42.4 1.1 11. 7 9.8 24.2 11.1 

Public Health 
Supervisor 77.5 - 9.9 3.8 4.2 4.7 

Local Public Health 
Technician (PHA) 14.1 38.0 2.5 1.8 33.0 10.7 

Chief Preventive 
Medicine 19.7 - 28.4 28.6 15.0 8.2 

Local Public Health 
Technician (PM) 21.9 - 24.4 35.8 12.0 6.0 

Pharmaceu tical 
Affairs 
Supervisor 29.0 - 25.8 21.8 13.6 9.7 

TOTAL 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

i 

I 

I • 

~ 
\D 



TABLE SA 10 

CATEGORY OF 
STAFF 

Medical Officer 

Myeon Physician 

Dentist 

* 

KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE n~~~RIBUTION OF OBSF.RV~D S~AFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - IS DECEMBER 1976) 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TU1E BY CATEGORY OF ACTIVITY 

ADMINI- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 
STRATIVE CAL +SM'PDlllrI II ~ 

SERVICE SLACK OFFICIAL 
RELATED TIME FREE TIME 

0.4 19.1 5.1 0.1 63.6 11.S 

1.S 21.3 3.9 6.3 56.3 10.3 

5.2 20.7 13. S 6.S 36.2 17.4 

Due to rounding off errors, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 

TOTAL* 

100 

100 

100 

-

I 

N 
~ 
o 



* 

KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 11 

CATEGORY OF PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME BY CATEGORY OF ACTIVITY 

STAFF 
ADMIN 1- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELlANEOUS 

STRATIVE CAL + SUPPORTIVE SERVICE SLACK PFFICIAL 
RELATED TIME !FREE TIME 

('" 

Chief Nursing 
~ 

Supervisor 12.2 18.6 32.2 8.8 15.5 .12.8 

Nursing Supervisor 15.4 6.9 23.6 20.3 21.2 12.6 

, .. , ... 

Treatment Room 
Nursing Worker 4.4 27.9 6.4 9.5 42.6 9.1 

Multipurpose Myeon 
Health Worker 5.6 17.4 20.9 14.0 28.8 13.3 

Due to rounding off err01llf, "total" is not the sum of individUal percentages 

TOTAL* 

100 

100 

100 

100 
<. 

, 

, 

I 

I 

...., 
I-' 
I-' 



KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEA::'CII STt!~Y 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 12 

CATEGORY OF PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME BY CATEGORY OF ACTIVITY 
STAFF 

ADMIN 1- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 
STRAT~J£ CAL +SUPPORTIVE 

SERVICE SLACK joFFICIAL 
RELATED TIME FREE TIME 

CHIEF, SANITATION 
SUB-SECTION 11.4 30.6 9.5 35.4 3.6 9.4 

SANITATION WORKER 24.9 30.5 9.5 18.3 5.6 11.1 

* Due to rounding off errors, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 

TOTAL 

100 

100 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATJO~S RRSEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 13 

CATEGORY OF PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME BY CATEGORY OF ACTIVITY 
STAFF 

ADMINI- TECHNICAL ANCILLARY MISECELLANEOUS 
STRATIVE \... ~--'- +~u ..... u- SERVICE SLACK OFFICIAL 

RELATED TIME FREE TIME 

Tube rculos is 
Control Follow-up 

Worker 2.2 28.6 29.7 4.8 23.3 11.6 

. X-ray Technician 6.5 31.2 12.4 8.3 27.4 14.2 

. 

TOTAL 

100 

100 
I 

N 
I-' 
W 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DIST:.uD:":TIO~! OF OBSERVED STt.FY T!:H!:: BY ACTIVITY CATECORY .'liD LOCnION 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 14 

CATEGORY OF LOCATION PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 
STAFF ADMINI- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 

STRATIVE CAL AND SERVICE SLADe OFFICIAL 
SUPPORTIVE RELATED TIME FREE TIME 

HEALTH CENTRE INSIDE OF UNIT . 
DIRECTOR INCUMBENT TRANSFERRED DURING SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 

OUTSIDE OF UNIT 

CHIEF INSIDE OF UNIT 58 - 42 - - -
PUBLIC HEALTH OUTSIDE OF UNIT 4 37 59 
AT1MTNT~TRATION - - -
PUBLIC HEALTH INSIDE OF UNIT 86 - 12 2 - -
SUPERVISOR OUTSIDE OF UNIT 81 - - 19 - -
LOCAL PUBLIC 
HEALTH INSIDE OF UNIT 25 70 5 - - -
TECHNICIAN 
(AI»l:IN. ) OUTSIDE OF UNIT - - - 100 - -
CHIEF 
PREVENTIVE INSIDE OF UNIT 58 - 42 - - -
MEDICINE OUTSIDE OF UNIT JL - 17 ')Q - -
LOCAL PUBLIC INSIDE OF UNIT 25 69 6 HEALTH - - -
TECHNICIAN OUTSIDE OF UNIT 55 45 (PREV. MED.) - - - -
PHARMACEUTICAL INSIDE OF UNIT 30 57 13 - - -AFFAIRS 
SUPERVISOR OUTSIDE OF UNIT 52 48 - - - -

~.~ 

TOTAL 

100 

100 

100 
100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 
. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONb ~~~KLa STu~Y 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY AND LOCATION 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION 15 NOVEMBER - 18.DiCiMBEkc1976) 

TAmE SA 15 

CATEGORY OF LOCATION PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 

STAFF ADMINI- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 

STRATIVE CAL AND SERVICE SLACK OFFICIAL 
SUPPORTIVE RELATED TIME FREE TIME 

MEDICAL OFFICER INSIDE OF UNIT 2.0 88.0 10.0 0.3 - -

OUTSIDE OF UNIT - - 100.0 - - -
MYEON INSIDE OF UNIT 2.0 76.0 15.0 6.8 - -

PHYSICIAN OUTSIDE OF UNIT 15.0 34.0 1.0 49.5 - -
DENTIST INSIDE OF UNIT 11.0 45.0 30.0 14.6 - -

OUTS IDE OF UNIT - - - - - -
- ---- -

.- - ---

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 

TOTAL 

100· 

100 

* 100 
100
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100" 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY AND LOCATION 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABlE SA 16 

CATEGORY OF LOCATION PERCENTAGE DIST_RIBUTION OF STAFF TIM! BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 
STAFF 

ADMINI- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 
STRATIVE CAL AND SERViDCE SLACK OFFICIAL SUPPORTIVE REIATED TIME FREE TIME 

CHIEF NURSING INSIDE OF UNIT 28 11 57 4 - -
SUPERVISOR 

OUTSIDE OF UNIT 9 37 36 18 - -
NURSING INSIDE OF UNIT 66 4 29 1 - -

SUPERVISOR . 
OUTSIDE OF UNIT 1 14 41 44 - -

TREATMENT ROOM INSIDE OF UNIT 9 59 14 18 - -
NURSING WORKE 

OUTSIDE OF UNIT - - - - - -
MULTIPURPOSE INSIDE OF UNIT 

MYEON HEALTH 
15 17 59 • - -

WORKER OUTSIDE OF UNIT 4 43 14 39 - -
----

___ L. __ 

TOTAL 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

-
100 

100 

N ..... 
0-



KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATION~ Kh~i~CH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY AND LOCATION 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 17 

CATEGORY OF LOCATION PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 
STAFF 

ADMINI- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 

STRATIVE CAL AND 
ml!i, SLACK OFFICIAL 

SUPPORTIVE TIME FREE TIME 

CHIEF, GUN OFFICE 38 36 22 4 - -
SANITATION 

OUTSIDE 1 36 5 58 - -
SUB-SECTION GUN OFFICE 

SANITATION GUN OFFICE 46 34 17 3 - -
WORKER 

OUTSIDE 4 46 2 48 - -
GUN OFFICE 

. L.... - - -

TOTAL 

100 

100 

100 

100 

t 

N .... ... 



TABlE 

CATEGORY OF 
STAFF 

TUBERCULOSIS 
CONTROL 
FOLLOW-UP 
WORKER 

X-RAY 
TECHNICIAN 

KOREA GENERAL HEALTH S~RVICES Divii...0i'~·;:r;i;T PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY AND LOCATION 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 18 

LOCATION 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY 

ADMINI- TECHNI- ANCILLARY MISCELLANEOUS 

STRATIVE CAL AND SERVICE SLACK OFFICIAL 
SUPPORTIVE RELATED TIME FREE TIME 

INSIDE OF UNIT 3 44 46 7 - -

OUTSIDE OF UNIT - - - 100 - -

INSIDE OF UNIT 11 55 21 13 - -

OUTSIDE OF UNIT - - 27 73 - -

TOTAL 

100 

100 

100 

100 

I 

IV 
I-' 
(lO 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENl' PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY 
LOCATION OF ACTIVITY PERFORMED 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1916) 

SA 19 

CATEGORY OF 
PERCENTAGE OF STAFF TIME BY LOCATION 

STAFF INSIDE OUTSIDE 
NOT 

APPLICABLE 

Health Centre 

TOTAL 

Director Incumbent Transferred During Situational Analysis 

Chief, Public 
Health 
Administration 45 20 35 100 

Public Health 
Supervisor RO 11 9 100 

Local PublIc 
Health 
Technician 
(P.H.A. ) ')4 ? 44 100 

Chief, 
Preventive 
Medicine V In 21 100 

Local Public 
Health 
Technician 
(Prev. Med.) ~5 24 41 100 

Pharmaceutical 
Affairs 
Supervisor 45 30 25 100 

Health Centre 
Medical Officer 22 3 15 100 

Myeon Physician 24 9 61 "100 

Dentist }~6 5J~ 100 

Chief Nurse 
Supervisor 31 41 28 100 

Nurse Supervisor ?3 44 33 100 

Treatment Room 
NUrsing Worker 1~7 53 100 



TABLE 

CATEGORY OF 
STAFF 

SA 20 

Director,. Health 
Centre 

Chief, Public Health 
Administrator 

Public Health 
Supervisor 

Lo~ Public Health 
Technician 
(P .H. Admin.) 

Chief, Preventive 
Medicine 

Local Public Health 
Technician 
(Prev. Med.) 

Phal1ll8ceutic.al 

..... .. 
u 
.... '" "t:I ... 

'" .. ;o:u 

Affairs supervisorJ -

Medical Officer (H.C )12.1 

..... .. e 
'" QJ .. ... 
~J 

1. 

KOREA GENERAL HEALTII SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEAK~M STUO~ 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY SERVICE CATEGORY 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 
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TARlE SA 20 (Cont1nued) 

KOREA GE~ERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMEXT PROJECT 
OPERATIO~S RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRlBUTlOiI OF OBSERVED STAFF TI~!E BY SERVIC~ CATEGORY 
(CURREliT OBSERVATION: 15 t\OVE:'IBER - 18 DECE~!BER 1976) 
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ancillary to other health services. 

(2) Includes public relations, travel, messengerial actiVities, cleaning. official free tiffie and leave, unaccounted for time 
and personal affairs/business. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUHIlER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

.. : , 
TABLE SA 21 BY AGE (IN YEARS) 

AGE Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
(Years) 

Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeon Treatment Room 
Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

0 2 2 13 8 3 3 2 5 

1 7 6 8 5 5 5 3 7 

2-4 3 3 14 8 10 9 1 2 

5-9 8 7 21 12 1 2 

10-14 7 6 3 5 1 2 

15-24 21 19 21 12 17 15 4 9 

25-34 25 23 29 17 45 41 7 16 

35-44 11 10 21 12 23 21 13 30 

45-54 11 10 16 9 4 4 1 2 

55-96 15 14 18 11 4 4 10 23 

Total 110 100 169 100 III 100* 43 100 

!Not 

ITnrl11npn 0 3 3 0 

X=31. 36 X-26.20 X-29.86 X-26.16 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 

TABLE 40.2 SA 22 BY SEX 

Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 

SEX Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeon Treatment Room 
Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Male 63 57 106 62 22 19 19 44 
Female 47 43 66 38 92 81 24 56 

Total 110 100 172 100 114 100 43 10...Q. 
, 

Not 
Included 0 0 0 Jl 

• 



TABIE 

DISTANCE 
(KMS.) 

I) 

-
2-4 

5-9 

10-19 

20-96 

rota1 

Not 
Included 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 23 BY DISTANCE (IN KMS.) TRAVELLED TO HEALTH SERVICE UNIT 

Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 

Medical Myeon MUltipurpose Myeol Treatment Room 
Officer PhysiCian Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

7 6 46 27 12 11 3 7 

18 16 23 13 11 10 9 21 

21 19 83 48 62 54 12 28 

17 15 17 10 25 22 11 26 

31 28 1 1 4 4 4 9 

16 15 2 1 4 9 

110 100* 172 100 114 100* 43 100 

0 0 0 0 

X=9.32 X=3.43 X=6.64 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 

-
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 

SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 24 BY PERSON BY WHOM SENT OR REFERRED 

PERSON BY 
Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 

WHJM SENT Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeon Treatment Roon 
OR REFERRED Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Self 56 51 87 51 54 49 20 47 

Family member, 
fanily member 40 36 77 45 7 6 10 23 
anc self, 
nejghbour, 
friend 

Government 
health staff 2 2 3 2 47 43 2 5 
of same unit 

Government 
heal th staff 6 5 2 2 
of c·ther unit 

Non-
GOVf rnmental 1 1 1 1 8 19 
health staff 

Government 
officials 5 5 2 1 3 7 
other than 
heal \:h staff 

Other (specify) 

-
Total 110 .tOO 170 ~OO 110 100 43 100* 

Not Included 0 2 4 0 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE . SA 25 BY CATEDORY OF VISIT 

CATEGORY OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 

VISIT Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeon Treatment Ro,)m 
Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

First 80 73 104 60 37 33 7 16 

Revisit 30 27 68 40 76 67 36 34 

Total llO 100 172 100 ll3 100 43 100 

Not Included 0 0 1 0 

TAmE SA 26 BY OTHI!R HEALTH CEN'mE VISITED 

OTHER UNIT Number and percentage of Persons Seen by Different Slaff 
VISITED Medical Myeon MUltipurpose Myeo Treatmen t Room 

Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Village Health 
post 
Myeon Health 
Sub-Centre 2 2 9 5 3 3 1 2 

Gun Health 
Centre 1 1 5 3 2 2 

Provincial 
Hospital 3 2 2 5 

Specialized/ 
Teaching 4 2 
Hospital 

Herbal Clinic 1 1 1 1 3 7 

Pharmacist 24 22 23 14 2 2 7 17 

Private 
Doctor 8 7 11 6 4 4 4 10 

Private Hospital 5 5 1 1 7 17 

Self-Medication 
Nnnp 69 63 113 66 lQ2 911 17 41 

Total 110 100* t<-70 00 113 100* 41 100* 
Not Included 0 2 1 2 

Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentage 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 

SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 27 BY PlIRPOSli: OF VISIT 

PURPOSE OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
VISIT .-

Medical Myeon MUltipurpose Myem Treatment RoOll'_ 
Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. 
-

% No. % 

Medical 
, Certificate/ 
, Check-Up 23 21 8 5 , -: Pre-natal 4 2 31 311 
: Consultation 

Post-natal 
Consultation 1 1 , 

Family 
Planning 3 2 32 28 2 5 

Well Baby 3 3 

Immunization 1 1 1 1 15 13 2 5 

Urinary 
Disorder 1 1 

GenUal 
lDisorder 2 2 14 8 3 3 

~ntestinal 
~isorder 8 7 21 12 2 5 

~uberculosis 24 22 15 9 22 19 23 53 

pitber Respira-
~ory Disorders 27 25 24 14 2 2 9 21 

~eart or 
~irculatory 
Disorder 2 1 1 1 

tlkin Disorder 3 3 14 8 

~ar, Nose and 
It'hroat Disorder 4 4 1 1 

~ye Disorder 1 1 4 2 

eurologieal 
isorder 3 3 4 2 2 5 

sychie 
isorder 

peneral WeaknesE 3 2 " 

~ever 2 1 
Psteomuseular P!l'-n7 6 8 5 1 2 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 27 BY PURPOSE OP VISIT (oontinued) 

PURPOSE OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 

VISIT Medical Myeon Multipurpose Mye Treatment ~ n 
Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worket 

No. 
. 

% No. % No. % No. % -:lai1ure to 
gain weightl 
ieeding 
problem 

Recent injury 
or bum 4 4 26 15 1 2 

After effects 
of injuriesl 
hums 5 3 

:iwe11ing. 
:~eneralized 1 1 

:,we 1 ling 
.localized 1 1 3 2 

Headache 1 1 1 2 

Loss of 
I.eight 

Menstrual 
Disorder 

Abnormal Lump 6 3 

Genta1 Problem 2 1 

Other (specify 

Total 110 100* 172 100* 114 100* 43 100 

Not Included 0 0 0 

* Due to rounding of f. "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTII SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 28 BY DURATION OF CONDITION ( IN DAYS) 

DURATION OF iNumber and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
CONDITION 

(DAYS) Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeon Treatment Room 
Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

1 2 3 14 9 1 1 

2 5 6 18 11 

3 5 6 22 14 2 5 

4-7 10 13 30 19 1 3 

8-15 14 18 22 14 1 1 7 18 

16-29 5 6 6 4 1 1 1 3 

30-59 9 11 12 7 6 9 6 16 

60-89 5 6 3 2 4 6 3 8 

90-119 4 5 2 1 3 4 4 11 

120-149 2 3 3 2 5 7 1 3 

150-179 1 1 4 2 5 7 3 8 

180-269 4 5 10 6 14 21 3 8 

270-996 13 16 14 9 27 40 7 18 

Total 79 100* 160 100 67 100* 38 100* 

Not Included 31 12 47 5 

X=60.J9 X=23.35 X=176.46 X=l05.00 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 



TABLE 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER M{D PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 29 BY TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD WATER SUPPLY 

TYPE OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
HOUSEHOLD Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeo~ Treatment Room 
WATER SUPPLY Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Piped 14 13 28 16 22 19 8 19 

Pumped 63 57 103 60 60 53 23 53 

Covered Well 5 5 7 4 1 2 

Uncovered Well 24 22 JO 18 31 27 11 26 

Spring 4 4 3 2 

River 0 0 0 0 

Total 110 100 171 100 113 100 43 100 

Not Included 0 1 1 0 

TABLE SA 30 fJY METHOD OF HOUSEHOLD EXCRETA DISPOSAL 

METHOD OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
HOUSEHOLD 

Medical Myeon Multipurpose ?1yeo Treatment Room EXCRETA _Oif· <,pr Ph"" ,,; ",n \L;u:, Lt:h t.l, _L 

DISPOSAL 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Conventional 
Korean 
Latrine, wi tt 
cover 13 12 25 15 6 5 5 12 

Conventional 
Korean 

. Latrine, witU-
out cover 95 86 134 78 103 91 35 81 

Flush/Semi-
Flush 1 1 5 3 2 2 1 2 

Primitive Typ~ 1 1 7 4 2 2 2 5 

Other (specif ) 

Total 110 100 171 100 113 lQ{t 43 -.l..O1l. 

Not Included 0 1 1 -.0.. 



TABLE 
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KOREA CENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMIiNT I'ROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 31 BY MEl'HOD OF HOUSEHOID REFUSE DISPOSAL 

METIIOD OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
REFUSE Medical Myeon Multipurpose Mye Treatment Room DISPOSAL n 

Officer Physician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Open dumping 39 35 22 13 12 11 15 35 

Burning 2 2 1 1 

Burying 5 5 4 2 1 1 

Compost 64 58 145 85 99 88 28 65 

Total 110 100 171 100 113 100* 43 100 

Not Included 0 1 1 0 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 



TABLE 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 32 BY DURATION OF SERVICE (IN MINUTES) 

DURATION OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
SERVICE 

Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeo Treatment Room 
(MINS.) Officer Physician Health Worker 1\1" .. ,,';", l.T~~"~~ 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

1 7 6 7 6 18 42 

2 13 12 12 7 8 7 4 9 

3 38 35 31 18 29 25 11 26 

4-7 17 15 30 17 24 21 3 7 

3-15 27 25 61 35 31 27 6 14 

16-29 8 7 29 17 14 12 1 2 

30-59 5 3 1 1 

60-89 1 1 

90-119 3 2 

120-149 

150-179 

180-269 

270-996 

Total 10 100 172 100 114 100* 43 100 
. 

Not Included 0 0 0 0 

X=6.47 X=12.56 X=7.86 X=2.50 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 33 BY OORATION OF VISIT (IN MINt1l'ES) 

DURATION OF Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
VISIT 

Medical Myeon MUltipurpose Myeot Treatment Room (HINS. ) 
Qff;" .. ,.. Ph ~4 '" -'J. .1~' .. ·' .. ~<> ..... I "v .. ~~ .. 

No. % No. % No. Z. Nn or 

1 

2 1 1 
3 4 4 9 5 10 q 3 7 
4-7 2 2 22 13 16 14 9 21 
8-15 13 12 34 20 40 35 12 28 
16-29 29 27 62 36 22 19 11 26 
30-59 44 41 34 20 23 20 7 16 
60-89 14 13 5 3 2 2 
90-119 2 2 5 3 1 2 
120-149 

150-179 

180-269 

270-996 

Total 108 100* 171 100 114 100 43 ~OO 

Not Included 2 1 0 0 

X=43.62 X=26.23 X=20.30 X=20.56 

* Uue to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 



TABLE 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 

SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 34 BY PROORESS SINCE LAST CONTACT 

PROGRESS Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
SINCE LAST 
CONTACT Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeon Treatmen t Room 

Officer Physician Health W"rk"r N",-c,; n. Wn,..h",.. 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Newly 
observed/ 
appeared 7 23 

Unsatisf actory 
development 5 17 19 28 7 9 4 11 

Satisf actory 
development 13 43 49 71 74 91 29 81 

Symptom/ 
condition 
disappeared 3 8 

Unable to 
assess 5 17 1 1 

Other (specify) 

Total 30 100 69 100 81 100 36 100 

Not Included 80 103 33 7 



TABLE 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARQI STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 35 BY PROGNOSIS 

PROGNOSIS Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 

Medical IMyeon 
Officer Physician Multipurpose Myeo Treatment Room 

H.,,,,lth Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Good 12 14 120 75 96 85 28 65 

Good with 
intervention 
for 
manifestation 
only 26 30 1 1 4 4 5 12 

Good with 
intervention 
for underlying 
cause 37 43 6 4 4 4 6 14 

Bad but 
'IIodif iab Ie 6 7 19 12 5 4 1 2 

Bad 2 2 12 7 1 1 

Uncertain 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 7 

Total 86 100 160 100 113 100* 43 100 

Not Included 24 12 1 0 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 



TABLE 
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KOREA CENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPHENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STIJDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAC8 O~· PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICES STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEHBER - 18 DECEHBER 1976) 

SA 36 BY SroGESTED CLASS 

SUGGESTED Number and Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 
CLASS 

Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeon Treatment Room 
Officer P~sician Health Worker Nursing Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Myeon Health 
Worker 8 7 17 10 92 81 
Nurse-Midwife 
at Myeon 
Health 
Sub-Centre 1 1 9 8 
Public Health 
Nurse at 
Myeon Health 
Sub-Centre 1 1 
Myeon 
PhysiCian 25 23 103 60 9 8 
Health Centre 
Dentist 2 1 

Health Centre 
Treatment Room 
Nursing Worker 1 1 32 74 

Health Centre 
Medical Officer 70 64 19 11 1 1 9 21 
Health Centre 
Medical 
Specialist 1 1 

Provincial 
Hospital 
Hedical Officer 1 1 
Provincial Hospi a1 
Medical Speciali~ t 4 4 21 12 1 1 1 2 
Teaching 
Hospital 
Medical 
Specialist 2 2 7 4 1 2 

Total ~OO ~OO* 71 00 114 100* 43 100 
Not Included 0 1 0 0 

'" Due to rounding off, "total" Is not the sum of individual percentages 



TABLE 
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KO\{!o:!\ CEN1';RAL IIEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OEPRATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMl1ER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 37 BY MODIFICATION OF CONDITION 

MODIFICATION 
Number and Percentage of Persons Seen bv r Lff .......... t-<:t- ,Ff OF 

CONDITION Medical Myeon ~u~f!lurpO'8 ~,~~ ~!~!~l3.~ ~ RQPlllrr Official ....fhy"" i an HeAl -

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Modified 73 89 125 79 102 92 37 86 
Not modified 8 10 32 20 7 6 2 5 
Doubtful 
modification 1 1 2 1 2 2 4 9 

Total 82 100 159 100 III 100 43 100 

Not Included 28 13 3 a 



TABLE 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 

SA 38 BY REASON FOR MODIFICATION 

REASON FOR Number and 
NON-

Percentage of Persons Seen by Different Staff 

HODIFICATlON Medical Myeon Multipurpose Myeo Treatmen t Room 
Officer Physician Health Worker Nursin~ Worker 

No. % No. % No. % No % 

Inadequate 
Service Time 2 6 

Inadequate 
Equipment 2 29 

Inadequate 
Drugs/Supplies 

Inadequate 
Training 2 29 31 89 S 83 1 lIDO 
Inadequate 
Experience 1 3 1 17 

Inadequate 
Manual 
Provisions 

Inadequate 
Transport 3 43 1 3 

Other (specify) 

Total 7 100* 3S 100* 6 100 1 100 

Not Included OJ 137 108 42 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentage 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST IlY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 39 BY AGE (IN YEARS) 

NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

AGE 
No. % 

0 

1 

2-4 

5-9 5 11 
10-14 

15-24 8 17 
25-34 8 17 
35-44 10 21 
45-54 6 13 
55-96 10 21 
Total 47 100 

Not Included 0 

X=41.l7 

TABLE SA 40 BY SEX 
;---

NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

SEX 

No. % 

Male 16 34 

Female 31 66 

Total 47 100 

Not Included 0 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMtlER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 41 BY DISTANCE (IN KMS.) TRAVELLED TO HEALTH CENTRE 

NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
DISTAl'JCE BY HEALTlL ~ENTRE DENTIST 

(Kms.) 
No. . % 

0 1 2 

1 1 2 

2-4 9 20 

5-9 11 25 

10-19 17 39 

20-96 5 11 

Total 44 100* 

Not Included 3 

X=12.95 

* Due to rounding off. "total: is not the sum of individual 
percentages. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DEHTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 42 BY PERSONS BY WHOM SENT OR REFERRED 

PERSON BY WHOM NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 

SENT OR REFERRED BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

No. % 

Self 19 41 

Family member, 
family member and self, 
neighbour, friend 16 35 

Government health 
staff of same un! t 3 7 

Government health 
staff of other unit 3 7 

Non-governmental 
health staff 

Government offiCial 
other than health 
staff 5 11 

Other (specify) 

TOTAL 46 100* 

Not Included 1 

* Due to rounding off, "total" i<; not the sum of individual 
percentages. 
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IWHEA (:I~NE RAL IIEi\LTII SIiRV I eES DEVELOPMENT I' RO,) Eel' 

OPERATIONS RESEARQ! STUDY 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 

BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 43 BY CATEGORY OF VISIT 

NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
CATEGORY OF BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

VISIT 
No. % 

First 33 70 

Revisit 14 30 

TOTAL 47 lflil~ 

Not Included 0 

TABLE SA 44 BY OTHER HEALTH CENl'RE VISITED 

OTHER UNIT 
NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

VISITED No. % 

Village Health Post 

Myeon Health Sub-Centre 

Provincial Hospital 

Specialized/Teaching 
Hospital 

Herbal Clinic 

Pharmacist 17 36 

Private Doctor 

Private Hospital 

Self-medication 

None 30 64 

TOTAL 47 100 

Not Included 0 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABIE SA 45 BY PURPOSE OF VISIT 

PURPOSE OF 
NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

VISIT 

No. % 

Dental problem 47 100 

TOTAL 47 100 

Not Included a 

TABIE SA 46 BY DURATION OF CONDITION ( IN DAYS) 

DURATION OF NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
CONDITION BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

(DAYS) 
No. % 

1 

2 2 5 

3 5 12 

4-7 9 21 

8-15 11 26 

16-29 1 2 

30-59 6 14 

60-89 1 2 

90-119 1 2 

120-149 

150-179 

180-269 1 2 

270-996 5 12 

TOTAL 42 100* 

Not Included 5 

X=16.00 days 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual 
percentages. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 47 BY T'iPE OF HOUSEHOLD WATER SUPPLY 

TYPE OF NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 

HOUSEHOLD BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

WATER SUPPLY 
No. % 

Piped 11 23 

Pumped 18 38 

Covered Well 4 9 

Uncovered Well 14 30 

Spring 

River 

TOTAL 47 100 

Not Included 0 

TABLE SA 48 BY ME'lHOD OF HOUSEHOLD EXCRETA DISPOSAL 

METHOD OF NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 

HOUSEHOLD BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

EXCRETA DISPOSAL No. % 

Conventional Korean 
Latrine, with cover 10 21 

Conventional Korean 
Latrine, without cover 34 72 

Flush/Semi-Flush 1 2 

P rimi tive Type 2 4 

Other (specify) 

.. -

TOTAL 47 100* 

Not Included 0 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual 
percentages. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 49 BY ME'lllOD OF HOUSEHOID REFUSE DISPOSAL 

METHOD OF NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
HOUSEHOLD BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 
REFUSE DISPOSAL 

No. % 

Open dumping 11 23 

Burning 

Burying 

Compost 36 77 

TOTAL 47 100 

Not Included 0 

TABLE SA 50 BY DURATION OF SERVICE (IN MINU'mS) 

NUMBSR AND % tlP PBRSOMS §l§ili 
DURATION OF IlY HiAI.'m ClNTU IWITlIIT 
SERVICE 
(MINS.) 

No. % 

1 

2 

3 2 4 

4-7 13 28 

8-15 21 45 

16-29 9 19 

30-59 1 2 

60-89 1 2 

90-119 

120-149 

150-179 

180-269 

270-996 

TOTAL 47 100 

Not Included 0 

x ; 15.50 
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KOREA CIINEML HEALTli SERV ICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 51 BY' DURATION OF VISrr (IN MINUTES) 

NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
DURATION OF BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 
VISIT 
(MINS.) No. % 

1 

2 

3 

4-7 2 4 

8-15 22 47 

16-29 17 36 

30-59 6 13 

60-89 

90-119 

120-149 

150-179 

180-269 

270-996 

TOTAL 47 100 

Not Included 0 

x = 23.94 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMJlI~R ANI> PERCENTAGE 01' PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE I>ENTlS'I' BY 1)ll,''''''RENT CIIARACnRISTICS 
(CURRENT OI3SERVATlON: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 52 BY PROGRESS SINCE LAST VISIT 

NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
PROGRESS SINCE BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 
LAST CONTACT 

No. % 

Newly observed/appeared 

Unsatisfactory development 1 7 

Satisfactory development 13 93 

Symptom/conditioned 
disappeared 

Unable to assess 

Other (specify) 

TOTAL 14 100 

Not Included 33 

TABLE SA 53 BY PROGNOSIS 

NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 

PROGNOSIS BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

No. % 

Good 42 91 

Good with intervention 
for manifestation only 1 2 

Good with intervention 
for underlying cause 1 2 

Bad but modifiable 1 2 

Bad 

Uncertain 1 2 

TOTAL 46 100* 

Not Included 1 

'Ie 
Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual 
percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 54 BY SUGGESTED CLASS 

SUGGESTED NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

CLASS 
No. % 

Health Centre 
Dentist 36 77 

Provincial Hospital 
Deatist 11 23 

TOTAL 47 100 

Not Included a 

TABLE SA 55 BY MODIFICATION OF CONDITION 

MODIFICATION 
NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 

OF 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

CONDITION No. % 

Modified 43 96 

t~ot rnodlf ied 1 2 

Doubtful modification 1 2 

TOTAL 45 100 

Not Included 2 
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KOI{EA (;EN~RAL IIl~ALTIi SERV fCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
lIPr:RATlONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION : 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 56 BY REASON OF NON-MODIFICATION 

REASON FOR NUMBER AND % OF PERSONS SEEN 
BY HEALTH CENTRE DENTIST 

NON-MODIFICATION 
No. % 

Inadequate Service 
Time 

Inadequate Equipment 1 100 

Inadequate Drugs/ 
Supplies 

Inadequate Training 

Inadequate Experience 

Inadequate Manual Provisior ~ 
Inadequate Transport 

Other (specify) 

TOTAL 1 100 

Not Included 46 
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KOREA GENERA!. f1FALTII ~EnV1CF.s DEVELOPMENT PRO.TECT 
OPF.Rl\'rTON~ rW.sEJIRCH S'T'IIDV 

NUMBER I\ND PERCEN'T'l\(m OF EXTEHNAJ. Vt3TTS TW 
~1ULTIPURPOSE MYEON HEALTH WORKER BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION; 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

Characteristics of visit 

SA 57 BY AGE (IN YEARS) OF CLIElfI' 

Below 1 year old 
1 
2 - 4 
5 - ') 
10 - lit 
15 - 24 
25 - )4 
35 - 44 
45 - 54 
55 and above 

Total 
Not included 

SA 58 BY SEX OF CLIENT 

Male 
Female 

Total 

SA 59 BY DISTANCE (IN KMS.) FROM 
MYRON HEALTH SUBCENTRES 

o 
1 
2 - 4 
5 - 9 
10 - 24 
25 and above 

Total 
Not included 

SA 60 BY CATEGORY OF VISIT 

First visit 
RevL~it 

Total 
Not included 

Number of 
visits 

28 
0 

11 
3 
0 
6 

126 
67 
15 
18 --

274 

7 

61 
220 

2111 

20 
29 

123 
73 
35 
0 

280 
1 

63 
216 

279 
1 

Percentage 

10 
0 
4 
1 
0 
2 

46 
24 

5 
7 

100* 

22 
78 

100 

7 
10 
44 
26 
13 

0 

100 

*Due to roundinp; off, "total" Is not the sum of individual 
percentages. 
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Characteristics of visl L 

SA 61 BY DURATION (IN DAYS) OF 
CONDITION 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 - 7 
8 - 15 

16 - 29 
30 - 59 
60 - 89 
90 - 119 

120 - 149 
150 - 179 
180 - 269 
270 and above 

Total 
Not included 

SA 62 BY TYPE OF HousmiOW WATER 
SUPPLY 

Piped 
Pumped 
Covered well 
Uncovered well 
Spring 
River 

Total 

SA 6} BY ME'n{OD OP HousmOW 
EXCRETA DISPOSAL 

Conventional Korean Latrine, 
wIth cover 

Conventional Korean Latrine, 
without cover 

Flush/semi-flush 
Primitive type 
Other (specify) 

Total 

SA 04 BY ME'lHOD OF HOUSEHOID REFUSE 
DISPOSAL 

Open dumping 
Burning 
Burying 
Compost 

Total 

Number of 
visits 

o 
o 
2 
o 
7 
6 
4 

14 
4 
4 
9 
3 

29 
25 

107 
174 

73 
126 

o 
78 

2 
2 

281 

8 

264 
o 
9 
o 

281 

25 
2 
o 

254 

281 

Percentage 

o 
o 
2 
o 
7 
6 
4 

13 
4 
4 
8 
3 

27 

~ 
100* 

26 
45 
o 

28 
1 
1 

100* 

3 

94 
o 
3 
o 

100 

9 
1 
o 

...2Q 
100 

*Due to roundIng off. "total" Is not the sum of individual 
percentages. 
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Characteristics of visit 

SA 65 BY DURATION (IN MINUTES) 
OF SERVICE 

1 
2 
1 
It - '( 
8 - 15 

16 - 2<) 
10 - 59 
60 - 8<) 
00 - 11<) 

120 - 1)1') 
150 - IT) 
lRO - 26C) 
270 and above 

'rota 1 

1--------.. 
SA 66 BY PROGNOSIS 

Good 
Good with intervention for 

manifestation only 
Good with intervention for 

underlying cause 
Bad but modifiable 
Bad 
Uncertain 

Total 
Not included 

SA 67 BY MODIFICATION OF CONDITIO 

Modi fied 
Not modified 
Doubtful modification 

Total 
Not included 

SA 68 BY REASON FOR NON-
MODIFICATION OF CONDITION 

Inadeqll8.tt> service time 
Inadequate equipment 
Inadequate drup;s !supplies 
Inadequate training 
Inadequate experience 
Inadequate manual provisions 
Inadequate transport 
Other (specify) 

Total 
Not included 

Number of 
visits 

<) 
20 

107 
55 
6"r 
16 
G 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 --

281 

235 

'3 

4 
2 
0 

26 --
270 

11 

261 
'3 
6 

270 
11 

2 

1 

Percentage 

3 
7 

~8 
20 
24 

6 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

100 

87 

1 

1 
1 
0 

10 --
100 

97 
1 
2 

100 

67 

.22 
100 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMAF:R AND PERCEN'l'AGE OF EXTERNAL VISITS DURING OFFICIAL WORKING HOURS 
BY SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAPF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NDvEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

Characteristics of visit 

SA 69 BY' DURATION 011' ACTIVITY 
I (IN MINUTES) 

o 
1 
2 - 5 
6 - 10 

11 - 30 
31 - 60 
61 - 120 

121 - 996 
Total 
Not included 

SA 70 BY' PURPOSE OF EXTERNAL 
VISIT 

No purpose ascertainable 

Follow-up of previously occurring, 
notified or known event 

Follow-up of defaulter from regular 
care, surveillance or immunization 

Fo11ew-up of special clinical 
problem 

Statutory licensing, regular 
inspection, and systematic home 
visiting 

Investigation of a complaint/ in 
response to a call for a visit 

To investigate and remedy for the 
first time a problem not hitherto 
tackled 

Community education information, 
motivation or participation 

Other (specify) 

Not available/not known 

Total 
Not included 

Vis its b y 
Chief Nursing 

Suoervisor 
No. ~ 

5 
14 
41 
11 
6 
1 

78 

20 

1 

1 

18 

78 

6 
18 
53 
14 

8 
1 

100 

49 

26 

1 

1 

23 

100 

Nursing 
Suoervisor 
No. tf, 

1 
28 
30 
46 
19 

4 
-2 
131 

1 

3 

1 

59 

2 

3 

28 

131 

1 
21 
23 
35 
15 

3 
2 

100 

1 

2 

1 

45 

26 

2 

2 

21 

100 
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---------------------------------------r----~V~i~s~i~t~S---.b~y~----, 

Characteristic. of visit 

SA 71 BY' ACTIVITY PERFORMED 

A. Administrative 

Preparation of administrative 
records and reports 

Administrative meetings 

Correspondence and cOlmmmications 

Other (specify) 

B. Technical 

C. 

General services rendered to 
morbid cases 

General services rendered to 
emergency cases 

Routine medical/physical examination 
1/ Assistance at delivery-

Pre-natal consultation 

Post-natal consultation 

Family planning advice/service/ 
follow-up 

Family registration 

Group health education 

Environmental sanitation 

D. Ancillary and supportive 

Check records and reports 

Interviews 

Provision of gUidance/issue of 
instructions 

Provision of on-the-Job training/ 
practical demonstration 

Teaching (formal) 

OrientAtion to new activity 

Arranging for provision of 
supplies and equipment 

Solving interpersonal problems 

Chief Nursing Nursing 
Supervisor Supervisor 
No. % No. % 

5 

1 

18 

8 

5 

3 

20 

2 

1 

6 

1 

24 

10 

6 

4 

26 

3 

1 

1 

1 

4 

1 

2 

1 

21 

2 

21 

31 

1 

5 

7 

1 

1 

3 

1 

2 

1 

16 

2 

16 

24 

1 

4 

5 

!/All deliveries included in the current observations took place outside 
official working hours; for the pertinent data, see Table 30.12. 
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Charact.eristics of visits 

Technical meetings and conferences 

Preparation of technical records, 
reports and correspondence 

Receipt of training 

Care and maintenance of equipment/ 
supplies 

Organization of clinic 

Ancillary assistance to other 
health staff 

Preparation for external visit 

E. Miscellaneous 

Personal affairs and business 

Official free time 

Official leave 

Total 
Not included 

SA 72 BY FINDING (AT TIME ACTIVITY' 
PERFORMED) 

Satisfactory or normal finding 

Unsatisfactory or abnormal finding 

Difficult to assess 

Total 
Not included 

SA 73 BY PLANNING FOR ACTIVITY 

As planned 
Not as planned 

Total 
Not included 

Vis its b y 
Ch1ef Nursing 

Supervisor 
No. % 

1 

7 

6 

77 
1 

58 
20 

1 

59 

1 

9 
8 

100 

100 

100 

98 
2 

100 

Nursing 
Supervisor 

No. % 

1 

2 

17 

9 
1 

131 

err 
14 

101 
30 

100 
2 

102 
29 

1 

2 

13 

7 

1 

100* 

86 

14 

100 

98 
2 

100 

~------------------------.--------------~~-----r-- ---+-----;---
SA 74 BY Ol1l'COME OF VISIT 

Satisfactory 
Not satisfactory 
Uncertain 

Total 
Not included 

51 

-.2 
58 
20 

88 

12 

100 

82 
4 

15 

101 

81 
4 

15 

100 

*Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages. 
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VIs its b y 

Characteristics of visits 
Chief Nursing Nursing 

Supervisor Supervisor 

r- -
______________ ~~N~O~·_+--L%~_+~N~O~·~~%~--I 

SA 75 B'! FURTHER ACTION PLANNED 

Return visit at specified date arranged 

Return visit to be made when possible 

Target person/group informed to contact 
if problem continues 

Target person/~roup informed to contact 
if problem deteriorates 

No action planned 

Total 
Not included 

o 

SA 76 BY INTERVAL SINCE LAST VISIT 
(TN DAYS) 

1 - 7 
8 - III 

1"i - ?0 
30 - 50 
60 - Yi4 

~6') - 0C)6 

Total 
Not included 

SA 77 BY PROGRESS SINCE LAST VISIT 

Newly observed/appeared 
Unsatisfactory development 
Satisfactory development 
SymPtom/condi t.ion disappeared 
Unable to assess 
Other (specify) 

Total 
Not included 

SA 78 BY TIMING OF VISIT 

Timing appropriate 
Timing inappropriate 

Total 
Not included 

23 

)2 

4 

59 
19 

32 
3 
4 
5 

44 
34 

44 

44 
34 

50 

59 
10 

39 

54 

--1-
100 

73 
7 
9 

11 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

53 

13 

1 

32 

99 
32 

9 
12 
13 
12 
7 

16 

69 
62 

2 
12 
56 

1 

71 
60 

97 
1 

54 

13 

1 

32 

100 

13 
17 
19 
17 
10 
23 

100* 

3 
17 
79 

1 

100 

99 
1 

100 

*Dl.e to roundinp; off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages. 
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Visits b Y 

Characteristics of visit 
Chief Nursing Nursing 

Supervisor Supervisor 
No. % No. % 

SA 79 BY PREPARATION FOR VISIT 

Satisfactory 59 100 54 93 
Unsatisfactory - - 4 J - - -
Total 59 100 58 100 
Not included 19 - 73 -

SA 80 BY RELEVANCY OF TASKS PmFORMED 

Relevant 58 100 97 99 
Not relevant - - 1 1 - - - -
Total 58 100 98 100 
Not included 20 - 33 -

SA 81 BY CORRECTNESS OF TASKS 
PERPOJUCBD 

Correct 58 100 93 95 
Incorrect - - -2 -2 - -
Total 58 100 98 l' 
Not included 20 - 33 -

SA 82 BY AD~UACY OF TASKS 
PERFORMED 

Adequate 58 100 89 91 
Inadequate - - ~ --2 - -
Total 58 100 98 100 
Not included 20 - 33 -
SA~ BY REASON FOR UNSATISFACTORY 

PERFORMANCE 

Inadequate service time - - 1 11 
Inadequate equipment - - - -
Inadequate drugs/supplies - - - -
Inadequate training - - 6 67 
Inadequate experience - - 1 11 
Inadequate manual provisions - - - -
Inadequate transport - - - -
Other (specify) - - 1 11 - - - -
Total - - 9 100 
Not included 78 - 122 -
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KOHFA (;ENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PRo..JECT 
OPERATIONS HFBEARCH STIllY 

NIJMnER AND PERCENTAGE OF EXTEHNAL VIS ITS DURING OFFICIAL WORKING HOURS 

BY SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICES STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARAC'l'ERISTICS 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

Characteristics of visit 

o 
1 

SA H4 BY DURATION OF ACTIVITY 
(IN MINUTES) 

2 - 5 
6 - 10 

11 - 50 
31 - ()Q 

61 - 120 
121 - 996 

Total 
Not included 

Vis its b Y 
Chief, 

Sanitation 
Sub-section 
No. 'f, 

5 
4 

25 
,5 
10 
6 

85 

6 
5 

29 
41 
12 

J 
100 

Sanitation 
worker 

No. 'f, 

30 
55 
43 
28 
8 

--2 
169 

18 
33 
25 
17 

5 
-2 
100* 

1------.-----0

."- .----~--+---~--+----+ 
SA 85 BY PURPOSE OF EXTERNAL VISIT 

No purpose ascertainable 

Follow-up of previously occurring, 
notified or known event 

Follow-up of defaulter from regular 
care, surveillance or immunization 

Follow-up of special clinical problem 

Statutory licensing, regular inspection, 
and systematic home visiting 

Investigation of a complaintjln response 
to a call for a visit 

To investigate and remedy for the first 
time a problem not hitherto tackled 
(including active case finding) 

Community edCl:::ation, information, 
motivation or participation 

Other (specify) 

Not available/not known 

Total 
Not included 

33 

27 

1 

1 

11 

12 

85 

39 

32 

1 

1 

13 

14 

100 

17 

129 

1 

3 

8 

11 

169 

10 

76 

1 

2 

5 

J 
100* 

*Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages. 
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Characteristics of visit 

SA 86 BY ACTIVITY PmPORMED 

A. Administrative 

Administration: personnel and finance 

0. Technical 

G. Environmental sanitation 

Food supervision 

Water supplies 

Sanitary survey 

School inspection 

Refuse disposal 

Sanitation of public places 

Licensed premises other than 
eating establishments 

Excreta disposal 

Factory inspection 

Health education 

Cemeteries 

Pleasure resorts/recretional premises/ 
country clubs, etc. 

Complaints 

Rodent, insect and pest control 

Private houses 

Other (technical) 

D. AnoillarY/Support1 ve 

Provision of guidance/issue of 
instructions 

Technical meetings/conferences 

Ancillary assistance to other health 
staff 

Messenger 

Personal affairs/business 

Official free time 

Other (miscellaneous) 

Total 
Not included 

Vis its b Y 
Chief 

Sanitation 
Sub-section 
No. % 

14 

9 

6 

5 

15 

6 

1 

1 

3 

1 

3 

8 

11 

83 
2 

17 

11 

7 

6 

18 

7 

1 

1 

4 

1 

4 

10 

13 

100 

Sanitation 
worker 

No. ~ 

2 

84 

1 

1 

1 

35 
1 

15 

2 

3 

6 

1 

.. 

2 

3 

8 

4 

2 

1 

1 

20 

1 

9 

1 

2 

4 

1 

1 

2 

5 

2 

100* 

*Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages. 
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Characteristics of visit 

. SA 87 BY FINDING (AT TIME A~J.Vrr'l 
PERFORMED) 

Satisfactory or ~~ ·tlaiias 
Unsatisfactory or abnormal finding 

Difficult to assess 

Total 
Not included 

SA 88 BY PLANNING FOR A~IVITY 

As planned 

Not as planned 

Total 
Not in~lud~n 

SA 89 OUTCOME OF VISIT 
satisfaotory 

Not satisfactory 

Uncertain 

Total 
Not included 

SA 90 BY FtIR'mER A~ION PLANNED 
Return visit at lIPIIOU'ied 4ata .~ 

Return visit to be made when possible 

Target person/group informed to 
contact if problem continues 

Target person/group informed to 
contact if problem deteriorates 
No action planned 

Total 
.. Not lneluded 

SA 91 BY :IN'mRVAL SINCE. LAST VISIT 
o (IN DAYS) 
1 - 7 
8·.l. 14 

15 - 29 
30 - 59 
60 - 364 

365 - 996 

Total 
Not included 

Vis its b y 
Chief, 

Sanitation 
Sub-section 
No. % 

43 

24 

1 

68 
17 

69 
16 

35 
24 

8 

67 
18 

33 

26 

11 

10 
15 

3 
3 
7 

26 

39 
46 

63 

35 
2 

100 

1(1)0 

100 

52 

36 
12 

100 

47 

31 

16 

100 

8 
8 

18 
67 

100* 

Sanitation 
worker 

No. % 

53 

97 

2 

152 
17 

148 

-2 
151 
18 

49 

91 
11 

151 
18 

121 

24 

8 

153 
16 

4 
1 
2 
1 

110 

118 
51 

35 
64 

1 

100 

98 

2 

100 

32 

60 

-1. 
100* 

79 

16 

5 
100 

3 
1 
2 
1 

93 

100 . 

.Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of the individual percentages. 
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Vis its b y 
Chief 

Sanitat10n '~aracteristics of visit Sanitation 
Sub-section worker 

No. % No. ' ~ 
-

SA 92 BY PROQRESS _ SINCE LAST VISIT 

Newly observed/appeared 1 3 4 4 

Unsatisfactory development 14 38 btl 59 
Satisfactory development 22 59 41 37 
SymPtom/cond1tion disappeared - - - -
Unable to assess - - 1 1 

Other (specify) - - - -- - - -
Total 37 100 112 100* 
Not included 48 - 57 -

SA 93 BY TIMIHl OP VISIT 

Timing appropriate 68 100 151 99 

Timing inappropriate - - 2 1 - - - -
Total 68 100 153 100 
Not included 17 - 16 --_. -.. 

SA 94 BY PREPARATION FOR 'l'flE VISIT 

Satisfactory 58 85 122 81 

Unsatisfactory 10 15 ..12 ...!2 -
Total 68 100 151 100 
Not included 17 - 18 -

-. 

SA 95 BY RELEVANCY OP 'l'ASKS I'I!:RP<JDmD 

~levant 60 100 146 100 

Not relevant - - - -- - - -
Total 60 100 146 100 
Not included 25 - 23 -

SA 90 BY COMBCTNESS OP 'l'ASKS 
PERPORM!D 

Correct 52 87 120 82 

Incorrect 8 13 26 18 - -
Total 60 100 146 100 
Not included 25 - 23 -

• 
*Due to round1ng off, "total" Is not the SUIII of the Indlv1dual percentages. 
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Characteristics of visit 

SA 97 BY ADEQUACY OF TASKS 
PERFORMED 

Adequate 

Inadequate 

Total 
Not included 

- 261-

SA 98 BY REASONS FOI't UNSATISFAC'l'ORY 
PElll1llORMANCE 

Inadequate serv1ce t1me 

Inadequate equipment 

Inadequate drugs/supplies 

Inadequate training 

Inadequate experience 

Inadequate manual provisions 

Inadequate transport 

Other (specify) 

Total 
Not included 

VIs its b Y 
Chief, 

Sanitation 
Sub-section 
No. % 

56 
4 

60 
25 

9 

9 
76 

93 

.J.. 
100 

100 

100 

Sanitation 
worker 

No. % 

128 

18 

146 
23 

24 

2 

5 

31 
138 

88 

12 

100 

77 

6 

16 

100* 

*Due to rounding off. "total" is not the sum of the individual percentages. 



KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DE.VELOPMEN'l' PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF EXTERNAL VISITS DURING OFFICIAL ~IORKING HOURS 
BY SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY ACTIVITY PEJIFORME:> 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NO'molBER - 18 DECDIBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 99 BY ACTIVITY PERFORMED 

V I S I T S 
Chief. 

Public Health 
Local public Chief Local Public I'haZ'l'Daccut i cal 

Activity Performed Publ1c Health Health Tech- Preventive Health Technl- Affalrs 
dmlnlstration Supervlsor nlcian (P.H.A.) Medicine claniPrev Med) Supervisor 

No. " No. " No. " No. ~ No. ~ No. " A. Administratt ve 

AdIIIlnllltratlon: 
Personnel and finance - - 2 50 - - - - - - - -

Administrative supervislon - - - - - - - - 7 70 5 6} 
Preparatlon of administratlve 
records and reports - - 1 25 - - 2 28 1 10 - -
Administration: stores, equlp-
IIMInt, repair, maintenance, 
transport - - 1 25 - - - - - - - -
Administrative meetings 4 40 - - - - - - - - - -
B. Technical 

General aervicea rendered 
to emergency cases 1 10 - - - - - - - - - -
C. Environmental sanitation - - - - - - - - - - - -
D. Ancllla~ and sue~rtlve 

ProVision of guidance/issue of 
instructions 1 10 - - - - - - - - - -
Teaching (formal) 1 10 - - - - - - - - - -
Arranging for proviaion of 
suppliea and equipment } JO - - - - - - - - - -

(-tyeon 
Physlole.n 

No. " 
- -
- -
- -

- -
2 40 

- -
- -

- -
- -

- --

X-ray 
Technlcian 

No. " 
- -
- -
- -

- -
- -

- -
- -

- -
- -

- -

N 

'" ... 



TABLE -SA 99 BY A(:rr.vrfi PERFORMED (continued) 

V I S I -- --
Chief 

Public Health 
Local Public Chief 

Activity Performed Public Health Health Tech- Preventive 
.Administretion 

Supervisor 
nician (P.H.A.~ Medicine - No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 

Receipt of training - - - - - - 1 14 

Care and maintenance of 
equipment/supplies - - - - - - - -
Preparstion of legal 
certificates - - - - - - 1 14 

~. Misoellaneous 
• 

Personal affairs and 
business - - - - - - - -
Official free time - - - - - - 1 14 

Other (specify) - - - - 1 100 2 29 

Total 10 100 4 100 1 100 7 100 

Not included - - - - - - - -
._- - - --- - - --

T S 
Local Public Pharmaceutical 
Health Techni- Affairs 
c ian LPrev r~ed) Supervisor 
No. ~ No. ~ 

- - - -
- - - -
- - - -

-
1 10 1 13 

1 10 1 13 

- - 1 13 

10 100 B 100 

- - - -

r·lyeon 
Physicis:an 

No. ~ 

- -

1 20 

- -

1 20 

1 20 

- -
5 100 

- -
--- -

X-xa, 
Tech:'.~c~an 

No. % 

1 100 

- -
- -

- -
- -
- -

1 100 

- -
-- - -

, 
I 

I " '" '" 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMRER A.ND PERCEm'AGE OF EXTERNAL VISITS BY 
MULTIPURPOSE MYEON HEALTH WORKER BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

Characteristics of visit 

o 
1 

SA .100 BY DURATION OF Erl',ERNAL VISl'l'S 
fIJi MINUTEs) 

2 - 5 
6 - 10 

11 - 30 
31 - 60 
61 - 120 

121 and above 

Total 
Not included 

SA 101 BY PURPOSE OP EX'l'BIUfAL VISIT 

No purpose ascertainable 

Follow-up of previously occurring. notified 
or known event 

Follow-up of defaulter from regular care. 
surveillance or immunization 

Follow-up of special clinical problem 

Statutory licensing. regular inspection and 
systematic home visiting 

Investigation of comPlaint/in response to a 
call for a visi t 

To investigate and remedy for the first time 
a problem not hitherto tackled 

Community education. information. motivation 
or participation 

Other (specify) 

Not available/not known 

Total 
Not included 

Visits by 
Multipurpose Myeon 

Health Worker 
No. ~ 

71 22 
214 65 

25 8 
8 2 

9 3 
2 2 - -

329 100 
0 

2 I 

262 80 

4 I 

1 0 

11 3 

2 1 

30 9 

11 3 

6 2 -
329 100 

0 .~ ____________________________________________ -L ________ ~ ________ ~ 
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Characteristics of visit 

SA 102 BY INTERVAL (IN DAYS) SINCE LAST VISIT 

o 
1 - 7 
R - 14 

15 - 29 
~o - 5') 
60 - 119 

120 and above 

Total 
Not included 

SA 103 m" PROGRESS SINCE LAST VISIT 

Newly observed/appeared 

Unsatisfactory development 

Satisfactory development 

Symptom/condition disappeared 

Unable to assess 

Other (specify) 

Total 
Not included 

SA 104 PREPARATION FOR VISIT 

Satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

Total 
Not included 

Visits by 
Multipurpose Myeon 

Health Worker 
No. % 

2 
24 
26 
16 
56 
38 

22 
251 
78 

5 

8 

230 

8 

251 
78 

279 
16 

295 
34 

1 
10 
10 
30 
22 
15 
12 -

100 

2 

3 

92 

3 

100 

95 

---2 
100 

r-------------------------------------------r--------;---------. 
SA 105 m" RELlWANCY OF TASKS PERFORMED 

Relevant 

Not relevant 

Total 
Not included 

278 

17 

295 
34 

94 
6 

100 
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Visits by 

Characteristics of visit Multipurpose Myeon 
Health Worker 
No. % 

SA 106 BY CORREC'l'NIm8 ()II' TASKS PEJUI'ORMEI) 

Correct 260 88 

Incorrect 2!! 12 

Total 294 100 
Not included 35 

.. SA 107 BY ADEQUACY OP 'fASKS PERPORMED 

Adequate 266 90 

i Inadequate 22 10 

Total 295 100 
Not included 34 

SA loB BY REASON P'CI\ ~TISPAC'l'ORY 
PETUIORMANCE 

Inadequate service time 3 7.5 
Inadequate equipment 

Inadequate drugs/supplies 

Inadequate training 14 35.0 
Inadequate experience 21 52.5 
Inadequate manual provisions 1 2.5 

Inadequate transport 

Other (specify) 1 2.5 

Total 40 
Not included 289 



TiLBLE 
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KOREA GENEHAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF EXTERNAL VISITS BY MYEON 
PHYSICIAN BY PURPOSE OF VISIT 

(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 15 NOVEMBER - 18 DECEMBER 1976) 

SA 109 

Purpose of visit 
Visits by 

Myeon Physician 

No purpose ascertainable 

Follow-up of previously occurring, notified 
or known event 

Follow-up of defaulter from regular care, 
surveillance or immunization 

Follow-up of special clinical problem 

Statutory licensing, regular inspection 
and systematic home visiting 

Investigation of a complaint/in response to 
a call for a visit 

To investigate and remedy for the first time 
a problem not hitherto tackled 

Community education, information, motivation 
or partiCipation 

Other (specify) 

Not available/not known 

Total 
Not included 

No. % 

5 

6 

2 

13 
o 

38 

46 

t 

.l2 
100* 

*Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum' of individual percentages. 
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ADDITIONAL PROCEDURAL DETAILS FOR DATA COLLECTION 

3. Retrospective Analysis (1 October 1975 - 30 September 1976) 

3.1 Form 61: Maternal Care Record 

Retrospective data was collected, for a one-year period extending from 
1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976 inolusive, on the Maternal Care Services 
provided in the three test myeons seleoted for the situational analysis. 
The actual oollection of the data was oompleted over a period of 14 days in 
November/December 1976. The Operations Research Team Members involved in 
the oollection were as listed in the Procedure Manual of the Protocol for 
the Study, and the prooedure followed was a therein desoribed. 

The total population of the three test myeons is 25, 055. 

The sample on which the data was oollected consisted of all women who, 
being registered with the Health Sub-oentres of the three test myeons for 
lnaternal care services, delivered or aborted during the period 
1 Ootober 1975 to 30 September 1976. To identify women eligible for 
inclusion, used were the "Master Register of Pregnant Women" which is 
~aintained by the multipurpose myeon health workers and the "Registration of 
Pregnant Woman" forms (which are filed in the "Family Health Record" 
folders). Having listed the eligible women, the data was colleoted from the 
appropriate "Registration of Pregnant Woman" forms. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETRasl'ECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1976) 

, '. ; 

SA 110 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PREGNANT WOMEN BY DISTANCE 
(BY 1<MS.) TO BE TRAVELLED TO OR PROM HEAL'IH SUB-CEm'RE 

DISTANCE PREGNANT WOMEN 
(Kms) 

No. % 

0 43 11 

1 59 15 

2-4 159 40 

5-9 110 28 

10-19 28 7 

20-96 - -

Total 399 100 * 
Not InclUded - -

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual 
percentages 

TABLE SA III NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PREGJlANT WOMEN BY AGE (IN YEARS) 

AGE PREGNANT WOMEN 
(Years) 

No. % 

0-19 18 5 

20-24 134 34 

25-29 137 34 

30-34 73 18 

35-39 25 6 

1ID-44 9 2 

45-96 2 1 

Total 398 100 

Not Included 1 -
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 112 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PREGNANT WOMEN BY PARITY 

TABLE 

PREGNANT WOMEN 
PARITY 

No. % 

0 104 26.0 

1 110 28.0 

2 90 23.0 

3 49 12.0 

4 25 '.0 
5 14 4.0 

6 4 1.0 

7 2 1.0 

Total 398 100.0 * 

Not Included 1 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual 
percentages 

SA 11' NUMBER AlII> PERCENTAGE OP PREOHAIrJ.' waa:N .BY GRAVmrrY 

GRAVIDITY PREGNANT WOMEN 

No. % 

0 97 24.0 
1 105 26.0 
2 86 22.0 
3 50 1l.0 
4 29 7.0 
5 20 5.0 
6 6 2.0 
7 2 1.0 
8 1 0.3 
9 1 0.3 

19 1 0.3 

Total 398 100.0* 

Not Included 1 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual 
percentages. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - SEPTEMBER 1976) 

SA 114 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN BY NUMBER OR PRE-NATAL 
CONSULTATIONS 

PRE-NATAL WOMEN 
CONSULTATIONS 

(Number) No. % 

0 78 20.0 

1 95 24.0 

2 89 22.0 

3 62 16.0 

4 42 11.0 

5 15 4.0 

6 13 3.0 

7 1 0.3 

8 1 0.3 

9 1 0.3 

Total 397 100.0* 

Not Inc luded 2 

*Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 115 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WaomN BY NUMBER OF 
POST-NATAL CONSUDrATIONS 

I 
WOMEN 

POST-NATAL 
No. '%. 

0 62 16.0 

1 117 30.0 

2 117 30.0 

3 83 22.0 

4 7 2.0 

Total 386 100.0 

Not Included l3 

TAmE SA 116 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN BY OUTCOME OF 
PREORANCY 

WOMEN 
OUTCOME OF PREGNANCY 

No. '%. 

Live Birth 377 96.0 

Stillbirth 7 2.0 

Abortion 8 2.0 

Twin Birth: Both Live 1 0.3 

Twin Birth: One Live 
One Stillbirth 1 0.3 

Total 394 100.0* 

Not Included 5 

*Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of individual 
percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
npEFATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - SEPTEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 117 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN BY 
DELIVERY A'M'ENDANT 

WOMEN 
ATTENDANT 

No. % 

Doctor 37 lO 

Midwife 99 28 

Other 216 61 

Doctor and Midwife 4 1 

Total 356 100 

Not Included 43 

TABLE SA 118 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF NEONATAL DEATHS 
BY TOTAL LIVE BIRTHS 

ITEM NUMBER % 

Total Live Births 380 100 

Neonatal 
Deaths 13 3 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 119 AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PRE-NATAL 
CONSULTATIONS BY Ot11'C04E OF PREGNANCY 

PRE-NATAL CONSULTATIONS 
OUTCOME OF PREGNANCY 

AVERAGE MAXIMUM 

Type No. No. No. 

Live birth 377 2.7 9.0 

Stillbirth 7 2.1 5.0 

Abortion 8 0.4 2.0 

Twin 2 0.5 1.0 

TOTAL 394 

Not Included 5 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 120 NUMBER AND P~CENTAGE OF STILLBIRTHS/I'WIN BmmS 
AND OF ABORTIONS BY NUMBER OF PRE-NATAL 
CONSULTATIONS AMONG WOMEN WHO DELIVERED OR 
ABORTED OVER A P~IOD OF 'tWELVE MOtlI'HS 

DELIVERIES AND ABORTIONS OVER A 
PERIOD OF TWELVE MONTHS 

PRE-NATAL 
CONSULTATIONS( 1) TOTAL STILLBIRTHS I 

DELIVERIES ABORTIONS 
AND ABORTIONS TWIN BIRTHS 

No. No. No. % of No. 1. of 
total total 

1 78 2 2.6 5 6.4 

2 95 2 2.1 1 1.1 

3 89 3 3.4 1 1.1 

4 62 1 1.6 - -
5 and 
above 73 1 1.4 1 1.4 

TOTAL 397 9 2.3 8 2.0 

Not Included 2 

(l)Includes consultation at time of registration. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MATERNAL CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1976) 

TABLE SA 121 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF STILLBIRTHS/l'WIN BIIm{S 
AND OF ABORTIONS TO TOTAL NtJMBm\ OF PRmNANCY 
Ot11'COMES BY DELIVERY ATTEN!)AtlI' 

PREGNANCY STILLBIRTHS I 
ABORTIONS 

OUTCOMES TWIN BIRTHS 
ATTENDANT 

Total No. 
'7. 0 f 

No. 
'7. of 

No. 
total total 

Doctor 37 3 8.1 

Midwife 99 1 1.0 

Doctor and 
Midwife 4 1 25.0 

Others 216 2 0.9 

Not app licab le 8 - - 8 100.0 

Not knownl 
35 2 5.7 

not available 

TOTAL 399 9 2.3 8 2.0 
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ADDITIONAL PROCEDURAL DETAILS FOR DATA COLLECTION 

3. Retrospective Analysis (1 October 1975 - 30 September 1976) 

3.2 Form 62: Child Care Record 

Retrospective data was collected, for a one-year period extending frem 
1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976 inclusive, on the Child Care Services 
provided in the three test myeons selected for the situational analysis. 
The actual collection of the data was completed over a period of 13 days in 
November/December 1976. The Operations Research Team Members involved in 
the collection were as listed in the Procedure Manual of the Protocol for 
the Study, and the procedure followed was as therein described. 

The total population of the three test myeons is 25, 055. Eligible for 
the child care services provided by myeon health sub-centres are all 
pre-school children (0-5 years age groups). Registered with the three test 
Myeon Health Sub-centres during the period from 1 October 1975 to 
30 September 1976 was a total of 4271 pre-school children. 

The sample on which the data was collected consisted of 1 in 3 of the 
children who were placed on the register during the period from 
1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976. To identify children eligible for 
inclusion, used was the "Master Register of Infants/Pre-school Children", 
which is maintained by the multipurpose myeon health workers in each health 
sub-centre. Having listed all children eligible for inclusion, the sampling 
was done by selecting every third child listed. Thereafter, the data was 
collected from the "Registration of Infant/Pre-School Children" forms of the 
individuals so selected, these forms being located in the "Family Health 
Record" folders. 
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KORF..A GENERAL HEAIJI'H SERVICES DEVElDPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

CHIID CARE SERVICES 
(RETROSPEm'TVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975 - 30 SEPrEJ.1BER 1976) 

SA 122 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CHII.DRm fS{ DISTANCE (IN ](MS.) 
TO BE TRAVELLED TO OR FROM HEALTH SUB-CENTRE 

I 

I , 

i 

I 

DISTANCE 
CHIIDREN 

(Kms) Number Percentage 

0 47 17 
1 45 16 
2 - 4 97 34 
5 - 9 78 

I 
28 J 

I 

10 - 19 15 5 
I 

20 - 96 1 , 0 , 

TOTAL 283 
{ ! 
! 100 ! 

I 
Not included 1 , 

SA 123 NUMBER AND PERCEtfl'AGE OF CHIr..mEN fS{ AGE (IN MOtmfS) 

AGE 
(mos) 

0 
1 
2 
"3 
4 

5 
6 - 11 
12 - 23 
24 - 47 
48 - 96 

TCYrAL 

Not included 

I 
I 
i 
1 
I 

I 
! 
I 

Number 

5 
11 
10 
11 
13 
16 
72 
48 
48 
49 

1 

CHIIDREN 

Percentage 

2 
4 
4 
4 
5 
6 

25 
17 
17 
17 

100 

I 
! , , 
I 

I 
, , 
{ 

i 
! 
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SA 124 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN BY SEX 

- -

SE.'X 
CHIIDREN 

Number Percentage 

Male 138 49 
Female 144 51 

TOTAL 282 100 

Not included 2 

SA 125 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN 
WHO RECEIVED SMALLPOX VACCINATION 

CHIIDREN 

SMALLPOX VACCINATION Number Percentage 

ROCETVED 153 81 

NOT RECEIVED 36 19 

TOTAL 189 100 

Not included 95 
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SA 126 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHIr..mEN 
WHO RECEIVED ~ VACCINATION 

CHIIDREN 
OCG VACCINATION 

Number Percentage 

RFX:EIVED 240 89 
NOI' mx::EIVED 30 11 

TOI'AL 270 100 

Not included 14 

SA 127 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHIIDREN 
WHO HAVE RECEIVED FIRST DPl' INNOCUt.ATION 

FIRST DPl' CHIImEN 

INNOCUIATlO N Number Percentage 

RECEIVED 187 76 

NOI' RECEIVED 58 24 

TOI'AL 245 100 

Not included 39 



TABLE 

TABLE 

, 
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SA 128 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN 
WHO RECEIVED SECOND DPl' INNOCULATION 

SECOND DPI' CHI.IDREN 
INNOCUIATION 

Number Percentage 

RECEIVED 165 70 

NCYI' RECEIVED 72 30 

TCYI'AL 237 100 

Not included 47 

SA 129 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN WHO 
RECEIVED THIRD OPl' INNOCULATION 

I , 

THIRD DPI' 
CHILDREN 

INNCCUIATION 
Number Percentage 

RECEIVED 149 65 

NCYI' RECEIVED 79 35 

TOTAL 228 100 

Not included 
I 

56 
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TABLE SA 130 NUMBER AND PERCEm'AGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN 
WHO RECEIVED BOOSTER DPl' INNOCULATION 

CHILDRm 
BOOSTER DPl' INNOCUIATION 

Number Percentage 

RECEIVED 15 12 

Nar ROCEIVED 109 88 

TarAL 124 100 

Not included 160 

TABLE SA 131 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHIIDmN 
WHO RECEIVED FIRST POLIO VACCINATION 

FIRST POLIO CHIIL'flEN 
VACCINATION 

Number Percentage 

RECEIVED 195 76 

Nar REX:EIVED 61 24 

TarAL 256 100 

Not included 28 
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SA 132 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHIIDREN 
WHO RECEIVED SECOND POLIO VACCINATION 

SECOND POLIO 
CHIlDREN 

VACCINATION 
Number Percentage 

ROCEIVED 76 55 

NCYl' RECEIVED 62 45 

TCYl'AL 138 100 

Not included 146 

SA 133 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN 
WHO RECEIVED BOOSTER POLIO VACCINATION 

BOOSTER CHIlDREN 

POLIO VACCINATION 
Number Percentage 

RECEIVED 19 17 

NOT RECEIVED 93 83 

rCll'AL 112 100 

Not included 172 
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SA 134 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHIUJmN 
WHO RECEIVED MEASLES VACCINATION 

CHIIDREN 
ME~SL&S VACCINATION 

Number Percentage 

RECEIVED 31 11 

Nor RECEIVED 250 89 

TCYl'AL 281 100 

Not included 3 

TABLE SA 135 NUMBER AlID PERCENTAGE OP PRE-SCHOOL CHIlDREN 
BY NUMBER OF WELL CHIID CONSULTATIONS 

CONSULTATIONS CHIIDREN 

(number) Number Percentage 

0 116 41 

1 98 35 

2 3B 13 

3 16 6 

4 11 4 

5 1 0 

6 2 1 

TC1I'AL 282 100 

Not included 2 
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SA 136 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN 
BY NUMBER OF SICK CHILD CONSULTATIONS 

CHIIDREN 
CONSUl[' AT I ONS 

Number Percentage 

0 277 98 
1 5 2 

TarAL 282 100 

Not included 2 

SA 137 NUMBER AND PRECENTAGE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN 
BY TOTAL NUMBER OF CONSULTATIONS 

CONSULTATIONS 
CHIIDREN 

(Number) 
Number Percentage 

0 115 41 

1 97 34 

2 39 14 

3 17 6 

4 11 4 

5 1 0 

6 2 1 

T.(Y]'AL 282 100 

Not included 2 
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ADDITIONAL PROCEDURAL DETAILS FOR DATA COLLECTION 

3. Retrospective analysis (1 October 1975 - 30 September 1976) 

3.3 Form 63: Family Planning Record 

Retrospective data was collected for a one-year period extending fro~ 
1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976 inclusive, on the Family Planning 
Services provided in the three test myeons selected for the situational 
analysis. The actual collection of the data was completed over a period of 
13 days in November/December 1976. The Operations Research Team Hembers 
involved in the collection were as listed in the Procedure Manual of the 
Protocol for the Study, and the procedure followed was as therein describ~d. 

The total population of the three test myeons is 25 055. Possible 
registrants for family planning services provided by health sub-centres are 
all eligible couples within the myeon. The total number of eligible couples 
in the three test myeons is 3.176. Registered with the three test Hyeon 
Health Sub-centres during the period from 1 October 1975 to 
30 September 1976 was a total of 1339 family planning acceptors. 

The sample on which the data was collected consisted of all acceptors 
placed on the register during the period from 1 October 1975 to 
30 September 1976. To identify women eligible for inclusion, used was the 
"Master Register of Family Planning Acceptors", which is maintained by tre 
multipurpose myeon health workers in each health sub-centre. Having listed 
the eligible family planning acceptors, the data was collected from the 
"Registration of Family Planning Acceptor" forms, these forms being located 
in the "Family Health Record" folders. 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
(RETROSPECT!VE D~TA: 1/10/1975 - 30/9/1976) 

SA 138 NUMBER AND PERCEm.'AGE OF ACCEPTORS BY DISTANCE TRAVELLED 

DISTANCE ACCEPTORS 

(In Km) 
No. % 

0 42 12 

1 68 19 

2- 4 135 38 

5- 9 96 27 

10-19 15 4 

Total 356 100 

Not Included - -

SA 139 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ACCEPTORS BY AGE (In years) 

AGE ACCEPTORS 

(In Years) 
No. % 

0-14 - -
15-24 54 15 

25-34 181 51 

35-44 112 32 

45-96 8 2 

Total 355 100 
--
Not Included 1 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1/10/1975 - 30/9/1976) 

TABLE SA 140 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ACCEPl'ORS BY NUMBER 
OF LIVING CHILDREN 

ACCEPTORS 
LIVING CHILDREN 

No. '1. 

0 1 0 

1 41 12 

2 82 23 

3 88 25 

4 66 19 

5 59 17 

6 11 3 

7 5 1 

8 1 0 

9 1 0 

Total 355 100 

Not Included 1 -

TABLE SA 141 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ACCEPl'ORS BY INITIAL 
METHOD OF COlft'RACEPl'ION 

HErHOD ACCEPTORS 
No. 'l. 

Oral Pill 126 35 

Condolll 73 21 

Loop 135 38 

VasectolllY 3 1 

Tubal Ligation 5 1 

Menstrual 
Regulation 0 0 

Other (Specify) 13 4 

Total 355 100 

Not Included 1 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1/10/1975 - 30/9/1976) 

TABLE SA 142 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ACCEPl'ORS MAKING ONE 
CHANGE IN MI!."l'HOD OF CONTRACEPl'ION 

ACCEPTORS 
METHOD 

No. 7-

Oral Pill 12 24 

Condom 16 32 

Loop 13 26 

Tubal Ligation 4 8 

Other (Specify) 5 10 

Total 50 100 

Not Included 306 

TABLE SA 143 NUMBER AND PERCENI'AGE OF ACCEPl'ORS MAKING SECOND 
CHANGE IN METHOD OF COm.'RACEPl'ION 

ACCEPTORS 
METHOD 

No. 7-

Oral Pill 3 33 

Condom 3 33 

Loop 1 11 

Tubal Ligation 1 11 

Other (Specify) 1 11 

Total 9 100* 

Not Included 347 

*Due to rounding off. "tota 1" is not the sum of individual 
percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1/10/1975 - 30/9/1976) 

TABLE SA 144 NUMBER AND PERCEffl'AGE OF CONSULTATIONS FOR ORAL PUL 

CONSULtATIONS 
PILL 

No. ~ 

0 20 15 

1 50 37 

2 23 17 

3 14 10 

4 17 13 

5 4 3 

6 3 2 

7 2 1 

8 1 1 

9 2 1 

Total 136 100 

Not Included 220 

TABLE SA 145 NUMBER AND PERCBNTAGE OF CONSUL'l'ATIONS FOR CONDOM 

CONDOM CONSULTATIONS 
No. % 

0 18 20 

1 36 40 

2 15 17 

3 6 6 

4 4 4 

5 4 4 

6 2 2 

7 2 2 

8 1 1 

9 1 1 
11 1 I 

12 I I 
Total 91 100* 
Not Included 265 

*Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of the individual 
percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1/10/1975 - 30/9/1976) 

SA 146 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CONSULTATIONS FOR LOOP INSERTION 

CONSULTATIONS 
LOOP 

No. % 

0 26 17 

1 51 34 

2 50 34 

3 14 9 

4 4 3 

5 1 1 

6 3 2 

Total 149 100 

Not Included 207 

SA 147 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CONSULTATIONS FOR VASECTOMY 

CONSULTATIONS 
VASECTOMY 

No. % 

0 1 25 

1 1 25 

2 1 25 

3 1 25 

Total 4 100 

Not Included 352 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1/10/1975 - 30/9/1976) 

SA 148 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CONSULATIONS FOR 'l'UaAL LIGArION 

CONSULTATIONS 
TUBAL LIGATION 

No. " 
1 6 60 

2 4 40 

Total 10 100 

Not Included 346 

TABIE SA 149 NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CONSULTATIONS FOR 
0'l'HER (NON-SPECIFIED) METHODS 

OTHER (NON- CONSULTATIONS 

SPECIFIED) No. " 
0 6 33 

1 8 44 

2 1 6 

4 1 6 

5 1 6 

6 1 6 

Total 18 100* 

Not Included 338 

* Due to rounding off, "total" is not the sum of the individual 
percentages 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 
(RETROSPECTIVE DATA: 1/10/1975 - 30/9/1976) 

TABLE SA ISO ACCEPTORS AS OF 30/9/76 

ACCEPTOR ACCEPTORS 
No. '%. 

YES 326 92 

NO 29 8 

Total 355 100 

Not Included 1 

TABLE SA 151 REASONS FOR STOPPING CONTRACEPTION 

REASON 
CLIENTS'· 

No. % 

Pregnant 7 28 

Pregnancy Desired 8 32 

Permanent Surgical 
Intervention 1 4 

Menopause 5 20 

Other (Specify) 4 16 

Total 25 100 

Not Included 331 

TABLE SA 152 ON~REOISTER IN FEBRUARY!MARCH 1976 

REGISTER CLIENTS 
No. 7. 

YES 173 49 

NO 182 51 

Total 355 

Not .Lncluded 1 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECl' 
OPERATI<MS RESEARaI STUDY 

FAMILY PLARNlNG SERVICES 
(RErROSPECl'IVE DATA:' 1 ocrOBER 1975 - 30 SEPTEMBER 1976) 

SA 15} NUMBER AND Pl!RCENTAGE OF FAMILY PLANNING ACCEPl'ORS 
LIVIl«l AT DISTANCE OF FIVE KILOMP:I'EriS OR MCJm FROM 
MYEON REALm S1JBCEN'l.'HE BY NUMBER OF LIVING CHII.lJmN 

LIVING CHILDREN FAMILY PLAMNING ACCEPTORS 

Total No. Living at diatance of 
5 Kaa. or more 

110. 1 

0 1 0 0 

1 41 15 37 

2 82 20 24 

3 88 29 33 

4 66 24 36 

5 59 17 29 

6 or 1IIOre 18 6 33 

TOrAL 355 111 31 

Not Inc 1uded 1 
I 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPHEMr PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARal STUDY 

MEDICAL CARE SERVICES 
(REtROSPECTIVE DATA: 1 OCTOBER 1975-30 SEPrl!MBER 1976) 

TABLE 

HEALTH 
UNIT 

MYRON HEALTH 

SUB-CENTRE: 

Pogog 

Mobyeon 

Guseong 

Suji 

Giheung 

Nams8 

I dong 

Weons&aa 

Woes. 

NaeS8 

t;UN HEALTH 
-:ENTRE 

(Yongin Myeon) 

TOrAL 

SA 154 TOTAL N'lIMBm OF MEDICAL ATTENDANCES PER YEAR AT GUN 
HEALTH CENTRE AND MYEON HEAL'ftf SUB-CENTRES AND 
AVERAGE A'l"l'BNDANCE RATE PER PERSON PER YEAR 
BASED ON ESTIMATED POPULATION 

ESTIMATED 
ANlftJAL A'l'TBRDAIICE 

POPULATION AVERAGE RATE 
TOrAL NO. 

PER PElSOR 

9018 1 748 0.19 

6 824 1 037 0.15 

7 256 1 913 0.26 

8 839 5 477 0.62 

13 304 2 685 0.20 

10 003 1 164 0.12 

9 451 1 037 0.11 

9 716 2 519 0.26 

12 895 2 496 0.19 

7 420 1 227 0.17 

20 961 8 959* 0.43* 

115 687 30 262* 0.26 

*Inc1udes referrals from otber myeons 
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APPENDIX 4 

MULTIPURPOSE MYEON HEALTH WORKER MANUAL 
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THE MULTIPURPOSE MYEON HEALTH WORKER'S MANUAL 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. Duties and Responsibi~ities of the Multipurpose Myeon Health Worker 

The duties and r'esponsibilities of the multipurpose myeon health worker 
are: 

(a) To work with the members of the Village Health Committee in the 
development and implementation of village-level activities, and to ensure 
that the scheduling and organization of these activities permits their being 
coordinated with those of the staff of the myeon health sub-centre; 

(b) To participate in the identification and monitoring of health needs and 
problems through the establishment and maintenance of a Family Health 
Record, on each family in her operational area; 

(c) To visit systematically households in her operational areas: to 
up-date family health records; determine health needs particularly in 
respect to personal hygiene (including nutritional status) and basic 
environmental sanitation; encourage family planning practice; and detect ~nd 
follow-up cases of ill health; 

" (d) To register all pregnant women and enrol them in pre-natal clinics; to 
make provisions for delivery assistance; to arrange for post-natal follow··up 
and care; 

(e) To register all newborn, infants and pre-school children, and arrange 
for well child consultations; to schedule and participate in the prescribed 
immunization programme; to detect, and provide for necessary follow-up of 
ill health (particularly childhoold infectious diseases) and congenital a'ld 
acquired deformities; 

(f) To partiCipate in the school health programme, including health 
education activities; 

(g) To identify, report and follow-up cases of communicable diseases; to 
participate in mass immunization campaigns; 

(i) To participate in tuberculosis case finding, particularly through the 
collection of sputum from presumptive sufferers, and their contacts; to 
assist in the implementation of the treatment regime for tuberculosis 
patients; to follow-up suspected sufferers and defaulters; 

(j) To participate in health related community meetings and other 
gatherings, parti~ularly those of the women's and mother's clubs; 

(k) To se,'vc as the first-level worker for all clients/patients of the 
health sub-centre; to provide the simple first aid and nursing/midwifery 
care considered appropriate to her level of competence, as described in the 
operations manual; to refer all health problems identified as required 
higher level attention; 
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(1) To establish and maintain appropriate individual and group health 
records and registers; 

(m) To maintain a record of daily activities for compilation into a monthly 
activity report; to prepare and submit other reports as required; 

(n) To attend routine meetings at the health sub-centre and health centre; 
to participate in in-service and special training programmes, as assigned; 

(0) To participate in special health-related activities, as required. 

B. Purpose of the Manual 

The purposes of the Multipurpose Myeon Health Workers' Manual are as 
follows: 

Part I 

Part II 

Part III 

Work Programme 

Procedures 

to enable the HHHW to use her time effectively 

- to assist her in identifying health 
problems, and in providing for their 
solution through first-.evel attention or 
upward referral, as appropriate; 

to provide for her a structure for the 
planning and programming of her activities 

- to provide for the HHHW immediately 
available information on the performanc9 
of certain procedures. 

Technical Guidelines: to provide certain technical 
reference material needed by the HHHW. 
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1.1.1 Overall I'outine of work 
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PART I 
WORK PROGRAMME 

MMHW Part I 

(a) the MMHW must report to the MHSC every morning and, if working 
outside the MHSC, report back every evening. 

(b) the MMHW has a meeting with the MHSC staff every Saturday morning. 

(c) one MMHW is always present at the MHSC during working hours. 

(d) the MMHW take it in turns to be working in the MHSC, except on 
Saturday, when all MMHW will be present. 

(e) when not in the MHSC, the MMHW are carrying out field activitiE'S. 
These field activities are: -
- village visits 
- visits to schools 
- immunization campaigns 
- group education meetings 
- visits to the HC 
- escorting patients to hospital. 

1.1.2 Monthly Work Schedule 

The MMHW will have already scheduled her time so that in the last we~k 
of every month she prepares her monthly work schedule for the next month. 

(a) TaKe monthly schedule form and, after consultation with the SCD 
and other MMHWs, enter; -

- official holidays and leave if any 
- planned group activities 
- days when MMHW will be in clinic 
- village visits - see 1.1.3 below 
- expected deliveries - check Register of Pregnant Woman 

(b) Final time schedule at the review meeting on the last Saturday of 
every month and make any modification necessary. especially fo~ 
free visit days. 

(c) Make 4 copies of schedule and distribute as follows: 

1 copy for wall of MMHWS room 
1 copy for MMHWS Daily Diary 
2 copies for SCD 

(d) Prepare Daily Diary forms for each working day and fill in 
activities appropriately. Do not forget to enter a time for 
preparing monthly work schedule. 
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1.1.3 Village Visit Schedule 

1.1.4 

Prepare the schedule of village visits as follows: -

(a) take monthly schedule from previous month. 
From this, enter on new schedule villages to be visited 
so that each village is visited during the same week 
every moth. 

(b) enter visits on appropriate Daily Diary form. 

(c) note days still free for visits 

Review of Family Folders 

Every Saturday morning before the review meeting, the MHHW 
reviews the Family Folders of the villages to be visited the following week. 

(a) Remove and check family folders of home visits scheduled and 
already entered on Daily Diary Form. 

Make notes on Daily Diary if any special action to be taken on visit -
- medicine, FP supplies to be taken 
- family registration not complete 
- visit to clinic to be arranged 
- immunization of children visit to be arranged. 

Keep FF of these cases on one side. 

(b) Systematically review all remaining FFs for the villages to be 
visited for the next week. 

Check for problems as follows -

1) if folder is marked as "special need", 
check if visit is needed. 

Special need families are: 
- those eligible for medical care scheme and not registere,j or 

visited. 
- families with social problems 
- families with one or both parent dead or absent 
- families with 4 children under 6 years of age 
- families with premature or bottle-fed babies 
- families with unsatisfactory housing 
- both parents working or absent 

2) check other folders if visit is needed for: 

- antenatal check up follow up 
- postnatal check up follow up 
- delivery arrangements not complete 
- immunization schedule not complete 
- well child visit to clinic needed 
- tuberculosis case defaulter 
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tuberculosis case contact screening needed 
- FP follol'l up needed 
- Premature baby 

3) Note visits required on Daily Diary form. 
Keep FFs of those to be visited to one side. 

4) FFs removed to be available at weekly review meeting and 
replaced in box after the meeting. 

(c) Check DD for day of previous visit to village and note any failed 
visits. Enter for a visit on DD. 

1.1.5 Weekly review meeting 

This takes place every Saturday after the MMHWs have reviewed their FFs. 

The meeting takes place as follows: -

(a) each MMHW will discuss with the group her proposed village visits; 

(b) the SCD will confirm these visits or if any new activity has to; 
be carried out the schedules will be rearranged accordingly; 

(c) each MMHW will raise any problems that she may have in carrying 
out the schedule; 

(d) the SCD will discuss any new health problems and the action 
required in the villages to be visited and these will be noted 
in the DD of the MMHW concerned; 

(e) if the SCD and/or NS will accompany the MMHW, then the MMHW will 
be informed; 

(f) each MMHW will indicate what visit days she still has free, ani 
discuss with SCD activities for those days and enter on monthl! 
schedule and DD. 

1.1.6 Organization of MMHW clinic activities 

When the MMHW is working at the MHSC she will 

(a) clean and tidy the MMHW's room 

(b) prppare 
sterilize instruments and syringes 

- arrange dressing trolley 
- take FFs of patients scheduled for visit from boxes 

(for MMHW's room; for SeD, check SCD's diary) 

(c) see all patients arriving at MHSC for the first time or without 
appointment and refer as necessary (see 1.6) 

(d) provide services to patients as described in this manual 
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(e) mark Family Folder of patient who does not keep clinic 
appointment, or keep to one side and inform HMHW or SCD 

(f) return all FFs not needed to boxes 

(g) clean up HHHW's room after clinic activities 

1.1.7 Preparation for village visit 

The multipurpose myeon health worker has to complete the following 
tasks in preparing to make a village visit: 

(a) On day before visit, check to make sure Village Health Committee 
prepared for visit following day. 

(b) If planning to use bicycle, make sure on day before visit that it 
is in good working order. 

(c) Evening before day of visit, review "Daily Diary"; 
check appropriate Family Folders, if any doubt about activities 
to be performed; amend, and add to scheduled activities as 
required. 

(d) Remove from files Family Folders of families on which systematic 
follow-up visits to be paid, and add to materials listed below. 

(e) Assemble following materials and supplies: 

- "Daily Diary" loose-leaf binder. Include DO for day of 
previous visit. 

- Loose-leaf binder containing following forms, that are unde' 
compilation: 
- "Schedule of Pre-natal Consultations" (No. 22); 
- "Infant/Child Immunization Schedules" (Nos. 31-35); 
- "Record of Sputum Collection" (No. 53) 
- Envelope containing blank copies of following forms: 

- "Family Health Record" (No. 01); 
- "Daily Diary" (No. 11); 
- "Referral Form" (No. 14); 
- "Registration of Pregnant Woman" (No. 21); 
- "Registration Card of Pregnant Woman" (No. 27); 
- "Registration of Infant/Pre-school child (No. 25); 
- "Registration of Family Planning Acceptor" (No. 41); 
- "Family Planning Consultation Request" (No. 44); 
- "Patient Care Record" (No. 62); 
- "Message Form" (No. 61); 
- Sputum containers in box 
- Several cycles of oral contraceptives and a supply of 

condom. 
- Tuberculosis drugs (for chronic defaulters). 
- Prescriptions or drugs issued by Health Sub-Centre 

Director. 
_ Prepared appointment cards, instructions and other mes,ages 

(for delivery to villagers by village Health Committee). 
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(f) Check and restock as necessary contents of Home Visiting Bag 
(see Annex 1 for list of contents); place properly equipped bag 
with all other materials required for visit. 

(g) On day of visit: 

Check with Health Sub-Centre Director immediately prior to departure; 
pick up from him any messages, prescriptions, drugs, etc., to be delivered. 

1.2 Conduct of village visit 

1.2.1 Purposes of village visit 

The MMHW should remember to try to: -
- encourage people needing health care to visit the MHSC (with the help 

of the VHC); 
- provide health care through home visits; 
- find new cases needing health care (with the help of the VHC); 
- work with the VHC or Ri Chief in identifying the health problems of 

the village ~ 

1.2.2 Conduct of village visit 

(a) Visit VHC worker (or Ri Chief) 

- review health activities since last visit, by reference to 
VHC workers notebook, and MMHW's DD of last visit. 

- note any problems requiring referral to MMSC or a home visit 
and enter in DD. 

Ask specifically about: 

now sick cases; 
pregnancies; 
births or deaths; 
sick children; 
newly married couples; 
tuberculosis suspects; 
ES problems; 
movement of families. 

- discuss proposed visits with VHC workers or Ri Chief, 
check whether patient home, etc. 

- brief VHC worker or Ri chief on any health activities: 
meetings, school visits, immunization campaign, visits by 
other health staff. 

- give VHC worker or Ri chief any appointment cards, drugs, 
messages for individuals or families to whom not being 
delivered in person (record in DD, so that this can be 
checked on next visit). 
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(b) visit any emergency cases with VHC worker. 

(c) start schedule of home visits, with VHC worker if she is 
available. 

(d) after home visits completed: meet and discuss with VHC committee 
worker (or Ri chief). The VHC worker (or Ri chief) will recor~ 
in notebook activities to be carried out: 

- Tuberculosis sputum to be collected and brought to MHSC 
(leave sputum container); 

- Patients to visit MHSC; 
- Transport of patients to MHSC or other health facility; 
- Other community action. 

Record on DD if this has not already been done. 
Arrange tentative date for next visit with VHC worker or Ri Chief. 

1.2.3 Conduct of home visit - general 

(a) if member of family to be visited not available: 
- leave message (using Form No. 61) with another member of family, 

if possible; 
- leave message with Village Health Committe, if no member of 

family at home; 
- record arrangement for follow-up, in DD. 
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(b) talk to other r.vllsehdd members present, especially the most 
senior. Make introduction if this is a first meeting, and explain the 
s~rvices available at the MHSC. 

During the conversation enquire about the following: 
- any sickness in the household; 
- the health of the children, whether immunized and if attending 

MBSC regularly; 
- toilet and water facilities; 
- family planning acceptors; 
- sickness, births or deaths in the neighbourhood. 

Give simple advice concerning feeding and hygiene of children (see Par; 
III) . 

Encourage people to visit the MHSC if service required. Tell the people 
fhat they can get better care and attention and medicine if they visit the 
MHSC. 

(c) Record any information requiring action on DD. 

1.2.4 Home visit: Maternity Care, Child Health and Family Planning 

(a) If family member to be visited is at home, proceed with tasks as 
appropriate to purpose of visit. 

(b) if family member to be visited is not at home, proceed as noted 
under 1.2.3. above. 

1.~.5 Home visit: Morbid cases 

(see 1.6: First aid/Simple care) 
1..?6 Home visit: Tuberculosis control 

(a) If purpose of visit is to follow-up on treatment defaulter: 
- during visit, give patient one month's supply of drugs; 
- emphasize importance of strict adherence to treatment regime, 

and of patient taking primary responsibility for the continuity 
of own treatment. 

(bl In all cases, ascertain reason for defaulting (in respect to picking 
up drugs, submitting sputum specimen or going to health 
Centre for X-ray) and assist in making alternate suitable 
arrangements, if necessary and possible. 

(c) Proceed with other tasks as appropriate to purpose of visit. 

(d) If pa~ient or family member to be visited not at home, proceed 
as noted under 1.2.3(a). 

1.2.1 Home visit: Family registration/Information Updating 

The Family Health Record (Form No. 01) is established and maintained on 
e,uh family within a household. It is updated by means of systematic 
follow-up home Visits, which are included in the multipurpose myeon health 
I'o··ker's programme of village visits. 
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When initially completing or later updating the record: 

(a) Use nCode for Family Health Recordn (Form No. 01A) 
(b) Enquire about chronic and acute morbidity: give care or refer to 

SCD, as appropriate (see 1.6 below); record. 
(c) Engage in tuberculosis case finding activities (see 1.7) 
(d) Register pregnant women and pre-school children (see 1.3 and 1.4); 

carry out appropriate consultations; plan continued care; record. 
(e) Interview potential family planning acceptors; for new aooeptors, 

carry out tasks as desoribed under 1.5 below. 
(f) Follow-up on individuals already registered for various HHSC 

services. 
(g) Advise family to report promptly to Village Health Committee 

on changes in family oomposition, and family health status. 
(h) Record registration of family in nFamily Health Reoord Master 

Registern; update register when family moves from village. 
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1.2.8 Home visit: ES problems 

Check ES conditions of household: 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 

1-----------------------------·------------------~----~~~~----_4~----------
Wate-c iUpply: 

(a) erquire sources of water 
sU:lply: 

(b) check storage of water 

House.lo 1<1 wastes 

(c) ch,~ck how fluid wastes 
.lrp. disposed 

Refuse disposal 

(d) Check refuse storage 
arrangements 

(e) check refuse disposal 
arrangements 

Toilet facilities 

(f) ch~ck latrine 

Ventilation and heating 

(g) check ondol heating 

-well not covered 

-well not chlorinated 

advise family & 
VHC 
advise household SW 
SW on chlorination 

-well within 15 meters record (for SW 
of toilet informing VHC) 

-water stored in non
covered containers 

-if stagnant waste 

-dry and wet refuse 
not kept in 

separate containers 

-refuse for animal 
feeds not kept in 
separate container 

-refuse containers not 
covered or protected 
against insects 
and rats 

-garbage seen lying 
exposed around or 
near house or 
causing a nuisance 

-less than 15 metres 
from water supply 

-without cover or 
not fly proof 

-family desires to 
construct toilet 

-if leaks 

advise 

advise 

advise 

advise 

advise 

advise on 
methods of 
disposal (see 
Part III) 

advise on risks 
(see Part III); 
inform VHC 

advise; record SW 
for MHSC register 

advise; record SW 
for HHSC register 

advise 

-household desires to record (for HHSC SW 
construct ondol system register) 

~ _________________________ ~ __________________ ~ ______________ L_ __________ I 
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Action 

Task Finding By 
Refe·~ral 

HHHW 

(h) ct"oeck ventilation -doors and window advise; inform 
next to kitchen VHe or Ri chief 
illfitting. allowing 

gas to go into living 
quarters 
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1.3 MATERNITY CARE 

The MMHW is responsible for the care of normal pregnancies, and for 
recognizing and referring all abnormalities to the SCD, as described in this 
manual. 

1.3.1 Schedule of Prenatal Consultations 

(a) the schedule of prenatal consultations is: -

first: during first 3 months of pregnancy 
second: 20th week 
third: 30th week 
fourth: 36th week 
fifth: 38th week 

The mother should be checked by the SCD at the 3rd or 4th consultation. 

(b) Home visits for prenatal consultations: 

When registering a pregnancy, every effort should be made to encourag~ 
~~thers to visit the MHSC for their prenatal care. Explain to the mother that 
b~tter care can be given at the MHSC. Explain that prenatal care at the MHSC 
can ensure a healthy baby, and the mother should not risk the health of the 
baby just because she is shy. 

Only arrange home visits for antenatal care when: -

- the mother says she cannot visit the MHSC because of lack of 
transport or lack of anyone to care for other children; 

- mothers who are sick; 
- mothers who have failed to keep their clinic appointment. 
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1.3.2 First Prenatal Consultation 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
}ff8W 

1. C>mplete registration Mother's age: - Refer to 
less than 17 or SCD 
more than 35 years 

2. Calculate expected date Inform mother 
of delivery (See Part II): 
enter on registration 
form, and in Register 
of Pregnant Women. 

r---
3. Ask about history of History of abnormality Refer to 

previous pregnanciesl during previous SCD 
-deliveries; record pregnancy or 
information delivery. 

If first pregnancy, Refer to 
or 5th or more SCD 
pregnancy. 

4. Ask about medical history History of heart Refe~: to 
particularly chronic trouble, tuberculosil, SCD 
illness, and acute medical diabetes. kidney 
cr surgical conditions disease or suspected 
Iequiring hospitalization: venereal diseale. 
record information. 

s. If first consultation Refer to 
during or after 20th SCD 
week pro cede as for 
second consultation. 

6. Take TPRj record Temperature 390 C. Refe~ to 
Pu lse over 100. SCD 
Respirations over 
20. 

7. Take BP (See Part II); BP more than Refer to 
record 130/90 SCD 

a. Weigh client and take very overweight, Refer to 
heiiht j record or very under- SCD 

weight; very 
short (less 
than 4 ') 

,. Test Urine for albumin albumin present llefer to 
(Part II) SeD 
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1.3.2 First Prenatal Consultation (continued) 

Action - By Task Finding Referral 
MHHW 

10. r~scuss nutritional advise client 
aad personal hygiene (see Part III): 
requirements. give ferrous 

sulphate 
30 tablets; 
record 

11. Discuss arrangements home delivery advise client 
fJr delivery. on home 

delivery (see 
Part III) 

12. Determine date of next Inform client; 
visit: record on give 
registration form and registration 
DD card; motivate 

to attend 
clinic 

13. Tell client to come 
to MHSC or call MHHW 
if any abnormality 
cevelops. 
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1.3.3 Second prenatal consultation (20th week) 

Action 
Task Finding By Referral 

!HlW 

1. Check progress of -morning sickness ) Advise (see 
pregnancy -constipation ) Part III) 

-varicose veins ) 
-haemorrhoids ) 
-cough or symptom ) 
of tuberculosis; ) Refer to 
abdominal pain; ) SCD 
bleeding PV; pain ) 
on urination ) 

2. Caeck for oedema Oedema present Refer to 
SCD 

3. Check. whether immunized not iJllllunized give first dose 
against tetanus of tetanus 

toxoid 
'-

4. Take TPR 
5. Take BP Proceed as in first prenatal consultation 6. Take weight 
7. rest urine for albumin 

8. Check breasts and nipples if inverted nipples advise (see 
Part III) 

9. Examine abdomen and Any abnormality. Refe-:- to 
determine presentation abnormal presentation. SCD 
(see Part II) or unable to determine 

presentation 
i--

10. I.isten for foetal heart any abnormality or Refer to 
foetal heart not SCD 
heard 

11. Examine vulva abnormal discharge Refer to 
or sores SCD 

12. Advise on nutrition, give ferrous 
hygiene and family suJ.phate: 20 
planning tablets; advise 

'-
13. net ermine date of next mark on 

"isit; record on registration 
~egistration form and DD card; motivate 

to attend clinic 

14. Tell client to come 
to MHSC. or call HMHW if 
necessary 
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1.3.4 Third prenatal consultation (30th week) 

Action 

Task ~ Finding 
By 

Refetral 
MMHW .-

1. Check progress of if swelling of face Refer to 
p,egnancy (as in 1.3.3 or hands, blurred SCD 
task 1) vision, or vomiting 

2. Perform tasks 2 through 
11 of 1.3.3 (second pre-
natal consultation) 
(Note: second dose of 
tetanus toxoid will be 
given) ,-

3. Ask seD to ch~ck findings Refer ;;0 
SCD 

4. Ask client to bring 
proposed birth attendant 
at next visit, if delivery 
indirect 

1.3.5 Fourth prenatal consultation (36th week) 

Action .. -
By Task Finding 

MMHW Referral 

1. (heck progress of pregnancy no DIOvemen t s felt; 
(as in 1.3.3 and 1. 3.4) bleeding PV 
In addition: ask about Refer to 
Loetal movements, and SeD 
painless bleeding PV. 

2. Perform tasks 2 
through 14 of 1.3.3 
(except giving of tetanus 
toxoid unless not already 
given) 

3 • • \sk seD to check findings Refer to 
if not done in 1.3.4 SCD 

4. Give advice and instruction issue 
to birth attendant (see delivery set; 
Part III) record receipt 
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1.3.6 Fifth prenatal consultation (38th week) 

Task 

1. Ch(!ck progress of 
prp.gnancy (as in 1.3.3, 
1.1.4, 1.3.5) 

2. Perform task 2 through 14 
of 1.3.3, (except giving 
of tetanus toxoid) 

3. Ask SeD to check findings 
if not already done 

4. Co~firm arrangements for 
delivery, ensure that 
client and attendant know 
wh~t to do to seek help 
at time of delivery 

5. If MMHW not assisting at 
delivery, repeat 
instructions to delivery 
attendant so that 
attendant and family of 
Dlother know: 

(a) what to do if 
eruergency transport to 
hospital necessary; 

(b) if labour prolonged 
more than 24 hours for 
first stage, and 30 
minutes for second stage, 
then take to hospital; 

(c) if haemorrhage at any 
time take to hospital: 

(~) if placenta not 
dr.livered within 30 minutes 
a.fter delivery, then take to 
he-spital: 

(e) if severe tear of 
perineum take to 
hospital or call seD 

6. If MHHW attending delivery, 
then arrange to visit home 
b(!fore expected date of 
d~livery and enter date 
011 DD. 

Finding 

Action 
By 

HHHW 

Write address 
and telephone of 
SCD and referral 
hospital, and 
give to patient 

Refenal 

Refe! to 
SeD 
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1.3.7 Delivery assistance by the MHHW in the home 

Task 

1. Before called to delivery 

check midwifery kit is 
properly stocked (see 
Annex for list) 

2. When called to delivery 

inform SCD or leave 
message in MHSC 

3. On arrival at mother's 
home 

(c) take history 
(d) take BP 
(e) examine abdomen 

(For conduct of first 
stage, see booklet) 

4. Second stage 

- prepare for delivery 
- deliver baby 
- give immediate care 

for baby 

(For conduct of second 
stage, see booklet) 

5. Third stage 

deliver placenta: check 
for perinedal tear; 
palpate abdomen 

(For conduct of third 
stage see booklet) 

I Finding 

Mother with anl of 
the fo llowins: 
- bad obstetric 

history 
- abnormal medical 

history (see 1.3.2) 
- BP over 130/190 
- abnormal 

presentation 
- multiple pregnancy 
- labour more than 

24 hours 
- haemorrhage 
- foeta 1 heart not 

regular or absent 
- first pregnancy 

second stage lasts 
longer than 
30 minutes 

- placenta not 
delivered 

- perineal tear 
- haemorrhage 

MMHW: Part I 

By 
MMHW 

Accompany 
patient 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

ca1l SeD or 
accompany to 
hospital 

accompany 
patient 

accompany 
patient, with 
bi-manual 
compression 
of uterus, if 
necessary 
(see Part II) 

Action 

I Referral 

Refer to 
SeD or 
Hospital 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

Refer to 
SeD, or 
refer to 
hospital 

Refer to 
hospital 

Refer to 
hospital 
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1.3.7 Delivery assistance by the MMHW in the home (continued) 

Action 

Task Finding By Ref,.rral 
HHHW 

6 rake BP BP more than 130/90 accompany Refer to 
patient/or hospital, 
call SCD or r~fer 

to seD 

BP leBs than 90 call SCD or refer to 
accompany SCD or 
patient refer to 

hospHal 

7. Give care to bab:i as 
follows: 

Carry out procedures for-
- breathing 
- cord dressing 
- spreading vernix 

caseosa 
{see booklet} 

Examine baby for any abnormality present Refer to 
abnormality SCD 

- measure baby's weight weight less than Refe~ to 
and length 2.5 kg. SCD 

- take rectal temperature temperature more Refer to 

- put baby to breast, than 37.50 C SCD 

to encourage suckling 

8. Complete registration 
forms for mother and baby 

9. Inform mother and family Record on DD 
of next visit 

10. On return to MHSC 

complete register, 
jnfant/child master 
:egister 
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1.3.8 First post partum visit 

If the MHHW attended the delivery, this visit is made within 24 hours 
of birth. If the MHWdid not attend the delivery, then the first visit is 
made as soon as. possible after the birth but certainly in the first week. 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
HMHW 

1. Take temperature pulse Temperature above Refer to 
and respiration of mother. 38oC- SCD , 

Pulse over lOO/min; 
respirations over 
20/min. 

2. Take mother's BP. blood pressure less Refer to 
than 80/60; SCD 
BP more than 130/90 

3. Check breasts of mother. Cracked or painful Advise 
nipples. 

Painful swelling or Refer to 
redness. SCD 

4. Check perineum and Uterus enlarged Refer to 
uterus. above umbelicus, SCD 

bleeding PV, or Refer to 
excessive lochia. SCD 

5. Complete pregnancy 
registration form, if 
not already done. 

6. Check baby: jaundice present dress cord if Refer to 
- colour required SCD 
- cord 
- feeding problem suckling problem advise 
(watch baby feeding) 

7. Take temperature more than 37.50 C Refer to 
of baby rectally. SCD 

8. Measure baby's weight Weight less than Refer to 
and length. if not 2.5 kg SCD 
already done. 

9. Complete infant/child 
registration form if not 
already donc, and record 
findings of this visit. 

10. Arrange for birth 
certificate to be 
obtained. 
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1.3.8 First post partum visit (continued) 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
}ff8W 

11. Tell mother date of Enter on DD 
next visit. 

12. On return to HHSC 
complete FF and infant/ 
child master register 
if not already done. 

1.3.9 Second post partun visit 

If the MMHW attended the delivery, this visit is made on the fifth 
day; if not, in the second week. 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
HHHW 

1. Take mother's temperature, temperature more than Refer to 
pulse, and respiration. 3SoC SCD 

pulse more than Refer to 
lOO/min. SCD 

respiration more Refer to 
than 20/min. SCD 

2. Take mother's BP BP less than 80/60 Refer to 
SCD 

3. Check mother's breasts. engorgement show mother 
how to express 
milk 

localized tenderness Refer to 
or redness SeD 

4. Check lochia Much red, blood- Refer to 
stained lochia SeD 

5. Check baby 

- colour jaundiced Refer to 
SCD 

- stooh watery stools Refer to 
SeD 

6. Watch baby feeding. difficulty in suckling Refer to 
or swallowing. SeD 
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1.3.9 Second post partum visit (continued) 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW -

7. Take baby's temperature. more than 37.5OF Refer to 
SCD 

8. Weigh baby; record. 

9. Review with mother: 

-care of newborn 
-mother's nutrition 
-family planning methods 
-how to get medical help 

and advice. 

10. Tell mother date of next Enter in DD 
visit, or visit to 
MHSC if for postnatal 
check. 

11. Record findings on 
infant registration 
form. 

1.3.10 Third post partum visit 

If the MMHW attended the delivery, this visit is made on the 14th day; 
if the MMHW did not attend the delivery, no third visit is made, proceed 
as for second post partum visit (see 1.3.9) 

1.3.11 Final postnatal consultation (6 weeks post-partum) 
and follow-up of infant at Myeon Health Sub-Centre 

Task Finding 

1. Check health history of 
mother and infant over 
past 4 weeks; 
record findings any abnormalities/ 
appropriately. ill health in infant 

2. Check mother's weight: 
record 

3. Take mother's BP, -BP over 130/90 
temperature, pulse and -any abnormality 
respiration; record. 

Action 
By Referral MMUW 

Refer to 
SeD 

Refer to 
SCD 
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1.3.11 Final postnatal consultation (6 weeks post-martum) 
and follow-up of infant at Myeon Health Sub-Centre 

Task Finding 

4. Obtain specimen of urine If albumin present 
from mother; check 
appearance; test for 
albumin; record findings. 

5. . Discuss choice of method If loU .D • method of 
of family planning; choice. 
proceed as described 
below (see section 7 of 
this manual). 

6. Have mother seen by SCD 
(including vaginal 
examination, and possibly 
IUD insertion); make 
sure complete record 
available to SCD. 

7. Measure baby's weight abnormal weight 
and length; record. gain for age (See 

weight and height 
chart) 

.--
8. Check baby's physical Not lifting head: 

and social development not fo llowing 
(See Part III). mother with eyes. 

9. Give BCG vaccination 
(provided not contra-
indicated; instruct 
mother on what to expect 
after vaccination (see 
section 1.4.4 of this 
manual); record, as 
appropriate. 

Action 
By Referral 

MHRW 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD: inform 
SCD by 
completing 
and sub-
mitting 
Family 
Planning 
Consulta-
tion 
Request 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 
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1.3.11 Final postnatal consultation (6 weeks post-partum) 
and follow-up of infant at Hyeon Health Sub-Centre (continued) 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW 

10. plan immunization/well 
child consultation 
schedule. (See section 
1.4.4>. Record schedule; 
inform time of next 
visit to sub-centre. 

11. Review with mother 
nutritional needs of 
herself and her baby. 

12. Ensure mother under-
stands any instructions .. 
given by SCD. 

13. Note discharge of mother 
in "Daily Diary". and 
Haster Record of 
Pregnant Women" 
(Form No. 24) 
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1.4 CHILD HFALTR 

1.4.1 First year of life 

For newborn consultations: see under "Katernity Care" above: 
Subsequent well child consultations at: 6 weeks (see under "Maternity 
Care" above); 3 months; 4 months; 5 months; 6 IIIOnths; 12 IIIOnths. 

Conduct of well-child consultation' Action . 
Task Findings By Referral 

IIOlW 

1. If not seen until 3 months 
old or later, complete 
Infant/Child 
Registration form (No. 25); 
enter appropriate data in 
Family Health Record and 
Master Register. 

2. Check health history since minor complaints Give care; 
last consultation; conduct (see section 1.6 record 
physical inspection. MHHW Manual) 
Record findings. Other ill health. Refer to 

SeD 

3. Check physical and social Delayed Refer to 
development. Record development. SeD 
findings (see Part III) 

4. Measure and record height Weight not normal Refer to 
and weight. for age. SeD 

5. Follow-up on previous 
inununization; record 
findings, if 
significant. 

6. Unless contraindicated 
(see Annex 2), give 
appropriate immunization: 

<a) Three IIIOnths: 1st DPT 
(b) Four months: 2nd OPT 
(c) Five months: 3rd OPT 
(d) Six months: 4th OPT 
(e) 12 months: 1st Sabin 

Record 

7. Instruct mother on what 
to expect after 
inununization, and to 
return to health sub-
centre if any 
comp lications. 
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1.4.1 First year of life (continued) 

Action 

Task Finding By 
Referral 

MMHW 

8. Check on child's Advise 
nutritional and other (see Part Ill) 
health needs. 

9. Ensure mother aware 
of date of subsequent 
consultation. 

1.4.2 Second year of life 

Well Child Consultations at: 14 months; 16 months; 18 months. 
Conduct of Well-Child Consultation: 

Action 

Task Finding By 
Referral 

MMHW 

1. I f not previously 
registered, complete 
Infant/Child Registration 
form (No. 25); enter 
appropriate data in 
Family Health Record and 
Master Register. 

2. Check health history 
since last consultation; 
conduct physical minor complaints Give care; 
inspection. Record other ill health record Refer findings. to 

SCD 

3. Measure and record weight not normal Refer to 
height and weight. for age. SCD 

4. Follow-up on i\lUllediately 
previous i\lUllunization; 
record findings, if 
significant. 

5. Check physical and social 
development; record delayed development Refer to 
findings (See Part HI) SeD 

6. Unless contrainJicated 
(See Annex 2), give 
appropriate i\lUllunization: 

(a) Fourteen months: 
2nd Sabin 

(b) Sixteen months: 
3rd Sabin 

(c) Eighteen months: 
Smallpox 

Record 
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1.4.2 Second year of life (continued) 

Task Finding 

7. Proceed as described 
under 1.4.1(7-9) above. 

1.4.3 Two to six years 

Well-Child Consultations: twice each year; total of 8 

Conduct of Well-Child Consultation· 

Task Finding 

(a) Proceed as described 
under 1.4.2(1-5 and &) 
above. 

(b) Note discharge in "Dai ly 
Diary" and Master 
Register, when child 
enters school or moves 
out of myeon. 

1.4.4 Immunization 

For background information, reference is made to: 

(a) Part III: Technical Guidelines, 
important considerations in preparing for and 
carrying out immunization activities. 

(b) Part II: Procedures, 
procedures for BCG Vaccination, Tuberculin Testing, 
DPT and Irr Immunization, Poliomyelitis (Sabin) 
Immunization, and Smallpox Vaccination. 

1.4.4.1 Pre-School Immunization: see 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 above 

1.4.4.2 Primary School Immunization: 

By 
HHHW 

By 
HMHW 

By Task Finding 
HMHW 

(a) Arrange for school 
principal to enter 
identifying information 
on Group Immunization 
form (No. 37) 

(b) Make all necessary 
preparations, and take all 
necessary equipment and 
supplies to the school. 

Action 

Referral 

Action 

Referral 

Action 

Referral 
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1. ',.! .. 2 Primary SCh'"ll InDllllllizalicln: (colllinul·d) 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW 

(c) Prior to inununizing Any significant Refer to 
each chi ltl, check to make hea lth prob lems SCD 
sure there are no 
contra indications (See 
Annex 3) 

(d) Complete all immunizations. 

(e) Arrange for follow-up on 
children who missed 
immunization. 

(0 Complete all appropriate 
recording. 
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1.5 FAHILY PLANNING 

1.5.1 Motivation 

The mUltipurpose myeon health worker takes every opportunity to 
motivate eligible women and couples to become family planning 
acceptors, specifically: 

- during prenatal and postnatal consultations; 
- during home visits and clinic attendances, for 

whatever purpose; 
- by means of group educational activities. 

1.5.2 Choice of method 

To assist a potential family planning acceptor to make a choice 
of method, the multipurpose myeon health worker discusses in detail in 
the various methods with her client (See Part JII). 

1.5.3 Consultation with new acceptor 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
~ 

1. Arrange for privacy during 
interview • 

. 

2. Enter identifying 
information on "Registration 
of Family Planning 
Acceptor" form. 

3. Check on menstrual, 
~ynaecological and 
obstetrical history. 
Record 

4. Check on medical history; 
record significant findings. 

5. Iteview fami ly planning 
methods, including advantages 
and limitations; ensure client 
aware of permanency of 
vasectomy and tubal ligation. 

6. Ensure spouse of client 
consents to method chosen. 
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1.5.3.1 Method selected: Oral pill 

Action 

Task Finding 
By 

Referral 
MMHW 

1. Examine breasts; record No abnormality Teach client 
findings. to examine 

own breasts. 

Mass or other Refer to 
a bnorrna li t y . seD 

2. Take blood pressure; Blood pressure over Refer to 
record finding. 130/90 seD 

J. On the basis of loS .3 History of: 
(3 and 4) above, determine diabetes mellitus; 
if any contraindication to hypertension; Refer to 
use of oral pill kidney disease SeD 
(see Part III) ; record 
findings. 

Other contra- Advise client 
indications to select 

other method. 

4. If no contraindication, 
explain carefully procedure 
for taking oral pill (see 
Part II) 

S. Give or sell (as 
appropriate) one cycle 
of pills; record 

O. Inform client of minor 
side effects which may 
be experienced (see 
Part III) . 

7 • Give client appointment 
for return consultation 
in one month's time. 
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1.').3.2 Method selected: Hormonal injection 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
HHHW 

1. Ensure all appropriate Refer to 
information recorded on SCD 
clients registration 
form. 

2. After consultation with 
make sure client aware 
of date of return visi t. 

1.5.3.3 Method selected: I.oop insertion 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW 

1. Ensure all appropriate Make out Fami y Refer to 
information recorded on Planning SCD 
client IS registration Consultation 
form. Request. 

2. After consultation with 
SCD, make sure client 
is aware: 

-of possible minor side-
effects; 

-that she is to report 
immediately if loop is 
expelled, menstrual 
period missed, or any 
major abnormality; 

-of date of routine 
follow-up ( in 3 months 
time). 
(See Part III) 

1.5.3.4 Method selected: Condom 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MHHW 

1. Explain use 

2. Give 3 months supply; 
record 
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1.5.3.5 Method Selected: Tubal ligation 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW 

1. If client to have 
surgery free of charge, 
obtain clearance from 
Health Centre 

2. Make out Family Planning Refer to 
Consultation Request, authorized 
and give to client; clinic or 
record. hospital. 

3. Request client to: 

-make sure she knows 
of date of follow-up 
consultation at hospital; 

-arrange to inform MHSC 
that surgery has been 
performed. 

4. Follow-up client if she 
does not inform MHSC 
that surgery completed. 

1.5.3.6 Method selected: Menstrual regulation 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW 

1. Proceed as for tubal 
ligation (see 1.5.3.5 
above) 

1.5.3.7 Method selected: Vasectomy 

Action 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW 

1. If client to have surgery 
free of charge, obtain 
clearance from Health 
Centre. 

2. Make out Family Planning Refer to 
Consultation Request, authorized 
and give to client; clinic or 
record. hospital 
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1.5.3.7 Hethod s('iecled: Vasectomy (continued) 

Task Finding By 
MMHW 

3. Request client to: 

-make sure he understands 
instructions of surgeon 
in respect to post-
operative procedures to 
be fo llowed ; 

-make sure he keeps the 
follow-up appointment 
with the surgeon; 

-arrange to infonn MHSC 
that surgery has been 
perfonned. 

4. Fo llow-up c lien t if he 
does not infonn MHSC 
that surgery completed. 

1.5.3.8 Recording 

Make sure that for all methods, all pertinent information 
is recorded in: 

- Family Health Record; 

Action 

- Master Register of Family Planning Acceptors (Form No. 42); 
- Family Planning Registration fonn; 
- Daily Diary. 

1.5.4 Routine follow-up consultations for oral pill and loop acceptors 

1.5.4.1 Oral pill: 1 month after starting use; 
4 months after starting use; annually thereafter. 

1.5.4.2 Loop 3 months after insertion; annually thereafter. 

1.5.5 Change of method 

Depending on new method selected, proceed as described above. 

Referral 
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l.l> FIR~;T Alll/SIMl'LE CARE 

When working in the MHSC, the r-tffiW provides the first level of 
care for the patients. The medical conditions she will see and treat 
are described in this section. While in the clinic, the MMHW is under 
the supervision of the SCD. All cases not covered by this manual should 
be referred to the SCD. 

When on village visits, the MMHW will give first aid for injuries 
and medical conditions (and refer if necessary), as appropriate according 
to the procedures described in this section of the manual. 

Task 

1.6.1 Abrasions 

(a) take history 

(b) examine injury 

(c) complete patient 
care form (No. 62) 

(d) at return visit, 
re-examine abrasion. 

1.6.2 Burns 

(a) take history 

(b) examine burn 

(c) at return visit, 
re-assess burn 

Finding 

superficial injury 
to skin only 

not healed, 
painful and 
swollen, 
discharging pus 

burned by corrosive 
substance, or 
electric burn 

less than size of 
palm of patient's 
hand; first or 
second degree only 

if full thickness 
skin involvement 

if burn healing 
satisfactorily 

Action 
By 

MMHW 

apply 
mercurochrome 
and dry dreSSing, 
leave exposed if 
on face, tell 
patient to 
return after 
one week. 

apply gentian 
violet and 
vaseline gauze 
dressing; tell 
patient to 
return after 2 
days 

continue dressings 
every 2 days 
until healed 

Referral 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SeD 
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1.6 First aid/simple care (continue,l) 

Action 

Task 

1.6.3 Cold/cough/upper 
respiratory infection 

(For tuberculosis 
suspect, see 1.7.1) 

(a) take history 

(b) take temperature 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.4 Convulsions in 
children 

(a) take history 

Finding 

Patient has had 
symptoms for more 
than 2 days 

More than 3SoC 

if no fever 

if cough with sputum 

By 
MMHW 

give aspirin 
tablets 
according to 
dose schedule, 
te11 patient to 
return in 2 days 
if not better 

if cough not productive give cough syrup 
according to 
dose schedule 
tell patient to 
return in 2 days 
if not better. 

if patient with 
cough less than 
1 year 01,1 

convulsions last 
more than 3 minutes, 
and are followed by 
unconsciousness 
temperature 
above 3SoC 

lie chi ld on 
si,:e; prevent 
from biting 
tongue 

Referral 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD or 
hospital 



Task 

1.6.4 Convulsions in children 
( continued) 

(b) take temperature 
rectally 

1.6.5 Diarrhoea in adults 

(a) take history 

(b) take temperature 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.6 Diarrhoea in children 
under 6 years of age 

(a) take history 

(b) take temperature 

(c) examine chi ld 

(d) Record on 
regist~,-alioll 
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Finding 

temperature above 
3SoC 

more than 24 hours; 
severe abdominal 
pain or vomiting 

temperature more 
than 3SoC 

if no fever 

more than 4 stools 
a day 

longer than 24 
hours, or vomiting 

fever more than 
38°C 

drowsy, dry tongue, 
sunken eyes 

if child not febrile 
or dehydrated 

MMHW: Part 1 

Action 
By 

MMHW 

sponge patient 
with water; 
insert 
antipyretic 
suppository, if 
child less 
than 2 years 

give Hurabon; 
tell to return 
in 24 hours if 
no better; 
tell patient 
to drink plenty 
of fluid 

Advise mother 
to give fluids 
(see Part Ill) 

Referral 

Refer to 
SCD or 
hospital 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD or 
hospital 
immediately 
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L.u First ai,;/simplc cart' (continued) 

Task 

1.6.7 Diarrhoea in school
children 

(a) take history 

(b) take temperature 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

(d) on return visit, 
take history 

1.6.8 Dogbite 

(a) take history 

(b) examine bite 

(c) recor~ on patient 
care form 

1.6.9 Dy&mennorhoea 

(a) take history 

(b) take temperature 

(c) record on patient 
care form 

Finding 

more than 4 
stools day 

longer than 48 hours 
or vomiting 

fever more than 
38°C, if no fever 

patient better 

enquire whether dog 
known anu under 
restraint or if 
dog has disappeared. 

skin broken 

any symptom other 
than lower abdominal 
pain related to 
menstruation 

if temperature more 
than 38°C 

if no fever 

Action 
By 

MMHW 

encourage 
drinking plenty 
fluid, give 
Hurabon; 
according to 
dosage schedule 
tell patient to 
return in 24 
hours 

enquire about 
parasites 

senli relative to 
restrain dog; 
inform SeD 

wash with soap 
and water 

Referral 

Refer to 
SeD 
Refer to 
seD 
Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SeD for 
stool 
examination 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
seD 

I!.efer to 
seD 

give Baradon 
tablets according 
to dosage schedulei 
advise patient I 
to put hot 
compress on abdomen; 
advise patient to 
return if condition 
does not improve 
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J.6 Fi.rst aid/simple care (continued) 

Task 

1.6.10 Epileptic seizure 

(a) give first aid 

(b) take history 
from relative 

(c) give continuing 
care to patient 

(J) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.11 Fever in adults and 
schoo lehi Idren 

(a) take history 

(b) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.12 Fever in children 
6/12 to 6 years of 
age 

(a) take history 

(b) Take temperature 

(c) Record on 
registration fori 

Action 

I Finding 
By 

MMHW 

i patient having 
seizure 

patient known 
epileptic or new 
case 

-patient regains 
consciousness after 
sleeping 

-patient continues 
to have seizure 

fever associateli 
with symptoms of 
cold, or upper 
respiratory tract 
infection, not 
longer than 24 hours; 
below 38°C 

lay patient on 
side; insert 
padded spatula 
between teeth; 
100 sen clothing; 
call SCD if 
available 

enquire whether 
on medication 

accompany 
patient 

give asp1rJ.n 
4 tablets; 
tell patient 
to return 
in 24 hours 

NOTE: if child less than 6 months 
old, refer to SCD 

fever longer than 
6 hours 

fever less than 
6 hours 

temperature more than 
38°C 
temperature less than 
38°C 

give aspirin 
according to 
dosage schedule 

give aspirin 
according to 
dosage schedule 

Referral 

Refer to 
SeD 

Refer to 
SCD or to 
hospital 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 
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1.6 First aid/simple care (continued) 

Task 

1.6.13 Foreign botly in ear 

(a) take history 

(b) examine ear 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.14 ForeiSin botl~ in nose 

(a) take history 

(b) examine nose 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

1. 6 .1S Forei!;ln body in eye 

(a) take history 

Finding 

foreign body sharp 
or fragmented 

foreign body 
visible 

foreign body not 
removetl at first 
attempt 

foreign body sharp 
or fragmented 

foreign body not seen 

foreign body seen 

foreign botly not 
removed on first 
attempt 

if corrosive fluid 

if severe pain 
and photophobia 

Action 
By 

HMHW 

put vegetable 
oil in ear; 
remove foreign 
body 

attempt removal 
by making child 
blow down 
affected 
nostril 

wash out eye 
with water 
before referral 

cover eye with 
gauze pad 

Referral 

Refer to 
seD 

Refer to 
SeD 

Refer to 
SeD 

Refer to 
SeD 

Refer to 
seD 

Refer to 
SeD or 
hospital 

Refer to 
SeD or 
hospital 
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1.& Fir!lt aid/simple care (continued) 

Action 

Task + Finding By Referral 
t------- __ --+-----.::=:::...MMHW---+--_ 

1.6.15 Foreign body in eye 
• (b) examine eye 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

if foreign body 
fixed to cornea 

if foreign body 
free in conjunctiva 

if no foreign 
body seen 

1.6.16 Fractures and dislocations 

(a) take history 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.17 Frost bite 

(a) t.ake history 

(b) examine affected 
part 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

if fractured arm or 
leg suspected or 
deformity of limb, 
with or without 
open wound 

if fractured skull 
suspected 

if fractured spine 
suspected 

if fractured hand 
or foot 

numbness or burning 
sensation of 
affected part; skin 
violet, red, or white 

signs or symptoms 
persist after bathing 
in warm water 

remove with 
corner of gauze 
pad 

wash out eye; 
tell patient 
to return if 
symptoms persist 

apply dressing 

Refer to 
seD 

Refer to 
SCD or 
hospital 

if wound, then al>ply 
sp lint; if arm: 
bandage wooden 
splint to arm; 
if leg: bandage 
injured leg to 
normal 

call SeD if in 
MHSC; 
dress wound if 
present; 
accompany to 
hospital 

call SCD; do 
not move 
patient 

In the affected 
part in warm 
(not hot) water 
(do not massage 
part) 

Refer to 
seD or 
refer to 
hospital 

Refer to 
SeD 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
seD 
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l.b First aid/simple care (continued) 

A ct on 

Task Finding By Referral 
MMHW 

1.6.18 Headache 

Ca) take history more than 48 hours; Refer to 
other symptoms (such SCD 
as vomiting) 

(b) take temperature more than 38°C Refer to 
SCD 

(c) take BP more than 130/90 Refer to 
SCD 

no abnormality give asp1r1n: 
8 tablets; 
tell patient 
to return in 
2 days 

Cd) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.19 Iml!eti8° 

(a) take history more than one lesion Refer to 
SCD 

(b) examine lesion sore with pus- wash lesion; 
filled blisters apply neomycin 
on skin ointment 3 x 

day for 5 
(c) complete patient days; tell 

care form patient to 
return after 
5 days 

(d) return visit: condition not Refer to 
re-examine improving SCD 
lesion 

1.6.20 Infected wound 

Ca) take history 

(b) examine wound wound red and Refer to 
inflamed SCD 

(c) take temperature more than 38° C Refer to 
SCD 
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1.6 First aid/simple care (continued) 

Action 

1 
By Task Finding Referral 

f------ .. -------t---=MMHW""'----i--~ 
(continued) 1.6.20 Infected wound 

(d) complete patient 
care fonn 

(e) when patient 
returns for 
dressing: check 
progress 

1.6.21 Insect bite 

(a) take history 

(b) examine lesion 

(c) complete patient 
care fonn 

1.6.22 Scabies 

(a) take history 

(b) examine lesions 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

if no fever 

no improvement 

very itchy rash 
on body and 
extremities 

scabies but lesions 
infected 

if no infection 

wash with soap 
and water; 
apply merthiolate 
and sulphonilamide 
cystals; apply 
dressing; tell 
patient to 
return for 
dressings every 
2 days 

wash with soap 
and water; 
remove sting, 
if present 

Refer to 
SCD 

apply antiseptic 
cream (cetrinicide 
ointment) 

ask if other 
members of family 
involved 

Refer to 
SCD 

give patient 
benzyl Benzoate; 
instruct to apply 
after bathing (all 
over body); boil 
clothes and air 
bedding in sun; 
give same treatment 
to all affected 
family members 
twice daily 
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l.b First aid/simple care (continued) 

Task 

1.6.23 Sunburn 

(a) take history 

(b) take temperature 

(c) examine burned 
area 

(d) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.24 Snake bite 

(a) give first aid 

(b) take history 

(c) arrange transport 
to hospital if 
seD not available 

(d) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.25 Tinea 

Finding 

if more than 38°C 

if blistering of 
skin (second degree 
burn) 

~us infections of skin) 

(a) take history itchy red patches 
on skin: spreading 
slowly, affecting 
trunk and limbs, 
feet, or genital 
area 

(h) examine skin 

(c) when patient 
returns 

no improvement 

Action 
By 

MMHW 

apply gentian 
violet, and 
gauze dreSSing 
with vaseline; 
give aspirin 4 
tablets 

call SCD, if at 
MHSC; have 
patient lie 
down; apply 
tourniquet above 
site of bite, 
and loosen every 
10 minutes; 
wash bite with 
soap and water; 
obtain details 
of snake, if 
known 

accompany to 
hospital 

give patient 
Tinaderm and 
apply twice 
dai ly for one 
week and then 
return to 
clinic 

Referral 

Refer to 
SCD 

Refer to 
SCD 

to hospital, 
if seD not 
available 

Refer to 
SeD 
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1.6 First aid/simple care (conLinued) 

Action 

Task Finding Referral By 
MHHW 

~--------------------------r--------------------+--~~~----~----------~ 
1.6.25 Tinea (continued) 

(d) check progress; 
complete patient 
care form 

1.6.26 Neuralgia, fibrositis 

(a) take history 

(b) examine patient 

(c) complete patient 
care form 

1.6.27 Indigestion/gastritis 

(a) take history 

(b) take temperature 

(c) examine abdomen 

in adults only; aching 
pain in muscles or 
associated with joint 
stiffness relieved by 
movement 

not severe or lasting 
more than 4 days 

if pain severe and 
disturbs sleep or 
prevents patient 
from working or any 
other symptoms 

if affected part 
swo llen or skin 
discoloured 

discomfort, nausea, or 
mild pain (not severe) 
in upper abdomen 
following over eating 

give aspirin 
according to I 
dosage schedule 

Refer to 
seD 
Refer to 
SeD 

or drinking, not lasting 
more than six hours 

" 

if: severe abdominal 
pain or vomiting or 
diarrhoea 

if more than 3BoC 

if any tenderness 

if not tender 

Refer to 
seD 
Refer to 
SeD 
Refer to 
seD give Amphogel 

tablets according 
to dosage schedule, 
advise bland diet, 
and patient must 
return in 24 hours 
if no better or 
immediately if 
pain gets worse. 
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1.7 Tuberculosis control 

1.7.1 Case finding 

1.7.1.1 Cough of less than 2 weeks duration: see 1.6.3 above. 

1.7.1.2 Productive cough of over two weeks duration: 

(a) Obtain sputum specimen (see Part II) and submit to Health 
Centre (see Part III). 

(b) Refer to SCD, for check-up and immediate treatment of cough, 
and referral to HC if necessary. 

(c) If examination of sputum reveals presence of tubercle bacilli, 
make out "Referral Form (No. 14) and arrange for client to go 
to Health Centre for X-ray examinations, glVlng precise 
date of appointment if such indicated by Health Centre. 

(d) If examination of sputum does not reveal tuberculosis, and 
cough persists: 
- make out "Referral Form" for X-ray examination at 

Health Centre; 
- make appointment for further consultation with SCD. 

1.7.1.3 Non-productive cough of over two weeks duration: 

(a) Make out "Referral Form" for X-ray examination at Health 
Centre; 

(b) Refer to SCD, for check-up and immediate treatment of COUCh; 

(c) If X-ray examination does not reveal tubercular lesion, inform 
client to return to see SCD, if cough persists. 

1.7.2 Patients on treatment 

Individuals diagnosed as having tuberculosis are re&istered by the 
Health Centre Tuberculosis Follow-up Worker, who issues a one month 
supply of drugs, as per the prescribed treatment regimes. (see 
Annexes 4 and 5). 

The multipurpose myeon health worker's subsequent tasks are: 

1.7.2.1 Check that one copy of the patient's Tuberculosis registration Form 
(sputum positive: yellow; sputum negative: green is delivered to MHSC 
by tuberculosis follow-up worker). 

1.7.2.2 Check carefully the prescribed treatment regime, and make sure 
sufficient quantHy of all necessary drugs are available at !lyeon 
health sub-centre. 
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1.7.2.3 Record appropriate information in Family Health Record, and in 
nMaster Register of Patients on Treatment for Tuberculosis" 
(Form No. 55). 

1.7.2.4 Visit patient as soon as possible after treatment initiated; 

(a) Make sure condition and treatment regime fully understood; 

(b) If patient on streptomycin, ensure that satisfactory arrangements 
have been made for its administration; make note of these arrange
ments in "Daily Diary", and later on Registration Form. 

(c) Make sure date of subsequent month's issue of drugs is noted on 
the patient's "Registration Card", and that patient is aware that 
drugs are to be collected from the myeon health sub-centre; 

(d) Advice the patient to report to myeon health sub-centre immediately 
if any symptoms of ill-effect from drugs. (see Part III). 

1.7.2.5 At time of first visit to patient's home (see 1.7.2.4) 

(a) If any member of household has productive cough of over two 
weeks duration; 
- obtain sputum specimen and submit to Health Centre; 
- refer to SCD, for check-up and immediate treatment; 

(b) For all adult members of household, make out "Referra; 
form" for X-ray examination. 

(c) Check all children of household for BCG scar: if no scar, 
arrange for BCG vaccination. 

1.7.2.6 At time of each monthly visit of patient to myeon health sub-centre, 
to collect supply of drugs for the subsequent month: 

(a) Check how patient managing on drug regime: 
advise as appropriate. 

(b) Check if patient experiencing any toxic side effects of 
drugs; if so, refer to SCD. 

(c) Issue subsequent month's supply of drugs; have patient 
acknowledge receipt of same; record issue. 

(d) As appropriate, collect and submit sputum specimen, and 
issue referral forms for X-ray examination at the Health 
Centre ( see Annex 6). 

(e) Ask patient if any member of household has been coughing for a 
period of over two weeks duration: if so, take appropriate 
action (see 1.7.1). 
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1.1.2.1 Make priority home visits on the basis of: 

- patients who fail to pick up drugs; 
patients from whom unable to obtain follow-up sputum specimens; 

- patients who fail to go to Health Centre for follow up chest X-rays. 
(see above, under 1.2: "Conduct of Home visit") 

1.1.2.8 Make sure all of patient's records are kept up-to-date at all times. 

1.1.3 Individuals under surveillance 

1.1.3.1 When informed by Health Centre Tuberculosis Follow-up Worker of an 
individual who has been registered as being under surveillance: 
- enter registration number in Family Health Record; 
- record identifying data in "Master Register of Patients under 

Surveillance" (Form No. 54). 

1.1.3.2 As appropriate, arrange to collect and submit sputum specimens, and 
to issue referral forms for X-ray examination at the Health Centre 
(See Annex 6). 

1.8 Recording and reporting 

The forms and registers that are used by the MMHW are as follows: 

Ca) Individual records 

The family folder - Pregnant woman registration 
- infant/child registration 
- FP registration 
- TB sputum + ve registration 
- TB sputum - ve registration 
- Patient care record 

Referral form (general) 
FP referral form 
Pregnancy registration card 
TB registration card 

(b) Collective Patient Records 

Family health record master register 
Pregnant women master register 
Infant/pre-school master register 
FP acceptor master register 
TB patients on treatment register 
TB patients under surveillance register 
Record of sputum collection and examination 
Myeon health sub-centre sanitation referral register 
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(c) Individual staff records 

Daily Diary for MMHW 
Summary of daily activities for MMHW 
Code for FP 
Immunization schedules 
Check list for group immunizations 

(d) Internal forms 

Record of delivery sets issued 
Record of receipt and distribution of supplies. 

MMHW Part I 
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MMHW: Part I 
Annex 1 

HOME VISITING BAG 

A Home Visiting Bag is carried by the multipurpose myeon health worker 
on all routine village visits. Prior to each village visit, the MMHW checks 
and restocks as necessary the contents of the bag. 

1. The following items are kept in the bag at all times: 

Equipment 

Clinical thermometer, oral 
Clinical thermometer, rectal 
Covered metal container 

for instruments 
Dressing bowl 
Dressing forceps 
Kidney dish 
Scissors 
Spring scale, baby 
Stethoscope, biaural 
Tape measure 

I 
I 

I 
1 
2 prs. 
I 
I pro 
I 
I 
I 

Supplies 

Condoms 
Oral pills 
Sputum containers 
Adhesive tape I roll 
Cotton balls 
Gauze squares 
Paper bags (or supply of 

newspaper to make same) 
Paper for wrapping tablets 
Antiseptic cream 1 tube 
Benzyl Benzoate 

Tongue depressor 
Urinalysis set (test tubes, 

1 emulsion (Cool-F) I bottle 

test tube holder, and 
bottle of acetic acid 
acid or salicylic 
sulphone acid) 

Gentian violet 
(Gentiana) I bottle 

Alcohol lamp, metal with 
screw cap, filled 

Flashlight, with 
batteries 

Soap box, covered (with 
bar of toilet soap) 

Sheeting, clear vinyl 
Towels 

I 

I 

1 

1 
I 
2 

set 

metre 

Mercurochromel 
Merthiolate I 

Neomycin sulphate 
ointment (Cambison) 

Sulphanilamide 
crystals (Nilamide) 

Vaseline 
Vegetable oil 
Aspirin 
Anticonvulsant 

suppositories 
Baradon (antispasmodic) 
Ferrous sulphate 

(Homorocuran-A) 
Hurabon 

(antidiarrhoeis) 

bottle 

1 tube 

I bottle 
1 jar 
1 bottle 
I bottle 

1 package 
I bottle 

1 bottle 

1 bottle 

2. Add to contents of bag, as indicated by nature of home visits planned: 
(a) delivery sets; (b) foetal stethoscope; (c) sphygmamonometer; 
(d) tuberculosis drugs; (e) other special requirements. 

3. Just before starting visiting, place following in the bag: 
(a) "Daily Diary" loose-leaf binder; 
(b) Loose-leaf binder containing other records; 
(c) Envelope containing supply of blank forms (see 1.1.7 (a»; 
(d) Family Health Records, required for updating purposes. 
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Annex 2 

PRE-SCHOOL IMMUNIZATION SCHEDULE 

Type of 
immuniza
tion 

BCG 

DPT 

First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 

Age at 
which 
given 

6 weeks 

3 months 
4 months 
5 months 
6 months 

Note: children who 

Dosage 

0.05 ml 

0.05 ml 

have 
receivea the first three 
doses under the previous 
schedule. are to be given 
the 4th dose at 12 months 
of age. 

Polio
myelitis 
(sabin) 

First 
Second 
Third 

I 

Smallpox 
(First) 

12 
14 
16 

18 

0.02 ml 

months 
months 
months 

month One 
drop 

Method 

Intradermal 
injection 

Intramuscular 
injection 

Orally 

Multiple 
pressure 

Contraindications 

1. Any skin condition 
2. Acute communicable diseases such as 

measles. chicken pox. etc. 

1. Acute connnunicable diseases. 
2. History of convulsions. 
3. Hypersensitive reaction to egg. 

Note: if convulsions have occurred 
after any DPT innoculation. give DT 
(0.5 ml) only for all subsequent 
innnunizations. 

1. Acute communicable diseases. 
2. Diarrhoea. 
3. Within 2 weeks of smallpox or 

BCG vaccination 
4. Within one month of measles 

vaccination. 

1. Any skin condi ti "n of individual 
being vaccinated. or of any member 
of family. 

2. Acute communicable diseases. 
3. Not within 2 weeks after Sabin 

vaccine given. 

Note: Measles vaceination is given by the Health Sub-Centre Director on payment of 
fee. 
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Annex 3 

PRIMARY SCHOOL IMMUNIZATION SCHEDULE 

irype of To whom 
DlIIl1;Iniza- Grade Dosage Method Contraindications 
tlon ! 

given 

~G First 0.1 ml Intradermal To all l. Any skin condition 
injection children 2. Acute communicable diseases 

w/o BCG 
scar 

nallpox First One drop Multiple pressure All l. Any skin condition of 
~econd) children individual being vaccinated. 

or of any member of his 
family. 

2. Acute communicable diseases 
3. Not wi thin 2 weeks of other 

live vac·cine 
4. Fever 

'T First 0.5 ml Intramuscular All Acute communicable diseases 
First) injection children 

CG Sixth 0.1 ml Intrllilerrnal To all 1. Any skin condition 
injection children 2. Acute communicable disease 

who are 
non-reactors 
to. 
tuberculin 
test 

If Six1:h 0.5 ml Intramuscular All Acute communicable diseases 
second) injection children 
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Annex 4 

TREATMENT FeR SPUTUM POSITIVE PATIENT 

Month of Preparation of supply by Label on package and treatment Prescription Health Worker (to cover 
4- week period) Instructions to Patient 

1st and Streptomycin 1.0 g. by Package of 24 bottles of one bottle for one 
2nd month intramuscular injection Streptomycin 1.0 g. injection every day except 

daily except Sunday Sunday 

( Above is for: patients under 40 years of age) 

Streptomycin 1.0 g. Package of 12 bottles of one bottle for one 
by intramuscular injection streptO\>,ycin 1.0 g. injection 3 times a week 
3 times a week 

(above is for patients 
over 40 years of age) 

INH 400 mg daily Envelope containing 112 Take 4 table~s, in a single 
tablets dose, after one meal, each 

day 

.. . . 
PAS 10 g. daily Bag containing 560 tabs. Take 20 tablets in 2-3 

doses. after meals each 
day 

3rd - 6th Streptomycin 1.0 g by Package of B bottles of Two bottles, for two 
months intramuscular injection streptomycin 1.0 g. injections, each week 

twice weekly 

INH 400 mg daily Envelope containing Take 4 tabs, as a single 
112 tablets dose, after one meal, each 

day 

PAS 10 g. daily Bag containing 560 tabs Take 20 tabs., in 2-3 doses, 
after meals, each day 

, 

7th - 12th INH 400 mg. daily Envelope containing Take 4 tablets, asa I 

months 112 tabs. single dose, after one I 

I 

meal, each day I 
I 

PAS 10 g. daily Bag containing 560 tabs. Take 20 tabs. in 2-3 doses, I 

after meals, each day 

OR 

INH 400 mg. daily Envelop containing 112 tabs. Take 4 tabs as a single 
dose, after meal, each 
day 

Streptomycin 1.0 g. by Package of 8 bottles of Two bottles, for two 
intramuscular injection streptomycin 1.0 g. inj ec tions , each week 
twice weekly 
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TREATMENT OF SPUTUM POSITIVE PATIENT (continued) 

Month of Preparation of supply Label on Package and 
Treatment Prescription by Health Worker (to Instructions to Patient 

cover 4-week period) 

* 7th - 12th OR 
month 
(cont'd) INH 700 mg twice weekly Eight packages, with Take all tablets (7) in 

7 tablets in each a single package, twice 
package twice each week, after 

meal 

Streptomycin 1.0 g. by Package of 8 bottles of Two bottles, for two 
intramuscular injection Streptomycin 1.0 g. injections, each week 
twice weekly 

13th-24th INH 400 mg daily Envelope containing Take 4 tablets. as a 
month 112 tabs. single dose, after one 

meal each day 

* This regime is prescribed by the Supervisory Medical Officer only. 
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Annex 5 

TREATMENT FOR SPUTUM NEGATIVE PATIENT 

Month of Preparation of supply by Label on package 
Treatment Prescription Health Worker (to cover 4-

~ week period) 
Ins tructions to Patient 

1st and INH 400 mg daily Envelope containing Take 4 tablets, as a single 
2nd month 112 tablets dose after one meal each 

day 

PAS 10 g. daily . Bag containing 560 tablets Take 20 tablets in 2-3 
doses, after meals each day 

Streptomycin 1.0 g by Package of 8 bottles of Two bottles, for two 
intramuscular injection streptomycin 1.0 g. injections , each week 
twice weekly 

3rd to INH 400 mg. daily Envelope containing 112 Take 4 tablets as a single 
12th tablets dose after one meal each 
month day 

PAS 10 g. daily Bag containing 560 tables Take 20 tablets in 2-3 doses 
after meals each day 

OR 

INH 400 mg daily Envelope containing 112 Take 4 tablets as a single 
tablets dose after one meal each 

day 

Streptomycin 1.0 g. Package of 8 bottles of Two bottles, for two 
by intramuscular Streptomyc1.n 1.0 g. inj ections, each week 
injection twice weekly 

* OR 

INH 700 mg. twice Eight package, with 7 TaKe a.l.J. t8l>~es T7J 
weekly tablets in each package in a single paCKage arter I 

meal twice each week 

Streptomycin 1.0 g. by Package of 8 bottles of Two bottles, for two 
intramuscular injection streptomycin 1.0 g. injections each week 
twice weekly 

13th - INH 400 mg. daily Envelope containing Take 4 tablets, asa 
24th 112 bottles single dose after one 
month meal each day 

* This regime is prescribed only by the Supervisory Medical Officer for 

Tuberculosis. 
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TUBERCULOSIS CONTROL - FOLLOW-UP SPUTUM AND X-RAY EXAMINATIONS 

The requirements in respect to the follow-up of patients by sputum and 
X-ray examinations are: 

1. For Sputum Positive Patients 

a. At six month after start 
of treatment spot sputum (for smear) and 

b. At twelve months after 
start of treatment 

c. At 18 months after 
start of treatment 

d. At 24 months after 
start of treatment 

2. For Sputum Negative Patients 

a. At three months after 
start of treatment 

b. At six months after start 
of treatment 

c. At 12 months after start of 
treatment 

large X-ray 

spot sputum (for smear) and 
large X-ray 

spot sputum (for culture) and 
large X-ray 

spot sputum (for smear) and 
large X-ray 

spot sputum (for culture) 

spot sputum (for smear) and 
large X-ray 

spot sputum (for smear) and 
large X-ray 

3. For Individuals Under Surveillance 

a. Every three months spot sputum (for smear) 

b. Every six months large X-ray 
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EXAMINATION OF BREASTS 

1. For changes in siz~ or shape: 

(a) Have woman stand in front of mirror, with arms relaxed at side, 
and request her to observe her breasts for any changes in size or shape. 

(b) Request woman to raise arms above her head, and again observe for 
any changes in size or shape. 

2. For lump or thickening: 

(a) Have woman lie on back with pillow under left shoulder, and left 
hand behind head. With fingers of right hand held together flat, press firmly 
using small circular movements to feel; 

- inner, upper quarter of left breast, 
- starting at breast bone and going outward towards nipple, 
- inner, lower quarter of left breast. 

(b) With woman lying as described above, except with left arm down at 
side, proceed i.n same way to feel: 

- under left exilla; 
- upper, outer quarter of left breast; 

from nipple to where arm resting; 
- lower, outer quarter of left breast, from where arm resting 

to nipple. 

(c) Proceed to examine right breast in same way. 

NOTE: Teach woman to examine her own breasts, using the same procedures. 

3. For normal changes during pregnancy: 

(a) By 6th week - pregnant woman conscious of tingling feeling, and 
slight discomfort; breast tissue feels modular and "lumpy". 

(b) 6th - 10th week: marble-like appearance of breast, resulting 
from visible network of enlarged superficial veins; 

(c) 10th - 12th week: Darkening of nipple and areola; small, pale 
raised areas on areola; possibly small amount of colourless 
fluid expressed; 

(d) 16th - 18th week 
areola. 

mottled area of Pigmentation surrounding primary 

4. During early days of lactation: 

Examine for cracked or painful nipples, and for engorgement (breast 
hard, "knotty" and painful). 
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Manual Expression of Colostrum and Milk: 

If colostrum or milk is not flowing freely, 
will prevent engorgement of the mother's breast. 
manual expression (of each breast): 

MHHW PART II 

manual expression of same 
There are two stages to 

1st stage: (a) Grasp whole breast between two hands and, moving 
hands towards nipples, gently compress breast and drive milk 
towards nipple; 

(b) Repeat 4-5 times. 

2nd stage: Grasp breast behind nipple with finger and thumb and, 
rhythmically closing finger and thumb, drive milk out 
from nipple. 

NOTE: Teach mother to carry out this procedure. 
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APPENDIX '5 

MANUAL FOR SUBCENTRE DIRECTOR 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

HC Health Centre 

HCD Health Centre Director 

CNS Chief Nurse Supervisor 

NS Nurse Supervisor 

CS Chief Sanitarian 

SW Sanitary Worker 

MHSC Myeon Health Subcentre 

SCD Subcentre Director 

MMHW Multipurpose Myeon Health Worker 

VHC Village Health Committee 

DD Daily Diary Form of MMHW 
DR SCD Daily Record 
CR Clinical Record 
FF Family Folder 
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Manual for Subcentre Director 

Introduction 

This manual has been written to help the subcentre director to: 

understand the government health system 
understand his duties and responsibilities 
organize the work programme of the myeon health subcentre 
know what activities would allow him to perform his functions; 

particularly for the: - supervisory and referral system the information 
system community development activities. 

This manual is therefore: 

a description of the health system 
a job description 
9.1"' opera tiona] gu i.de. 

Section 1: Functions of the Myeon Health Subcentre and Health Subcentre Director 

1.1 Functions of the myeon health subcentre 

1.1.1 to implement and manage the government health programme at the 
myeon level; 

1.1.2 to educate the community in the maintenance of good health and 
prevention of disease; 

1.1.3 to provide the following basic health services to the population of 
the myeon: 

1.1.4 

1.1.5 

1.1.6 

1.1. 7 

1.1.8 

medical care 
maternal and child health 
school health 
family planning 
communicable diseases control especially tuberculosis 
environmental sanitation 

to monitor the health situation of the myeon and maintain a health 
information system; 

to implement the government (MORSA) medical care scheme; 

to refer patients and health problems to the appropriate agency or 
institution; 

to collaborate with the myeon authorities on local health related 
matters; 

to ensure community participation in health activities. 
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1.2.1 

1.2.2 
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The Health Sub-Centre Director 

Administrative Responsibilities: 

1.2.1.1 To be accountable to the Health Centre Director for the 
myeon level government health services. 

1.2.1.2 To organize the work programme of the health sub-centre, 
on the basis of planned annual work schedules and monthly 
work plans. 

1.2.1.3 To coordinate the work plans (based on monthly, weekly 
and daily schedules) of the individual members of the 
sub-centre staff. 

1.2.1.4 To supervise the activities of the multipurpose myeon 
health workers, including personnel management aspects. 

1.2.1.5 To implement the health information system at the 
sub-centre level. 

1.2.1.6 To ensure the provision of adequate and serviceable 
premises, equipment and supplies. 

1.2.1.7 To establish and maintain working relationships with the 
myeon administration in respect to: 

1.2.1.8 

-the health aspects of the New Community Movement 
activities; 

the identification of health problems and priorities; 

obtaining resources for health activities. 

To account for all fees collected at the subcentre. 

Service Responsibilities 

1.3.1.1 To decide on the appropriate level of care needed by the 
patient. 

1.3.1.2 To provide initial and follOW-Up service as appropriate 
(at the sub-centre and through domiciliary visits) in the 
form of emergency care, routine examinations and 
conSUltations. 

1.3.1.3 To ensure that all referral procedures are carried out. 

1.3.1.4 To ensure the provision of appropriate service during 
p~egnancy and Childhood, and the identification and care 
of high-risk cases. 
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1.3.1.5 

1.3.1.6 

1.3.1.7 

1.3.1.8 
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To participate in the provision of school health services. 

To ensure the implementation of the family planning 
services. 

To investigate, report, and follow-up, outbreaks of 
diseases; to ensure the implementation of communicable 
diseases surveillance, and control measures especially 
for Tuberculosis; to coordinate the immunization 
programme. 

To identify environmental health problems, and refer them 
to gun sanitary workers; to participate in the provision 
of environmental health services; to liaise with Health 
Centre, Gun Office and Myeon officials concerning 
environmental health activities. 

Community Health Development Responsibilities 

1.4.1.1 

1.4.1.2 

1.4.1.3 

To educate the community concerning health needs and 
resources. 

To motivate the community to participate in health 
activities. 

To work with community leaders in the development of 
special health-related projects. 

Section 2: The Myeon Health Subcentre Work Programme 

2.1 Purpose 

This section of the manual has been written to enable the SeD to: 

prepare a very brief outline of the myeon health programme; 

schedule the principal activities of the programme and the resources 
required to carry them out; 

prepare his own monthly and daily schedule, and to supervise the 
preparation of those of the MHW's. 

2.2 Annual myeon health programme 

This is prepared in the form of a simple time-table of events. It is 
also the source of some basic information about the myeon. This information 
is necessary to calculate targets, and quantity of services needed. (see 
Annex A8) 
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To prepare the annual work programme to SCD proceeds as follows: 

2.2.1 Compiles the information listed in (see Annex A8). 

2.2.2 Writes a list of known or planned health activities that are to be 
undertaken. 

To do this he will need: any directives or targets that have been 
received from the HCD, the gun office, and a list of health project that have 
been agreed with the myeon chief. 

2.2.3 

2.3 

The list of activities should be under the following programmes: 

medical care 
maternal health 
child health 
school health 
immunization 
Family Planning 
Tuberculosis 
other disease control 
environmental sanitation 

water supply 
toilet construction 

Makes a list of the main activities to be carried out under each 
programme for each month of the year. (see Annex A9) 

Monthly Work Schedule 

The SCD will prepare in plenty of time, possibly two or three 
months ahead, the schedule of clinic and outside activities for the 
MHW's and fix on wall of the MHW Room. See Annex Al for suggested 
schedule. 

Preparation of SCD's schedule 

The SCD should prepare his individual monthly schedule the last week of 
every month, and at the same time as the MHW prepare their own monthly 
schedules. 

To prepare the schedule the SCD lists all the' activities that he has to 
carry out that have been planned for the month. 

These activities will be: 

clinic services at MHSC 
village visits 
meetings 
visits to Gun HC 
other e.g. group vaccinations 
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The place, nature of activity, and approximate duration should be filled 
in on the appropriate day of the monthly schedule sheet. 

The monthly work schedule should be finalized at the review meeting with 
the MHW's on last Saturday of every month. 

2·3.2 Weekly review meeting 

Every Saturday the SeD will review the schedules of himself and the MHW's 
for the coming week. New problems and needed activities will be added at this 
time and the schedule modified. 

Especially important will be the review of the Family Folders by the MHSC 
staff. 

The last Saturday of every month will be the staff meeting where the 
monthly schedules of each staff member will be reviewed. 

Review of Family Folder 

The purpose of this activity is to use the family folder to identify 
priority health problems. 

Each Saturday, before the review meeting the MHW will review the FF of 
the families of the villages to be visited in the following week. (see 1.1.4 
of MHW manual). 

The MHW will have already taken out and reviewed the folders of the 
families scheduled for visit. 

The remaining folders will be reviewed by the MHW and problems requiring 
a visit identified as follows: 

From Family Folder identify: 

Sick cases under treatment where follow-up needed. 

Pregnancy requiring antenatal visit or other service. 

Arrangement for delivery needed. 

Postnatal visit needed. 

TB case under treatment defaulting. 

TB case requiring X-ray and/or sputum examination. 

TB case whose contacts need screening. 

FP acceptor who has defaulted or needs follow-up (no visit for more 
than one year). 

Premature baby. 
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Special Need Families: 

those eligible for medical care scheme and not registered or visited; 

families with social problems; 

families with one or both parent dead or absent; 

families with 4 children under 6 years; 

families with premature or bottle-fed babies; 

families with unsatisfactory housing; 

both parents working or absent. 

After reviewing the FF, additional priority visits will be listed and the 
schedule rearranged to include only priority visits. If requested, the SeD 
will help the MHW in identifying cases to be visited. 

As special need families are identified, the family folder will be marked 
appropriately. The SCD will be responsible for obtaining a list of families 
eligible for medical care. 

The SCD will review some FF himself on a random basis to check correct 
entries and identification of problems. (See 4.3.4.14) 

Section 3: Community Health Activities 

3.1 Purpose 

The community health activities of the Subcentre Director have the 
following purposes: 

to educate and motivate the community in health matters; 

to promote the use of community resources to develop health services; 

to develop and supervise health activities that the community can do 
for themselves; 

to protect the community against any health hazards that may arise in 
community development projects. 

3.2 Activities 

The community health activities of the SCD may be listed under the 
following headings: 

3.2.1 Coordination of health programme with myeon and gun authorities. 

3.2.2 Development, support and supervision of village health activities 
(with the Hyeon Health Wor~er). 
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3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Weekly meeting with myeon chief 

The purpose of this meeting is to coordinate community health and 
development activities and to mobilize support for health activities. It will 
also identify health problems and lead to the necessary action to solve the 
problems. 

The SCD arranges with the myeon chief a mutually convenient time to 
meet. The meeting should be fixed at the same time every week and should be 
expected to last one hour approximately. 

At the discretion of the SCD or myeon chief, other health staff or local 
officials may attend the meeting to discuss speoific issues. 

The SCD should try and cover the following subjects during the meeting if 
considered relevant: 

1. Matters ensuing from previous meeting if any (consult notes of 
previous meeting in meetings file). 

2. Current health programme activities: HHSC special campaigns or 
activities, e.g. immunizations, school health programme, recent 
instructions and directives from Gun office or HCD. 

3. Health problems needing assistance from myeon chief, including 
maintenance of HHSC premises. 

4. Current development projects in the myeon 

new factories 
new roads 
irrigation/ditches 
special community projects. 

5. Status of any EH projects 

piped water 
drainage/night soil projects 
garbage disposal 
toilet construction/screening 
other 

(refer to myeon file, (ES programme) and briefing by gun SW) 

During the meeting notes should be taken of: 

nature of problem 
action to be taken 

These should be noted on the record sheet for meetings with myeon chief 
and kept in meetings file. 
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3.3.2 Results of meeting with myeon chief 

The action to be taken on problems discussed at the meeting should be 
incorporated into the work programme of the SCD and MEW as appropriate - see 
Section 2. 

Where this is necessary, the gun office sanitary worker, or HCD should be 
contacted. 

Section 9 HCD meeting 

Where the SCD and Hyeon chief agree that it is necessary, the SCD will 
arrange field visits to investigate specific projects or problems. 

These visits should be scheduled and entered on the SCD monthly schedule. 

Results of visits should be noted on the Daily Record form and discussed 
at the next meeting with the myeon chief. 

3.3.3 Visits to village or Ri's 
(see also village visit for supervision of MEW) 

3.3.3.1 In order to develop and support the community 
participation in health activities, the SCD should know 
the Ri chiefs and opinion leaders of each village in his 
myeon. The SCD should encourage the Ri chiefs to visit 
the HHSC and discuss problems. 

Particularly when the HHW is establishing a village 
health committee in her area the SCD should try and visit 
the Ri or village chief and join in the discussions. 

These village visits should be combined with the visits 
made by the SCD with the HHW as part of the supervision 
of the work of the MEW. See 2.3 and 4.3.3 

3.3.3.2 To establish a village health committee. Where the SCD 
considers necessary, or the MHW requests it, a meeting 
should be held in the village with the village chief and 
NVH leader and mothers club representative or whoever is 
considered to be influential in the village. 

At the meeting the SCD should: 

- explain what the villages can do to improve their 
health; 

ask for members to be nominated to work as the village 
health committee to help the HHW; 

agree on the activities of the volunteer; 

record results of meetings, name address, etc. of 
village health committee. 
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To investigate a special problem or in response to a call. 
(if call is for a patient see section 6) 
(if call is for public health problem section 7) 

Health Education and Health Promotion 

In coordination with the HCD, gun office and Provincial authorities, the 
SCD must involve himself in: 

Community meetings 
Mothers club meetings 
Special promotional campaigns 
Health education activities of the gun health centre. 

It is the responsibility of the HCD to identify community organizations 
in the myeon and to meet with their representatives regularly. 

The community organizations to be contacted are: (to be listed during 
training). 

Section 4: Supervision of the Myeon Health Worker 

4.1 Introduction 

The myeon health worker cannot carry out her work unless she receives 
support from the SCD. 

One way in which the SCD helps the HHW is by seeing patients referred by 
the MHW, and by dealing with the health problems referred by the MHW as 
indicated in her manual. 

Another way is by supervising the work of the HHW. The SCD is the direct 
technical and administrative supervisor of the MHW. 

Supervision is to help the MHW carry out her work well. The SCD 
therefore must himself know what the activities, tasks and procedures of the 
MHW and must be competent to perform these tasks. 

In particular, the SCD must be familiar with the contents of the MHW work 
manual. 

4.2 What should be supervised by the SCD 

The SCD should see that the MHW carries at the activities and tasks 
described in the MHW manual. 

It is essential that the HHW follows exactly the task and procedures in 
her manual. 

If she does not do this, then she cannot carry out her duties properly 
and the health service will suffer. 
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4.3 Supervisory activities of the SCD 

4.3.1 Individual MEW Supervision 

Once a week when the MHW is working in the subcentre clinic, the SCD will 
observe the MHW for supervision, thus each MHW will review a visit once every 
3 weeks. 

During this visit the SCD should check the following: 

4.3.1.1 

4.3.1.2 

4.3.1.3 

4.3.:.4 

Correct use of the manual 

The SCD should enquire whether there are any problems in 
using the manual and whether the MEW has any suggestions 
for additions or improvements to the manual. 

It is suggested that at each visit the SCD and MEW review 
one section of the manual. 

Correct performance of activities and tasks 

By direct observation of the MHW and patient, and by 
checking the records of patient seen by the MEW, the SCD 
should check whether correct care and referral is being 
given to patients as laid down in the manual and whether 
the medical supplies are being issued in accordance with 
the manual. 

Correct performance of procedures 

Occasionally, but not at every visit to supervise the 
MHW, the SCD should check that the MEW is performing 
procedures correctly as in the manual. 

- taking of patients temperature ) adult 

- taking of pulse 
- simple dressing 
- taking of blood pressure 
- testing of urine for albumen 

) child oral 
) or rectal 

- palpation of abdomen in pregnancy 
- detection of oedema 
- use of check list for oral contraceptives. 

Correct use of records and reports 

The SCD should check the use of the forms by the MHW. 
These forms are listed in the MEW manual: 1.8. 
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Personal or administrative problems 

The SeD and MHW discuss the personal problems of a work 
related or administrative nature: 

- attendance and leave 
- inter-personal relation with other staff and with 
patients, with NS present if agreed 
- other problems raised by MHW. 

At the end of the discussion, the SeD notes any matters 
to be raised when the NS viSits, and any action to be 
taken. (see 4.3.4) 

4.3.2 Weekly review meeting (see 2.}.2) 

During this meeting, that takes place on Saturday mornings, the SeD is 
responsible for supervising the MHW in preparing their schedule for village 
visits. 

The SeD should make sure the MHW: 

(a) has her schedule prepared and entered on her Daily Diary; 

(b) that the visits planned can be accomplished in the time available; 

(c) that the content of each village visit is satisfactory in terms of 
priority problems (see 2.3.4 review of family folder); 

(d) that any new urgent problems are included (see 3.3.1); 

(e) that the village concerned has been informed of the visit. 

When this has been done the occasion should be used to discuss the 
following: 

review of notes of previous meetings 
briefing of MHW on any new instructions or information from He 
transmission of any new instructions prepared by SeD that he wishes 

MHWs to carry out 
briefing of the SeD from the MHWs on problems occurring in their work 

and how these may be solved. 

During this part of the meeting the SeD should record any agreement made 
on further action to be taken. This is recorded in Meeting File. 

4.3.3 Supervision of village visit of the MHW 

The village visit is one of the most important activities of the MHW. 
The MHW is the direct contact between the village community and the health 
service. 
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It is very important therefore that these visits are carefully planned 
and carried out. The MHW should primarily try and find new problems and 
cases. Where possible patients should be encouraged to go to the HHSC for 
services. 

The purpose of the MHW village visit is as follows (see 1.2.1 MHW manual): 

(a) to encourage patients to use the Myeon Health Subcentre, by 
identifying sick cases and other people needing services; 

(b) to refer to MHSC, or to give service to high-risk cases needing 
special care (including follow-up and case-finding); 

These high-risk cases are: 

- pregnant women 
- nursing mothers 
- children up-to school age 
- TB cases; 

(c) to identify and motivate to visit MHSC, or give care to, special 
need families; (see 2.3.4) 

(d) to involve village organizations in health activities as follows: 

- household mapping 
- registration of families 
- reporting of births and deaths and movement of families 
- reporting of sick cases, pregnant women and other health problems 
- reporting of health needs of the community; 

(e) to identify and report any EH problem. 

4.3.3.1 

4.3.3.2 

Supervisory visit to village with MHW 

Every month the SCD will arrange to accompany the MHW on 
one of her village visits. 

This means that for supervision the SCD will visit 3 
villages every month. 

The SCD will supervise: 

(a) Preparation for visit. 
(b) Content of visit 
(c) Results of visit. 

Preparation for visit (see 4.4) 

In addition, the SeD ensures that the supplies and 
equipment required for the visit are available. 
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Content of visit 

The SCD will accompany the HHW to the village and observe 
some of her activities. If the SCD has other duties or 
activities to perform in the village he does not need to 
spend all his time with the MHW. 

He should observe the HHW perform the following: 

(a) obtaining and recording information on health 
problems: 

- interview with Ri chief 
- interview with mothers club leader or village health 

committee representative. 

(b) making home visit as described in the MHW manual. 

The SCD should check particularly that referral to HHSC 
or elsewhere is arranged in accordance with the manual 
for MHW. 

Result of visit 

After each activity of the village visit the SeD, should 
check that the MHW has completed the Daily Diary. 

Visit of Nurse Supervisor to Myeon Health Subcentre 

The MHW's are also supervised by the nurse supervisor from the Health 
Centre. 

The nurse supervisor works closely with the SCD in this activity. 

It is important for the SCD to realise that the NS is an important way of 
communicating with the Health Centre. 

The NS will visit the MHSC according to her schedule. This schedule will 
be sent to the SCD. 

During her visit the NS will have a meeting with the SeD - the meeting 
will consist of: 

(a) briefing by NS or HC policy directives or messages from HCD; 

(b) review of MHW supervision records prepared by NS, and problems 
raised by the SeD; 

(c) agreement on any action required. Any action to be taken should be 
noted by the SCD for inclusion in his planned activities. 

The NS will then carry out her supervisory visit to the HHWs. The SCD 
may find it convenient to combined 4.3.1 and 4.3.4. 
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Section 5: Health Care and Referral Services 

5.1 Medical services provi.ded by SCD 

The HHSC is responsible for providing medical care services to the 
population of the myeon. 

The SCD is expected to provide: 

(a) clinic services in the HHSC every working day 
(b) home visits to emergency cases 
(c) referral services for those cases needing them 
(d) care for patients referred by the HHW. 

5.2 Levels of Care 

In order that the HHSC staff can work at their maximum efficiency, the 
MHW will work as the first level of care. Other cases that cannot be handled 
by the HHW will be seen by the SCD. 

5.3 Cases to be seen by SCD 

See section 1.6 of HHW manual for cases to be seen by the HHW. These 
consist of: 

(a) first aid and simple care 
(b) MCH cases 
(c) FP cases 
(d) TB cases 

The conditions that can be handled by the MHW are described in the manual 
for the HHW. 

All other cases should be seen by the SCD after referral from the HHW. 
Some cases, of course, will wish to see the SCD directly, but in general, all 
patients visiting the HHSC should be seen by the HHW who will then refer them 
to the SCD as required. For a clinical guide to common and important 
conditions see Annex B. 

5.4 Referral of cases by the SCD 

The SCD may see the following type of case: 

(a) cases that can be diagnosed by the SCD and treated in the HHSC; 

(b) cases that can be diagnosed by the SCD as needing immediate referral 
to HC or hospital; 

(c) cases that need to be referred for diagnosis or non-urgent treatment; 

(d) cases that are referred back to the HHSC from the HC or hospital for 
follow-up care. 

Note: For list of notifiable diseases see Annex B: part V 
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5.5 Cases that can be diagnosed by the SCD and treated in the MHSC 

Note: All cases not included in this section should be referred. 

5.5.1 Injuries and minor emergencies 

5.5.2 

Clean wounds: 

including those requiring sutures of the skin, except severe or 
complicated lacerations of the face. 

Infected wounds: 

including those requiring incision and drainage under local anaesthesia. 

Burns: 

first and second degree in adults less than the size of the palm of the 
hand: first degree burns in children less than the size of the palm of 
the hand. 

Fractures: 

simple fractures with no displacement of fingers, toes, metacarpals and 
metatarsals, clavicle, fibula, and ribs. 

Soft tissue injuries: 

sprains of joints, muscle tears, tendinitis haematomas. 

Foreign bodies in ear 

Foreign bodies in nose 

Foreign bodies in eye except when embedded in cornea. 

Insect bites or stings. 

Dogbites: 

where dog is under restraint and is healthy 

Poisoning: 

- carbon monoxide poisoning without loss of consciousness 
- food pOisoning 
- alcoholic gastritis 

Respiratory disorders 

- common cold 
- influenza 
- tonsillitis 
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- tracheitis 
- pharyngitis 
- laryngitis where non obstructive and no stridor 
- bronchitis 
- asthma - not severe, attacks lasting less than one day 
- oti tis media 
- otitis externa 

5.5.3 Gastro intestinal disorders 

- gastritis and heartburn 
- gastroenteritis - without any evidence of dehydration 
- diarrhoea - bacillary 
- intestinal parasites 
- peptic ulcer symptoms 
- haemorrhoids (non surgical treatment) 
- nutritional problems 
- feeding problems in infants 

5.5.4 Cardio vascular disorders 

-hypertension: mild, BP less than 150/100 if aged under 40 
BP less than 180/110 if over 40 

- varicose viens: non surgical treatment; varicose ulcers 

5.5.5 Central nervous system disorders 

- headache: responding to simple analgesics 
- migraine: " " " " 
- fever with convulsions in infants 
- neuralgia and neuritis 
- hemiplegia - after effect of stroke 

5.5.6 Skin conditions 

- tinea infections 
- impetigo 
- scabies 
- furunculosis 
- cellulitis, erysipelas 
- abscesses of skin 
- paronychia 
- acne 
- allergic dermatitis 
- urticaria 
- pediculosis 
- herpes simplex 
- herpes simplex 
- herpes zoster 
- diaper rash 
- prickly heat 
- warts 
- sunburn 
- frostbite 
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5.5.7 Skeleto muscular disorders 

- osteoarthritis - not disabling Or involving more than one joint 
- fibrosi tis 
- bursitis 
- lumbago and sciatica - unless suggestive of disc lesion 

5.5.8 Genito-urinary disorders 

- cystitis/pyelitis 
- moniliasis 
- traiohomoniasis 
- dysmenorrhoea 

5.5.9 Infectious diseases 

- common measles 
- german measles 
- chicken pox 
- whooping cough 

5.5.10 Venereal diseases 

- primary syphilis - should be referred for blood testing subsequently 
- gonorrhoea 

5.5.11 Eye disorders 

- conjunctivitis 
- hordoleum (stye) 

5.5.12 Disorders of pregnancy 

(note that SeD will give one antenatal check up to all pregnant women to 
confirm whether normal) 

- preclamptic toxaemia responding to rest and salt res\ric'lon 
- hyperemesis 
- anaemia of pregnancy 
- threatened abortion 
- cystitis 

5.5.13 Medical examination 

Examination of preschool and school children screening or physical 
examinations to include: 

- Sp 
- vision testing 
- otoscopy 
- chest auscultation 
- urinalysis 
- stool examination 
- abdominal palpation 
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5.6 Cases that are diagnosed by the SCD as needing immediate referral to 
theHe or hospital 

This group includes emergency cases that may need some first aid and then 
transport to the hospital. 

It is extremely important that the SeD be able to recognize and refer 
quickly such emergencies. 

5.6.1 Wounds requiring surgery: give first aid treatment for bleeding 

Burns: 

greater degree or area than that described in 5.5.1 

Fractures: 

all complicated fractures, including those with displacement or compound; 
give emergency care by splinting, and arranging transport, give 
analgesics. 

Foreign bodies in eye: 

if embedded in cornea or corrosive substance: refer to He after washing 
out eye with water. 

FP inhaled into respiratory tract 

Snake bite: 

give emergency treatment: wash well with soap water, apply light 
(venuous) tourniquet, arrange transport. 

Poisoning: 

- toxic substances or drugs - wash out stomach, and refer to hospital 
- carbon monoxide poisoning - with respiratory difficulties or coma; 
transport immediately to hospital 

Head injuries: 

if any loss of consciousness refer to hospital. If open wound, give 
first aid care, to stop bleeding. 

Spinal injuries: 

if spinal injury suspected, refer to hospital, arrange transport. Keep 
patient flat on stretcher. Do not move patient in any way that will flex 
spine. 

Chest injury: 

- penetrating wounds ) refer to hospital 
- crush injuries ) 
- if open wound exposing lung, cover with air tight dressing 
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Abdominal injury: 

- penetrating wound: refer to hospital 
- suspected internal injury/bleeding: refer to hospital. 

5.6.2 Medical emergencies 

Coma from any cause. 
hospital. Care should be 
clear airway. The SeD or 

Any unconscious patient should be 
taken that the patient is lying on 
MHW should accompany the patient. 

transported to 
his side with a 

5.6.3 

Causes of coma: 

- stroke 
- epilepsy (if patient is known epileptic then SCD may not refer patient 
but keep at the MHSC until consciousness is regained. The SeD should be 
satisfied that no other injuries have occurred) 
- mengitis 
- diabetic coma 
- intra cranial haemorrhage 
- head injury 
- uraemia 
- pneumonia 

Respiratory emergencies 

Respiratory obstruction. Where life is threatened by obstruction of the 
larynx by a foreign body or diphtheria, THE SeD should perform an immediate 
tracheostomy. Otherwise refer to HC or hospital. 

Haemoptysis - severe and uncontrolled. 
Persistent small haemoptysis indicates probable failure of TB treatment 
and should be referred to He. 

All cases of undiagnosed respiratory disease where there is cyanosis and 
difficulty in breathing should be referred to the He. 

5.6.4 Gastro intestinal emergencies 

Vomiting or diarrhoea with dehydration, gastroenteritis, in infants is 
particularly dangerous. (see Annex B) 

- Haematemesis - refer to hospital if shocked, if bleeding has stopped 
refer later for diagnosis 

- Melaena if the patient is shocked refer to hospital immediately, 
otherwise observe and refer later for diagnosis if bleeding stops. 

Acute abdominal pain that is severe and lasts for more than 6 hours 
should be referred to hospital. The condition may require surgery or hospital 
care if it is due to: 

- perforated peptic ulcer 
- cholecystitis 
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- peptic ulcer 
- biliary collc 
- renal colic 
- appendicitis 
- suspected ectopic pregnancy 
- twisted ovarian cyst 
- salpingitis 

For abdominal emergencies, care should be taken to avoid giving morphine 
analgesics until the diagnosis is certain. 

5.6.5 Cardio vascular emergencies 

Severe hypertension with complication requiring hospitalization: 

- threatened stroke 
- hypertensive encephalopathy 
- uraemia 

Mycocardial infarct, if patient is collapsed or shocked. Heart failure -
if patient needs hospitalization. Gangrene or limb from any cause if of 
sudden onset 

5.6.6 Genito urinary emergencies 

Acute retention of urine - refer to hospital, injuries to genetalia -
refer to HC or hospital. 

5.6.7 Obstetric and gynaecological emergencies 

(see section 6.1) 

5.7 Cases that need to be referred for diagnosis or non-urgent treatment 

Any case that does not fall in the categories in section 5.6 and 5.7, 
needs to be referred to a higher level for diagnosis and advice on management 
of the case. 

The MHSC has limited diagnostic support services. Therefore the SeD will 
have to refer patients who require X-ray examinations. Laboratory 
examinations (except those listed in 5.8) surgery, except those procedures 
listed in 5.9, any hospital care. 

5.1.1 Some examples of cases needing non-urgent referral for diagnosis or 
treatment: 

'i. 7 .1.1 

5.7.1.2 

Suspected TB cases: all such cases must be referred to 
the HC for sputum and X-ray examination and registration. 

Any case of suspected cancer should be referred to the HC 
for further diagnostic examination. 
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Any case of suspected leprosy. 

Any complicated pregnancy needing hospital delivery (see 
6.1) 

5.8 Laboratory examinations performed by the SCD 

(For laboratory services available at HC see Annex All) 

The SCD should carry out the following examination when necessary: (for 
techniques see Annex AID). 

5.8.1 

5.8.2 

5.8.3 

5.8.4 

5.8.5 

5.8.6 

Blood: Haemoglobin - Sahli method or Tallquist card 

Urine: Protein 
Sugar 
Pus cells 
Blood 

Stool: intestinal parasites 

Urethral smear: for gonorrhoea 

Vaginal swab: for trichomonas 

Skin scraping: for tinea 

5.9 Minor surgical procedures to be carried out by SCD 

The MHSC is only equipped to allow the SCD to perform minor surgical 
procedures under local anaesthesia. 

These procedures are: 

- simple lacerations requiring suture of skin only; 

- incision of abscesses under local anaesthetic; 

- removal of sebaccous cysts and benign skin tumours, except on face; 

- setting of simple undisplaced fractures not requiring X-ray 

- reduction of dislocated fingers, shoulder; only if this can be done 
easily (only one attempt should be made) 

- removal of FB from ear, eye and nose see 5.5.1 

- repair of perineal tear 1 and 2 degree. 

5.10 Referral procedures 

5.10.1 Referral of non-urgent cases to HC 

The SeD should complete a referral form: and give it to the patient with 
appropriate instructions on where to go, who to see, and how to get there. 

II 
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The SCD should note the referral in his DR and the FF. If the case is 
important, the SCD should telephone the HCD and make an appointment in his 
clinic diary. 

To ensure that the referral is completed the SCD can check by the FF 
review conducted periodically, and by his clinic diary. The SCD should 
telephone the HC if he does not receive part B of referral form in the case of 
TB patients. 

5.10.2 Referral of urgent or emergency cases to hospital 

(a) From the HHSC: in an emergency (see 5.6) the MHSC should carry out 
the following: 

- Arrange to have MHW accompany patient, or the SCD will go with the 
patient. 

- Arrange transport if necessary. 

- Telephone to HC or hospital that the patient is being referred. 

(b) From patients home to hospital the main problem will be arranging 
transport and SCD would get the help of the village or Ri chief. 

Where there is a VHC arrangements may have been previously made for 
transport of emergencies. 

If the SCD decides to accompany the patient, no further action is 
required. If SCD does not accompany the patient, then he should telephone the 
hospital on return to the MHSC. 

5.10.3 The referral hospital/s 

The SCD is responsible for having a permanent arrangement with referral 
hospitals so that he can refer cases. (see 6.1.3.2) 

He should know the services and facilities available at the nearby 
hospitals. Decide which will be used for referral, and make visits to 
hospital directors and obtain his agreement. 

Details of the referral hospitals should be kept in Hyeon File. 

Name and telephone number of the hospitals and receiving doctors should 
be displayed in the MHSC and given to the HHW. 
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Section 6: Maternal and Child Health and FP Including School Health and 
Immunization 

6.1 Maternity care 

6.1.1 Coverage 

The SCD is responsible for seeing that all pregnant mothers receive care 
during the pregnancy. The target for pregnancies expected to receive services 
in the myeon will be given by the HCD. 

Although the MaSC staff should try and provide service for all pregnant 
mothers in the myeon, it is much more important that the "high-risk" 
pregnancies be identified and given special care, by the SCD if necessary. 

It is one of the duties of the MHW to identify these high-risk 
pregnancies and refer them to the SCD (see 1.3 of MHW manual) 

A high-risk pregnancy is one of the following: 

(a) Aged less than 11 years 
(b) Aged more than 36 years 
(c) A primigravida 
Cd) More than 4 children 
(e) A history of abortion 
(f) A history of complicated previous delivery 
(g) A poor medical history 
(h) A very overweight, underweight, or short (in height) mother 
(i) Poor economic or housing condition of the family. 

6.1.2 Prenatal care 

Normal pregnancies are expected to visit the MHSC five times for 
antenatal check-up. 

For a normal pregnancy, the MaW will conduct the antenatal oheck up, 
however at least onoe during the pregnanoy the SCD should oheck the mother. 

This should be preferably during the 3rd or 4th visits so that the SCD 
can confirm the presentation of the baby and diagnose any complioations. 

The MaW should refer all abnormal pregnancies to the SCD according to the 
directions in the MHW manual. 

The abnormalities that are likely to arise during the pregnancy are: 

(a) abortion 
(b) extra uterine pregnanoy 
(c) placenta praevia 
(d) premature separation of the placenta 
(e) multiple pregnancy 
(f) hydramnios 
(g) hydatidiform hole 
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(h) hyperemesis gravidarum 
(i) urinary tract infections 
(j) toxaemia, preeclampsia and eclampsia 

(for action to be taken if any of these conditions occur see Annex B) 

The SeD is responsible for the care of all abnormal pregnancy cases and 
will arrange for further prenatal care and delivery unless he chooses to refer 
the case back to the MHW. 

6.1.3 care During Delivery 

Pregnancies that have had a normal ante-natal period will be 
delivered at home. The MHW and SCD are responsible for ensuring that 
satisfactory arrangements are made. 

6.1.3.1 

6.1.3.2 

Complications during the delivery 

The MHW or birth attendant is instructed to call the SeD 
if any complication arises during delivery (see 1.3 of 
MHW manual) 

Arrangements for complicated cases 

Such emergencies often arise quickly and the SeD, as part 
of his responsibility, must have already made a plan for 
the transport of obstetric emergencies to hospital. 

Obstetric emergency plan (see 5.10.3) 

(a) The SeD should visit the nearest referral hospitals 
to the myeon and get an agreement with the hospital 
director that obstetric emergencies referred by him or 
his MHW's or on their instruction will be accepted for 
emergency treatment. 

(b) As part of prenatal care, transport arrangements 
should be discussed with the patient and her attendant 
should emergency transport be required during labour. 

These arrangements should be noted in the FF. 

For example: If there is no transport in the village, 
and the SeD is called to the patient and visits by taxi 
he should keep the taxi waiting until he has determined 
whether referral is required. During transport to the 
hospital, the SeD or MHW should accompany the patient and 
if possible take a young relative to act as a blood donor 
if needed. 
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Complication arising during delivery 

(a) foetal distress: abnormalities of foetal heart 
beat, meconium stained liquor. 

(b) maternal distress: tachycardia 
dyspnoea 

(c) prolonged labour primipara: 1st stage longer than 
40 hours; 2nd stage longer than 30 hours. 

Multipara: 1st stage longer than 24 hours 
2nd stage longer than 30 minutes 

(d) abnormal presentation 
- breech presentation in primipara 
- transverse lie (hand or arm presenting) 

(e) multiple pregnancy 

(f) failure of the head to descend into the pelvis in 
the first stage. 

(g) premature labour - before 36 week 

(h) ante partum haemorrhage 

(i) premature rupture or members 

(j) tears of the perineum 

(k) retained placenta that cannot be removed by gentle. 
pressure on fundus 

(1) any abnormality of the newborn. 

Post partum care 

The post partum care of normal delivery is the responsibility of the 
MHW. However, even after a normal delivery complications may arise, and the 
SCD will be called to assist: 

6.1.4.1 First post partum day 

(a) Mother: eclampsia - this is unusual. The patient 
should be sent to hospital. 

Post partum haemorrhage - due to retained part of 
placenta, or genital tear not noticed at time of delivery. 

(b) Baby: low birth weight (prematurity), respiratory 
d1stress, bleeding from cord, congenital abnormality. 
(see Annex B) 

J! 
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After first post partum day 

Ca) Mother: infection of perineum 
infection of uterus 
infection of breast 
difficulty with breast feeding 

Baby: congenital abnormalities 
infection including URTI 
neonatal tetanus 
feeding problems 

Post partum visit to MHSC 

- breast feeding problems 
- insertion of IUD 

6.2 Child care and immunization 

6.2.1 Priorities and coverage 

The priorities for child care services are: 

immunization of children according to the schedule described below 

high-risk children 

- premature babies 
- TB contacts 
- children belonging to special need families 

well child surveillance up to school age 

The coverage of the child care services is to all eligible children of 
the myeon. 

The SCD should arrange the myeon health programme to follow the above 
priorities (see section 2). 

The routine child care services are normally provided by the MHW (see MHW 
manual section 1.4). 

Any abnormalities or problems are referred by the MHW to the SCD. 

6.2.2 Schedule of contacts 

Before school entry, children will be seen according to the following 
schedule: 

Ca) Neonatal period: 

if MHW or SCD attends delivery, the baby is seen at post partum visits 
- within the first 24 hours of birth 
- on the 5th day 
- on the 14th day 
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if the delivery is not attended by HHW or SCD, the baby is seen at post 
partum visits by the HHW 

- in the first week 
- in the second week 

(b) First year 

6 weeks Post partum visit to HHSC and BCG 
3 months DPT first dose at HHSC 
4 months DPT second dose at HHSC 
5 months DPT third dose at HHSC 
6 months DPT fourth dose at HHSC 
12 months Polio sabin first dose at HHSC 

(c) Second year 

14 months 
16 months 
18-24 months 

Polio sabin second dose at HHSC 
Polio sabin third dose at HHSC 
smallpox at HHSC 

The services provided at each contact are described in the HHW manual. 

For clinical guidelines on disorders of childhood see Annex B. 

Immunization programme 

Immunization coverage of the community is provided in the following ways: 

6.2.3.1 

6.2.3.2 

Immunization given during routine child care visits to 
the HHW at the HHSC 

The immunizations are given according to the schedule 
described above. At the same time routine child care 
services are given by the HHW. 

This method of covering the children is best because: 

- it ensures that the immunizations are given at the 
correct time; 
- it ensures that the growth and development of children 
is monitored during the preschool years. 

However, this method can only be carried out if there are 
regular supplies of vaccine available. 

Where regular supplies of vaccine are not available then 
the following procedure is adopted. 

Group immunization 

This method involves the following steps! 

I 

I I 
I I 

r I 

/I 
II 
' , 
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(a) When vaooines are available, the Health Centre 
informs the SCD by letter, and the time for the group 
vaccination is also set by the Health Centre. 

(b) The SCD advises the MHW's who prepare for the group 
vaccination as follows: 

For Presohool ohildren 

- Consult the immunization schedules to see who is 
eligible for vaocination at the time set. 

Prepares appointment cards for the ohi1dren to be 
brought to the olinio. These oards are distributed by 
the Ri ohiefs oonoerned. 

For First-grade sohool ohildren 

- Sends a copy of form: check list for group 
immunization to the school principal. 

- Arranges a day to visit the school to do vaooination. 

When the group vaooination is in the MHSC, the HHW will 
take the opportunity to give well ohild oonsultations. 

When the group vaccination 
should accompany the MHWs. 
can perform the following: 

- meet with the prinoipal 

is in the school, the SCD 
While at the school the SCD 

- see and ohildren with health problems that have been 
identified by the HHWs during the vaocinations 
- inspeot the sohool premises 

6.3 School health 

6.3.1 Responsibilities 

The SCD is responsible for the health of the sohool children in the 
myeon. This responsibility is shared by the school authorities. 

Where a school has a health worker or someone who is responsible for the 
health problems, then the SCD will work through this person. 

6.3.2 

Normally the SCD will work through the school prinoipal. 

School health aotivities: the pupil 

6.3.2.1 Examination of school entrants. The SCD should arrange 
with the myeon and sohool authorities to perform a 
routine medical examination of sohool entrants. 
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At this examination, the SCD will check particularly for: 
- development - mental and physical 

nutritional status 
vision and hearing 
contagious diseases 
dental disorders 
immunization status. 

Immunization 

The SCD should arrange with the MHW and school 
authorities to perform any immunizations needed. 

School health activities - the teacher 

6.3.3.1 Medical examination 

6.3.3.2 

Where possible, the SCD perform routine medical 
examination or the school teachers. 

Particular attention must be given to screen teachers for 
TB. The SCD may refer teacher to the RCD for routine 
examination and chest X-ray. 

Referral of sick children 

The SCD should ensure that school staff know how and when 
to send sick school children to the MHSC. 

He may do this by meetings with the school staff, or by 
regular visits to the school, or by instructing the MHW 
to visit the school. 

School health activities: the sehool 

6.3.4.1 School sanitation during his visits, the SCD should 
inspect the toilet and water facilities of the school. 
If there are any problems he will refer them to the SW by 
recording in the Myeon Health Subcentre Sanitation 
Referral Register. 

6.4 Family Planning 

Background information and technical guidelines for contraceptive methods 
see Annex B part III. 

6.4.1 Responsibilities of SCD 

The SCD is responsible for implementing the national FP progrmme in his 
myeon. To do this he should support the FP activities of the MHW, and all 
community activities that will provide opportunities for FP motivation. 

II 
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6.4.2 Priorities for FP services 

FP services should be directed especially towards all couples eligible. 
but particularly towards: 

women who have complicated pregnancies 
newly married couples 
couples who have medical problems especially TB or heart disease 

For the staff of the MHSC, a particularly favourable time to introduce 
couples to FP is during prenatal care. and all couples should be encouraged to 
use contraception after the six- week post-partum check up. 

6.4.3 Activities of the SCD in FP 

(a) Consultation services. The SCD should provide FP 
consultations to all clients who may wish to consult him directly. 

Normally, the MHW gives service to clients and the SCD sees 
problems referred by the MHW. 

Particularly, the SCD should examine clients to check for 
contraindication to FP methods, and those who have complications 
from FP. 

The SCD will also insert IUDs when this method is adopted by a 
couple. 

(b) Referral of clients. If this has not already been done, the 
SCD will refer clients to designated clinic for vasectomy or 
tubectomy. 

(c) Coverage of population: 

The SCD should determine whether the number of FP acceptors is 
satisfactory according to the objectives of the FP programme. 

To do this the SCD will need to know the number of women of child 
bearing age in his myeon from the Yong-in year book. 

By determining the number of current acceptors from the MHSC 
records, the SCD will know how many of the eligIble group are covered. 

For priority couples (see 6.4.2), the SCD should check the FF of 
women entered in the Master RegIster of Pregnancies, for the previous 3 
months, to check how many were high risk, and how many became FP 
acceptors. 

Where coverage is low, the SCD should try and determine why and 
plan to try and improve coverage. He may do this by: 

increasing promotional activities 
increasing case-finding activities 
ensuring adequate supplies and distribution of contraceptive 

supplies. 
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Section 7: Disease Control-TB Programme 

7.1 TB Programme 

Tuberculosis control is an especially important programme of the health 
service, and the SCD has a special responsibility to ensure that this 
programme is carried out in his myeon. 

For details of the TB programme see Annex B Part IV. 

The TB programme has the following activities: 

Case finding 
Diagnosis 
Treatment 

- Surveillance 

7.2 Responsibilities of SCD 

These activities follow the procedures for sick cases described in the 
other parts of the manual. 

However, in view of the importance of the care of TB patients, special 
efforts are made for these patients. 

separate registration forms are made 
regular examinations of sputum and X-ray exams are required 
when necessary, sputum is sent for culture to the Provincial 

laboratory. 

These activities require that the TB patients are referred to the He for 
X-ray and sputum examination, for registration, and to commence treatment. 

It is the responsibility of the SeD to make sure that: 

(1) suspected cases are referred to the He for X-ray and that these 
cases actually attend the HC (make return appointment for patient, or 
make a note to call HC, or check on next visit or review register of 
sputum examination); 

(2) that cases are registered (check that the green or yellow cards are 
:.",;,,,i, ved by the SeD and follow up appointments carried out); 

\ n thAt I'l\t \!'nt ~ r .. v1.~w and take their treatment according to schedule 
(check at time of review of FF, check Register of TB patients under 
treatment) ; 

(4) that pat tents under surveillance have their examinations at the 
.: •• ',VlP :, ;~. ;v\ .', ·· .. h·~~~f FF and register of patients under 

'''11'\'1"" \ \ \ !II""" • 
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(5) that contacts of TB patients are screened and review BCG vaccination 
(check at review of FF). 

If any action is required as a result of the above, cheek, record this, 
and either carry out follow-up activity personally or arrange for HHW to do 
this (at weekly review meeting). 

Section 8: Administration of the Myeon Health Subcentre 

For planning and scheduling of myeon health programme see Section 2. 

For supervision see Section 4. 

The other administrative responsibilities of the SCD are: 

(a) Recording and reporting (information system). 
(b) Logistics: supplies and equipment requisition and allocation and 
maintenance of the premises. 
(~) l."latann wHn tne .. yeon authorities, the gun health centre and other 
1\11.1'>1\,. \ "''' • 
(.11 UI\,II:t~\'II\S itl1\1 ".)(lollnttng. 
'. '\ MI'·.itI"JlI.:";'ll 

, 1 f h (.,.... ., 
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(b) Column 1: Location of activitylname of patient. Record here the 
name of the village or establishment or wherever the activity is being 
carried out. 

(c) Column 2: Family registration number. If the activity is a patient 
consultation then enter the family registration number. 

(d) Column 3: Age. If the activity is a patient consultation enter the 
age. 

(e) Column 4: Activity/diagnosis. Enter the activity performed, e.g. 
village visit, meeting with myeon chief, etc. If the activity is a 
patient consultation, enter the diagnosis, tentative diagnosis, or 
presenting symptom. 

(f) Column 5: Enter here what was actually done by the SeD. If the 
service was for a patient, enter the advice given or action taken. 

Particularly important is to enter whether: 

- Prenatal 
Delivery 

- Postnatal 
Child care (under 6 years) 
FP new acceptor 
TB services: preschool examination 

suspected new case 
sputum collection 

(g) Column 6: Referral from/to. If the activity is a patient 
consultation enter, if relevant, from where the patient was referred and 
if the patient was referred by the SCD to the He or hospital. 

(h) Column 7: Drugs given. Enter here the drugs prescribed and 
quantity. 

(i) Column 8: Pay status. 
scheme and which category. 

Enter whether eligible for medical care 
If not eligible, enter fee paid. 

The Myeon Health Subcentre Monthly Report (See Annex A4) 

The monthly report of the HHSC is prepared by the SeD and submitted to 
the HCD not later than the last day of the month. 

Therefore, the SCD should make the preparation of the report as one of 
his scheduled activities for the last week of every month. 

To prepare the monthly report the SCD will need: 

(a) the summary of daily activities of the myeon health workers; 

(b) the Daily Record forms of the SCD (the SCD may find it convenient to 
complete a daily activity summary similar to the MHW to facilitate 
preparing the monthly report); 
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(c) figures for births and deaths for the month including maternal, 
neonatal and infant deaths; 

(d) FP supplies in stock, issued, and received during month; 

(e) other medical supplies in stock, issued and received during month; 

(f) FP fees collected. 

The monthly report consists of sections on: 

Registration of families 

- pregnant women 
- new born 
- infants and preschool children 
- FP 
-TB 

Maternal and child health 
Family planning 
TB control 
Immunizations 
Medical care services 
Communicable and notifiable diseases 
Drug inventory and registration form 
Equipment inventory and registration form 
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8.1.4 Files to be kept by the Subcentre Director 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

8.1.5 

The following files need to be kept by the SCD: 

File 

Work Programme 

Myeon File 

Meetings File 

Supervision File 

Official 
Correspondence File 

Contents 

a. Annual myeon programme 
b. Monthly schedules 

a. Demographic and other information 
on myeon. 

b. Community development projects 
information. 

c. Information on environmental 
sanitation programme. 

a. Notes of meetings with myeon chief. 
b. Notes of meetings at HC. 
c. Other 

a. Notes on meetings with nurse 
supervisor. 

Directives or instructions from 
HCD and other official agencies. 

Myeon Health Subcentre Sanitation Referral Register 

This will be kept in the SCD office. 

In this register will be recorded environmental sanitation problems noted 
by the Myeon Health Worker during her village visits. 

The SCD will also use the register to record ES problems to be reported 
to the SW. 

For the type of problem to be reported by the MHW see the MHW manual. 

The MHW should enter the problems identified on her return from the 
village visit. 

The SCD will discuss the entries in the register when the SW visits the 
MHSC. 
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8.1.6 Clinic Appointments Diary 

In the SCD office there will be a diary kept to record appointments for 
patients. 

Each day the SCD will get the FF of the patients expected from the FF 
box. OR this may be done by the MHW. 

Therefore the information recorded for each days expected visit must 
include: 

name of patient 
family registration number. 

In the absence of the SCD, the MHW in the MHSC may make appointments for 
patients to see the SCD and enter the appointment in the diary. 

8.2 Logistics: Supplies and Equipment 

8.2.1 In order to ensure that the MHSC is properly supplied, equipped and 
maintained, the SCD must carry out the following: 

(a) report regulary to the SCD on the inventory of equipment and stock 
of supplies; 

(b) request needed supplies and equipment, and repair or maintenance of 
equipment if this cannot be carried out by the myeon; 

(c) request needed funds from the myeon or gun authorities to ensure the 
maintenance and nursing costs of the MHSC; 

(d) supervise the use of the supplies and equipment by the MHWs. 

8.2.2 Inventory of equipment 

The equipment inventory and requisition form (Annex A3) lists the 
standard equipment to be supplied to the MHSC. This form should be submitted 
to the HCD with the monthly report for September (this will allow the HCD to 
make appropriate budget requests). 

When specific action is required to replace or repair an unserviceable 
item or equipment, a written request to the HCD should be attached to the 
monthly report. 

8.2.3 Provision of Supplies 

The SCD completes the form: Drug Inventory and Requisiton Form every 
month as part of the monthly report. 
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8.3 Liaison with other agencies 

The SCD has to coordinate the activities of the MHSC with other related 
agencies both government and non-government. The purpose of this liaison is: 

(a) to ensure proper referral arrangements for patients; 
(b) to ensure proper flow of information 
(c) to coordinate health and community programmes. 

8.3.1 Myeon authorities 

Meetings with Ri Chief see 3.3.1. 

8.3.2 Village visits see 3.3.3 

8.3.3 

8.3.4 

Contacts with referral hospital 

Visit to Gun Health Centre and Gun Office 

Once every month the SCD should visit the Gun Health Centre. 

During this visit he should: 

- meet with the SCD to discuss problems, receive briefing, etc. 
- receive any supplies or equipment available 
- enquire about any laboratory examination, sputum or X-ray referrals 
that have not been followed up 
- enquire about any other cases referred where the result is not known 
- collect his salary 
- attend the monthly meeting of the SCD 
- visit the gun office (particularly the Gun Office Sanitation Subsection) 

The results of these meetings should be noted particularly any action 
required, and filed in Meetings File. 

8.4 Budgeting and accounting 

8.4.1 Patients fees 

The SCD should first obtain a list of those families eligible for medical 
care in his myeon. 

This is obtained from 

The SeD will make some appropriate mark on the Family Folder. 

When seeing patients the SCD should fill up the appropriate column of the 
Daily Record form. It is suggested that the SCD enter the fees received from 
each patient at the same time. 

8.4.2 Family planning supplies 

The SCD is required to check this portion of the monthly report provided 
by the HHW. 
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8.4.3 Budgeting 

The SCD should familiarize himself with the budget arrangements of the 
myeon and gun. SeD should ensure that any health requirements are included in 
either the myeon or gun budget, by contacting these authorities in September 
of every year. 

This activity should be included in the schedule for that month. 

8.5 Medicolegal 

8.5.1 Requirements of eXisting health law 

8.5.2 Vital Registration 

It is a major responsibility of the SCD to make sure that all deaths and 
births are recorded in his myeon. 

Particularly important is the registration of infant and prenatal deaths. 

Cause of death should be established as quickly as possible. 
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ANNEXES A AND ANNEXES B 

I 
~ 
J 



MONDAY 

6) 
::::~i 1: C 
~'=-ry.r 2: V 
~:C-:.;l 3: V 

13) 
:::.! 3: C 
:::r,t: 1: V 
-:..j"; 2: V 

20) 
~~:r;' 2: C 
::~\i 3: '{ 
: :~!',7 1: V 

27) 
:::f,'J 1: C 
:::--.. Y; 2: V 
:::::::1 3: v 

SUGGESTED WORK SCHEDULE: MYEON HEALTH SUBCENTRE MHW CLINIC/VISIT SCHEDULE 

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 

1 ) 2) 3) 4) 5) 
T',}:-:; 1: C i!:".1 2: C :nr.7 3: c 
: !?".7 2 : -{ :.:::n 3: V rmw 1: V 
:.'1:11 3: V :.:-r,': 1: \1' ;J!Y; 2: \r 

7) g) 9) 10) 11) 12) 
~ ~:{;; 2: C mI.'! 3: c :.lli;: 1: C : ;:::, { 2: C 
:7.7 3: ~.r -:..:r;{ 1: ., :'['1.~,' 2: "l i.IH] 3: v 
:.:!-':":',' 1: ~: :Cf" 2: V :'E':' 3: V mr.-I 1: v 

14) 15) 16) 17) 18) 19 ) 
:5: ,: C :,;[.'1 2: C ;";:'-!T. 3: c :,nr;l ,: C 
::..ri; 2: "'l !.~--rll 3: V !lIm 1: V ~ur.7 2: v 
:::::.1 3: V ::Hi7 1: V ::W.f 2: r :':Iil7 3: v 

21) 22) 23) 24) 25) 26) 
:;:r:! 3: C mrll ,: C 1.U1\.' 2: C EHW 3: C 
~:"fl ,: V :"i1iW 2: V ,;}i:1 3: V I,Hi."! 1; V 
~fi~,7 2: V !.III\'{ 3: V HIi'W 1: V l.mil 2: V 

28) 29) 30) 
I.mw 2: C H1f:1 3: c !,lh"'" 1: C 
:::,0 3: V :,nr;l 1: V :.Hf.7 2: V 
:.::1'V: 1: V HH'll 2: V ;;,:m 3: v 

-- - - -----

Note: C = Cl1nicWork v _ Visits 

In preparing this sChedule official holidays, leave, and special activities should 
be entered. 

I 

i 
> ..... 

~ 
o ..., 
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Date: 
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DRUG INVENTORY AND ~UISITION FORM FOR 
MYEON HEALTH SUBCENTRE 

MYEON: 

'(eceivod 

Absorbent cotton (1);m .Jin), plrg 
of 100 gm. 

Acetysal10ylio aoid tnbs., BS 
Aspirin (II ;;ung) bottle of 
100 tubs. 

Adrena11n 1:1,000 (1 mG.) 
:~p1nephrine (Dne Han), box of 
24 amps. 

Adhesive tape (ns Tae II), 
7.5 x 330 om 

Antaoid tabs., as ~mphojeRel (11 Yane), 
bottle of 100 tBbs. 

Anthelmintic t"bs., as Yu 1)1razine 
(Yu Han), bottle of 100 tabs. 

Anthelmintic syrup, an Combantrin 
:,yrup (rfizer) bottle of 100 co 

Anticonvulsant supposi torien, pkg 01' 
10 

Antiallergic, as Avil (Hnn l)Ok), 
bottle of 250 tab. 

Antidiarrhoeic, Hurabon (,.wnnr; Dong), 
bottle of 500 tabs. 

Antiseptic-cream first aid 28g tube 

Antispasmodio, 'lS lleradon 'L'~blct 
(ICyong Hyang), bottle of 100 tabs. 

Bandage sauze non-sterile 25mm x 9m 

Dandage gauze non-oterllc 50mm x 9m 

Bandage gnuze nOrl-S terilc 75mm x 9m 

25:t.~ Uen,;yl bcnzoo. to emulsion, as 
Cool-F (:'ang I,im), bottle of 70cc 

Bioarbonate of Dada power, KP, 

Used 
:.:took in 
Ihnd 

! I 
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ITEiil 

Chloropheniramine 2mg. tabs., 
Pheniramine (Yu Han), bottle of 
100 tabs. 

Chelorophenir .. ine amps., Phenir .. ine 
'(Yu Han), bottle of 10 amps. 

Collyrium eye drops, Decnron (Yu Poong), 
10000 bottle, box of 5 bottles 

Cough syrup, (Yu Han), bottle of 120ml 

Cough tabs., as Codesol-S (H(l.ik Sao), 
bottle of 100 tabs. 

Diluent (distilled water) 2-ml ampoule 

Dthyl alcohol, 7Cf/.>, KP, bottle of 
250co 

Ferrous sulpha te tab... as 
Hemocuron-A (Chong Keun Dang), 
bottle of 100 tabs. 

Forceps dressing 150m sprine type as 

Gauze rolls (~un Jin), 45m x 45m 

Gauze 8qu.re8~ as Kong :an brand 
4 x 4 inch, pkg. of 100 shts. 

Gauze bandages (Bun Jin), 10 x 540cm 

Gentian Violet, Gentiana (Hong :.;ung) 
10 oz. 

Glucose (or Dextrose) power, KF. 

Iodine solution-l00m1 bottle 

Nerthiolate t as l1ercuroohrome 
(Han Il), bottle of 20cc 

1!ethyl alcohol, as An ]'vli brand or 
equiv. 25000 bottle 

Jlietronidllzole tablets llP 250 mg 

;,lultl-vit[,min tabs., as Yita-h: 
(Yu Yu), bottle or 100 tabs. 

'>,iul ti-vi tamin w/iron & folate 
capsules 1000's 

Neomycin sulf~te topical ointment, 
as Cambison (Han Dok), 5gm tube 

Penicillin G BP 1 mega unit 

Heoeived 

ANNEX A2 

:Jtook in 
H ... nd 
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ANNEX A2 

ITEM Rcceived Useu 
Utock in 
Hand 

~-----------------------------------------~-------~------~~~---.-

L 

Penicillin proc vI/sod pencillin g 
300/100 m IU 

Penicillin tabs., V-cnl (Xun Poong), 
bottle of 100 tabs. 

Phthalylsulphathiuzole tabs of 
5g tin of 500 

Ucissors operating 140 wn stri6ht 
shnrp/blun t as 

Sodium chloride crystals, KP, pkg. 
of 450g 

Sulfadimidine tablets SP 0.5g tin 
of 1000 

Sulxin Tablet (Young Jin), bottle 
of 100 tabs. 

'ferramycin eye ointment 1~~(Pfizer), 
3gm tube 

Thermometer clinical oral cClltic 
35 to 42 C 

Tlnadenu: tube 25 grams 

Zinc oxide ointMent USP 450 ,g. 
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Equipment Inventory and Requisition form for Myeon 
Health Sub-centre 

Date: 

Item 

1. Office desk 

2. Office chair 

3. Ordinary chair 

4. Waiting bench 

5. Blackboard 

6. Metal cupboard 

7. Instrument cupboard 

8. Filing cabinet. metal 

9. Stationery cabinet/shelf 

10. Family Folder boxes 

11. Instrument table/trolley 

12. Examination couch 

13. Examination light 

14. Patients screen 

15. Refrigerator 

16. Heater/stove 

17. Stretcher 

18. Water heater. electric 

19. Flashlight 

20. Voltage regulator 

21. Bicycle 

Medical 

22. Instrument sterilizer. 
electrIc 

23. Hot plate. electric 

24. Autoclave. pressure cooker 
type 

25. Instrument tray. large 

Quantity 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

4 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

2 

Needed 

ANNEX A} 

Person 
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Item Quantity Needed Person 

26. Instrument tray, small 2 

n. Adult scale with height 
measure 1 

213. Infant scale 1 

29. Sphygmomanometer 4 

30. Stethoscope 4 

31- Ophthalmoscope 1 

32. Patella hammer 1 

33. Tuning fork 1 

34. Foetal stethoscope 4 

35. Vision testing chart 1 

36. Colour vision testing sheets 1 

31. Nasal speculum set 1 

38. Tongue depressor 2 

39. Suturing/minor surgery set 1 

40. Proctoscope 1 

41- Vaginal speculum 2 sets 

42. ECG vaccination/ 
Tuberculin testing 6 

43. Tape measure 4 

44. Alcohol lamp 2 

45. Sterile dressing can 3 

46. Basin with stand 2 

41. Pitcher metal 2 

4/j. Spong bowl 2 

49. Thermometer, rectal 6 

50. Transfer forceps 4 

51. Jar for transfer forceps 2 

52. Tourniquet, rubber 2 

53. Spring scale baby 4 

54. Urine testing set 4 

55. Towel terry 6 

56. Towel huck 8 

51. Soap dish 5 

58. MHW visit bag 3 
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Item Quantity Needed Person 

59· Covered metal instru..lIent 
container 4 

60. Kidney dish 6 

61. Bowl dressing 6 

62. Irrigator with spout stand, 
etc. I 

63. Apron, plastic 4 

64. Rectal tube 4 

65. Catheter, urinary 3 

66. Bottle dropping 6 

67. Bottle round screw top 30 

68. Jar ointment 20 

69. Artificial airway set I 

70. Metal box for sputum 
containers 4 

Instruments 

71- Forceps dressing 16 

72. Forceps haemostatic straight 4 

73· Forceps haemostatlc curved 4 

74. Forceps mosquito 2 

75· Scissors surgical straight 2 

76. Scissors bandage 2 

77. Scissors stitch cutting 2 

78. Tenaculum forceps 1 

79· IUD introducer 6 

Bo. Uterine sound 1 

81- Surgical probe 2 

82. Uterine dilator set 1 

83. Syringe Luer, 2ml 6 

84. Syringe Luer, 5ml 6 

85· Syringe Luer, lOml 3 

86. Scalpel handle 2 

87. Scalpel blades 12 
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Item Quantity Needed Person 

88. Needles for inJeotion IM/IV 24 

H9. Needles for injection 
hypodennic 24 

90. Surgical glass size 6 10 

9l. Surgical glass size 7 10 

Laboratorl 

92. Haemoglobinometer and 
reagents 1 set 

93· Monooular microscope a: lamp 1 

94. Centrifuge small 1 

95. Microscope slides 2 grass 

96. Microscope slides cover sips 2 grass 

97. Test tubes 24 

98. Platrium loop 2 
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ANNEX A4 

APPENDIX TO MONTHLY REPORT 

!l'o 

Prom 

Director 01' !!eal th Centre 

~) ignn tUl'O of Heal th 
!)ub-eentre llirector 

110. of births: 

2.1 Sub-Centre Director: 

llew ca,sea: 

Old cases: 

'l'O~'AL: 

Cases referred: 

To Health Centre: 

To Hospital 

Disease 

, 

____ i!ycon 

Total no. of deatho: 
rI.' tarnal deaths 
!; oonn tnl den ths 
Infant deaths 

j,IOll th: 

Gun 

Province 

fiul tipurpoae j'Iyeon Health 
Worker: 

Uew cnses: 

Old oases: 
'NJ'l'AL: 

Cases referred: 

!lumber of Cases 

!jew Old 



Province GU!'l 

Location of :'c.!lily ~Tunber Ag7 :, ctivi ty/liame 
of Pa tien t (1) (2) . (,} 

OJ [][]IIJD 

rn [I] [1IlJ 0 
ITHIJ DID 0 

rnmomo 
~ - - - -- - ~--

DAILY RECORD OF HEALTH SUB-CENl'RE DIRECTOR 

Ny-eon Name of Sub-Centre Director: 

Activity/ Service given/ Referral (6)! 7)rugs Given 
Diarnos1s Activity 

(4) Performed (5) From To (7) 

Date: 

Pay Status 
ircn- Fay-
paying ir..; 

- ---

(e) 
". or, 

~ 
»> 
V1 

~ ..... 
N 
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ANNEX A6 

PATIENT CARE RECORD 

(for patients over 6 years of age) 

Province _____ Myeon ___ Village 

[IJ OJ I I Name of Head of Pam11y: 
1 J ] 0 !Tame of Patient : 

Ages Gex: },I P 

PAST IL~~f:~SS: 

• 
. 

CON::;UJ11'ATIONS 

DATE It'INDING::J/DIAG!f~)SI3 ADVICE/CARE 
---
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How to Prepare the Myeon File/Folder 

The SCD needs up-to-date information about his myeon so that 
he can plan and programme the activities of the MUSC. 

It is suggested that the SCD assembles the following 
information: 

Information Item 

1. General Information 

1.1 Myeon Office staff and 
organization structure 

,1.2 Names of other myeon officials: 

Police station staff 
Post master 

1.3 Ri/village chiefs and NVM leaders 

Source 

Myeon Office 

Police Station 
Post Office 

Myeon Office 

ANNEX A8 

1.4 Information on military camps and 
factories or other commercial 
enterprises in myeon 

Myeon Office or direct 
from organization 
concerned 

1.5 Schools - name of school, name of 
prinCipal, number of teachers and 
number of pupils by grade 

2. Health Services Information 

2.1 Private clinics operating in myeon or 
frequently used by myeon population 
(including herbal doctors or dootors 
practising Chinese medicine) 

2.2 Hospitals used by myeon population 
especially hospitals used for 
referral (include names of dootors 
and telephone numbers for emergency 
referrals) 

2.3 Pharmacies and drugstores in myeon 

Gun He 

Hospital concerned 

Gun HC 
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Information Item 

3. Demographic Information 

3.1 Population of myeon by year, sex 
and age group 

3.2 Annual growth rate 

3.3 Popualtion by Hi/village for previous 
year 

3.4 Number of households by Rl 

3.5 Number of deaths for previous year 

>. 6._ Number of births for prevIous year --' 

4. Community Developnent Information 

4.1 NVM activity or project with brief 
description and villagesjRi involved 

4.2 Mothers Clubs: listed by village and 
including names of leaders 

5. Environmental Situation Programme 

5.1 Piped-water supply proJeeu·· 

5.2 Toilet construction programme 

5.3 Night soil disposal arrangements 

5.4 Chlorination of wells programme 

, 

Source 

Yongin Year Book 

Yongin Year Book or 
calculate from census 
figures 

Gun!Myeon Office 

Gun/Myeon Office 

Myeon Office 

MHSC or Myeon Office 

Myeon NVM leaders 

Gun SW 

(}un SW 

Gun SW 

Gun SW and Gun HC 
Preventive Medicine 
Sub-section Chief 
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APPENDIX 6 

TEST RUN EVALUATION TABLES 



TA3! t. T'l 1 

KOiIEA GElIEIIAL HEAL11I SEilVIC"...s DEVELOPMElf!' PIIOJEC'I' 
OPE]lATION RESEARCH S'roI!Y 

PEJlCEN':'AGE OIS'!1ImnION OF OBSERVED STAPP TIME BY ACTIVI'I'Y CATroORY 
IIEI"ORE AND AI'TER INTROOOCTlON OP CHAMlE 

PE]l~E nIS'mIII1I'ION OF TIME BY CA'!'roORY OP AC'I'IVl'l'Y 
CATEGURv os'~mOll AlllIIIS'I'IIATIVE ! TECHllICAL ana 

t-SllRVICE RED'i'Hl 
- ; :£CtLI .. A!lfC"OS m 

OF ~rAf'F SOriGtJlVE 
i1oald• ( utside Jcth lnsid~ outsia. jetI' l -c.s1<1. (utslc1e Both 
Unit I.·nit Unit Unit '_ ni t Unit 

.. .. ~ NO!' 0BSl?2IVED .. .. .. Ileal th Centre 3e!Ol'E. f- - .. .. .. .. .. .. ---,----
): : 15 41 2! Director o,iUr 2 26 6 n I 5 

,Chief. Public 
~:cre 58 4 42 - - 1 I 42 31 12 

Health 
A!~ SS 32 )3 .. .. - U 11 2) 

Jdninietratlon 

Ch let, Preven .. !odore 58 4 20 .. - .. 42 37 28 
UTE IIIIdlC~ U't.er 29 S2 34 .. 3 2 63 24 JO 

Helllth ~~ T Se10re 2 15 2 16 )4 21 15 1 4 
Centre llirector: r, AltEr 4 5 2 56 25 21 26 26 13 

Chief 1Iurs1ng »lore 28 9 12 II )1 19 57 )6 32 
SuperY1~or After 32 0 8 6 6 5 se- 72 52 

14 29 41 24 :Iurd"l ~tore 66 1 15 4 7 
~uperrlBor Alter 14 1 11. [, 24 14 41 )5 28 

I 'tniatlEn t 
3eto .... 9 .. 4 59 .. 28 14 .. 6 

\'~ .. 111,,"1111 .iter 16 - II 1.7 - ) 28 - 16 
'<Iorker 
ilall \1,.",... 3etore 15 I. 6 ::7 43 11 ~~ 14 ' 21 
''''''n Health Alter 17 1 6 26 49 25 S 24 
)/orla"r 
I eMe!. ,.anl~· Setore J8 1 U )6 )6 )l 22 5 l! 
tion ~u~! ec-; Alwr )1 () 11 21 )4 25 It 2C 21 
tion 

~Ulltatlon !IeIore 46 4 25 14 46 31 17 2 10 
·:COrker .&!t.ar 21 .. II 22 14 2S 54 II 24 

[t .8. -Contl'01 L4 29 46 30 Wore ) .. 2 - .. 
toU""-",, .&!t.ar_ 4 - 2 48 - )2 45 16 JO 
:!orlcer' 

L.rator· llefon: --. -.. .. . - - ----- -- 2€-r ~:yw2- r 6 Technic1U1 Att.ar 5 - 2 6) 22 

(1) 

(2 ) 

----
AcU"ltiEI 1.n<:1ude,j Ulldf'r "Jlacf:l1a,,,,ous" are .. '011_: 

- '·~."1.:e ·~,,1 .. t.e4" , travd. 1'I(;5<(;IIo$r. e1eaninc. public relationa, readlna/ 
re~£arch .... '" otller (lOpec1f") 

- "~leI:~ Tille" : pereonlll aftaire encI unaccountecl tor ti"", 
"( r£1.:1&1 hee TiIoa" : lunch. coffee br .. a:<. etc ••• iel< loan. "acation. 

special leave 

!>urine Ht .... &1Onal Anal .... u.. title w;.4 .. &8 ·"""n Pl-<aiclan". 

" lNe to .-:r.Ilnv. otf. "tot.al" la not the .... of the 1ncIl"idual pt'rcentago. 

I !LAOC TL,1 15Frt~ m I'f!a I'D!! 
!'nside ( ut8ide Both ; Insi<le utsidc Both'0:~dE Cu~s ido Sot~ lnit llnit Unlt Unit ~nlt 

...... -) .... .. - ...... .. .. - .. - .. - - - .. .. - -
13 2? 12 NAP IIi<? 23 ll.u . .J> 8 

- S9 10 .,M' lW- 24 .:AI' tW' II 
4 51 12 rOAl' .;;.r n ,:At liAr 10 .-~ .. 59 29 -AP I!AI' 15 . ..tJ' IW 8 
8 21 12 ,.AI' .'AI' 14 .JJ' :lAP 8 .. 
~ 50 6 lIAP .lAP 56 !.AP lAP 1L 

12 42 9 ,.Ai' .IAI' 4b "Af ·0Af 9 

4 16 9 IW' IW' 16 r:AP NAP 13 
13 21 15 :oAF dlI' 12 .W' .W' 9 

1 44 20 "AI' NAP 21 !w ,ap 13 
16 41 26 IlAF ;lAF 14 .:A1 IW' 9 

16 .. 10 !lAP NAP 4) .lAP NAP 9 
9 - 6 'AI' 11M' 26 ,lAP .. !AI' II 

9 )9 14 ~ "A? 29 ~Af NAP 1) 
1(1 45 11 !'Af ~Ar' 11 !iAl" AI' 11 

1--
4 58 )5 'AI' r:AF 4 W' NAP 9 
2 46 21 .IAP ~~ 1 ::AF 1IA1' le 

.. 
3 48 18 :w> l' i· 6 :IAF W II 
) 56 J: II I P liAr 4 '1Al' .AI' 9 

7 100 S /lAP ~AP <3 o\iAI" .:AI 12 
) liS 6 ,lAP !lAP 2\. ,;/J' .W 1t' 

- -r- .. .. - -~. .. -.. --- .. .. - - --- .. -
1) 76 6 ,1111 .:AI' )7 .ill •• J:.P 19 

TOTAL 

'lnside (\utslde Both 
Unit Unit --
11-( " .. - - - - .. i 

lLC 1e;· 

lOt· lOC 1(( 
Il r- 1C'( .. ItC 

le<. 1a. 100 
100 l(l 100 

lL'C" lOCo, 100" 
lOC 1CG lCC' 

10<' 100" lCC''' 
100" lee l!'O" -- ~......, 

10( " 101: 1°C·1 
lC(; 100" l(l. 

I 
lL'U lC(' l!C .. I 
lL'CI - 11:(' 

lW" lee }Co. 
l!C ll( lOC 

1t'( )( 100. 
10( XCI 100 I 
10 1( , 100 I 
llC' It'Q 100 ' .' Itt' lH. lCe. I 
11e lro 100 

- .. - - - -- ~ --
W. ].(., 1C<. 

~ ,.... 

'" 
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KOREA ,ENERAL HEALTH SERV'tCES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS ru,,~ARCH S'r'UDY 

PERCENTGATE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSER'lED STAFF TIME BY LOCATION j!l ACTIVIT'! PERPORMED 
BEFORE AND ~FTER Hll'RODUCTTON OF CHANGE 

TABLE TR > 

I CATE-G0'.~v f~tCL.~J.'AGl:. CF S'fAFl- Tn-.E B" LOCATION 
I C'-F OIJ,si';!:VATIOl'! -11-;5 IDE; OUT~IDl- I Nor 'WEAL 

STAFF Al'!-'UCABLE 
~-,-., 

I. Heal tb Centre Before - - - - -- NOT O~L..'~Vt.J - - --- - - -- - - - -
Director .After 41 I z9 JO 100 

-I 
Chief, Public ::l€J:ore 45 20 3$ 100 
Health 

~t.er 50 2C JO leO 
Administration 

Chief, Prevc:.ntive rle:,'ore 32 41 27 leo 
j.cdicine I Afl;.er 29 49 22 1(:0 

~'~:~ore 67 Health ~ub. 2L 9 100 
I Centre M'.cr 32 13 55 lOC Director(l) 

i 
Chief Nursing ~;.~ore 31 41 ! 28 lOCo 
tiuperv~sor i ,I!.!-;e:- 2Li :>:> 21 lGO 

,~urf'ing Before 23 44 33 ].(0 ! ~upervif:or Ai':.er 27 50 23 lCO 
I 
I Before 47 $3 IOC , -Treatment 

I Room fTurlJing I Af~er 64 - 36 100 ··lorkcr I 

I -'w tipurpose I BG.fo:.-e 28 29 43 lCO 
:'venn Health 

r:rt.cr 47 , 21 I 27 100 ,lorki!r ! i 
I , 

i Chief, 6anita- ; Ee,~ore I 
55 IS 100 3C ! 

ILion ~ub-8ect1on~{~\3r 46 i 4.3 
.t 

11 100 

oanitation 
, 

ije,fore 53 1 26 ! 21 lC(. 
.Jorker ~ 30 , :>l. 13 1U(' , 1'.:.. . .£::r 

, 
1'3. CJotrol i R"fore 70 , 1 29 lOC' 
Follow-up : 

J";:.'t,,,,r 67 ! 4 29 I 1to ,lorker i 
1 I I 

I Laboratorv defore ' - . - - - - - -- rIOT (i~~Vl:.i) - - - - - - - - - - -
; Technician I 

After St· l 1 4 46 lce 

(1) During ~ituatl.o,al Analv8is, title used was "tweon Phvsiciaa" 

, 



KOREA G-;:SRAL !li:ALTH S;:RVI ~:s D:·I:LOP:.r~:TT nOJ:C'i' 
OP:3..C'IJ!l3 ?..:;S:!:.;,:.'::i SitJl)Y 

F!:nC::;t~AG3 DISl'J.I:!tJTIOll or O!i3EEV:D S'I'A~F TI:·:!: BY S:RVI-:::;: CATEGO:ty 
~::FORJ: :.lrn APT:::i IN~:tIjDUCi'IO~1 o~~ ~GE 

"J:A.D.wi ".rn " 
~ DIS!SI];} :IOU or ~·3S:=:"IE!J Tr::! 3Y SE.,Ri·IC:; C:',,!::;GO~Y ~.! 

CATl:~03Y ~ l CAllE •• ~~: ~ f3 N 
O! t: I g !., cis: ~ '" e $-

S.lAPP;; f ~ • as,!! ~'ci '3- ~ ~ ~ "~(Q ~ ~ ,.. ~ ~ ~ ~ • 
:.z:; .-4 G,\ ..... • I .... t() - S ..... 0 0-Ii 1""'1 0 - !f • •• u ~.! 8. ~ 0; .. ., 
~ r;1 ~ Q'gN g"~ ... .sL.....c:~ .. ,!!"g.g'fifg .... _ .;a ~ 2~ ~ lSi 3"':-~~S: 5~'::: ~ 
p:j (.I ... '0 .... 1- J.4 CI'" .-f c: fO: ... .t li-::: 1...-4 (D CD """ lit ... s: Jot I 0 i III ID I: 1'9'4 - ! t • "d .... Q, t ~ 
o ~P.!t ~~ g~C'a':tS.8~-g S ~~"'!J::.x ~ .8 ~ t e ~ -;;~:t~!"IDl§:::~.!; 

~ ~ s,8 t ~ 'Pi:: ~ = ~ : g! ~ ~ C1 ;: .. ~t. '= 1i ~ ~ ~ .. ::s .. 0'" C >. Q.l ;3. 0_ ~ IH ::c t'J ~ foo 

Health Centre ... - - - ......... - ... - - - - - ... - - - - - - ... r:OT 03S~V::D - - - - - - ...... - ... - ... -- .................. - ... ... ... ...... ... ... ... 

D1roctor After 262 _ 01 - ,~- - 2.4 - ~.3 0.4 4.5 I - 0410.1 '1.0 - 0.5 62.1 100 - ---1-:-
Cb1et Pu~l1c Detore - - - - - - - - - (- 0.4 1.815.1 4.1!lC1.i 10.9 - 0.2 45.5 100 
Hul~ I '. 
Adm1nistra- Atter - - - 0.7 0.1 - - - - '.2 4.0 0.7 j2ee ~. 9.-, 13.6 - 0.2 49.1 100 
t10D , 

Chief. 3.to- _ -'.- - - - - - - _ .. 15-,1 - f.8! '.5 2.Cl 2.Ci JO.'.. - 57.3 100 
Preventive ....... I 
~led1e1ne A.fter _.. .. - .. - - .... ~7. 4 2.7 .. .. 0.98,2; 11.6.. 2.1 ".4 100 

Health Detor- 20."4 0.4 - - 0.9 0.1 .. 0.4 0.1 2.6 - - - 0.4 _II 0,1 - - 14.6 100' 
Sub-Centre .... 
Director Atter ".8 1,0 0,0 0,1 0.7 2.1 _ '.7 - 6.' 0.4 o.e 0.2 0.8 O.~ 3.6 0.3 0.5 64.7 100 

I-:".,...=---+-~- , - '- - ---- -1--- - ::- .,------ -, r:-:- t. - '-: - --,- r.-- , --:- ~:-
Chief Betore 0.4 4.2 0.9 _ - 0.5 - 5.2 0.' 15.6 0.5 2.1 1.5 6.4 0.5 4'.9 '00 

Nurs1.n@: /'I. 

Supervisor A:tter 0.5 2.5 0.2.. 0.5.. .. 0.1 - 1.5 a..' 7.9 5.1 2.5 '.~ 1.'.. 0.3 52.4 100 

I~ralr.g ,Betore 1:1 f'.6 t--' - - •• 0 - - - - 0.1 - 14.2 0.4 0.75.E 12.1 1.2 O.E 57., 100 
3uperv1aor Arter _ 1.2 0,0.. 0.4 _ .. .. - 2.4 9.5 ,.1 0.5 0.7 1.1 0., 70.7 100 

'I'~e.n.'"' -- - -+---._- I 
aoOll Nure- Beron 5.' - 0.9· 0.' 0.' • 6.0 - - - 4.1 0.4 1.5 - 1.3 61.9 100 

1118 
'Iorll:or At'er 17.4 0.1 _ _ 0.6 _ - 5.1 - ilo.e - - - 1.1 0.2 o.o~.~, _ ,0.4 54. ~_~_ 

Jl~~!g"fiUftt aetorl 0.1 4.8 6.1 0.1 6.4 _ - 2.6 - 1.9 _ - - 0.71.5 11.910.1 6'.8 100 I 
WOl'nr Altor '.5 h,7 4.5 011 6.1 1 1 02 14.0 •• 60., _ _ 0.10.2112.9,0.0 0.5 57.' 100 

Chiot, Botoro - - - 40.2 - - - - - - - - _ _ I _ 9 • 1 1 .6 II 100 Sanitation ..... • ~. 

::;u~eetiOG. Atter - - - '5.4'" ... ... ... - .. ~ - - O. ~.9 17.' 0.4 44.9 100 

S""UaUoll Botoro - - - 35.' - - - - - 0.1 - - - 10.4 '24;1 .o;4'f-' '9.7 100 
Worke.. After"'''' .. 21.2... - - - - .. 0.0 - .. .61o~5 26.5 0.8 .'.4 100 

~D. Control Botor. 0.2 - - - - - -,,-7 - 4.4 - - - ., ~.2 18.0 - _ 42.6 100 
Poll_up 
Worker AUer 4.4 - - - - - - flo 1 - 4.0 0.1 - - - - _7.6 _ 2 0 n.9 100 

'--- -"___ • ..2.i ..... '-.L~/,. 
Laborator,' Blfore - - ... - - - ... - .., - -:- NOT ! ~V!D -.. .. ., .... 1-" _ .. ~... .. - .. -,..... ... __ ........... _ 

ifacbz:11c1an Atter 4.9.. - - -.. .. 11.' 1.2 7.6 - ... .. - - .. ... 0.7 61.8 100 

i _ I I 
~-------~--~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~-----~~ 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Inclu4e. other co~unicc~le dlse.~es. lanulD6 Qt .ed1cnl. dea~r. L~d O!her l.,~l cerl1:1c~tea. health educat10n and 
.nciU~r1 to other 1~e3.1tr. scr":1cla. 
Include. public rcll!.t';'on" travel, messen&erial acU':lt1ca, denr.l:.~t ot!'lc1al tree tiDe iIld leave, :.maCCOWlte4 tOl" 
time tnd p~rDonQl orra1r8/bu~1ne ••• 
Du.rinG' S1 tuutional AnDl::(;1s, ti tle :.ABed wae "~,11"OD. Pbys1clan". 

~ 
l\) 
o 



KORf.A GENERAL HEALTtI SER\ lCES DEVELOPK1::,r PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERC£lGAGE DISTRIBUTIOS OF OBSER\'"ED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY PERFORliED 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 7 - 20 JeNE 1977) 

TABLE TR 4 

,.... 

~ 
..... 

laI \:.l~ fI< r:r:: z 
> c c ~ 10 eo: I-' ..... '" ""' .. II) U) 2: eo:laI 

0 '" 1-'2: zo l:> .... t,:;H "'l r.; 
~~i5a: ACTIVITY P E" RfO R.~.ED jS;:lt; ·u:::- • z .... ="'1:;' :z> ~~ ~ zoo 

~p...4""Z ,,"c.lU f-t U 1!.7. """" ~ -l&I 

~~~ ;a.J...J...J_z "'> .... ~ .h ~ .: i2 );! v:c.l <~Vl~ ~c.l...l~ 
"'""'.tQ<2:0 ... ~o a:t-. !.;..' ::; r:x; 0:: ....lVJ<== 

...l.4W~ a:;:,"':: .... := ~ a::::r. .... ;,:::>:;:, ::>::> "'0::'0 5!0lalO :=uo ~:x:<;-. Ul>. .~ U) 0 U:ZU) :ZU) f-oa:Z;J: 1>.::;' . % % % % % % l ,. 
A. ADMINISTRATIVE 

Administration: personnel and 
finance - 3.1 0.2 0.0 0.8 - 0.5 0.1 

Adainistration : stores. 
equipment, repair, maintenance, 
transport - 05.5 - 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 

Administrative Supervision 0.1 1.7 :4.7 - - - - -
Organizatlon of Prograume - - - - - - - -
Inventory - - - - 0.8 - 0.9 1',1 

Preparation of Administrative 
records and reports - S.S 2.3 0.8 2.3 6.3 1.4 5.8 

Administrative meetings 7.5 111.2 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.5 - 0.1 

Correspondence and 
cOlllllunicatlons 0.3 2.4 4.9 0.1 0.4 1.7 0.2 0.3 

Registration of wells, cemeteries, 
etc. - - - - - - - -

Other adrinistration (specify) 0.1 

I 
0.6 0.9 0.0 1.9 1.2 6.9 1.3 

(1) During Situational AnalysiS, title u3ed was "Myeon Physician". 

Z zo 2: 
0 .... ° ... !- .... 
~~ I-<:.> <:a: 

:&'r-tr. 1-'" 
~ - -~ :::~= ~O 
UU)tr. U);. 

% % 

0.4 1.2 

- 1.5 

- 0.0 

0.1 0.3 

- -
2.0 3.7 

1.3 O.S 

0.9 0.3 

- -
12.7 -
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~'- T 
1-'::0 

z I I 0;J:a: 
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0.9 

0.1 
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-

(continued) 
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KOREA GESERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY PERFORMED 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 7 - 20 Ju~E 1977) 

TABLE 'l1\ 4 

---, .... 
~ w l;i ...... .. .. :z: 

> 0 0 ~ '0 .. ~ ........ ... .. tn tn Z "'W 

~::!t 
til ~z :cffi9 t:> .... t:> .... :..: t:> ~~~ .. ACTIVl1l' PERFOR.'fl:D -u = ~ -z ..... z> z> ~ z" ts..- ..... z ~lUU ~uG ......... ...... ........ .... ~ <!~l;i w-!....J ..... z ... > ..... -l'l;i ~~i:! "' ... ~~~r::! "'w'" ~1Il<~C .... l;ic <CQ ...... ... "'< ... w .... 0:::>'" .... lji- .... :z:;:>:::> :::>::> !:II::o::ao ~o ... o Oo.;! v.c :cuc .... = ... UZtn Z<n "''''2:3 ""=3 

% % % % % 1 1 % 

B. TECHNICAL: 

General servic" rende red to: 
- n;orbid cases 27.0 - - 16.4 0.5 - 22.1 7.9 
- emergency cases, except medico-

legal cases - - - - - - - -
- medico-legal cases, except 

autopsies 1.1 - - - - - - -
Autopsies - - - - - - - -
Routine medical/physical examina-

tiun (including infants, pre-
school and school Children, 
adults, trainees, entertainers 
and food handlers) 0.5 - - 2.6 0.2 0.0 6.0 0.6 

Laboratory examination - - - - - - 0.0 -
, 

IlllDuniLation - - - 0.0 - 0.1 5.1 

Assistance of delivery - - - - - 6.7 - -
Pre-natal consultation - - - 1.0 2.5 2.6 0.1 3.3 

(1) During Situational Analysis, title used vas ''Myeon Physician". 

z~ ... 
z 0 c ..... C "0. .......... - ... ::> 

~;,,; f- z' - .. t..: <:>: o~'" 
t&..:-tI: 

!::~ u c'" ...-, . :l iii -=~~ ~o CQO!£ - -~U'lv.. ",3 ...... 
% .- .. 

% . 

- - 9.7 

- - -
- - -

- - -

- -
- - 4.0 

- - -
- - -
- - -

-
(c:onti nued) 
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.. u < .... : 
=z 
i:QG 
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-
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-
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-
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-
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TABLE TIl 4 

KO~~ GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCf..'lTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIKE BY ACnVITI 'PERFOR!iED 
(CURRENT OBSERVATlO~,:' 7 - 20 Jl':'>E 1977) 

r------------- ---,.--......,,.------r---,----r-- .. --rj---.----r-------.----...--....----r-------. 

ACTIL:,{ PERFO~D 

B. TE~'lCAL (continued) 

Post-natal consultation 
(including care of the newborn) 

Pamily planning advice! 
service/follow-up 

Otner services rendered in clinic 

Home visits related to: 

- multipurpose activities 
- follow-up on defaulters 
- case-finding 
- f .. HY registration 
- routine surveillance 
- nursing care not 

otherwib~ specified 
- environmental sanitation 

'" o 
~;!t; 
~~l:! 
WI<)..., 
=UQ 

~ 

I .... 
< ~ ~- ~ ~ z 
~ > ~ ° ° t-< 10 ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ % ~~ 

.u:z:~ .rz~ ::::ffio ~~ ~~ ~ ~" ~~=~ 
~-t-<z ~~u !-<uG ~~~ "~ t-< ~~ ~ !-<~ 
~~~~z w>~ ~'w w~w ~w <~~~ ~w~ 
~=<~o wwc <=~ "~~ ~~ wo~~ ~m< 
0- :- !:l Q.... :>; :" ~ !!!::>::: ;::::>::> ::>::> ~ 0 ::> 0 ::> 0 ~ 0 

z~ 
C ... 
HI-
~'-' 
<~ 

t....i-v: 
~-I 
... :z;= 
::<::. 
u"'''' 

~ -~" 
i~ 
<0 tr.:a 

~ 

i~ 
t-<::> 
~~a: 
US'" 
• ~ l:Z 

'"'00 
t-<"'~ 

~~ c .... 
I--U 
~-c!$ 
=0 
:S~ - _<t-< (,;-~ _tr._ WZ'" Z<Il t-<a:z~ ~ ... -~ I I 

r-~~_+----~----~~~~--_.. I i d 
% % l % % % % j% /41%1 % 

0.0 

0.7 

0.0 

0.3 

0.5 

0.3 

2.0 

0.4 0.6 

0.7 

0.3 

6.3 

0.3 

0.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 

0.1 

0.2 

(1) Duriaa Situatiooal Analysis, title used was "Myeon Physician". 
(continued) 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALY.: SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY PERFO,~~D 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 7 - 20 JUNE 1977) 

TABLE om 4 

ACTIVITY PERFOF~D 

or: 
o 

~~d 
:;l~::l 
(&1<.:1 .... 
=UQ 

~ ... 
'" .. U::C~ 

~t-II-Z 
t&2..J..J~Z: 

....... <~O =>(&1 .... 5'-o:C ... 

,... I ~ z ~ 
<.:I <.:1"-' '" '" z ZO Z 0 >-z: > ~ 0 =-... 10 0 ...... 0 e:::~ .:::.::< 
.-tal f-otD: Ul en Z Cl::t&2 t-oIf-t - .... ~ o~ 
....z %0 c." ..... 1 t:;t-4 I&l o::::=>! .... U... Z I f-tU 

·z ..... =r.l~ z>1 z> :I:: Z'" c..::1:='" <w <a:: 030< < .... 
~"'U ... U ........... 00 ~OO ....... <.:1 .... "':.l ...... '" I-~ U-~ OOz: "'> .... ;..l l:.l <.:I~WI ~'" <::I:CIl": E--:.l~": "l- I _ ;:J c= 
.... "'1'" <CQor: ........... ""c.. "'I~or:or: ..::oen<or: ~Z:CQ z: • ..::0 ... U 
:cor:,., ... =- .... :c::>::> ::>=> or: =>0 ;:>0..,0 X<=> <0 "'00 :S<.:l 
U c.. x: = en Q U z: '" zen... z: ~ ::I: c.. :c.~ U en CIl '" ~ ...... ~ ... 

~---------t-I ---"=-% ·1 % ,% I % I % I % I % % I % I % 0% I % 

B. TECHNICAL (continued) 

Field investigations other than 
home visits no·cd above 

Group health education 

Re-supply of drugs 

Issue of delivery set 

Collection of specimens 

Dental care 

Diagnostic Radiology 

Taking X-ray {including processing 

Other technical (specify) 

1.8 

0.0 

1-7 

(1) Durin& Situational Ana:jsis, .t1tle used was ''Myeon Physician". 

0.2 ' 

0.2 0.9 I 2.1 

0.0 

0.1 

0.1 

0.0 

2.2 

16.1 

(continued) 
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TABU: 'l'R 4 

ACTIVITY PERfORMED 

c. ENVIRONMENTAL SANIIATION: 

Food supervision 
Water supplies 
Sanitary survey 
School inspection 
Refuse disposal 
Sani tation of Public Places 
Licensed premises other than 

eating establishments 
Excreta disposal 
Factory inspection 
Health education 
Cemeteries 
Pleasure resorts/REOcreational 

premises/Country clubs, etc. 
C "Qplain ts 
Rodent, 'insect and pest control 
Pri', ate houses 
Other technical (specify) 

KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

PERCE~lAGE DISTRI5UTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TL~ BY ACTIVITY PERFORMED 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 7 - 20 JUNE 1977) 
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- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 0.1 - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - 0.0 - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

(1) Dur10a Situational Analysis, title used vas ''Hyeon Physician". 
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1.5 5.3 
4.8 9.1 
- -
- -
2.1 0.3 
0.4 -
0.1 1.5 
4.6 0.2 
4.8 4.4 
- -
2.9 0.2 

2.8 1.6 
0.5 2.4 
- -
- 0.2 
- -
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TAME 'l'R -

I. 
ACTIVITY PEItFORi':ED 

~ .. 

D. ANCILLARY AND SUPPOIlTIVE 

SUl!!rvho!I 

Observation 

Oleck of records and reports 

Interviews 

Provision of lulclance/lssue of 
lns t ructions 

ItOREA CEREF:'lEALTH SEIlVICES DlVELOPH!JIT PIOJICT 
OPERATIOIIS llESEAaOl STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TDIE BY ACTIVITY PEItFO,':ED 
(QlKR£HT OBSEl.VAnOll: 7 - 20 JUNE 1977) 

,.. 

~ 
... ... e;; " at: I~ > G- o I ~II: l1li .. 

-~! 
en c.,')~ " ... 

r;::!G ... 
~eG 

u ... 
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% % ; % % % % % 

1.6 1.6 - - 0.2 O.J - -
1.4 5.0 1.6 0.1 0.8 - - -
1.0 ,.] 0.4 - 1.5 0.] - 0.1 

0.8 5.7 2.5 0.8 6.7 0.8 0.1 -
Provision of on-the-job tralnloal 

practical - - - - 20.5 7.1 - -
Teachiq (fonaal) - - - - - - - -
Orientation to new activity 0.4 0.1 - - ].4 ].2 - 0.5 

Inlerpretioa of policies - - - - 0.8 0.2 - 0.0 

Arraaalll& for provision of 
supplies aDd equlpaent - 0.6 - - 4.0 -1.9 0.2 0.0 

- . 
Solv1D& interpersonal prob1_ - 0.7 1.7 - - ' 0.0 - -
Evsluation of perforasnce/ 

.atlvatlon of staff - - - I ~ 4.5 0.] - -
Other supervisory (specify) - - - 0.4 0.2 - -

~. --- -- - - - - - - -

(1) IluriJl& Situational ADa1,ds, title used -va "M:reon Physician". 
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TABLE TR ~ 

ACII\~IT PERFeJRMED 

KORL~ GEXERAL HEALTfi SERVICES DEVELOPHE~, PROJECT 
'?ERATIONS RESEARCH Sn;DY 

PERCD,TAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TUIE BY ACTIVITY PERfORMED 
(CURRENT OBSERVATION: 7 - 20 Jl~E 1977) 
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D. ANCILLARY AND SUPPORTIVE (cont'd) 

Technical meetings and 
conferences 

Preparation of technical records. 

0.4 

reports and corresoondence 0_2 

Receipt of train~ng ll,~ 

Care and maintenance and 
eqUipment and supplies 

Organization of clinic, including 
readying and filing of records 

Ancillary assistance to other 
health staff 

Liaison 

~reparation of legal certificates 
for signature by health centre 
director or other authority 

Preparation for external visil 

0.4 

1.0 

0.5 

0.6 3.1 

2.8 7.5 

0.5 

2.1 10.8 

0.1 2.3 

(1) During Situational Analysis, title used .. as ''}lyeon PhysiCian". 

5.4 1.4 

1.0 1.0 

4.9 

1.0 

4.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 1.4 

2.7 

0.3 

i. a 

0.0 

0.6 

0.3 

0.6 

0.9 

0.5 

9.5 

5.0 

1.4 

0.3 

0.3 

1.4 

13.0 

0.5 

2.5 

1.5 

0.5 

0.1 

3.1 

6.5 5.0 

6.4 17.71 18.4 

0.5 

0.9 2.4 

5.0 0.6 

0.7 3.7 

0.5 0.1 

0.0 0.91 0.5 

(continued) 
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KOREA GESERAL HEAT. TH SERVICES DEVE>JPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RL~?.RCH STUDY 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAFF TIME BY ACTIVITY PERFORMED 
(CURRENT OBSER .. ·.UION: 7 - 20 JUNE 1977) 

TABlE TR ' 

ACTIVITY PERFORMED 

D. ANCILLARY A.'lD 5UPPORllVE (cont' d) 

Other ancillary and supportive 
(specify) 

E. 'iISCELLANEOlJ~ 

Travel 

Messenger 

Cleaning 

Personal affairs and business 

Public relations 

Reading and research 

Unaccounted fo r t iDle 

Official free time (for lunch, 
etc.) 

Official leave (sick, vacation) 

Other miscellaneous (specify) 
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6.1 

0.1 

22.7 
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0.1 

5.1 

0.4 

45.8 

1.8 

0.6 

0.3 

8.7 

1.3 
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0.1 
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8.6 

3.5 
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8.6 
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2.6 
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0.6 

0.1 

2.8 

25.3 
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7.9 
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2.1 
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0.6 

10.8 

2.1 

16.5 
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19.7 

0.8 

0.8 

9.6 
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% 

28.1 

0.4 

0.2 

3.5 

0.4 

8.3 
1.1 

1.0 

... o 
"'eo. 
.... :0 
ZI 
o~"" 
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.... Q! 

raoo 
roIL=-

% 

0.5 

1.8 

2.0 

19.8 

0.3 

9.5 

1.7 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 I 100.0/ 100.0 100.0 1100.0 1100.01100.0 

(1) Duriog Situational Analysis, Utle used was ''Kyeon Physician". 
1< Due tG rounding off, "total" is not the sum of the indivibal percentages. 
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... --- _. 
AGE 

(IIi YEARS) 

--

KOREA GENE:,AL HEALTH S!:RVlCRS D,,;VELOPl4ii:ll'r PRoneT 
OPERA TIORS rtESSARCH STUDY 

lfUUlIEB. AlID PERCENTAG3 OF PERSOIfS SEE! BY 
SPBCIPIED HEALTH SERVICE S~.lPP BY DIWEROT CHARACTERISTICS 

BEFOU AID AP'T~ lNTliODUCTIOF. OF CHABGE 

lflJHBER AID PER~TAGE OF PrRSOHS SEEN BY SPECIFIED HTIALTH 3F!RVICE STAn 

~\LTH C3U~ ~Irt~CTOR(1) HEALTH 3UB-CIDlTP~ DIRECTOR(2) I.lU~ llYEON 
HEALTH \10R!tEB 

TaEAT'r.!ElI'r ROOll 
IIURSING?OUXER 

Betore I Atter Betore Atter Betore . Atter Betore Atter 
10. -T <:-- --- I J Iro. Iro. ~ 1T01- ~ ITo. ~ ! Ir~ ~ "'r · Ifo. ~ 

0 2 ! 2 7 5 1:5 8 9 6 :5 3 :56 14 2 5 6 2 

1 ; I 6 5 4 8 5 10 7 5 5 21 8 3 7 5 2 

2 - 4 :5 1:5 9 
I 14 8 8 5 10 9 16 6 1 2 11 5 I 
I 

5 -9 8 7 9 6 I 21 12 15 10 - - 17 7 1 2 13 5 

10 - 14 T 6 , 2 8 5 4 ., - - 6 2 1 2 , 1 

15 - 24 21 19 9 6 21 12 19 13 17 15 26 10 4 9 45 " 
25 - '4 25 23 23 16 29 17 39 26 45 41 76 29 7 16 5:5 22 

:55~44 11 10 27 19 21 12 16 11 23 21 26 10 1:5 :50 :57 15 

45 - 54 11 10 11 8 16 9 10 7 4 4 18 7 1 2 21 9 
55 and 15 '4 '4 24 18 11 22 '4 4 4 19 7 10 2:5 47 20 

aboYe 

TOTAL* 110 100 141 100 169 100 152 100 111 1 ()()It 261 100 43 100 241 100 

Not 0 1 ., 0 3 I 5 - 0 1 -Tn,,' .. ..1"..1 

* Due to roun41n& ott, "total" 1. not tbB .ua of the 1D41T14ual percentaae. 
(f) Ia41T14ual c~ the.e r8.pGa81b1l1t1e. duriag S1tuat1onal ADal,a1 •• ent by t1tle of "Medical ett1cer" 
(2) Dur1Di S1tuational Analy.1s, t1tle use4 ... -Myson P~1c1an·. ' 
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TABLE Tn 6 "SY SEX -

1'.OREA GENERAL IEALTH SERVICBS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIOIlS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERC~!AGE OP ~ONS S~ BY 
SPECIPIED HEALTH SERVICE STAPF BY DIJn'ClCNT CHARJ :'rERIS~ iCS 

BEFORE AND APTER HIT?ODUCTION OF ei!ANGE 

- -. 
K,:dllmi. AND PERCENTAGE C;;' PERSONS SEEN BY SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICE STAPP 

SEX HEALTH cm,THE DIRECTOR ~ 1 } HEALTH SUB-CEliTRE DIRECT(J! ~ 2) MULTIPURPOSE mEON 
HEALTH ViOP.KER 

-
TREATMENT ROOM 

I 

NURS ING IfORKER --Bt'fore ,_ After Before After fl"efore I After ~e1'ore After 
No. ~; I ITo. ~ 11'0. ,., No. ~ 11'0. % No. " 1Je. _. " 

Male 63 57 75 53 106 62 71 47 22 19 96 36 19 44 . - -

:Pemale 47 43 67 47 66 38 81 53 92 81 170 64 24 56 

* '.l'OTJ"~ 110 100 142 100 172 100 152 100 114 100 266 100 43 100 

Not 
included 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

'---_.- - - --- - - - L ----

* Due to round1Dg ott, "total" 1s not the SQII of the ind1v1dual percentages 
(1) Individual carrying these responsibilities during Situational Analysis went by title of "Medical Officer". 
(2) During Situational Analysis, title used was "Hyeon Ph,yB1cian". 
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' 152 I 65 , 
83 35 
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KOREA GENERAl. fli:i..1Ti s.":::'·n GL::: NvnLO?MENT PIlOJEC'~ 
OPLRA:IOHS R2S~CH STUDY 

NllMBEF. AlIt P:;;Z~:N'I.&G? 0" PERSOBS SEEN lIY 
SPECI?IED HEALTH SERVICE 3?~?r 31 DiP~T CHARACTERISTICS 

BEPORL AND AFTE3 I~TaODUCTIOB OF CHANGE 

"''''LE TB ~ -" "'5"""C" (I" ~.~ ) ""'··~T.i."P TO "" .. T" -~-- -- ,n'l"' ~_.~: iJ.I.. LAD L U ~~.« L.-U-."~ ;u,.: .. J.J : •.• L-."" .. 'f ....... £ :.J.;'f ~ 

!)I~~A.NCE ':".n.:ru:!~ AIID FEJC:zrTA';:: C:- :PER:-:O:;;:; ~-:r:l\ 3Y SPEC!rI~t lL.'.:/I'H SERVICE ST.r..FF 

(IN IQIT;) ;r.- .. mv C ". fT"' - , , T - ~c TON. U"A L"'" S""'C"'" ,..:~-~ - -~, '" """'0' . ( 2 ) -;', v'I.'l'I Ftc;:'. :-=P"':J"''''''L:-;;b"YE=;;;O'''Ii:--~------=T.~:''''Zh-:-:-'l''':' "<"'=; 'T~_ ""r-=:-~ "": -""'. ;.."" .. --
4-l:1.AJ..o.... "-,H HI.. -'~..... Do J , ~ :.&:r;,. V~ l.::1.~_ ""'- .. ~ ........ J. .. , HEALT!i j7~RlCER 

BeforE J,!ter neIore 
110. iI' 

To r.o. I ~ No. ~ ,..... . -T 

0 7 I (; 1£ : 12 46 0i7 
I 

18 16 11 : B 23 1~ 

2..., 4 21 19 37 In 63 4< 
5..., 9 17 15 37 27 17 10 

10 ..; 19 31 2F. 35 24 2 1 

20 and 16 15 5 4 2 1 above .. 
TOTAL , 10 100 139 1'00 172 100 

lIot I 
Included 0 I 2 i 0 

Before 
~ r No.' % '. Nc,. 

I _ --!':.J. ~'CT 
! ,~G .. ---r ~".. 

I 5 3 12 

6( 45 11 

35 24 62 
4C ":':'''? 25 

4 

..., 

'00 114 

4 0 

11 7 

10 82 

54 74 
22 6£ 

4 7 

I 

* 1100 

I - 7 

3 
32 

29 

34 

.} 

0 

100 

I 

3 

J9 

12 

11 

4 

4 

43 

() 

7 

21 

28 

26 

9 

9 

100 

* Duc to roWld1ng off, "~otal" 1s not the SWII of t~,e individual percentages 
(, ) Individual carrying these respollsib1l1 ties durill€ SitUE: tional Analysis went by t1 Ue of "::ed1cr.l Officer". 
(2) DUril'l6 Si tua tional Analysie, t1 tle used wee ".Iy. ':>ll Physician". 
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KORZA G:::lr~:!1AL i!E.\'LTH 3~nVICES D:;v:"..LO~l!ENT P::OJECT 
O:'::RATlONS [!:SS.\RC:'; STUDY 

IM.!BZR AND Y:aC~TAGE 01' P.~;{30N3 - -::;1< BY 
;;;:?~S!i'IL:D HE,\LTH SLRVICE ST:\~? BY DIF:SR;/iT CHAPJ,CT~ISTICS 

BEFORE JJID AP'l'ER IIfTRODUCTIOJI OP CHANGE 

eABLE Til 8 BY PERSON BY WHO/I SZUT OR REFERRED 
rroI4BER AND p;mc:.::iTuG1fQp PE!lSONS S:-:EN BY SPECIPIED HEALTH SERVICE STAFF 

FEl!SON BY llEOM SENT HEALTH Cml~ DIlCCTO;! {1', HG:.LTH SUll-C3NTnE DIReCTOR { , I[tTLTlPURP(·SE MYEOlf T3!:ATI:mRT ROOM 
OR RI:PER...'1ED ll!:ALTH '.~ORKER NUn SING 'fO:tKER 

Eefere Atter Betore Atter f Before After Bef-re 
No.· '.l\ lio 

, ,;, No. I ~ No--,,- ~ No. , ,. No. ~ )foe i - ~ 

56! 51 i 
, 

20 I 47 Self 72 51 87 51 60 i 39 54 49 87 33 , 
I ; I 

Pamil,. Member, I 1 

P811111,. member and I i 
·selt, neighbour, I I . 
friend 40 36 47 " 77 45 52 I 34 7 6 34 " 10 23 

Gove1'llllen t health i 
II tat:t o:t 1I'l1le un!. t 2 2 4 3 3 2 27 18 47 43 115 44 112 , 

Government health 
IItatt ot other unit 6 5 13 9 - - 4 3 2 2 , , - -

lfon-GoY1l1'llllen tal 
health IItatt 1 1 3 2 1 1 - - - -- 1 :; 8 19 

Govrrnment otficiale 
other than health 
etaff 5 5 1 1 2 1 8 5 - - 15 6 :5 7 

Other (lIpeCU,.) - - - j - 1 1 - - - - - -
'lOTAL 110 100 140 100 170 1'00 152 100 110 100 261 100 II, 100'" 

i ----
o i - \ _ Not Included 0 - 2 2 1 - 1 0 4 - 5 - I 

I 
---.!. 

* Due to round1ll& oft, "total. It 18 not the ellll of tbe 1nd1Yidual percentqee 
(1) Individual oarr;y1Da theee re~poneibilitiee dur1Qg Situational A08l7818 went b,. t1tle ot '~e41cal Otficer". 
(2) DuriDg S1tuaUonalADal,.eie, Utle ueed W88 .. ,..on Pb,ye101an". 

Atter 
~. ~ 

180 75 

41 17 

3 1 

12 5 

4 2 

- -

240 100 
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KOREA GEW~L HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERA TIOBS RESEARCa STUDY 

!lUl4BER ABD P.P.RCllfTAGE 01" PERSOIfS SEElJ llY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH Sr:anCE STAFP BY DIPPP.REIrrCHARAC"l'IRISTICS 

BEPOR~ AND AlTEa INTRODUCTION OF CBANGE 

'!'/:.BIF. TR 9 ~! 01'12=. !iI;..';.:~:: U'!';'I~ VI3ITE.;.' 

I OTKSF. Uln T 
VIS1 T:CD 

Vill:.ge Healtt 
Post 

Myeon Heal t~, 
Sub-Centre 

Gun Health 
Centre 

Provincial 
Hospital 

Specialized/ 
Teaching 
Hospital 

Herbal Cl1nic 

Phal'IIklc1st 

Priv:lte Doctor 

Private Hospital 

Selt-ldedication 

.one 

TOTAL 

}Jot 1ncluded 

NU:~Z~ Aftr ?ERC~rTf...c.[; 0;' ?:SiiSOl;S J!:;t':l; BY :;~::C!:'l:":' i~ .. i'I:1 3::-:~';1:: S~t:~' 

:G'.~.';'l! C:E:i!TRE DITItCTOR [n EE!.!,'E S'.rB-CDHTRl: DIR:::;CTOR(2) :"· .... TIPURPO:::E :mO!i ~~.:..~ :~ =;~: ? :'c.: . 
ifL.ALTE i?ORKE:f! :~0~~SI:;::; ", ·Q~C:. 

3efore After BerorE- 'Afte::- - - - -Before After 3e!c:.~' J.=te:, 
V_c. : % Iro. % 'lio. i;;; r.-o. % NO.; % 110. i ~ i i;o. , .' lie. :. 

I ~! , 
: - - I _ _!! 
: ; 
i, 1 

2 I 2 15 11 9 i 5 6 4 :5:5 27 10 , i £ 12 5 

I I ! 
1 I , 1 1 5,':5 10 7 2 2 10 4 -I -, . I 

I - 2 I 1 3 i 2 1 0 2j 5 2; 1 i 
, I I 

I I I ' I 

I - 5 4 4', 2 I :5 2 5 2 -! - 31 1 : 
1 i 1 1 1 I 7 5 5 2 3! 7 -I -, 

24 ,'22 14 10 23 14 I 17 10 2 2 10 4 7 17 111 5 I 

8 7 10 7 l' 6 8 5 4 4 14 5 4 10 1/ 3 

5 I 5 4:5 1 1 I 6 4 3 1 1 17 11',' 7! t· I t 

69 I 6~ 91 64 113 66 I 97 64 102 90 190 71 17 41 19~1 7~ f 

110 

o 

iI 
100 142 1100 170 100 152 1100 

T -2 o 
Ill} 

~ 

* 100 265 

1 

100 * 411100 

2 

2421100 

o 
* Due to rounding ott, "total" is not the 8U11 of the iruU'v1dual pel:centagtls 

(1) Individual oarryinB these responsibilitie8 during Situational Analysis went 
(2) Dur1Dg Situational AnalysiS, ti tleuse4 was "Kleon PhJ!tician". 

b,. ti Ue of "1,I8dical Officer". 

~ 
I.oJ ... 



KOREA GZN::"".AL :fSALTH S::::RV!CES DBVELOPUENT P?OJI:CT 
OPERATIONS :lESEARC:! STUDY 

lrullBER .urn P~RC::::NTAGE Or' P:;nSOlIS S23N BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH S~VIC~ STAPP BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

B!;:;>ORI: AND A_'T~ lf1TRODUCTION Oll CHANGE 

TABLE Til 10 BY PURPOSE OF VISIT -I , 
liv'"!!1l:m ABD P~'WENTAG::: O~' l'DRSONS S~:;ll BY SP];CIFIED HEAI.TH SERVICE STAPI i 

PURPOSE I 'rEAL"';' ~"'lTTRE DB '''''''01(1) HI:ALTH 3UB-CBliTRE DI~:;CTOR {2J ! MULTIPURPOSE MYEON TR!':A TIffiN T ROOM 
01 Yl3IT l .I... 1....._..1. • _ ......... ~ _ 

HEAL'ffi WORKER NU:lS nrG ;10ill<ER 
Defore After Berore Arter Before I After T Before T After 

No. 'r.; No. % 1fo_ T'"T No. o ~ ! No. I % I 110. 'S ! No. ~ J No. ~ 
~edical Certifi- ! 0 I T 

1 -\ 
, I I 

ca te/Check-Up 23 f 21 I 8 i ~ 1 1 ',9 16 - I - i - - - - -
I I 

, , 
Pre-nntal 

i ! " I I Consultation - - - I - 4 2 16 36 32 41 15 - - ; - -I I ! I I I -I Post-natal I I 
I I I 

, 
Consultation I I 

i - - ~ I - 1 1 - I - - - - - - - -I I I , 
I Family Plann1ng - - , 3 2 e 5 32 t 28 

I 
:53 12 2 5 0 2 1 

I 
I I I Well Baby - - :1 - - - 1 , 3 , , , 0 - - - -

I 
, 

IlIItIunization t 1 - 1 1 1 1 15 i 13 48 18 - 5 i - -
3 I , 

I Urinary Disorder I 1 1 2 - I - 2 I 1 - , - 1 0 - - I 4 2 
Genital Disorder I 2 2 7 ! 5 14 I 

I 12 5 I 8 - I -
, 3 - - - - I Gastro-Intestinal I I 

Disorder 8 7 18 I 13 21 12 12 8 
, 

17 6 2 5 16 1 - , -
120 

I 
'l'uberculo3is 24 22 e ' 6 15 9 31 22 I 19 I 51 21 23 53 94 39 I 
Other Respiratory 

38 I I I 

Disorders 21 25 27 24 14 6 I 4 2 2 7 3 9 21 29 12 
Heart or Circul&- I 

tor)' Disorder - - 5 4 2 1 4 , 1 1 1 0 - - 6 2 
SIdn Disorder , , 9 6 14 8 24 16 - - 18 7 - - 7 , 
Ear, Nose 8114 

Throat Disorder 4 4 5 4 1 1 4 , - - 2 1 - - 5 2 

(continued) 

~ .... .... 



KOREA GENERAL HEAL'm SE2lVICES DEVEUlPMElfl' PIIOJECT 
OPERATION RESEAIICH S'roDT 

P!!RCEIfl'AGE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STAPP TIJIU! BY AC'\'IVI'I'Y CA'mlCI!Y 
l!EPORE AlID APTER IIrI'ROOOCTION OF alAl«lE 

~:.~, l'L ll' Hi" llC.PC3: GT' _,~_~~:-: (co~tL"lued) 

I N1];!]l:E Ali~:: ?:;LCS?:TJ. (;1: OJ ?r:RSONS 3EEN BY S?ECI.!'IEL HE!. I,Tii SLRVICE S'IAFF , 
?linPOSE ~"''''''''' 'HCOT'" (111 "" "W '''~-o'T''RE Dl ,","'OR (, I 

-~ 

lroLTI PID PO~;:: ilYEOr. T~tE!. '!"·E1T ? oo~~ 
OF VISIT _ .j.. \.1 ........ e 1 J _" f _....... •• "'-'.... ..... (.I.. HEALTH 170RK.ER NU:\SING ',:cr~ 

Bef';:;', - , After ~ - Before After ' Before After Befox'e J J.fter 
Iio %1 N~. ~ No--.' l>_ tiO-L' ~ Bo. I ~ No. I ';!f, Nt. -"I H~ 10 

Eye Disorder 

I 
, 1 : - - ~ I 2 - - - i - - i - - I - -I I -

Heurological I J i , 

I Disorder 3 :3 
I 

2 1 4 , 2 1 1 - I - 1 r 2 5 .~, -
; t 1 Psychic Disorder - - 1 , 1 - , - - - - I - - - - - 0 

: , 
I I General Weaknessee - -

I - - 3 ! 2 6 4 .. - 5 2 - - 7 1 ., 
Fever 6 4 2 1 1 

, 
3 2 I 4 2 4 2 - - I - - - - I 

OsteomuBcular PaiD 7 6 i 19 13 8 , 5 5 :5 - - 4 2 1 2 - I -i 

I I I I 
, 

Failure to gain , 

weight/feeding i i I I I 'problem - - , 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - ... -! I I , ! Recent injury 
, 

i I or burn 4 4 I 10 I 7 26 
I 15 I 

12 f: - - 9 :5 1 " I 6 2 
I , 

After effects of 

I I I , t 
injuries/burns - - 1 1 5 :5 I 1 1 - - - - - - I 1 0 

I I 

Swelling, I 
generalizsd 1 1 2 1 - I - 1 , - - - - - - -

Swelling, 
localized , 1 4 , , I 2 6 .. - - , 1 - - , , 

Headache - - , 1 , I 1 5 , - - 4 2 1 2 - -
LOSB of weight - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -

I ___ .... _~ .. _.1 1 

1 
1 
I 

~ 

I 
.-

I 



I Uena :rua.l 
I Disorder 
I 

Abnormal LUlllp 

Dental Problem 

Ot!!er ( specify) 

TOTAL 

!Jot included 

- I 

110 

0 

KO~.::A GE:r.:;RAL ffi:::.LTH S;;:aVICES DLVELOP;SNT P;.OJ:::C'r 
O?ERATIONS :::::::;;-.'\"'CH STUDY 

NU''':;'::::l AND PERCl!:NT:,GB OF P::m:;0!13 :;;;:w !lY 
SP:'::CIn:::D !l3.\LTH S-.~VICE STAFF BY DLFBrt:l!I'l: C3A:'.:.CT~ISTICS 

BE:?OJ.:::·,ll!) AJ'TT;;:t n'TRO:JUCTIOll 0: CHAlIGE 

-
I 1 1 

- I -- -

tOO .. 142 1 tOO 114 JlOO if 

- 1 o 

1 0 

2 1 

1 0 

6 2 

2'~6flOO 

01 

if Due to rounding off, "total" is not the SUIII of the individual percentages 
(1) Individual carrying these responsi "ll1ties during 8i tua tional Analysis went by t1 Ue of ";Iedical Officer". 
(2) During Situatlonal Analysis, title used waS "Myeon Ph7aician". 

- 1 -I : I 4 2 

5 
~ ..., 
'" 00 241 

0 1 I 



KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED HEALTH SERVICES STAFF BY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 

B!::FORE AND AFTER INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE 

TABLE TB. U BY m.;ru.TION OF COllIlITIOli 

lnJtm..l! AND PERCOITAG;: OF ?:RSONS SSEN BY SPBCUE:C HEALT? SERVICE STAFF 1 
, DIrrtATIO!1 OP 
i CONDITION HF!.LTH C:C:l1TRE LlRECTOR(1) lBALTR S1JB-C;::ilTRI: nm:::::CTOn(2)i !:t1LTIPURPOSE !!YEOll TREAT:::ENT ROO:: t 

HE!,T.TH \1O!\K2F: NUrtSING WORKER ,_. , I i \!A ll;>.I::i} Befire ; 'Before I After ! I.: :"·~''''e After . ~.~'.1" I Before I i no. 
J ~ No.·- I' % , No. '3 No. 15 No~_ -"_ ! No. ! : ; 110; r~ - I I ! ! 10 ; - i - - 5 4 - - 1 1 -I 1 
I I , , 

2 

I 
~ I 6 4 14 i 9 5 4 I 1 1 7. 4 I -

I : 5 6 I 3 2 i 18 ! 11 8 6 , 
- I - I : ; -! I I 

, 
I I I I 

5 6 7 I ,: I 22 14 9 , 6 - - i 2 , I 
, , 

14 - 7 10 13 22 i ~O 19 24 11 - - I 26 I 15 i 
, , , 

i 8 - 15 14 18 1~ I 9 22 14 

I 
8 6 1 , 1 I 8 5 I 7 

16 .; 29 5 6 5 
, 

4 : 6 4 6 4 1 1 7 4 1 I ; 

I 30 - 59 9 

I 
11 I 16 '11 I 

12 7 13 9 6 9 . I ,. 8 6 I 

60 - 89 5 6 7 ! 5 3 2 5 4 4 6 I 
: I 5 3 I I 

, 
I I 

'90 - 119 
I 

I 6 ~. 4 , 5 4 3 I 2 1 4 4 5 4 

I 
, 

I 120 - 149 2 :5 4 I 3 ~ 2 4 :5 5 7 6 3 1 

1'50 - 119 1 1 I 4 , I 4 2 4 3 5 7 12 7 , 
I 

180 - 269 4 5 6 4 
I 

10 6 19 n 14 21 2~ n 3 

270 and above n 16 42 '0 14 9 25 18 27 40 44 25 7 

I TOTAL • 160· * 79 100 '41 100 100 141 100 67 100 177 '00 38 

I Bot Included 31 t - 12 11 - .7 8' - " -,..- Due to rounding ritt, -.Ttotal" ii-Iiot tbe BUll of the 1ndh1dual peroentag •• 
(1) Ind1T1dual carrying theBe re"epona1bU1t1eB during S1tuat10nal Analye1a "ent b1 title of "!.!ed1cal Officer". 
(2) During S1tuational Anely.1., t1tle used was -Uyeon PhTB1c1an". 

~ 

-
-
-
5 

3 

'WI 

3 

16 

e 
11 , 

8 

8 

18 

• 100 

After"-' 
No. r ! 

~ I 2 j 
I 

6 3 I 

2 1 I 
I 

6 I ~ i 

10 I 19 

14 7 I 
4 2 ! 
~4 17 I 
13 7 I 
5 ~ I 

~ I 5 

7 4 

6 3 

75 38 i 
i 

199 1100 ., -

~ 
~ 
a-



I 

I 

I , 

I 

KDRE;, ·";ERA!. ~.L.·L::c '::'.':rcr:s ::E·,E.OP~:E~T PROJECT 
uPE".;::: ·,;5 R£SE.~cC:1 STUDY 

:;:;:-lBER A.';U PL?:=:::,~:£ OF ~t.RSO~S SEEN BY 
SPECIFlCD HEALTI' SERnc;:, -r B'i DlFrERE:n CHARACTERISTIC:': 

bEf'P.L ;':;D .;':c, ~:':'.OUCCTIO:; OF CltA."'GE 
TAELi:: <?: 12 BY l'ROC;~.[S5 5I~C[ LAST CONTACT 

PROGP"::SS r-;,~:?EP- A."'i) PERCE:,: • .;Ci: C':' ?ERSC':,c SiE~ B'i SPECIFIED Ht.ALT" o"'E"'R"'V;.I.;;C"'E.....:;:S..:.T:..;A.:..F.:..F ____________ _ 

-

Sr:-iCL :....;.C; T 
, 

HHGI! CS:;TPJ: Dr RECTOR (l) HEALTH SCB-C:::;-::?i: ['i REC7(;,.. (2) MULTIPURPOSE ~lYEO:; HEALTH 
CDI':T..:..c: ;;·JRKER 

Befor~ ~ After Before A::er Before Aite r 

~'o I % I .' ;; ~'o ~ :;0 " No % No . L % .....:.~ .... 0 

I 
. 

:,ewly ojser- ! I 
ved/ ap"e a red 7 23 I I 

I 
2 5 - - I 7 , - - 6 I 5 

-
unsatisfactory 
dev"lo~""'nt 5 17 10 27 19 28 10 4 7 9 13 11 _. 
Satisfactory 
deve10prent 13 43 19 51 49 71 

, 
70 74 9 93 77 L 

SYI:.ptor:./.:on- : 
I 

dition , 

disap?~ared - - ? 5 - - 2 3 - - 2 2 
.-

UnablE; to 
I -I 

assess 5 17 4 11 1 1 I 3 4 - - 6 5 

j 
Other (s?ccify) - - - - - - i - - - - - -

, 
TOTAL* 30 100 37 i 100 69 100 

I 
74 100 81 100 120 i 100 

Not included 80 - lOS - 103 - , 78 - 33 - 146 -
• DY~ to rounding off. "total" is not the sum of the individual percentages. 
(1) Individual carryinb these responsibilities during SituatiOl:al Analysis .. ent by title of "Medical Officer" 
(2) iJ;;rinb Situational Analysis, title lt~"d "as "Myeon Phy"lci~~" • 

./ 

TREATME:;T ROO!1 
:;~RSI!-;G ',;,'RKER i 

I 

Be fore After I 
I 

No ~ . t;o i ~ , 
I 

I I 

3 2 - - , 

4 11 ~~ -I 
29 81 81 i 64 

I I i 
- - 2 I 2 , 

, 
- - 36 1 28 ! 

I - - - I -
I 

36 100 127 100 

7 - 115 -, 

-'" 
..... 



- 01_ .-
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KOREA. GENERil HEALTH SERVICES DBVELOPIIDT PROJ'IC! 
OPElU.TIOIS RESEARCH STUDY 

WIOIER AID PERC~GE 01' PmSOBS S:;:a BY 
SPECXl'IED REAL'l'R SERVICE: SUP1' BY DI~ CBtRACTERISTICS 

BEPORB AND APTER INTRODUCTION OF CHlHGE 

------- ---_._---- ... 
NU~5E1. AN: PER::::::~:" JF PERSONS SEf21 BY SPEC,rIE' :kAL!'!: SC,,':lC£ ~'"!'AFF 

I HEALTH CENTRE DIRECTOR (1) 
~ROGNOSI~ 

HEALiH SUB-CEl\,.RE DIRECTOR (2) HULTIPURPOSE MYEON HEALTH IKJRKER THATKENT ROJ!': ~-:r.SING 
WOP~;Ei\ 

I Befc~'~----r After .. ~. Before~ ~. After 
, , No ! 4 No I 1. 'No I I. l No I 1. 

Good . 12 14 80 57 

Cood with in- I 

tervention forj 
l118r.ifestation 'I 
only 26 jO 18 13 

I 

I 
! 

120 75 124 82 

1 I 11 7 

Before After 
No , 4 No I 1. No 

96 85 206 78 28 65 

4 I t. 20 8 5 12 

Good with in- ; 
tervention I 

I 
for underlyingl 
cause ,37 43 7 5 

Bad but , 

I I i I I I I ~ I "; 6 44 4 4! 5 2 I 6 14 <! 1 I 
modifiao1c \ 6 7 8 6 _9 I I" '5 3 5 4 I ' I " I, " 4' i -, .. I·,' . I 2 

Bad 2 2 5 4 12 i 7 I 2 1 1 1 4: 2 !I' - - ..! 2 
I I I l • 

22 i 16 : i l - '3 2 3 3 25 i 9 i 3 i 7 21 1 11 i 
.1. 

Uncertair, 3 3 

TaIAL* 86 100* 140 100 

Not included 24 2 1 
160 100 

12 

: lSI 
....L 

i 
1 1 

100 

.. Due to rounding off. "total" is not the aUlD of the indivic\L" 1 percentages. 

113 100* 264 100 

2 

(1) Individual carrying tbese responsibilities during Situa~ >onal AnalYBie went by title of "Medical Officer" 
(2) During Situational Analysis. title used was "Myeon Physician", 

43 100 I 198 100 

o j ~.:. 

~, ..., 
cc 



KORL:" . _:~':~RAL :IT:.: ~H ::;:::VIC~.) l-:'.~:'C·F.::;!lT ?:1OJECT 
OPEr./~':'IC:,,·_ RE::;E.A..-~Cn S?JDY 

NU:.!BER AND ?e:?C':IITAGE OF ?:::~:;O!!: S'-.· 3Y 
SF:"U'IZD HEALTH 3SilvICZS STAFF BY DEPZRZr::. ,,oJJtAC';";I:I:;'f-ICS 

lC1EJEIiT OBS:::w. .... ::or:: 15 NOV:::!'BE.~ - 16 D:.~::;;.m3R 1976) 
TABLE 'm 14 BY SUGGESTED CLAs.:; DURING SITUATION ANALYSIS 

AIW P"RCJNTAGE OPP:;;-<"'l~ S~:1 BY 
SUGGeSTED SPECIFIED ~LTH S:nVICZ STAFP 
CLA;;S 'ii31rrcAL :,:roll ).lC:".TIPURPOSE D'EOIl TrrEATr.8NT ROO 

O.L!PTCEn PHYSIC',lI !f"~.~l'H ·,iORJr...R 1:1T:SING O~ -No. /:" No. . " No. ~, Ilo. .£-r---'-
r.;y-eon Heal th Worker 6 7 17 10 92 81 
Nurse-Midwife at 

tlyeon Henlth 
Sub-Centre 1 1 9 8 

Public Health l:urse 
at ;'lyeon Heal th 
Sub-Centre 1 1 

l4yeoc. Physician 25 23 103 60 9 8 
H(:al th Centre : 

DeD~Ut 
, 

2 1 ; 

Health Centre 
Treatment Room 
NlU'siD& \torlcer 1 1 32 74 

Heal th Centre 
Medical Officer 70 64 19 11 1 1 9 21 

Health Centre 
Medical Specialist 1 1 

Frovincial Hospital 
MediCAl Officer • 1 ~ 1 • 

Provincial Hoapital 
Medical Specialiat 4 4 21 12 1 1 1 • 

Teacbing HOapital 
Medical SRecialiet 2 2 7 4 1 :a 

TOTAL 00 ~ 1"r1 100 114 100* 45 100 
Ifot Include4 0 1 0 '-- 0 
-Due to rOUlldiog off, "total" ia not the Bum cif iJldnidual percentage •• 

! 

I 
I 

!(ORZI. }~;:i'.AL n=ALTH ~~,ncES lJ£VElQ}X;/;j' PROJECT 
OPERA nom: '':;S2ARCH STUDY 

;ro!3~ AIID F€RCS:C7AGE OF PZRSON: ' BY 
SPEC1?ED lCJ..LTH SERVICE ~~PF BY nIFF~';) ~;-!AF';'CTERIS'IICS 

l C\f.lR11:T OBs;:aVATION; 7 - 20 JUNE 1977 

OUR I NG TEST-RUN 

NUMJ3:R AJW .. gC.:.NTAG.:. OF h~il~ONS S..:.£lI BY 
SUGGEcTSD SP'::CIFI!:D !DI.LTH S2JVICE STAPF 

, 
; 

CLASS !lf~:ALTH i ~g.l!'!1 SUB ~g~a~frYEo:. ~}'L;~T)~~ ~- : 
"ENTRE C::;NTnE ~n:; ,:~~:--: jDIRECTOR(, ,~'IR:::Cl'ORC) ~±Ei lU' 'vr._·~·: 

(lfO.1. ~, :.0. ~ !to. ~ 110. " 
Myeon flealt!:. '.; ';rker - - 24 16 162 61 - -
Il'.U'se-:'idwife at 

I'!y ,',<r, !ieal tb 
Sui>-Centre - - - - 5 2 - -

Public Health l':u-se 
3 t :lyeon Health 
:: ;.:b-Cen tre - - - - 2 1 - -

t!ye~. Physician 19 13 113 74 89 33 13 ) 

ileal th Centre 
Dantist 1 1 1 1 1 0 5 2 

1/e.:11 th Centre 
~reatment Room 
Nursing ;'orker - - - - - - 135 55 

Health Centre 
1.:ed1cal Officer 99 70 3 2 - - 81 54 
~ealth Centre 
;:edical Specialist, - - - - - - - -

Provincial Hosp1tal 
liedical Officer - - - - - - - -

PrOvincial Hospital 
~!edical Specia11st 18 13 11 7 - , 8 3 

Teachin8 Hospital 
dedical Specialist 5 4 - - - - -

TOTAL 42 100 11)2 100 266 100 241 100 
Not Included 0 - 0 0 1 . -" .. 

(1) lndlY1cN;.l" t:arJ7lns t.hJC r-,npori~~bilitics w..rin~· 9it.ui.tion~1 
Anal,.!. went b7 tltle of wMed10al Officer" 

(2) Durllll! S1t.uatlonel ..... 17.18. title u.ed .s ""'78011 l'h7s1clan-. 

~ 
w 
-c 



TABLE TR 15 gy MODIFICATION OF CONDITION -.. ~ 

KORU GENERAL HULTH SERVICES DEVELOPKI!2IT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS RESE.UQI STUDY 

NUKBER AIID PERCPBl'AGE or PERSONS SE~ BY 
SPECIFIED lIEALTll SERVICES STAFF BY DIFFERPBl' ClARACTERISTICS' 

BEFORE AND AFTER IIITROOOCT!ON or CHANGE 

_. 

l NUKBER AND PERCEN'T :"c'E OF Pl'J<SONS SF'EN BY ~l'ECIFIED BULT!! SERVICE STAPF ,. .. - ~.---- .. 
KlDIFlCATlON OF 

HULIH CENIRE DIRECTOR(I) CONDITION KULT!! SUB-CENTU DIRECTOR (2) KULTIPUil.i ~'SE MYOON lIULTH 
WORKER 

r-
__ Before After Before Aft .. r Ref re After 

No t No • t No t No t No t "0 t 
- -

Modified 73 89 103 75 125 79 142 93 10: 92 242 93 

Not r.>od if ied 8 10 13 9 32 20 8 5 7 6 6 2 
---

Do,," : 'J 1 
IDOdif ieaHon 1 1 21 15 2 1 2 1 2 2 13 5 

TotAL 82 100 137 100 159 100 152 100 III 100 261 100 

Not ine 1uded 28 - 5 - 13 - 0 - 3 - 5 -
-- ---.----~ .. ---- L-- --_1-- --- I- -- --- -- -- - ---~.---

* D.le to rounding off. "total" is not the .... of the individual percentage. 
(1) Individual c.rrying then reaponsibllitiea during Situational Analy.la vent by title of ''Medical Officer" 
(2) D.lring altuatlonal ana 1y.1&, tit Ie used va. "Kyeon PhyBlcian" 

-" 
-. 

TRU'IlIENT ROOM NURSING 
wonER 

Before After 
No t 10 t 

37 86 183 93 

2 5 11 6 

4 9 2 1 i '" S 
43 100 196 100 

---
0 - 46 -



KOREA G!2IERAI. HEALTH SERVICES DEV.,l..OPMENT PROJECT 
OPEltA:rIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

MUMBD. AlID PDCEMTAGE OF PERSO!IS SEEN BY 
SPECIFIED REALtH SERVICE r;rAFP aY DIFFERlJIT CHARACTERlr;rICS 

BEron AND AFrD nrrRODUCTION or CHANGE 
TABLE TR 16 BY REASON FOR NON-MODIFICATION 

. ,. 

NlIM1;D AND PI!R.CI'JI'lAGl': . .oF PERSONS SUII BY SPECIFIED HEALTlJ SEIlVICE r;rAFF 
REA.':'.',. FOl liON- HEALTH CZS;U DIR~"l'Ol (1) RE;.. ~B SUE ClRl'U DIUCTOR. (2) MliL . :.'lU'OSE t. lEON HEALTH WORXER 

K>DIFlCAl'IOIi 
Before After Before After Before After 

10. t 110. t 110. . t 110 • '1 Ro. t No. t 

Inadequate 
la'Vice time - - 1 7 2 6 1 9 - - 1 17 

Inadequate 
equ1pment 2 29 - - - - - - - - - -
Inadequate drugal 
8upplie. - - 2 13 - - - - - - 1 17 

, Inadequate training 2 29 8 : 53 31 89 9 82 5 83 4 67 

Inadequate 
. experience - - 2 13 1 3 - - 1 17 - -
~ 
Inadequate 
.. nual 
provhion - - - - - - - - - - - -
Inadequate 
tran.port 3 43 - - 1 l - - - - - -

,Otber <-peclf,) - - 2 13 - - 1 9 - - - -
l'OTAL 7 100* 15 100 35 100· 11 100 6 100 6 100 

IIot included 103 - 127 - 137 - 141 - 108 - 260 -
U) 
(2) 

ng off, "total" 1. not the aum of the iDdiYidual percentage •• 
IndiVidual carrying tbeae re.pon.ibilitie. duria& Situational Analy.i. vent by title of "Medical Officer". 
DuriDg Situational Analy.l., title uaed va. "MJeaa Phyaieian". 

I 
!lUl'M""'" QOClIf NURSING 

WORUll 
.. -

Before After --
Ii;,;.. t 1'0. t 

- - 2 17 

- - - -
- - 1 8 

1 100 1 8 

- - - -

. - - -
- - - -
- - 8 67 

1 100 12 100 

42 - 130 -

l:'-
l:'-..... 



KoaCA G~;;lr:nAL ~~:;.~.'::~ S::::~VICES ZI':"·;:.:. ,;.:-L~l;II ?ROJ:CT 
0.:0'-: -:e.!:; dBS;;A:lCH S:iJDY 

I>T'.2:R :.:::\ PERC'-"l'TAGE OF EX~:?./;AL VI:;IT;; DURII«; o::-nCI!.L NCl,r:;~ ::: '.:: 
3Y ~.."'::'Cl?I::;n HE/LLTH S-:1VI~: 3?A:t'F ~y DI?_~'-;~ :::T C!lfLILO\CTE::S::C: 

BL~';IO::I; AND A?T":J IH'!':tC··wjC~ICt:.: or;· CH:~~,GE 

T!l.BLE TR 17 :'Y Du;L',TIO!1 O~-';C;;?,l'A:' V!3IT (I!l :iIlru~!:.!J. 
I i ---_._---

Dt':".A Tl ON 
OF 
EXT:::lIIAL 
VISIT 
(:lINS. ) 

0 

1 

2 - 5 

6 - 10 

11 - }O 

31 - 6: 

61 - 120 

121 and 
above 

ZX'l:.~ITAL vr3IT3 DtCII;G O:·'?ICIAL ;j0:-.:~1;:J HOU~;'3 BY S~":~!:-I:~ H J.LTH S~~VICE STAFF 

SEALTH C:;li'!''!E \c.-:Ii:.:', Fc'DLIC CHIEF, HEALTH StJll- C:;I.:;1' !;D,!SING IrurlSING ~:-,"n~ . (;I'Ll', ";'J.;lT.I.'IL1~' 
DIRECTOR !ii:ALTH PREV~NTIVE C~ITnE (1) SlJI:,:;"!VISOR SUPE:~VI::;O" ;mON lffiALTH SA!;I~I.TIO:; {O"KER 

AD:!INIST?.ATlm ;-!EDIClNE DIRBCTOR f.'ORICEP. ,iU3-S.:cna:r 
Before) After :Jef re I -'.f: t~r Before After Bdore A!~~;. ~cre L After Before After 3efore After Befcre After Before A!'ter 
No. I ~ f No. ~ /10. r.2,,!~o.1 "flo. 50 No. :;.; /(0. i ~. NO_. 7' No.1-;jjll_o. ~. No. :... ITc.! '; :lcM Ilo. '. No. <, No. '. 1;0.) ',:Ie. :: 

I I 1 1 I tiT , ' ! 1 

I"l 
~ 
f;! 
§ 
~ 
o 
II!; 

-: -I -I -I - - - - -, - - - -I - - -I - - - - , -! -
I I ,; ill ' 

-I - I"l - -' I"l - - - - - - 19 13 1 1 -\ - 1 2: - - - - ~ --
I') I 1<1 '" :5; 17 ~ -, - ~ - - ~ 5 18 5 6 35 24 28 21 10 20 71 22 16~ 35 5 6 2 6 3 18 14 13 
HI, I -=I I _1- iii 1--: ~ 215 ~ 2 71 1418,3S27 3023 171352146513E30 4541155332019 

6!B E5: 2 141 8 19151 Eo 8 29

1 
4,531 }B 27 4635 51'9 25 8 '4~ 31 25 29 1337 43125 51 47 

4122 ~ t 12 861 ~ 1:,41 ~ 518 1114\ B 6 1915 41 e a 2 e 2 '5'41' 12',., 28 17 1915 

4122 i 1- -I i '\3\ i 6121 1 6 6 j 51' 431714'19361 lol'211j31 81522 

2 7 1 1 1 1 3 2 21 4 2 2 - -I 6 7 3 9 5 3 21 2 
1 61 I~-

TOTAL -1 28 roc 78 10C 14~llod' 1,1100 49~OC 329~0( 46; lOC 85 lex Y} 1C: 169100~08!1O~ 
• ~ , ~ 1 ~ .~ ~ ~ ! ~ , ! , ~ 

1 I I 1 14~oa _ 
-. 37110a -181100 - • -

Rot 
::::eluded 01 -1-1- 1 0. -.- 11 _I - °1- 01 -I a -

* Due to rounding otf, "tot:.l"1. not the 8W1 ot the 1r.divUual percentage" 
(1) During 81 tuation Analysis, t1 tle W!led was "Uyeon Pb,yeician". 

Cj - -I _I a -.- - 0, - -. -I 0·-

~ 
~ 
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KOREA GENEIlAL KEAL':'H smvrCE DEVELOPMEIf!' !'IIOJEC'" 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH STUDY 

NUI'eEl! AND PERCE,"AGE OF EX'l'ERNAL VISITS PURIM:! Ol'l"ICIAL ",ORKIr«:: HOURS BY SPECIPIED 
KEAL'l'H SERvr~ S"'APF BY DIPFEREItI' CHARACTERISTICS 

BEFORE AND AFTER IN'l'RODUCTlON OP CHANGE 

TABU ~ !-'" T .-~.?,,:,~~ O!" :-:.-'f:::P_"t;.: 'J::'::::-
-----,--.- ----------, 

!'tJ:U-(! ') :-: EX: .;,:;AL VL.I";:; llt,::I:;C ("'(1:!.\L "0~.r.!:;G .~;:; -:,y 5: ":::-1.:- : h::.: :. ;.-: :- ... ::'.- =::I?I 
vi-' JH1::,r.T~ C!::I7P.£ :~G:F. F.""'J"'IC '-:~I::F 11':':.:::: -l~- CIHEl' p .. :.:::; I NO:; ":.::. :'"1:-"jF :-0::-, !;.: "c'. I':A!:~::':::!C'I~; 
BX'i~IJ:At t:n!~ECTOF: ifr:.\: :H i'J~-.. ::;::n; C:!1;;'~ (I) HURSIJ«: ~.-" ::r.;;:n ~:Jr: :rr.:c-~; :~.),::'r. r. , .... -.- "":')aXR ......... A ••. N 
VI:':!~ t.:' .~~~; I 3TR!. T I otT :t::nICHIE l)j:C:C~O] SUPEl<V\ SOR ,:O':jJ:.::7\ , , -'.'r_~";":':i.:'l: 

etoreJA.!t'er ue'!'ore Aftu' .for After :aefore :, f tar e fO::'f" :. :ter ttore 
(0. 'J. !II). <;; N". '1 !lo. ~. No. Ko. J No. ,- ~o , '0 !" 0:- • < 0 

rio p!U"pOSt I I I •• e_l"'taln .. 
ablE - - - - - - - -I - _I - - 4, 

follo ... -up of 

I 
t:orev1oualy I 

I o(:clJ.rrlng, I 
1 

I 
not1C1ed, or 

2BI74 -j _ i '9 kllown t:v&nt 9 64 - - - - 13 ~ 

"'ollo,,-up ot I defe;.ul ter 

I I trot;; regul:'T 
I care, BUr-

nUance or 1 
l-..anh..atlon - - - - - -

I 
- - -1- : ,! 2 -, 

rollo_u.p ot I opee1.nl I cll111cal 

-I 21 V't"oblul. - - - - - 5 '8 - - I , 
! I 

.'t'tutory , 
ticer,at·na, I I 
reGUler in_ 

I IJpe~tlon. :.. .. 
oyatel!.t\t1c I 0 

Cl 
home vjet tine 4 22 Q - - 11 2 5 i:l ' , }9 '8149 61 I'" 59 

Cl IS ~ :s I 1 InY •• ti~.t10n I ~ ::! !2 " I I ot 1;1 compl ~ 1r. t/ :> ';l 
~ .. 

" I" '!" i " 
in response to eJ .. I .. 

~ n c,J,ll or Q. 

i ~ visit I ~ - - - - .. - - 21 7 '" .. .. 
':'0 1nVflI UgD. te " c .. ... '" ~ :lnd r@medy for ~ 

t!:p flr!Ot t1:.e 
:\ .,!"'oblec not 

:::~::- J 1 - - - - - - - - - -I 2 , -
COZQWll ty 

I edue;'\t1on 1 
1nto[,ln3.tlon. 
aotiV.:l tlon 0 1 
pa:rt1c1~:lt1on - - - - - - , • I I I 6 6 2 

Other COP,oUr) " 72 , 21 2 5 6 2, , , 9 6 , 
:;ot avo,ilablel i I 

r.ot kno-m 1 6 , 2 14 6 16 
} " ,S 2} i'2 8 28 , 

TOTAL 10( . I 14 ~04 ,0( '0( ,oc 18 )8 l8 78 'OO~43 ", 
Not Included ! - -, - -, - - - - . - - - -
• DII. to I'o\l'\~ Olf, "tot."l" 10 not t:,. !lWl or the lndlvlllual t,ercent~6 ••• 

(.1) hrtnc SituatiDn An:}l,.ls, title used .u-.t,.rOIl r~.i.cllln". 
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KOREA GENERAL HEALTH SERVICE DEVELOPMEt(!' PROJEX:'!' 
OPERATIONS RESEAJICH STUDY 

NUMBER AND PrnC'EN'!'AGE OF EXTERNAL VISITS OORING OPPICIAL WORKINr. HOURS BY SPECIFIED 
HEALTH SERVICE STAPF B'{ DIFFERENT CHARACTERIsrICS 

!!II!!POfIE AND AlITER DmlOOOCTION OF CHAMJE 

TA.3t.L '!'P. 19 '!5'! A~M':"Y PE:C.FOR.VED (co~t~n·.Jed) 

EX'!'El'NAL VISI':'S DURING OFF!CIAL WORKING H0U11S BY S"E:I~IED !!U'.LTH SERVICE STAPP 
AC7!';: 7Y 

~;..:-: Cf.!L:! HIEF, HE.:d...T2 err.!!::- h""JRS r.:~.:; ~.:-'JL.':~?.;niC5L 
PI:...!iPQ;:.:::n 

CI;!:T!E PL"3:'IC !~~Tr. ~\::~r:lVE SU.:lo-(.'3::!ITR! N"u~lS!!;G SU?!2\'!SOR L"YE')S :C:~i,:E 
-

O!R::TO~ AD:: I!::': 'I: .. A ':' I ON .. ·::nCI!G DI~2CTOP. S\J}'E..~Y::O? ~CRK::J\ 

e:fore After 3e:-ore Aft r etore After Be! re J..fter Before . !ter Before After ?efore Aft r 
. .;0. ~ ~;o ~ No \. No 

, 
o. 50 , No. " No. , :;0. , :;0, " r.c. !'o. ,- 1;0,' ~ :;0, T 

C. r:~r". I:-::::llllC!'':Ai. 
$1.:; I ::,.':·IONa - - . -food 8uperv1s1on - - 3 1 

Water 8uppliel 

Sar.i t8r] £u.n"oy 

Scbool inspection 

Re~'J.se disi'oaal 

Sar.1 tat i 0::. of 
Pu'.::lic Place. 

Licensed premises 
other than •• tiLg ! elt"bliehmenta 

Excreta disposal 
, fl 

F-

PBCtOry 1napectioc 
I j 
I 

., 
I '" Health education ~ I 

< 
> 

.. 
Cegeteriea Iii .. 

ro 0 

Pleasure Reaorta/ ., 1& 
0 

Recreational .. 
premiaea/Country .. .. 
Clubs, etc. 0 3 .. 

Com.plainta 

Rodent, inaect and 
peat eon trol 

1 1 
PriTate bous •• 

Other technical 
(speOify) 1 I 

D. All CILLIJlY AIID 
SUPPOR'l'IVE. 

S\lRe1'Ti.orl1 -
ObaerYat1on , 17 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 

I 
Cheak of raoor4. 

and reportll 
, 6 , , .21 16 , , 

~el~=, 
S:.!:: ':1.:: 0:; 
5C-.o-3EC:I:):~ 

'Ee:f.,re .e.!ter 
~~o •. _5-:_ 110.. ;; 

14 1j 5 14 

9 11 5 1~ 

- -- -
- - 4 11 

- -
6 7 1 3 

- - 2 6 

5 6 6 17 

- -
15 18 3 9 

S 7 4 II 

1 1 1 3 

- -
- -
t 1 

------ ---1 
3.\1'1 :;"~I";~: 
VOP.K!:R. 

Before After i 110. S; !ic 
, 

84 49 34 ~1 

1 1 34 31 

- -
- -
1 1 2 2 

1 1 

35 20 3 , 
, 1 

15 9 11 10 

- -
2 1 

- - 3 3 

3 2 11 10 

- -- - I 1 

6 4 

-

.;: 

.;: 

.;: 



TABlE '\11 19 BY A:1'IV:'!"Y I'EIU'QI\MEO (to"_~:r.l.d) 

KOREA CPJlIRAL HEALTH SERVICl$ U£VELOPHEIfr PI(lJEcr 
OP_IOllS 1lSrAaCII STUDY 

NUltBER AND PERCPJlTACE OF IlTERNAL VISITS DU1DtC OFFICIAL 1I00001.C HOUlS BY SPECIFIED 
HIALTa SERVICE STAPF BY DIFrERPJIT CllAUCTDISTICS 

lEFOR! AND ArTER OOIODUCTIOli or ClWICI 

Er ---!:AL VISITS Du :IIIG OPI'ICIAL ',IORl:::- E':;: .. ::.: BY SPECIFILJ) H:2J\LTH SE..qYI:E S:AFP 
ACTIVlTY 

H:::/.LTR :~:::-: ICHEP, CHIEF Pl:P.?OIWF.D HEALTH ... HET :nrnSING :!G~:: - -~:::'SE 

DIRt:CTO;: l"c;;LIC HCoALTII PRZVENTH"E SUB-C t:NTRI: 
DIn~CTO?I;l 

!'iJR:illJG S~PERVISOR :;-C'J:: !-i_'t..Ll'H 
,'---:' :'T:t.:.nON ; r:::ll C llr;; SCPC;PfI50R "J:):'XtR 

~efore A!~.: --"<~,::; _ ~; Before Aft,=r Betore Ai": er Before After ''Defore After Before After 
(;[0. ~ ,,~. L 110. ~ No.·~ tOo ~ 110.:- No :<> ,0 0:; lIo '" No 5' III 0 --" No :- lio, e 110, lo 

B, TECHlIlCAL( continued): 

La~orator7 ex&Cinat1on 

I~.:::un1za tlon 38 8 
I 

ASSistance Qt Delivery - - - - 2 4 
. 

l're-na tal consul ta tion 

I . 18 24 5 , 4 3 39 8 
Poat-natal coneultat1on 

(includ1ng Oare ot I 
tbe ne .. bom) I B 10 3 2 1 1 1 2 B 2 

~ly plnnning adv1co/ 
serv1ce/tollow-up , 

4 - - 2 2 "0 26 
Other aervlc',.-

rendered in c11l11c 

'" Romo viSits related to: . '" .. - .. uit il'urpos. - j activit18. , 2 " 19 4 
'" - follow-up on ~ .. 

doraul t.ro '" 23 5 

i .. - cue tindlr:g 0 1\ 2 .. 
- family regl.trst10n - - - 5 , - -

~ - routine surveillanoe ~ ~ , '·0 

'" - nuraine care not 
otherwl.. .pocif18~ , 2 4 , 

- 8nnl"Onaental . 
sanUation 

1 0 
Field in~.t1gat1on. 

otber than home vi.it. 
llc.ted ~bOTe , 0 

Group Il",lth education , 
4 - - - - 4 , 

He-supply of druge 4 , 
1 •• 11. ot del ivory Bet 3 , 

Collection of specimen. 1 ) 7 2 
Dental care , 0 
Diagnootic Radiology 

'laking X-reT ~ including 
proo ••• ina 

Othor t •• hnionl (Spe01f3( 

+.'. 

:,-::rEF, 
:ANITATIOI/ 
3· .. ~-3~C-rION 
:Betore After 
lio Jo No , 

SANITATION 
WORKER 

Beton Aft r 
110 :- 110, lI> 

I 

aon '.""'l} 

( 

,p. 
,p. 
V> 



KOP!=:A ~S~"'L HEA.:'~'; SEFI·..r:SE [lE'J?~~ PROJ9::"' 

Of':.!'A"ON3 PESEAIICH STUDY 
!'(!~ Atr.:' ~=r(:,F:~AGF. OF F.:XTERNAL ',"1S!TS DUPIN'i OFFICIAL WQRKIN{i HOUP.S 9Y ,q~t'':!FI;:r 

HEAL~ 5~'l1cr :3""::.::? HY ;':FF":':P~ t:':-tARAC'~'E]HS'!'I':-S 

!EPOP£ AN!' A~ !~~0!"J~O!ll OP C'HA)r,F. 

TA.BU: ~ 19 HY AC'TM- PF.'P~?~' ::-":'~~''.Jed) 
-- ----

EX':'ERNAL VISITS OORING OFTICHL WOP.KING ;iOL'AS 3" S!'E:IFIED ~ALTH SEPVICE STAl'I' 
AC~I\';TY 

YE:..l(z~: ~ ;r:n Jl'J:;.\L,H ~HILF FRIE?, ':C:.LTH ,HE? NURSI;Ir. ~~.!iTI P''::-l.l. OSE 
t:m!TLE: ?: .... ~lIC :!~A1TH jPTEIGI1T I VE Sv'B-I.:::;rITRE ~;-':.:.i::r tlG 3UP!:r!.VI30F, !~lE":)f: ::.::."~L.::: 

!nIR::CTOr, .tr>:; n: I:;T~\ATI ")N ~_)lCINE Drr.C:CTOR :;:.;:'.::; ;':; ::;OP. SGii.¥.ER 

llofore I u,," ::e:f'~re Af1 r. letore After Bet re After ?efcre [After nefore I After ?efore After 
1N0. I ~ I :i: No j:. No I )~ lio. , 

No , ~c 110. -.-" 
:~-~. ~: ~. l;o. , 

11o. ---r.'T:lo. --~ li C. ~ '. :;0.1); , , 
C. I:~n -::;/IIw.lnu 

I 
1 

::;/.::1 T.\ T I ON I 

Food supervis10n - - . -- -
Water supplies 

, , 
Zaoltary survey 

:':::001 inspection 

Eetuse diHposal 

3anitatlon ot 
Public Plaoes 

Licensed premises i 
other than e~t1ng 
8st.ub11shments 

" Excreta ~1spoaal , I ... 
Factory 1~9pectioo 

j 
~ 

Health education " < 
"' <-> 

C~;:.eterlea f: 

I ; 
Pleaaure aeeorta/ 

t,~ 

ex: z 
0 

Recrea.t1orv.al : 
promises/Country I ""' (. 

,. 
Clubs, e"tc. 

., 
c '" '" I 

COCiplalnta I I 
Rodent, inaect and 

peat control 

Private houaes 1 1 

Other teeM led 
(specify) 

I 
1 1 

D. AlleI LLAHY AIID 
nUfPonTIVE: 

,:,iucervlscrz: 

, 1'-Obeel"9'ot1on , , I 1 1 . , 

I Check ot recorda 
1 i and report. I 

i 
5 6 , 21 16 3 , 

- - ---- -, 

------ ---- " --- 1 
, 

C::i~~, ~AnIATION 

S:.:tI':'A7:m; 110RJCER 
J'.,.;~ECrIO!l 

:~ :"::re After Before After i 
~~-r No 10 110. ~.~! 

14 1~ 5 14 64 49 34 ~, 

; II 5 14 1 I 34 ,. 
' . 

- - - -- - - -
- - 4 11 1 1 ~, 2 

- - , , 
6 7 , , 35 20 , 3 

- - 2 6 , I 
, 6 6 17 15 9 11 1~ 

- - - -'s 16 3 9 2 , 

I 
6 7 4 11 - - 3 , , , , 1 3 J 2 , 1 ,~ 

. - - -
- - - - 1 1 , , 6 4 

I 
! 

i 

.::-
~ 
C' 



Y.OIlEA GENE!<AL ":::AL'rn SEIW1CF. DEVELO~lC 'FO.;EC":' 
OP:.c'~!ONS RESFARCH STUDY 

~~ AND PERCENTAGE OF E~~~L VISITS DURING OPFIC!At WCRY.IN~ H0UR5 qy ~::'::FrE~ 
HF.AL'rn SEI'VrCE ~APP BY DIFFl:JIEr. CliAF.ACTERIS'I'lCS 

BEI'ORE ~s:: A~ IIMIODU:-rION OF CHAI(;E 
TABLE TR 19 BY ACTIVITY PERfY)RME.~ (co-.t!nued) 

- -- .-.- -
ZXT£R!:ILL vI:'lr~ ;lUiiIKI; O!'PICIAL OO:~~'~:I!:~ ::'J-}T!!; BY ~L:':~Irl:n a.:::.l';';: S:HVIC£ 3!ftFJ' 

ACTIVITY 
:HJ;.',l Tn C?"I:":P, CHI?'P B\!'r¥ I C:!I~" ~:~. :.:e;G ~!:.;J.:r?:-::,)J:::;' C~HLF, ?!~:{rOR~mD 
C::NTitE P:J~LlC HE."LrH T'JU~d:NrIVE SUB-:£!'':~::' f :;V;-:::;IL~G 3:?I'::-:Vl::C:-; !!'YEC'!; r.:;.:..rH SAlaTA 1'1 C!: 
tnIRECTOf: AD:mrI:;T:lA TIOil r,~ :rJl C HIE DIRECTOR X'r.':VI OP. '''O_l!<~ SUB-S ;::CT I Q:i 
efore Aftor Eefore A~ter Before After Before ;.f~er !H'fore After :~ef re After Before _Uter-· .~etore After 
o. , No I'; 110. ):.. 110. I~ 110 ~ 110 . , 110 ~ lie. ",'; ::0 • " No. .~ !; c, ?:. Ifo. " .10, ::. Yo. ···~ti_O. Il: lTo. \",; 

D. ANCIL1-AilY AlID i 
3UPloaTIVY.: 

:;uoorvi.orv 
(continued): ! . I 

I , 
!r.~eiVle~ra I I - - 21 16 2 0 
Provision of guidance/ I 

1 
, 

issue o"r , 
instructions 1 10 - - - i - H'-' 3 4 22 15 21 16 3 1 - -rrovlsion of on-the-
job train1ng/ 
praotioal 
demonstr:!tion 20 26 85 59 31 2t 23 47 

l'eaohing (formal) , '0 - - - - - - , I 1 I 
Orientation to new 

nctivity 
2 3 6 , I 3 - -

Interpret~tlor. ot 0 c po11cies 5' , , § 0 I J.r .. ~nt:in! for 
provloion of l2 a 0 
.uppll •• and 

~ equ1r·cent 3 ,0 - - - - ~ I 1 , 1 5 4 
SolviD6 1nterpersonnel 

c problems 

I - - 7 5 ! Evaluation or 
pertorllUnoe! 
mottvatlon or ltare : 

Other supervisory 
(specity) 

~ 
'echn1cal meot1nge and I 

conierenoe. , 6 , , 2 7 - - 8 6 , 1 612 1 0 , , 3 
Preparation ot 

technical recorda, 
reporta nnd 
correspondence , , - - - - , 0 1 , 

ilece1pt of tr:11ninG , 6 - - 1 14 ' - - - - - - , 6 
Care and maintenanoe 

and equipcent! 
eupplies - - - - 1 20 1 4 - - - -

Orpnizat10n ot 
olinic, inolud1ng 
nad:rill« 8114 
t1ling ot record. - - t 1 

I 
3A}l!::.::-.:: ~ 
.... ;):::-::3:: 

Before After 
!lo i lic. % 

I , 

; I 
1 I , , I 

I 

I 
I 

- - 6 6 

I 

~ 
:-
" 



XOFY ... ::"'.:1"~: .-{:.c-~ '"'-=: -:-:;: :;:F.'.-:'~;"'~ ?P~\_'"EC

O~~X:..(;S:~ ?E.SE.A.?·:r\ STUDY 
N"1.1M3ER A'--n PERCF.~A'jE OF ~r.:.:P.NAt v-::~:~ ::.i?lSr; CFP'ICIAL .CP¥:':~ H()!"'S ~y S?ECIFIED 

HEAt:H s=:rrn::E S':'AFF:-· :PPEREN'!' :::!iA.FAC":'ER!:~:ICS 

3.ry,)R2 AND Ar.::r _ ::~OCU~ON OF CHAN,E 

TARLE TR 19 BY ACTtvITY P!-.rPORMED (cor:t~r.lJe~' 

~X':Ef.!;J..T, ";I~IT!;i n:;:'.lUG OI7!'ICIA:i. IO •. iG!;; 

A·~:·.:7Y ~EAL7" I ~!':~=I CHIEF c--.',lT!I 
PEHFCrt:'ED ':EU'!RE ~,."." =~H PP':':V£Wi'IVE :'~'!!-c:v.::P£ .... -'_..1.1.. 4 

DIRJ::'::'!'OR AL::J~:I3~"'i'IOt: f;ii;DIClNE :l:?~EC'~OR 

/letor. Atter BE"-:re After Betore After :!ef'orc Attter 
1'0. _~ Ifo .,,- Ii. ;, !fo ;l> o. . flo -~ 11. ::; !i' . " 

D. AliCHLA.!!'! AlID 
SUPPORTIVE 
(contin"ed). 

~ (oont1n\1ed) 

Ancillary ••• tetanc. I I to other heel th 
a taft I 7 

L1aiBon 2 14 10 26 
Preparation ot legal 

I certificate., tor , 
8l.<luature by heelth I I centre director or 
other author!:y - - I 14 - -

Prepara tlon tor 
external vi31t 

I 
Other &nc111ary and I 

supportive e I 

I 
! 

(apacity) 

E. :·II3CE1:AIIBOUS. 

TrnTel i 
!!esBell£er 

Cleaning 

Per.annl atfa1re and I 
bU91ne8B I 6 - - , 21 - - 3 e , ~o 4 14: 

Publio relation. 1 6 ! , 
llead1nC :>r.C 

reeearoh 

un.ccounted for time 
t Ott1c1al free t1me 

(tor lunch, .to.) - - 1 14 1 20 
OtUcial Ie aYe 

(.1ck, vocation) 1 7 3 8 

Other c1Bcell~neoue 
(specify) - - 2 29 - -

TOTAL 16 100 10 00 14 loe 7 lOC 36 100 5 lOC 26 10: 

.ot ""'lucie<! - - - - - -

... I>ue to roun41~ off, "total" 18 UQt the lum of the 1n41v14ual percentacea. 
(1) D .. ring Sit .. ational A:'l.lyell, Utle .... d w.e n):yeon ?hysic18nn• 

~:; .. :=.':: EY S?ECIPIED KE.!..l.TE ::~,,'I::': :~AF? 

::-:l2:' i"t1.ffi.SING TL'i I !1]";"!!';X':~ 
!\~'.~. r:;G S:rPrnVlSCR rao" ''--'~--. .' : ..... , .. t', 

::::-':,;::-,,'130R lO:UC:::: 
=t:!~re Atter Befor. A.fter .tore- Atter 
:;:-. .; !lo. i' lio. 1> 110. " o. ,. /10. .. 

- - 2 2 , I 0 

~ 

I I - -
I 
~ 

2 0 

~ .., .. 
! 

7 9 5 3 17 n 5 10 2 0 

~ 0 

6 e 9 7 

- - 2 1 1 1 2 

2 I 5 ;0 2 0 
-• 

71 00 143 100 nl 00 49 100. 46} lCO 

1 - - - -_ . 

i 
-. 

C!iI!:F, .A:iIT/. rIOt: 
2.kNl':':,:'I'::~: ':t'ORKER 
SU3-3I:C~I~)?; 

Before A.fter aetor. A! er 
/10. ')0 No. ~ No. 'fo 110. ft 

, I - -

, 

f 
00 

- - 2 1 

3 4 3 2 

8 10 8 5 

" 1 } 4 2 , 
B} lOC 35 1:-~, ' 69 1~ 108 ICY.: 

2 - i - - i -



KOrlEA G:1IERAL IIULTH S ,>p. ':1 CES DEV:LOPt.!t!fr P!lOJECT 
OPE?ATIOllS IlESEARCH 

NU!~En :.UD ?:;r.CL!!'t'AG:: OF ;:X'l'Cf.nAL VI!;ITS DURltt:: OFFICIAL 'io'OOKING !-{O"J-1S BY ~PLCIFIED 
IC.'_L~:! SERVIC;; ::;TA!'P DY DIl'l'DIEIn' CHARACTERISTICS 

~~,'CU: A::J APT:R DmlCKJUCTIOIf OP ':flAlfGE 

TABLE TIl 20 BY FI!:Dr~:; (U :I::L ,\C:WITY i'EI:roa:W) 
I 

, 

EXtE. _,,\r, Vl:;1':3 r.\.r..l~.i~ OITICUL ·IORKI~G H0L"RS BY ~PECIFIW lCA:Tii ;, ~RVICE .:>rAFP 
--

'llTDIITG iEA.!:;H CRI"';P, CHIZP HEALTH 
I ~~; •• 

NU:1SIIIC 
C::liTP.E PUBLIC :C.'tJ.'i'H PRE\~~IYE S lJ!l-':E11 THE ... ~. oS SU1'!:ilVI30R 
XlIR!\(;70R AD!~NI~':.7", TIO&" I~DIC:!IB I:IilECTOa I SUP::RVISQ;( 
efo~ • f'1"r Before AUer Betore Atter efore After I Botore .~ftor Before After 
o. I ::; !lo. '0 110. 110. No. t ~. So. ~ • 0. ~ o • ~ fRo • p JIio " Do. ~ 110. .. 
I ! Satisfaotory I 1001 132 

or tj(" ~::;W. 
58 98 87 86 :tin,"! .'.:~: § " " 10 100 " 97 22 92 

Unaat1st ..... otor1 > 
~~ A A j 

&i f-f t:.l ... " 141 or nbnorul Of< 0'" 1 14 ., 
:~ :.< "'j - - ! 

ftnd1n& '" 1 6 ,., 
1 , 2 B 0 ;!ii: .,.'" i .. f-.~ 

~~ 7~ ~~1cul t to ~~ ~~ ~ I a Bsell8 - - 1 1 - -
"O'l'.lL I 17 100 fO 100 '2 Itoo 24 00 58 100 134 00 101 tOO 

1I0t Inoluded I 1 - 4 - 6 ~ 4 - 20 - 9 - ,0 -
~ ---- - -- L.. - ---- L_ -- -.~ 

• Due to 1'0und1lle: oft, "total" 18 .. at the S\llII of tile 1DUYidual percentage. 
(I) Dur~ S1tuatioDAl AnalYsis, title WJed .. sa ~'.-.o .. Pb,-.lc1Q1l". 

........ """'" .... ~ ... z: ............... '" z: ..... on .............. y ...... " 

KO!'.1.A G~lriA1L In;AL~ SEI;VICES DEVLLOI'!fI!IIT PROJECT 
OPERATIONS lIESI!1J\CII STI1DT 

WolBER AIm F::P.C:.KTAG: OF ;:n£;iJl.lL VI3IT~ DURIIG O::-ICIAL ~ORKIl:G HOURS 
BY ~;-- .IFIW> H ;\LTH smncE srAFF BY DH'~:m:;n CIWI.lCiEIlISTICS 

a .. 'ORE AIID 1.P'l'EJl IJmI(IlJCTJIII 01' CHlIGI 

38 

,6 
11 

lI> 

100 

tOO 

-

'iiiUfflIUh: .:;; E 
YrIDII lIE.\LTfi 
W()RIJ!II 
lIefo ... After 
Jlo.1 "'_ 10. " I 

114 '1 

"''' 0., ..... ,6 8 

<~ 
~~ " .. 6 1 

456 00 

7 -

EXTEllJlAL VISITS DURIIG OPFICIAL WORY-IIiG HOURS BY S?;CIPIED HEALTH SERVIOB Stl" 

I'Ll. Rl! I JIG paALrlf CRISP, CHlEP, lIEALfII SVlI-
POR ~EIItR:: PUllLIC REALfII ~IVE CEI!llB 
ACTIVITY Itmu:crOR lAD'ilKlST!lATION IEDICUI DI!lECTOR 

etore Atter Ill.fore After Defore After Betore Atter 
eo! • :10 ~ 110.1 ,. 10. ~ 110 ~, 110 I~ r:JIo.1 ~ flO. " 

"0 planne4 • '. 86 I~ 975 

~ " 'J7 ~~ 22 92 15 
~ II,,~ ... planDed ki~ 213 , 25 , 3 2 6 ~ I~g.~ 

TOTAL 16 • 100 12 100 '2 00 24 1100 

/lot Inol""" 2 - 2 - 6 - 4 

* Due to round1Dc: ot! '·total" 1s not the alai of the ind.ivldual. perc~ntagea. 
(1) Dur1n& S1tuat:-~ AndTsis, title .... 4 .... "liTe on Ph,-.1clan". 

gllG IliURSIIG 
SUPERVISOR 

IIIUL'l'IPtlBPOSII 
lflEOI DALU 

3UP£RVJSOR 1Y0Rn1lG 
Beto ... Atter 1'ef " After Bef~. At1er 
110. ~ 110 ? ::~. ~ 110 ~ 110 ~. 10 , 

58 96 '" 99 100 96 ,8 100 
is .. 1 428 95 

1 2 t 1 2 2 is 2, 5 I~li:i 
59 100 13. ,100 102 100 ,6 100 451 100 

- - 9 29 - 11 12 -

(CH1&P, -

~A!lInTIO:1 
StIB-STlCIW 
~efo ... lfhr 
[}fo ... ~~ 110. " 

43 f~ 35 100 

24 3~ 

1 2 

66 loe 35 -.x> 

f7 -

ICBUP, 
surrl,TIOII 
:;~~:'rl0!l 

Beto" Atter 
:;-0 .. 110 \',; 

69 100 '5 100 

- -
69 100 '5 'DO 

. , - i .. 

I~ANITATION -
IiORD:!! 

BefOZ'e After 
lio 1'J. 110 ~-

5' '5 10, 97 

97 64 , , 
2 1 

152 It 00 '06 100 

17 - 2 -

SAIJITATIOI 
"011011 

Betore AUer 
No 'I 110 'lO 

148 98 101 100 , 2 

15' 100 t01 100 

18 - 1 -

~, 

::
.:; 



KOREA G!-'J\"EP.A~ rr::~ :::-..; ':E?":::=: DF:V::LO~ PR') ... ~C'i 
OF!:"! -: c~2 ~:::Z::"'~'1 S'I1J!ly 

NUMB~ ~\~ PDtCFNrAGE OF EY.7E?_~~t V:':::-:-3 :x..rRIN'J OFFICIU, WORKING HOlfP~ 
HEALnf SER'n~ "~.~_?? =v :rPFER:::N"!' CHARAC-;DnS'!'IC~ 

'lE?OP.E eN: ~P::.: :""ODUC"l'ION OP CliAM:lE 

" ?'F::!?!~, 

fADLL 'I'R 22 ~y OiJICO:I: C'F VISIT -
0J:I'EPSAL VISITS IX1RIM:l OFFICIAL WCJlXIM:l ~JP.S 'ffH S~C1!'IEO HEAL'nf SElWlCE STAFP I OUTCO/!i: H:"A!':'~ CC!:7!iE CHIEF. ::~EP, ~/.LT",~ .- ,:~r:? ~1.mSltlG ~,'rJl;1 :-:.:-:? :..::: ~:;ILF, 

OF :ilr.2:c'OR P'J?:'I'" :~;.:::-: 7,n.::TIVE .,UB-C'IoJTP._ '; -. '. :~::: Sl: r:::nv I s,'"'r ~·:Y!:'~~~: ;.:...: .. .:..: :~~ :;';~:I'i':.':IS';; 
. VISIT 

Ur~!!:!.3~·.:.:: ,:t :;;;JIC I:II; DIil';CTOH{ 1) . : ?S:':;: 3 :E ::O:U:":1 S'.J-3~::~ ;:; 

I .tOrtl , A tter etore At":er efore After etore Atter :'~f:re After Betore /,ftflr Betore After Before I After 
,0,1 ':< No. o I ~ Yf) i'~ 10. ., 110 , 

01:- 110. c:: .1 !(.,. ~ No. No. , ::0,.1 l' .... ~:o. ~ !!':'!.. ';0. , 
6 1100 

c-
,Sa UBfactory 9 00 

~~ '" 26 87 a 20 87 51 a'! 120 93 82 81 28 68 " 312 70 35 52 29 83 , 
Q , 

~~ ~~ 
... ., 
0 ... 

Rot I :~ - - 4 3 4 4 2 6 "'j 49 1n 24 36 5 14 
eat1e:te.ctory :; , 1 3 c 

I <:> , <" 
... ~ ~~ .. '" ~~ ... co 'I' -<-- _1.-Unoertain "'0- 3 10 , 

~ 4 15 15 2 6 « 62 19 8 12 I 3 -0 . .. " .. r-- -
TOTAL 9 100 S1Xl 30 100 2, 100 ,8 I:C 12'1 100 101 100 32 10< 443 100 67 100 }5 100 

Uot :':-.:::l'.1ded 9 -, sj 8 1 5 
I -

,: - ! 14 - - 17 2') lei -

.. Due to r:,u."1d1De: ofr, Jltotal " 18 not t!".t S'~ of the 1ndlv1dunl percentages. 
(1) Dur1l1B r.~ -:"''ltion Am;,lY9is, title u:Jtd "'~e yeor: Physician". 

J.\i!!':'ATICN 
i'lOEi-2? 

Betore Atter 
110. -;, No . 

49 32 70 66 

91 60 23 22 

1 I 7 n 12 

• 151 100 106 00 

18 - 2 

, 

~ 

"" o 



TABU ':'fi 2} BY P\JR'IlIDl ACTION PLAtm:D 

, 
ACT]Lii ~TH c ..... ',r C.-, .. l..F J ,'iJal J G 
PI.A:['iEJ) ~.iP~ CTtiR I'.1Al TH 

IJ). IilI!.l'l\A!lON 

KOREA GI!IIERAL HEALTR SERVICES DEVELOPMEIIT PROJECT 
OPERAlIOftS IlESEAP.CH STUDY 

lIUMIIER AIID PEIlC!lrrAGE OF II'URllAL VISITS IlJUftG OFFICIAL WORJ:IIIG SOUllS BY SPECIFI!Il 
HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BT DIFFUlBT CIWlACTERIS'!ICS 

BEFORE AIID AFTER IN'!RODCCTION OF CIWIGES 

. . - ----
ElTUl.:hl VISITS J"Rl~ f.FlICUl .• L .. b.; "~T'" BV fPl<:JFI!.J ~UlTH Sl.ll'IICl :rAYF 

C1:n.F, ; a.VLilTIVt ~AI rH SLiB-c-,7P.l .. r. ~ ~ •• !to1SIRQ I RURSl(J t I,CITnO{PbSE 
i.LDICI.~ nr'lC;p. (1) S';7i ;.VI~·C'1 . SUPU!VI~R :n.: ~ HiJJ fH 

·.~R:U..q 

Berore Ut.f'!r ~rt--~ After '3<fore ' Aft.<:r B.tor~ Aft<r ~efore After Betore Aft.er Before Arter 
110. ~ INo. , 

"[' 
No. p- ~O. )\ Nc. ,- 110. p "·'c. 

!Return 4 51 4 61 1 5 5 
Yie1t a.t 
",",c1!1eo : 
date 
arranged 

iRetlll'!l 

I 
1 11 1 )3 5 

visit to 
be made 
vhe:l 
po.siblo 

c c c 
~ i 3 ,"0 Tarset 

~ person/ c 
group I I . ! ~ wo",£<! to .. 
=;1 2 ~ ~ 

i eonticu,," 
~ ~ 5 g 

I 
Target i 
per.onl 
p-oup 
int0rme4 J 
icontact 
!Fobl ... 
~~ter1~ 
Irate. 

~=n ) 43 1 17 1) 62 

tram 1 100 6 100 21 100 

8 11 \Not I 11 - - -
Included i I I 

* DIIe to roUDd1n& ott, "total" 18 not the ..... of t.he in11 .. idual f'nc~ntaae •• 
(l)DuriDc Situation ADaln1a, title used vas "l!VeOn Plmilcian" 

2 

22 

6 

1 ~~o . J, ,00.1 J ~IO .. I !lo.· ~ '0 ,. 1..,,' 

23 <) 39 72'56 53 54 21 I 5& 231 S2 I I 

. 
2) )2 54 12 9 1) 13 I It 2) 

45 - - 1\' 8 - - c )1 8 

S 
~ .. 

I ~ 
< , 3 

- - 1 1 
, 

1 C 

I 

I 
9 4 1 )4 1 )2 )2 115 102 1B 11 

fhl 59 100 128 0: 99 100 )6 1C< 455 10: 

- II!, - 15 - 32 - 1) ... 8 -
I I 

CHID SCn L .-.1 !Ok 
S~~lCTIOII 

-
Betore C~e:-

10. 1 ho. ,- .. 

J3 41 1 121 

26 )1 2t 6 

Ii --~ 
I 
I 

I 
- -

11 16 1 3 

11. 100 )j 10: 

15 ... 2 -

-I ! !"lanltJON 
.-.lJR.illl 

Setore lAtter 
[lfo. ~ 11'0. ,J; , 
121 19 4 4 

24 16 100 95 

- -
1 
I 

I 
I 
! - -

6 5 1 1 

IS) 100 105 let I 
16

1 
- J 

, ... I 

+
\J' 



TABlZ 'l'H 24 BY ?FXI'£SS SIJCE LAST VISIT 

rOP'!~ GEh~~L HF;AL'l'H SERV!CES DEV"E:".All'MEN'l' PROJECT 
~"ffiA':"IONS RESEARCH S~ 

~ AND PE!':-EIr.A~E OF EX'l'FlIHAL VISITS DURING OPPI~!'L WORKING HCJUI\S BY SPECTPIED 
HEAL'l'H SERVICE STAPF BY DII'J>EREIr. :HARAC'!'EIIIST!:5 

I!EI'aIE AND AI"l"ER Irr.o::lT 'JC'l'ION OF (lfAI«lE 

EX'rEIt~A:' ','lSI':'S ruIII!f:l OI'I'ICIAL WORKIIIl HOURS BY SPECII'll!D HEALTH SERVICE !iIJ''''' 
-'-

.----r------...---------r- 'P,IU r;:; "-::'J ~blu •. JLTIPURPCh I': ~-f, ~.ca.· .. 71c.1 ~.ulITAT1CJ'; .---
PRCG:::W· H; A.:y. :,'17-' C.-!J, ~mr:c ~ .. ,,_:- ':::HIU, }-! ':. "1\'. r~~ r:" ::. ~Cl:. 'r~;lJ..tri"L V ~~ .. -. !:.t1PL(V~~ .:'?~ . ,!-:~FJ. f!": I ~ . .r.:~t .. ...:.·:r_,~: rCR:UP. 

tl 'Cl. I.A..T :--.<,~ All ;'l~T'",rION ,: DIe! ~ )l!.tC'iF, ,1) ,-1p--. ..-~---+-~"_T--_f',~;O:::..,,:.:!ill!.:.~---+----r_--+---.__---
VISIT --;€!:-T~ ~ . ..r~~~ f_~.£.I').rf °Aft@r ___ ~forE ; . .!u:r iBcfore -~d~; aero",' Uter Betore J1tAr aetore .Att.t.r 3Eton: Alter Bt-fon Alter 

~.vl~ I ~or''''' i' l"c~l C ; 110, i " No'1'!; 110. C 110"1 c 1Io.~ No'll C to. -" ... ·1'-" 1Io

1
:rc 1Io:r

1

"i' .... -, I' 110. c INo'! I II I No. II NO., II 

p.)8erftd/ I I I ~ j 

!app.ared : I I I \' : I 1 11 . - i 1 4 2 ; ) ,: 2; 12 5 j 2 Jl1 ~L I 1) ) ! 11 I. 4 13 12r 
! I I 1 I II! " 

~nsat1.rac- ',' I • I' . ! I i 
tenT , " I I I ' ~""lopl'1£nt. I ~ i: . - -! 7 j 27 12 ,17 ' : B ! 3 27 i 1: L-)~ 2 7 ~ 59 1 2 

~a~l,;Iacto: : c ~; ~! _ ,! I !, 
i<kv<lopooen", , '! 1 1C'C '" • ~ ,7 7. 1"1" '.. 56 - -I ,l"',, -' -' ! ~ i'!:I ~'5! '-'1,11,9 7'1) ',323C,rc,, __ ; ':1"" 22 ~l ~ )7 ,r 70 

, '" III ,~ , I I " I 
~""'Pt.o>V i r!i ' 0; ~' ~,I .. I I I I ' -' 
!condit.ion I ~ 1 ~. I «:" ~ - I -: I - - - 1- L ~ <! - - I --
l11aapP"ared " llE I g;' I I:, !I I 

:::: ,.. ~ t I ~ i I I I, ~ ;l
i1 

11 ~ i -: II 1 1 I 6 ) o!i :! - - I 1 1 

(spee1J") I I Ii" - - ; - - - - i - - -. 
~TAI 10 0 1 _I!' l~~ ! ·t- 1 ,(( '';' 1,;,6 (C n Ll 17 c( 251 L(' ,6 I':'.: ;71l( 21 1(( 1112 1(0" 61; - lr~ I 

~t. l i ;, I. I )L - ill - 6t:. - )2 - 16 • C7, - '.: - b - 51 - W. -
ineluded ~a ; _ 1)· Ij5 ,- I I ; 1) - ; I I 

'I I, ,'IL I! 1 i,- I 

~ jge to t'C.Jlldi~ crt, "t.otal'· if not tt,(. :;\Dri. 01 thf i~1vidua.l r<rcmta' .. "£s 
(l)J>uring titultlcn Anal"'~lS, titlE Ulif"J ViaS I''''-,e(.n n'·SiC1L"",'· 

~ 
;..
~..: 



TABLE ~ ?, BY TI~III(: Cr 'I:SJ~ 

KOREA ,,1!lI[RAL H'-"LfN SERVICES DL\'!:LOPP!ENT PRO~EC" 
OFERATIONS RESEUCH STUDY 

NUMBER AIID PERCENTAGE or EXTERliAL VIsnl IIUllliG OffICIAL WORKING HOlTRS 8Y S?ECrnW 
HEALTH SERVICE STAFF BY DirPERnft CllARAC1'ERISTlCS 

IEFOIE AIID UTER IIITIlODUClIOI OF CIWICE 

I EXTErNAL VISITS DURIIIG OFFICIAL IIOPJ:l'G BOutS BY SPECtFI!D BI:ALTH SERVICE S"rAFF I I ---- - -- - - I 

I HtALTH CENTRE CHIEF. Pl"~iC CUIEF Il£ALTB SUI-C!lrrn C8ID' III1ISIHG NIJRSIN~ I HULTIPURPOSE I CHIE:f 
TIKlMG OF VISIT " DUECTOR IlEALTH PI !\'ENT IVf DIREClOR (I) SUPERVisor SUPDVISOf; 'MnON HEALTH \lOUD SANnATlO~ 

; AllIIN I STRATlON MlDICIRE 'SUB-SECT ION , , 

SAIl IUTI os 
WOnER 

lBefoH I After Before I After lefore After Before After Before After Befort A,fte:: ! lefore After &efore! After Iluore I Afte: 

1"0,\ ~ ~o. t No. h \No.\ ~ iIIo.!: No.~. IIoc.1 t 110.'.; No. t No. t ~oJ t iIIo.1 ~. !!Io. I 7. Nc.1 1 10.1 t No.1, 1N01t 1NO./ ~ J 

Tt.dng .pprop~i.tc 

Tiaing inappropriate 

~ 

~ 
~ 
" 
~ 

~ 'i ' I I ! i, \ I I : I 

1
1& 100 e 9 hOC' ~ )0 IOC ~ 2) %)9100 123 921971993& IIOG ; , •• 7 98 &8 .00;3> '100 
,\ !( "r I- ,:b: I II! 
I , - 'i:J 1<; "I''''' . 
'i .. 'I =- I'll' j I I !. < I ~ C:. , i' I I,' ... , I ;: ; II ;: I 4 - - II , ell I Ii: ~ I,' 10 2 1 I !5 , . ~ ,.. I , I 

\ ,. . r , c· I " I ',' ..., , ' 

I I - , Z I 1" \ 1 c, \: 
! ~',;:I ~ I .1 '1'1 'I ,: 'I' ;'11 
, C I I < < I .... I I 

I , • <. . I ,,_ _! _ _1 I _, I , ; ~ 1, 'i_ -' 

IHI ,,\10&1100 
I 

I 
21 

, 
I 

I 
I I 

i 

TerrAt. 11& floc' L i 9 !IOG ! JOII~: r 1 r24TlooJs~ioolll-;: jroo1gerOOIJ8-fiOOr-l 1.,71 100 l&qIOOTJSIIOO 1153\10011001100 

Rot includod ! 2 I -,I i S 1- I B ! - I I 4 :-v,~r1nll I-I &\ \17\-1 0 1- \1&\- : '\ -

I 

* Due to rounding off. "total" il not the sua of the individual perc.entages. 

(I) Durin, Sttu.tiorl An.ily~i5. tltle uard ",.5 "Hyean Physician!!. 

~ 

"" W 



TABtF. ""A ?f. W. ~.::·;1t.f1A7rm; fIOR VISl: -_ .. 

KORU GEllDAL BUl.TB SEIIVICes DE'ncOPIIEIIT PROJECT 
OP !RJJIOftS RES!AR<lI ST'CDY 

NUKII[R AIID PEIlC!lITAGE Of urERIIAL VISITS IJU\lIftG OFFICIAL WORKIIIG HOlIItS IT SPECIfIED 
HEAl-TS SERVICE STAFF BY "IFFEREII'T <lIAR.'. "1571CS 

BEFORE ~O AFTER lIffROOUCTIOli OF CllAllCr 

EXTERNAL VI~",S IJU\lIRG OFFICIAL WORKI~S 50~ BY SPECIFIE~ !~TE ,l.VICES STAFF 

HE.U:ra C!lITRE CHI E"'. PUftl.lC CHIEF. PREVIlO- HULTH CHIEF NURSING 
HlJUIPVlPOSE CHIEF. 

PIU!l'AI.A! 101 FOR DllEerOR HEAl:H TI V[ "[O£CINE SU 8 - C!lIT Rf: SUPERVISOR 
NVRSING SUPElVI- 1IYlm< !tALT! SAIHTATlON 

VIS I"! A~l Nl STRATION DUECTOR 
SOR wonu SUB-SECTION 

J$t !'..i r~ After Before Aftf':r 8.efore After Before Aft to- 8@for@ Aft er 8efore After Bdore After Before After 

~. 110.\7, 110. No .• 

I 

iNa. t 110 • t No. 7. No. t 7. Pto. • No. t No. ~ t No. • 110. t No. t 10. t Ro. t 

'" Sathf.ctor ." 14 88 5 50 '" 94 
o. 

S 85 .. 31 5 2 92 59 100 116 96 54 93 37 97 297 95 42) 93 35 100 

Do.ati.factory 2 13 ~ '" 5 50 5 2 6 ~: 2 8 - - I " " 7 I 3 It S 34 7 l( IS ... 
.~ 

... , 
z .. 0-

> ... ~ 
.. 

TarAL Ci 16 00 ~ < 10 100 13 33 100 13 24 100 59 100 13 100 58 100 38 100 295 :00 457 100 6£ 100 35 100 
VI .. Z Z 
0 < 

I" ~ 
< lot included ~ 2 - " - 5 - ... - 19 - I - 73 - II - 34 - 6 - 17 - 0 -
~ 

- - . L .. _ .. 

* Due to rounding off, "total" 1, not the aum of tbe ind191dual percentage •. 

(1) D.lr1ng Situation Analysh. tHle uaed va. ""yeon Phystclan". 

_. 
._------

SAlIn I.TIOR IIOUEl 

lefou. After 

,,~ . t 11o. t 

112 81 106 100 

29 19 

151 100 106 100 

18 - 2 -

... 
'" .... 



IORtA GEI'!1W. IlULTR SERVICES DEVE"UJPMDt! PROJECT 
OPlRATlOIiS USU.RO! sr':DY 

~L'"BER ".'ID PERCDrr"C~ Of E1HRJlAL VISITS DUI.lIIG enlCIAL lIOunG 80\l1S n sr!CIra" 
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